May 3, 2016

Dear [Redacted]

Re: Your request for access to information under Part II of the Access to Information and Protection of Privacy Act [Our File #: EC-18-2016]

On April 5, 2016, Executive Council received your request, which was transferred from the Premier’s Office, for access to the following records/information:

"All emails, internal memos and/or any written correspondence regarding Don Dunphy from March 29, 2015 and April 12, 2015."

I am pleased to inform you that a decision has been made by the Deputy Clerk of Executive Council to provide access to some of the requested information. In particular, access is granted to the following records:

- Emails regarding Don Dunphy from March 29, 2015 to April 12, 2015 (Tab 1).
- Emails concerning media stories regarding Mr. Dunphy for the period of March 29, 2015 to April 12, 2015. (Tab 2).

Access to the remaining records, and/or information contained within the records, has been refused as it is non-responsive or in accordance with the following exceptions to disclosure, as specified in the Access to Information and Protection of Privacy Act (the Act):

31. (1) The head of a public body may refuse to disclose information to an applicant where the disclosure could reasonably be expected to

(a) interfere with or harm a law enforcement matter;

40. (1) The head of a public body shall refuse to disclose personal information to an applicant where the disclosure would be an unreasonable invasion of a third party's personal privacy.

Please note, the following information has been fully redacted from Tab 1 of the package:

- Pages 37-38 have been fully redacted in accordance with paragraph 40(1)
- Page 47-48 and 61-62 have been fully redacted in accordance with paragraph 31(1)(a)
As required by 8(2) of the Act, we have severed information that is unable to be disclosed and have provided you with as much information as possible. Please be advised that you may ask the Information and Privacy Commissioner to review this portion of the processing of your access request, as set out in section 42 of the Act. A request to the Commissioner must be made in writing within 15 business days of the date of this letter or within a longer period that may be allowed by the Commissioner.

The address and contact information of the Information and Privacy Commissioner is as follows:

Office of the Information and Privacy Commissioner
2 Canada Drive
P. O. Box 13004, Stn. A
St. John’s, NL. A1B 3V8

Telephone: (709) 729-6309
Toll-Free: 1-877-729-6309
Facsimile: (709) 729-6500

Please note, in accordance with Section 5(1)(k) of the Act, we are unable to provide access to any emails, internal memo and/or any written correspondence relating to Don Dunphy that are part of an ongoing RNC investigation as the Act does not apply to these records. Therefore pages 66-75 of Tab 1 have been withheld in their entirety.

5. (1) This Act applies to all records in the custody of or under the control of a public body but does not apply to

(k) a record relating to an investigation by the Royal Newfoundland Constabulary if all matters in respect of the investigation have not been completed.

You may appeal this decision directly to the Supreme Court Trial Division within 15 business days after you receive the decision of the public body, pursuant to section 52 of the Act (a copy of this section of the Act has been enclosed for your reference).

Please note, this letter will be published following a 72 hour period after it is sent electronically to you. It is the goal to have the letter posted to the Office of Public Engagement's website within one business day following the applicable period of time. Please note that requests for personal information will not be posted online. If you have any further questions, please contact me by telephone at (709)729-5691 or by email at rachellecutler@gov.nl.ca.

Sincerely,

Rachelle Cutler
ATIPP Coordinator

Enclosures
Access or correction complaint

42. (1) A person who makes a request under this Act for access to a record or for correction of personal information may file a complaint with the commissioner respecting a decision, act or failure to act of the head of the public body that relates to the request.

(2) A complaint under subsection (1) shall be filed in writing not later than 15 business days

(a) after the applicant is notified of the decision of the head of the public body, or the date of the act or failure to act; or

(b) after the date the head of the public body is considered to have refused the request under subsection 16(2).

(3) A third party informed under section 19 of a decision of the head of a public body to grant access to a record or part of a record in response to a request may file a complaint with the commissioner respecting that decision.

(4) A complaint under subsection (3) shall be filed in writing not later than 15 business days after the third party is informed of the decision of the head of the public body.

(5) The commissioner may allow a longer time period for the filing of a complaint under this section.

(6) A person or third party who has appealed directly to the Trial Division under subsection 52(1) or 53(1) shall not file a complaint with the commissioner.

(7) The commissioner shall refuse to investigate a complaint where an appeal has been commenced in the Trial Division.

(8) A complaint shall not be filed under this section with respect to

(a) a request that is disregarded under section 21;

(b) a decision respecting an extension of time under section 23;

(c) a variation of a procedure under section 24; or

(d) an estimate of costs or a decision not to waive a cost under section 26.

(9) The commissioner shall provide a copy of the complaint to the head of the public body concerned.
Direct appeal to Trial Division by an applicant

52. (1) Where an applicant has made a request to a public body for access to a record or correction of personal information and has not filed a complaint with the commissioner under section 42, the applicant may appeal the decision, act or failure to act of the head of the public body that relates to the request directly to the Trial Division.

(2) An appeal shall be commenced under subsection (1) not later than 15 business days

(a) after the applicant is notified of the decision of the head of the public body, or the date of the act or failure to act; or

(b) after the date the head of the public body is considered to have refused the request under subsection 16(2).

(3) Where an applicant has filed a complaint with the commissioner under section 42 and the commissioner has refused to investigate the complaint, the applicant may commence an appeal in the Trial Division of the decision, act or failure to act of the head of the public body that relates to the request for access to a record or for correction of personal information.

(4) An appeal shall be commenced under subsection (3) not later than 15 business days after the applicant is notified of the commissioner’s refusal under subsection 45(2).
Best to contact RCMP...

Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone on the Bell network.

About Joe Smythe and shooting in Mount Carmel Mitchell Brook
RCMP Investigating Incident in Mitchell's Brook

On Sunday, April 5th, at approximately 2:30 PM, a member of the Royal Newfoundland Constabulary was in the area of Mitchell's Brook conducting follow up inquiries regarding an investigation.
During that follow up inquiry, a shooting incident occurred, and a 59 year old male is confirmed dead at the scene.

The Holyrood Detachment of the RCMP, in concert with the Major Crime Unit and Forensic Identification Unit are on site and are processing the scene and conducting the investigation.

The identity of the deceased male has not been released pending notification of next of kin. The autopsy is scheduled for tomorrow.

Contact:

Sgt. Greg Hicks
Trinity Conception RCMP
greg.hicks@rcmp-grc.gc.ca

-30-
Best to contact RCMP...

Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone on the Bell network.

Hi danielle- due to ongoing police investigation we are not commenting..

Heather

Hi there,

Hate to interrupt your long Easter weekend.

We received a call from the St. Mary’s area suggesting the RNC investigation in Mitchell’s Brook was in relation to threats made against the Premier.

Is there anything at this time you’re able to say one way or the other?

Thanks in advance,
-Danielle

Danielle Barron
Reporter, VOCM News
709-726-5660 (o)
709-730-2616 (c)
dbarron@newcap.ca
K thanks

Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone on the Bell network.

From: Brown, Milly
Sent: Sunday, April 5, 2015 8:54 PM
To: Mullaley, Julia; MacLean, Heather; Browne, Joe; Hynes, Darrell
Cc: Burt, Paula
Subject: Re: Update

Mike Connors tweeted 18 min ago that Chief Janes will speak on it tomorrow.

Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone on the Bell network.

From: Mullaley, Julia
Sent: Sunday, April 5, 2015 8:52 PM
To: MacLean, Heather; Browne, Joe; Hynes, Darrell
Cc: Burt, Paula; Brown, Milly
Subject: Re: Update

Waiting on an estimated time. Will send along as soon as I hear back.

Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone on the Bell network.

From: MacLean, Heather
Sent: Sunday, April 5, 2015 8:21 PM
To: Mullaley, Julia; Browne, Joe; Hynes, Darrell
Cc: Burt, Paula; Brown, Milly
Subject: Re: Update

Time??

Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone on the Bell network.

From: Mullaley, Julia
Sent: Sunday, April 5, 2015 8:20 PM
To: Browne, Joe; Hynes, Darrell; MacLean, Heather
Cc: Burt, Paula; Brown, Milly
Subject: Fw: Update

Fyi

Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone on the Bell network.

From: Jacobs, Heather
Sent: Sunday, April 5, 2015 7:52 PM
Please see update below.

From: Jacobs, Heather
Sent: Sunday, April 05, 2015 7:39 PM
To: King, Darin; Collins, Felix; Joyce, Luke
Subject: Update

There will be a joint news conference. RCMP will take the lead. The RNC and RCMP comms are working together. Chief Janes will speak himself as well.

Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone on the Bell network.
Hi Steve - as there is an active police investigation ongoing, we are not providing comment. RCMP best positioned to provide additional information.

Heather

Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone on the Bell network.

Hi Heather I’m with The Canadian Press. I’m sure you know why I’m emailing. There’s a report out there that a member of the premier’s security detail was involved in a shooting the RCMP issued a news release about. There is a CBC report I’m sure you are aware of that it involved a threat against the premier. What have authorities told you? Has the premier been informed. Is there any additional security measures in place?

Kindest Regards, Steve Fairbairn.
Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone on the Bell network.

From: Mullaley, Julia <JMullaley@gov.nl.ca>
Sent: Sunday, April 5, 2015 9:17 PM
To: Browne, Joe; Hynes, Darrell; MacLean, Heather
Cc: Burt, Paula; Brown, Milly
Subject: Fw: Comms

Fyi

Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone on the Bell network.

From: Jacobs, Heather
Sent: Sunday, April 5, 2015 9:10 PM
To: King, Darin; Collins, Felix; Joyce, Luke; Mullaley, Julia
Subject: Fw: Comms

Fyi

Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone on the Bell network.

From: Lake-Kavanagh, Jackie <jackiekavanagh@gov.nl.ca>
Sent: Sunday, April 5, 2015 8:53 PM
To: Jacobs, Heather
Subject: Comms

Holyrood scrum about a half hour ago. Media interested in links to PO. No confirmation from police. Bill will address media tomorrow.

Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone on the Bell network.
Cutler, Rachelle

From: MacLean, Heather
Sent: Sunday, April 05, 2015 9:24 PM
To: Joyce, Luke
Subject: Re: Comms

You in the loop with situation on shooting??

Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone on the Bell network.

From: Joyce, Luke
Sent: Sunday, April 5, 2015 9:23 PM
To: MacLean, Heather
Subject: Re: Comms

Thanks. Crazy day.

Luke Joyce
Director of Communications
Department of Justice and Public Safety
Government of Newfoundland and Labrador
709-729-6985
lukejoyce@gov.nl.ca

From: MacLean, Heather
Sent: Sunday, April 5, 2015 9:20 PM
To: Joyce, Luke
Subject: Fw: Comms

Linking you in.....

Heather

Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone on the Bell network.

From: Mullaley, Julia <JMullaley@gov.nl.ca>
Sent: Sunday, April 5, 2015 9:17 PM
To: Browne, Joe; Hynes, Darrell; MacLean, Heather
Cc: Burt, Paula; Brown, Milly
Subject: Fw: Comms

Fyi

Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone on the Bell network.

From: Jacobs, Heather
Sent: Sunday, April 5, 2015 9:10 PM
To: King, Darin; Collins, Felix; Joyce, Luke; Mullaley, Julia
Subject: Fw: Comms

Fyi
Holyrood scrum about a half hour ago. Media interested in links to PO. No confirmation from police. Bill will address media tomorrow.

Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone on the Bell network.
You are always big help....will touch base for call when group in office

Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone on the Bell network.

Hi, Heather. You may need some help today with this national story. Just a reminder that Julia’s crowd are over there and should be activated on this. It’s not just a Premier’s Office issue.

Also, I’ve send draft statement and asked Jeff to be pen on that or anything else you need.

Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone on the Bell network.
Wont be....

Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone on the Bell network.

From: David Cochrane  
Sent: Monday, April 6, 2015 7:36 AM  
To: MacLean, Heather  
Subject: Re: Will Davis speak or issues statement today?

Please don't make it four pm!

On Apr 6, 2015 7:34 AM, "MacLean, Heather" <HeatherMacLean@gov.nl.ca> wrote:  
Not determined. Following rnc comment/ availability...

Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone on the Bell network.

From: David Cochrane  
Sent: Monday, April 6, 2015 7:30 AM  
To: MacLean, Heather  
Subject: Re: Will Davis speak or issues statement today?

Time?

On Apr 6, 2015 7:29 AM, "MacLean, Heather" <HeatherMacLean@gov.nl.ca> wrote:  
Yes

Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone on the Bell network.

From: David Cochrane  
Sent: Monday, April 6, 2015 7:21 AM  
To: MacLean, Heather  
Subject: Will Davis speak or issues statement today?
Premier Paul Davis directly addressed the people of Newfoundland and Labrador in the aftermath of the incident in Mitchell’s Brook, St. Mary’s Bay, yesterday, Sunday, April 5, 2015.

People of Newfoundland and Labrador, it is with profound regret that I speak to you today. The events of yesterday have left everyone in the province shaken and disturbed. I share your concerns.

My sincere sympathy goes out to the families and friends of those involved. There is no way to describe the unbearable burden they are carrying today.

I am sure you will understand that I cannot go into specifics at this time. But I want to ensure you that the matter will be fully and independently investigated and a thorough accounting will be made to you, the people of Newfoundland and Labrador. We need to know what happened and why, free from rumour or supposition. I promise you that is what you will receive.

We live in a beautiful place, this Newfoundland and Labrador, with a sharing culture that values peace and understanding. Please keep this in mind as the authorities get on with the difficult task ahead of them.
You are all in my thoughts.

Paul Davis
Premier of Newfoundland and Labrador
They have been speaking....

Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone on the Bell network.

Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone on the Bell network.

RNC at 1030 am

Heather MacLean
Director of Communications
Office of the Premier
Government of Newfoundland and Labrador
D: 729-3581 C: (709) 697-4137
E: heathermaclean@gov.nl.ca

Agree. That is missing and should be in there. RNC can advise when to speak and what to say also. Jeff should be around to do edits and other writing.

Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone on the Bell network.

From: MacLean, Heather
Thought- Think we need to include sentence in there about why premier I making statement... security detail/ not clear on what we state but it will be obvious first media q

Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone on the Bell network.

From: Morris, Peter
Sent: Monday, April 6, 2015 6:24 AM
To: MacLean, Heather
Subject: Media today

Hi, Heather. You may need some help today with this national story. Just a reminder that Julia's crowd are over there and should be activated on this. It's not just a Premier's Office issue. Also, I've send draft statement and asked Jeff to be pen on that or anything else you need.

Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone on the Bell network.
From: Morris, Peter  
Sent: Monday, April 06, 2015 8:36 AM  
To: Maclean, Heather  
Cc: Paddock, Jeff  
Subject: Re: Media today  

Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone on the Bell network.

From: MacLean, Heather  
Sent: Monday, April 6, 2015 8:13 AM  
To: Morris, Peter  
Cc: Paddock, Jeff  
Subject: RE: Media today  

RNC at 1030 am  
Heather MacLean  
Director of Communications  
Office of the Premier  
Government of Newfoundland and Labrador  
D: 729-3581  C: (709) 697-4137  
E: heathermaclean@gov.nl.ca  

From: Morris, Peter  
Sent: Monday, April 06, 2015 7:57 AM  
To: MacLean, Heather  
Cc: Paddock, Jeff  
Subject: Re: Media today  

Agree. That is missing and should be in there. RNC can advise when to speak and what to say also. Jeff should be around to do edits and other writing.  

Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone on the Bell network.

From: MacLean, Heather  
Sent: Monday, April 6, 2015 7:33 AM  
To: Morris, Peter  
Subject: Re: Media today  

Thought- Think we need to include sentence in there about why premier I making statement... security detail/ not clear on what we state but it will be obvious first media q
Hi, Heather. You may need some help today with this national story. Just a reminder that Julia’s crowd are over there and should be activated on this. It’s not just a Premier’s Office issue. Also, I’ve send draft statement and asked Jeff to be pen on that or anything else you need.

Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone on the Bell network.
Cutler, Rachelle

From: Mullaley, Julia
Sent: Monday, April 06, 2015 8:39 AM
To: Browne, Joe; Hynes, Darrell; MacLean, Heather
Cc: Burt, Paula; Brown, Milly
Subject: Fw: RNC news conference by the Chief

Fyi
Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone on the Bell network.

From: Jacobs, Heather
Sent: Monday, April 6, 2015 7:56 AM
To: King, Darin; Collins, Felix; Mullaley, Julia; Joyce, Luke
Cc: Lake-Kavanagh, Jackie
Subject: RNC news conference by the Chief

Chief was thinking 10.30 but he will confirm with PO first.

Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone on the Bell network.
Thinking of you and the family during this tragedy. Very sad story on many levels that ended badly but could have been much, much worse. It's a cold reminder of the world we live in these days. Even our glorious little corner of the world is not immune. I know you are hurting over this but keep the faith, better days ahead.
Cutler, Rachelle

From: MacLean, Heather
Sent: Monday, April 06, 2015 9:37 AM
To: Janes, Bill (RNC)
Subject: Re: Speaking Points

Much appreciated. Premier will be making statement today as well. Will be in touch....

Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone on the Bell network.

From: Bill Janes
Sent: Monday, April 6, 2015 9:36AM
To: MacLean, Heather
Subject: Speaking Points

Heather

Attached is current draft of my speaking points

You can call me a if you want to chat.

Bill Janes

“This email and any attached files are intended for the sole use of the primary and copied addressee(s) and may contain privileged and/or confidential information. Any distribution, use or copying by any means of this information is strictly prohibited. If you received this email in error, please delete it immediately and notify the sender.”
From: Cutler, Rachelle
To: MacLean, Heather
Subject: Yes. Time not confirmed

Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone on the Bell network.

From: Bailey, Sue
Sent: Monday, April 06, 2015 10:10 AM
To: MacLean, Heather
Subject: Re: Newser or statement today on the shooting?

Good morning,
Will the premier speak or offer a statement today? We’re trying to confirm asap please for our national sked and update.
All best,
Sue

Sue Bailey
Newfoundland and Labrador Correspondent
The Canadian Press
Twitter: @suebailey
Direct: 709-576-0687
Mobile: 709-689-8619
Fax: 709-576-0049
From: MacLean, Heather
Sent: Monday, April 06, 2015 10:41 AM
To: ‘Mike Connors’
Subject: RE: Mitchell's Brook shooting

Yes– aiming for 1230

Heather MacLean
Director of Communications
Office of the Premier
Government of Newfoundland and Labrador
D: 729-3581  C: (709) 697-4137
E: heathermaclean@gov.nl.ca

From: Mike Connors [mailto:mconnors@ntv.ca]
Sent: Monday, April 06, 2015 9:43 AM
To: MacLean, Heather
Subject: Re: Mitchell's Brook shooting

Thanks. Do you know if the premier will be speaking after the RNC chief today?

Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone on the Bell network.

From: MacLean, Heather
Sent: Sunday, April 5, 2015 8:08 PM
To: Mike Connors
Subject: Re: Mitchell's Brook shooting

Hi mike– not commenting due to active police investigation. RCMP best contact for information

Heather

Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone on the Bell network.

From: Mike Connors
Sent: Sunday, April 5, 2015 8:04 PM
To: MacLean, Heather
Subject: Mitchell's Brook shooting

Can you confirm that the premier's security detail was involved in the Mitchell's Brook shooting?

Michael Connors

Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone on the Bell network.

“This email and any attached files are intended for the sole use of the primary and copied addressee(s) and may contain privileged and/or confidential information. Any distribution, use or copying by any means of this information is strictly prohibited. If you received this email in error, please delete it immediately and notify the sender.”
yes

Heather MacLean
Director of Communications
Office of the Premier
Government of Newfoundland and Labrador
D: 729-3581  C: (709) 697-4137
E: heathermaclean@gov.nl.ca

From: David Cochrane [mailto:david.cochrane@cbc.ca]
Sent: Monday, April 06, 2015 10:42 AM
To: MacLean, Heather
Subject: Re: Will Davis speak or issues statement today?

If Janes runs late can you delay slightly? We have to get there and do set up. Will email as I know more.

David Cochrane
Provincial Affairs Reporter
Host On Point
CBC Newfoundland and Labrador

Work: (709)576-5118
Cell: (709)682-5341

On Mon, Apr 6, 2015 at 10:41 AM, MacLean, Heather <HeatherMacLean@gov.nl.ca> wrote:

1230 Premier to speak with media – in front of HOA

Heather MacLean
Director of Communications
Office of the Premier
Government of Newfoundland and Labrador
D: 729-3581  C: (709) 697-4137
E: heathermaclean@gov.nl.ca
Please don't make it four pm!

On Apr 6, 2015 7:34 AM, "MacLean, Heather" <HeatherMacLean@gov.nl.ca> wrote:

Not determined. Following rnc comment/ availability...

Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone on the Bell network.

Time?

On Apr 6, 2015 7:29 AM, "MacLean, Heather" <HeatherMacLean@gov.nl.ca> wrote:

Yes

Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone on the Bell network.
Yes confirmed

Heather MacLean
Director of Communications
Office of the Premier
Government of Newfoundland and Labrador
D: 729-3581 C: (709) 697-4137
E: heathermaclean@gov.nl.ca

From: McLeod, James [mailto:jmcleod@thetelegram.com]
Sent: Monday, April 06, 2015 10:48 AM
To: MacLean, Heather
Subject: Re: Mitchell’s Brook situation

hey,
I’m seeing it on Twitter, can I get confirmation that Premier Davis is speaking at 12:30 in front of the House?
-James McLeod-
Reporter
The Telegram
O:(709)-364-2323
C:(709)-691-8807

From: "MacLean, Heather" <HeatherMacLean@gov.nl.ca>
Date: Mon, 6 Apr 2015 11:48:21 +0000
To: James McLeod <jmcleod@thetelegram.com>, "Ivey, Donna" <donnaivey@gov.nl.ca>
Subject: Re: Mitchell’s Brook situation

Yes- Premier Davis will be speaking to media today... time not determined.

Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone on the Bell network.

From: McLeod, James
Sent: Monday, April 6, 2015 9:14 AM
To: MacLean, Heather; Ivey, Donna
Subject: Mitchell’s Brook situation

Hey,
Just emailing to see if Premier Davis will be available to the media today about the incident in Mitchell’s Brook.
-James McLeod-
Reporter
The Telegram
O:(709)-364-2323
C:(709)-691-8807
Good to issue now – media are aware

Heather MacLean
Director of Communications
Office of the Premier
Government of Newfoundland and Labrador
D: 729-3581  C: (709) 697-4137
E: heathermaclean@gov.nl.ca

NLIS
Executive Council
April 6, 2015

Media Advisory: Premier Davis to Hold Media Availability

The Honourable Paul Davis, Premier of Newfoundland and Labrador, will be available to the media today (Monday, April 6) at 12:30 p.m.

The availability will be held outside of the House of Assembly, East Block, Confederation Building.

- 30 -

Media contact:
Heather MacLean          Donna Ivey
Director of Communications Special Assistant, Communications
Office of the Premier       Office of the Premier
709-729-3581              709-729-3551
heathermaclean@gov.nl.ca  donnaivey@gov.nl.ca

2015 04 06
Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone on the Bell network.

From: Joyce, Luke <Luke.Joyce@gov.nl.ca>
Sent: Monday, April 6, 2015 11:43 AM
To: MacLean, Heather
Cc: Barfoot, Scott; Donnan, Hugh; Brown, Milly; O’Neill, Melony
Subject: Audio

Heather, audio of the press conference is attached. Chief begins at the 57 second mark.

Luke Joyce
Director of Communications
Department of Justice and Public Safety
Government of Newfoundland and Labrador
709-729-6985
luke.joyce@gov.nl.ca
Cutler, Rachelle

From: MacLean, Heather
Sent: Monday, April 06, 2015 12:18 PM
To: Kristy Brownlee
Subject: Re: Mitchells Brook shooting presser?

Premier Davis is holding a media availability at 1230 in front of the house of assembly...

Heather

Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone on the Bell network.

From: Kristy Brownlee
Sent: Monday, April 6, 2015 12:06 PM
To: MacLean, Heather
Subject: Mitchells Brook shooting presser?

Good morning Heather,

I’m reading reports that Premier Davis is expected to make comments about the shooting in Mitchells Brook. Can you please provide details for this, if possible.

Thanks a lot,

Kristy
Multimedia journalist
QMI Agency (Sun Media) Toronto
416-947-2195
Thank you

Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone on the Bell network.

FYI

I have asked Constable Beniot to get these figures for 2014, and 2015 up to today’s dates. Once I have these figures I will forward to the Chief who will decide whether he wants to release this information.

Gentlemen;

See the question below from CBC. Is this something we can respond to? Please advise

Steve

Cst. Steven Curnew #754
Media Relations Officer
Royal Newfoundland Constabulary
1 Fort Townshend
St. John’s, NL, A1C 2G2
Contact (Regular Business Hours) Tel: (709) 729-8658
rncmediarelations@rnc.gov.nl.ca
After Hours Call (709)729-8000

From: David Cochrane [mailto:david.cochrane@cbc.ca]
Sent: Monday, April 06, 2015 12:14 PM
To: RNCMediaRelations
Subject: Follow up
How many threats against politicians/vips does protective unit investigate each year?

“This email and any attached files are intended for the sole use of the primary and copied addressee(s) and may contain privileged and/or confidential information. Any distribution, use or copying by any means of this information is strictly prohibited. If you received this email in error, please delete it immediately and notify the sender.”
Cutler, Rachelle

From: MacLean, Heather
Sent: Monday, April 06, 2015 1:50 PM
To: Evans, Catherine
Cc: Hayden, Veronica
Subject: Fw: CBC Power & Politics interview request

Please add to premiers calender...

Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone on the Bell network.

From: JENNIFER CHEVALIER <jennifer.chevalier@radio-canada.ca>
Sent: Monday, April 6, 2015 1:49 PM
To: MacLean, Heather
Subject: Re: CBC Power & Politics interview request

That is perfect for us. Can he get to the CBC studio in St John's?

On Mon, Apr 6, 2015 at 12:17 PM, MacLean, Heather <HeatherMacLean@gov.nl.ca> wrote:
Hi jennifer- Premier is available to pretape- would 4pm nl time work?? Cbc studio?

Heather

Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone on the Bell network.

From: JENNIFER CHEVALIER
Sent: Monday, April 6, 2015 1:38 PM
To: MacLean, Heather
Subject: CBC Power & Politics interview request

Hi Heather,

I'm a producer on CBC's Power & Politics Show with Evan Solomon. We were wondering if the Premier it might be available to come on our program today to discuss the situation around yesterday's shooting.

We are live on air between 5 & 7 et, or we could pre tape anytime up to 4:30 et.

Do please let me know if Premier Davis might be available for us.

Thank you so much.

Jennifer

"This email and any attached files are intended for the sole use of the primary and copied addressee(s) and may contain privileged and/or confidential information. Any distribution, use or copying by any means of this information is strictly prohibited. If you received this email in error, please delete it immediately and notify the sender."
Best to respond that you will not be providing comment as the incident is under active police investigation.

Heather

Heather MacLean
Director of Communications
Office of the Premier
Government of Newfoundland and Labrador
D: 729-3581 C: (709) 697-4137
E: heathermaclean@gov.nl.ca

Hi Heather,

How should I respond to this?

Thanks

Sandy

MHA Terra Nova District
Minister of Child, Youth & Family Services
Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone on the Bell network.

Hello Mr. Collins:
I am with The Canadian Press in Halifax and helping my colleague in St. John’s with the story involving Don Dunphy. I was wondering if I could speak with you briefly about your encounters with Mr. Dunphy. I understand that he was tweeting in response to one of your tweets.
I would appreciate it if you could let me know the best way to reach you and what time is convenient for you.
Thanks very much for your help,
Alison

Alison Auld
Reporter-Editor
Canada's trusted news leader: The Canadian Press delivers credible, comprehensive news reporting from Canada and around the world in multiple formats, serving newspapers, broadcasters, websites, wireless carriers, magazines, government and corporate clients.
Material containing profanity

If you wish to obtain a copy please contact the ATIPP Office at (709) 729-7072 or atipoffice@gov.nl.ca.
James- these are questions that the RNC are best positioned to respond to... they relate to operations...

Heather

Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone on the Bell network.

Hey,
I'm just sort of making the rounds for a follow-up story about the Mitchell's Brook shooting.
Specifically, I'll be looking at the question of whether the police vehicle had a dashboard camera. I'm also going to be looking at whether police officers should wear bodycameras. Since this sort of goes to the policy level, I feel like it's a question for politicians. Given Premier Davis's (albeit indirect) involvement with this case, I was wondering if he wanted to comment. If not, I can go to the Department of Justice for a response.
Thanks,
-James McLeod-
Reporter
The Telegram
O:(709)-364-2323
C:(709)-691-8807
Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone on the Bell network.

From: Greg Hicks <Greg.Hicks@rcmp-grc.gc.ca>
Sent: Tuesday, April 7, 2015 2:31 PM
To: MacLean, Heather; RNCMediaRelations@rnc.gov.nl.ca
Subject: Re: RCMP update this afternoon

this is what I will be sending out in 10 minutes... please keep within your respective dept.s . Thanks

On Friday, April 3rd, a Royal Newfoundland Constabulary officer assigned to the Protective Services Unit was advised of the existence of a social media comment, in the public domain, which was felt to be a concern as it was believed to be directed towards provincial politicians. On Sunday, April 5th, the officer attended a residence in Mitchell's Brook, near Mount Carmel, NL, to investigate the social media remarks.

Due to increased use of social media, complaints to police which lead to investigations regarding activity on social media is dramatically on the rise. On a daily basis police receive complaints of non-criminal as well as criminal activity. All complaints are investigated through various police practices.

Prior to attending the Mitchell's Brook residence the RNC officer conducted a routine risk assessment within the scope of his duties accessing police databases, discussions with other police personnel, and neighbourhood enquiries.

The officer assessed the risk as low, based on all information he received and as such determined that a multi-officer response was not warranted. This included contacting the RCMP detachment at Holyrood, which is the police service of jurisdiction for Mitchell's Brook. The risk assessment process is an ongoing police activity that occurs throughout all aspects of every investigation.

To date, the RCMP investigation indicates the investigating officer attended the Dunphy residence, spoke with Mr. Donald Dunphy at the door, the officer was identified as a police officer, and was invited into Mr. Dunphy's home by Mr. Dunphy. Once inside the residence, a discussion unfolded between the officer and Mr. Dunphy over a period of approximately 15 minutes. During this time period there was a sudden and dramatic change in the demeanor of the visit. The police officer was faced with Mr. Dunphy holding a long barrel firearm which was pointed at the officer. Evidence indicates the police officer responded to this threat with lethal force by drawing and discharging his service pistol. Mr. Dunphy was fatally shot and succumbed to his injuries immediately at the scene.

Examination of the scene by Forensic Identification investigators has lead to the seizure of a .22 caliber rifle found on the floor of the residence next to Mr. Dunphy. The rifle was determined to be loaded. It has been seized and will be forwarded to a forensic laboratory for examination.

This matter remains under investigation by the RCMP.

The media are welcome to attend the Holyrood RCMP Detachment at 3:45 P.M. to meet with the below noted media contact on this matter.
Hi greg- sorry to poke. Just wondering if time identified for update?

Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone on the Bell network.

Original Message
From: Greg Hicks
Sent: Tuesday, April 7, 2015 12:40 PM
To: MacLean, Heather
Subject: Re: RCMP update this afternoon

Hi
Bear with me, we do anticipate a release, update this afternoon. I will make sure you get a copy.

Greg

-----Original Message-----
From: "MacLean, Heather" <HeatherMacLean@gov.nl.ca>
To: Hicks, Greg <Greg.Hicks@rcmp-grc.gc.ca>

Sent: 4/7/2015 10:58:38 AM
Subject: RCMP update this afternoon

Hi greg- understand there is an update this afternoon. Can you share any information?

Heather

Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone on the Bell network.

"This email and any attached files are intended for the sole use of the primary and copied addressee(s) and may contain privileged and/or confidential information. Any distribution, use or copying by any means of this information is strictly prohibited. If you received this email in error, please delete it immediately and notify the sender."

"This email and any attached files are intended for the sole use of the primary and copied addressee(s) and may contain privileged and/or confidential information. Any distribution, use or copying by any means of this information is strictly prohibited. If you received this email in error, please delete it immediately and notify the sender."
Gentlemen I just received this e-mail which is what has been released to the media. Quite detailed.

>>> Greg Hicks 07/04/2015 1:21:13 PM >>>

On Friday, April 3rd, a Royal Newfoundland Constabulary officer assigned to the Protective Services Unit was advised of the existence of a social media comment, in the public domain, which was felt to be a concern as it was believed to be directed towards provincial politicians. On Sunday, April 5th., the officer attended a residence in Mitchell's Brook, near Mount Carmel, NL, to investigate the social media remarks.

Prior to attending the Mitchell's Brook residence the RNC officer conducted a routine risk assessment within the scope of his duties accessing police databases, discussions with other police personnel, and neighbourhood enquiries.

The officer assessed the risk as low, based on all information he received and as such determined that a multi-officer response was not warranted. This included contacting the RCMP detachment at Holyrood, which is the police service of jurisdiction for Mitchell's Brook. The risk assessment process is an ongoing police activity that occurs throughout all aspects of every investigation.

To date, the RCMP investigation indicates the investigating officer attended the Dunphy residence, spoke with Mr. Donald Dunphy at the door, the officer was identified as a police officer, and was invited into Mr. Dunphy's home by Mr. Dunphy. Once inside the residence, a discussion unfolded between the officer and Mr. Dunphy over a period of approximately 15 minutes. During this time period there was a sudden and dramatic change in the demeanor of the visit. The police officer was faced with Mr. Dunphy holding a long barrel firearm which was pointed at the officer. Evidence indicates the police officer responded to this threat with lethal force by drawing and discharging his service pistol. Mr. Dunphy was fatally shot and succumbed to his injuries immediately at the scene.

Examination of the scene by Forensic Identification investigators has lead to the seizure of a .22 caliber rifle found on the floor of the residence next to Mr. Dunphy. The rifle was determined to be loaded. It has been seized and will be forwarded to a forensic laboratory for examination.

This matter remains under investigation by the RCMP.

The media are welcome to attend the Holyrood RCMP Detachment at 3:45 P.M. to meet with the below noted media contact on this matter.

Contact:

Sgt. Greg HICKS
Royal Canadian Mounted Police

-30-
this is what I will be sending out in 10 minutes... please keep within your respective dept.s. Thanks

On Friday, April 3rd, a Royal Newfoundland Constabulary officer assigned to the Protective Services Unit was advised of the existence of a social media comment, in the public domain, which was felt to be a concern as it was believed to be directed towards provincial politicians. On Sunday, April 5th., the officer attended a residence in Mitchell's Brook, near Mount Carmel, NL, to investigate the social media remarks.

Due to increased use of social media, complaints to police which lead to investigations regarding activity on social media is dramatically on the rise. On a daily basis police receive complaints of non-criminal as well as criminal activity. All complaints are investigated through various police practices.

Prior to attending the Mitchell's Brook residence the RNC officer conducted a routine risk assessment within the scope of his duties accessing police databases, discussions with other police personnel, and neighbourhood enquiries.

The officer assessed the risk as low, based on all information he received and as such determined that a multi-officer response was not warranted. This included contacting the RCMP detachment at Holyrood, which is the police service of jurisdiction for Mitchell's Brook. The risk assessment process is an ongoing police activity that occurs throughout all aspects of every investigation.

To date, the RCMP investigation indicates the investigating officer attended the Dunphy residence, spoke with Mr. Donald Dunphy at the door, the officer was identified as a police officer, and was invited into Mr. Dunphy's home by Mr. Dunphy. Once inside the residence, a discussion unfolded between the officer and Mr. Dunphy over a period of approximately 15 minutes. During this time period there was a sudden and dramatic change in the demeanor of the visit. The police officer was faced with Mr. Dunphy holding a long barrel firearm which was pointed at the officer. Evidence indicates the police officer responded to this threat with lethal force by drawing and discharging his service pistol. Mr. Dunphy was fatally shot and succumbed to his injuries immediately at the scene.

Examination of the scene by Forensic Identification investigators has lead to the seizure of a .22 caliber rifle found on the floor of the residence next to Mr. Dunphy. The rifle was determined to be loaded. It has been seized and will be forwarded to a forensic laboratory for examination.

This matter remains under investigation by the RCMP.

The media are welcome to attend the Holyrood RCMP Detachment at 3:45 P.M. to meet with the below noted media contact on this matter.
Hi greg- sorry to poke. Just wondering if time identified for update?

Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone on the Bell network.

Original Message
From: Greg Hicks
Sent: Tuesday, April 7, 2015 12:40 PM
To: MacLean, Heather
Subject: Re: RCMP update this afternoon

Hi
Bear with me, we do anticipate a release, update this afternoon. I will make sure you get a copy.

Greg

-----Original Message-----
From: "MacLean, Heather" <HeatherMacLean@gov.nl.ca>
To: Hicks, Greg <Greg.Hicks@rcmp-grc.gc.ca>

Sent: 4/7/2015 10:58:38 AM
Subject: RCMP update this afternoon

Hi greg- understand there is an update this afternoon. Can you share any information?

Heather

Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone on the Bell network.

“This email and any attached files are intended for the sole use of the primary and copied addressee(s) and may contain privileged and/or confidential information. Any distribution, use or copying by any means of this information is strictly prohibited. If you received this email in error, please delete it immediately and notify the sender.”
From: MacLean, Heather  
Sent: Tuesday, April 07, 2015 3:08 PM  
To: Joyce, Luke; Ivey, Donna  
Subject: Re: Inquiry

Good as long as Min King has approved....

Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone on the Bell network.

From: Joyce, Luke  
Sent: Tuesday, April 7, 2015 3:06 PM  
To: MacLean, Heather; Ivey, Donna  
Subject: FW: Inquiry

Heather, please see the media inquiry below. David Cochrane also called asking about the process around ordering a judicial inquiry. Our response will be:

There is no mandatory or automatic trigger for a judicial inquiry under the province’s legislation. Depending on the circumstances of the death in question the Chief Medical Examiner may recommend under section 26 of the Fatalities Investigations Act (FIA) a judicial inquiry to the Minister of Justice and Public Safety. The Minister may then order the judicial inquiry if he is satisfied that the inquiry is necessary for the protection of the public interest or is in the interest of public safety.

Under section 43 of the Provincial Offences Act the Minister can also order a judicial inquiry of his own volition if the person died under the circumstances that fall under sections 5-8 of the FIA and where the Minister is of the opinion that it is necessary for the protection of the public interest or in the interest of public safety.

Having said that, this incident is the subject of an active RCMP police investigation and the Minister is not commenting on any call for a judicial inquiry into this matter.

From: Amy Stoodley [mailto:amy.stoodley@cbc.ca]  
Sent: Tuesday, April 07, 2015 12:01 PM  
To: Joyce, Luke  
Subject: Inquiry

Hi Luke,

My apologies if you've already heard from someone here at the CBC with this same inquiry...

I've been assigned to report the "next steps" following Sunday's shooting. Are you able to tell me if there will be a judicial inquiry?

Thanks,

--
Amy Stoodley  
CBC Newfoundland and Labrador  
709 728 9836
On Friday, April 3rd, a Royal Newfoundland Constabulary officer assigned to the Protective Services Unit was advised of the existence of a social media comment, in the public domain, which was felt to be a concern as it was believed to be directed towards provincial politicians. On Sunday, April 5th., the officer attended a residence in Mitchell’s Brook, near Mount Carmel, NL, to investigate the social media remarks.

Prior to attending the Mitchell’s Brook residence the RNC officer conducted a routine risk assessment within the scope of his duties accessing police databases, discussions with other police personnel, and neighbourhood enquiries.

The officer assessed the risk as low, based on all information he received and as such determined that a multi-officer response was not warranted. This included contacting the RCMP detachment at Holyrood, which is the police service of jurisdiction for Mitchell’s Brook. The risk assessment process is an ongoing police activity that occurs throughout all aspects of every investigation.

To date, the RCMP investigation indicates the investigating officer attended the Dunphy residence, spoke with Mr. Donald Dunphy at the door, the officer was identified as a police officer, and was invited into Mr. Dunphy’s home by Mr. Dunphy. Once inside the residence, a discussion unfolded between the officer and Mr. Dunphy over a period of approximately 15 minutes. During this time period there was a sudden and dramatic change in the demeanor of the visit. The police officer was faced with Mr. Dunphy holding a long barrel firearm which was pointed at the officer. Evidence indicates the police officer responded to this threat with lethal force by drawing and discharging his service pistol. Mr. Dunphy was fatally shot and succumbed to his injuries immediately at the scene.

Examination of the scene by Forensic Identification investigators has lead to the seizure of a .22 caliber rifle found on the floor of the residence next to Mr. Dunphy. The rifle was determined to be loaded. It has been seized and will be forwarded to a forensic laboratory for examination.

This matter remains under investigation by the RCMP.

The media are welcome to attend the Holyrood RCMP Detachment at 3:45 P.M. to meet with the below noted media contact on this matter.

Contact:

Sgt. Greg HICKS
Royal Canadian Mounted Police

-30-
Premier Davis,

I felt compelled to write this personal note to you after the tragic event which recently happened regarding the shooting.

I hope this message finds the officer involved who no doubt finds his life in harms way on a regular basis because of the profession he has chosen...which is to protect the safety of the good people of Newfoundland. The men and women of the RNC and RCMP bravely put their lives into difficult situations on a daily basis for all of us. To hear some of the comments on local media saddens me and my thoughts go to the officer who I'm sure at times during this may have felt all on his own.

This officer and any other of the men and women of either force are always welcome in my home. Why...because its due to them that I can safely lay my head down to sleep at night.

A tragedy...no doubt...it is when anyone loses a life. But...be it when there are threats to you as our leader or any other person in this province...we must support these brave officers and the work that most of us don't even realize they do every day and every night.

Just my thoughts which I felt the need to share with you.
From: Rachelle Cutler
Sent: Tuesday, April 07, 2015 4:43 PM
To: Donna Ivey
Subject: FW: RCMP update this afternoon

From: Greg Hicks <Greg.Hicks@rcmp-grc.gc.ca>
Sent: Tuesday, April 7, 2015 2:31 PM
To: Heather MacLean; RNCMediaRelations@rnc.gov.nl.ca
Subject: Re: RCMP update this afternoon

this is what I will be sending out in 10 minutes,... please keep within your respective dept.s. Thanks

On Friday, April 3rd, a Royal Newfoundland Constabulary officer assigned to the Protective Services Unit was advised of the existence of a social media comment, in the public domain, which was felt to be a concern as it was believed to be directed towards provincial politicians. On Sunday, April 5th, the officer attended a residence in Mitchell's Brook, near Mount Carmel, NL, to investigate the social media remarks.

Due to increased use of social media, complaints to police which lead to investigations regarding activity on social media is dramatically on the rise. On a daily basis police receive complaints of non-criminal as well as criminal activity. All complaints are investigated through various police practices.

Prior to attending the Mitchell's Brook residence the RNC officer conducted a routine risk assessment within the scope of his duties accessing police databases, discussions with other police personnel, and neighbourhood enquiries.

The officer assessed the risk as low, based on all information he received and as such determined that a multi-officer response was not warranted. This included contacting the RCMP detachment at Holyrood, which is the police service of jurisdiction for Mitchell's Brook. The risk assessment process is an ongoing police activity that occurs throughout all aspects of every investigation.

To date, the RCMP investigation indicates the investigating officer attended the Dunphy residence, spoke with Mr. Donald Dunphy at the door, the officer was identified as a police officer, and was invited into Mr. Dunphy's home by Mr. Dunphy. Once inside the residence, a discussion unfolded between the officer and Mr. Dunphy over a period of approximately 15 minutes. During this time period there was a sudden and dramatic change in the demeanor of the visit. The police officer was faced with Mr. Dunphy holding a long barrel firearm which was pointed at the officer. Evidence indicates the police officer responded to this threat with lethal force by drawing and discharging his service pistol. Mr. Dunphy was fatally shot and succumbed to his injuries immediately at the scene.

Examination of the scene by Forensic Identification investigators has lead to the seizure of a .22 caliber rifle found on the floor of the residence next to Mr. Dunphy. The rifle was determined to be loaded. It has been seized and will be forwarded to a forensic laboratory for examination.

This matter remains under investigation by the RCMP.

The media are welcome to attend the Holyrood RCMP Detachment at 3:45 P.M. to meet with the below noted media contact on this matter.

Contact:
Hi greg- sorry to poke. Just wondering if time identified for update?

Hi Bear with me, we do anticipate a release, update this afternoon. I will make sure you get a copy.

Greg

---Original Message-----
From: "MacLean, Heather" <HeatherMacLean@gov.nl.ca>
To: Hicks, Greg <Greg.Hicks@rcmp-grc.gc.ca>

Sent: 4/7/2015 10:58:38 AM
Subject: RCMP update this afternoon

Hi greg- understand there is an update this afternoon. Can you share any information?

Heather

Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone on the Bell network.

"This email and any attached files are intended for the sole use of the primary and copied addressee(s) and may contain privileged and/or confidential information. Any distribution, use or copying by any means of this information is strictly prohibited. If you received this email in error, please delete it immediately and notify the sender."

"This email and any attached files are intended for the sole use of the primary and copied addressee(s) and may contain privileged and/or confidential information. Any distribution, use or copying by any means of this information is strictly prohibited. If you received this email in error, please delete it immediately and notify the sender."
Cutler, Rachelle

From: Taylor, Natasha HA
Sent: Tuesday, April 07, 2015 4:43 PM
To: Evans, Catherine
Subject: Message

40(1)

I called this morning with some warm words for us at the premier’s office. First she suggested one way to clear all this up, that’s to call an Independent Inquiry, because people won’t believe a police officer’s decision now. She said that people have political intentions when it comes to the issue of the shooting. They are playing on politics, these people think they know everything and what happened, and they are ridiculous. It’s ridiculous what people are saying on open line about this issue, but we will never be able to stop those kind of people or what they are saying because it’s the same people every day lined up one after another saying the same opinions, who don’t want to hear the facts. She said she has never see such evil or heard such evil things before. For example, someone said we should burn down the workers comp building. Ridiculous.

These people are people with issues with government/PC Party anyways, and are just using a man’s life to make it known.

She said she can’t imagine how Premier Paul Davis is feeling about this, but said he is doing a great job with the hand he is dealt and to keep his head high through all of this and to keep ourselves safe and our security close.

And god bless the poor Police Officer who was involved.

Natasha H. Taylor
Premier’s Office
Confederation Building
4th Floor, East Block
From: RNCMediaRelations  
Sent: Monday, April 06, 2015 12:19 PM  
To: Joe Smyth; Joe Gullage; Jason Sheppard; Bill Janes  
Subject: FW: Follow up

Gentlemen:

See the question below from CBC. Is this something we can respond to? Please advise

Steve

Cst. Steven Curnew #754  
Media Relations Officer  
Royal Newfoundland Constabulary  
1 Fort Townshend  
St. John's, NL, A1C 2G2
How many threats against politicians/vips does protective unit investigate each year?

"This email and any attached files are intended for the sole use of the primary and copied addressee(s) and may contain privileged and/or confidential information. Any distribution, use or copying by any means of this information is strictly prohibited. If you received this email in error, please delete it immediately and notify the sender."
CALLS FOR: INTEL PROTECTIVE SERVICE
2012.01.01-2015.04.06.
ALL REGIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>YEAR</th>
<th>THREAT ASSESSMENT / RELATED CALLS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Related to visiting dignitaries, Premiers, Ministers and Government Officials.
Tab 2
1. THANKS: Host preamble. Paddy extends thanks to the St. John's IceCaps, Geoff Eaton of Young Adult Cancer Canada and supporters of his Shave for the Brave Campaign which was very successful. TIME: 09:02 AM DURATION: 01:00 REPORTER: PADDY DALY

2. CONGRATULATIONS: Host preamble. Congratulations to Sarah Davis who is playing with Canada's Womens Hockey Team and brought home silver. TIME: 09:03 AM DURATION: 01:00 REPORTER: PADDY DALY

3. TRAGEDIES OVER THE WEEKEND: Host preamble. A lot of tragedies on the go this weekend with a fatal car accident and then 59 year old man, Don Dunphy who was shot and killed by police. Apparently the situation played out on Twitter where Mr. Dunphy made threats against MHA's and their families. This man was hurt in a workplace accident and was left without much assistant but of course this story will turn into something political. We are going to put the blame on Premier Paul Davis and that is ridiculous. TIME: 09:04 AM DURATION: 13:00 REPORTER: PADDY DALY

4. QALIPU APPLICANTS: Host preamble. There are about 94 thousand applicants put forward for status with Qalipu First Nations. Deadline for review is June 30, 2015 and then there will be appeals of course. TIME: 09:17 AM DURATION: 02:00 REPORTER: PADDY DALY
CBC East Coast Morning Show - Mon, April 06, 2015

1 CAMOUFLAGE WEDDING DRESS: Wedding season is not so far away but not all weddings happen in the summer months in this province and for all you brides who still don't have your summer wedding dress maybe you should considering wearing camouflage. ["Amy Lane", Bride]
CBN - St. John's - East Coast Morning Show @ 06:45:00am Duration: 00:04:00 Reporter: Anthony Germain
Ref Id: h6T-7f7-6

2 PROVINCIAL DRAMA FESTIVAL: The week the Arts and Culture Centre in Gander welcomes a host of colourful characters. From dysfunctional families to silkies, to murder mysteries. ["Brain Dove", Chair of NL Drama Scocity]
CBN - St. John's - East Coast Morning Show @ 07:08:00am Duration: 00:06:00 Reporter: Anthony Germain
Ref Id: Y4E-8s3-6

3 MOLSON COMMERCIAL: "Rich Lewis" talks about being in a Molson Canadian commercial that was filmed in the Rockies.
CBN - St. John's - East Coast Morning Show @ 07:18:00am Duration: 00:06:00 Reporter: Bailey White
Ref Id: i5i-4p9-6

4 MAN DEAD AFTER SHOOTING: A 59-year old man is dead after a shooting incident yesterday in a community in St. Mary's Bay. The filling involves an officer in Premier Paul Davis' security detachment. [Injured Worker]
CBN - St. John's - East Coast Morning Show @ 07:41:00am Duration: 00:05:30 Reporter: David Cochrane
Ref Id: T8h-6U9-6

5 UNSAFE CHAIRS AT DIALYSIS UNIT: Some dialysis patients in the Corner Brook-area say they are forced to sit in under safe and uncomfortable chairs during treatment. ["Emmanuel Herrot"; "Kim Herrot"; "Tara Freake", Western Health]
CBN - St. John's - East Coast Morning Show @ 07:50:00am Duration: 00:07:00 Reporter: Jeremy Eaton
Ref Id: X2z-3Y7-6

6 RCMP INVESTIGATING SHOOTING: The big story in the news that started yesterday afternoon and last night and into this morning is the death of 59-year old Don Dunphy during a shooting incident in a St. Mary's Bay community. CBC News confirmed that an RNC officer from the Premier's Security Detail was involved in what happened. The RCMP is investigating the shooting. ["Sgt Greg Hicks"]
7 ELECTRIC CARS: "Walter Harding" on electric cars.

8 HARD TO RESIST FOOD: Did you over indulge in chocolate over the weekend? A U.S study found addictive foods tend to be the most highly processed. ["Nicole Avena", Why Diets Fail]

9 WEATHER

10 HANDLING OF HEALTH DATA: A growing number of patients want to be more involved in their health care. For some it means having clear questions and concerns for their doctors, others want to access or even control their own health records and documents but some health professionals are hesitant to offer up that kind of access to your own personal information.

CBC 7am News - Mon, April 06, 2015

11 FATAL SHOOTING: New details in a fatal shooting in St. Mary's Bay yesterday afternoon.

12 MOOSE-VEHICLE ACCIDENT: One person is dead and two injured following a moose-vehicle crash in Terra Nova Park yesterday afternoon.

13 CHANGE AT DIALYSIS UNIT: A Lark Harbour couple is upset with some changes at the dialysis unit in Corner Brook. [“Manuel Herod”, dialysis patient; “Kim Herod”, wife]

14 INTERNATIONAL NEWS
15 ANNOUNCEMENT ON MOOSE COLLISIONS: The government is expected to announce measures today to cut the number of moose-vehicle collisions. [“Eugene Nippard”, SOPAC]
CBN - St. John's - 7am News @ 07:03:50am Duration: 00:00:40 Reporter: Nancy Walsh

Ref Id: p8P-3z4-6

16 SNOWMOBILER FOUND: An overdue snowmobiler has turned up safely in Labrador.
CBN - St. John's - 7am News @ 07:04:30am Duration: 00:00:10 Reporter: Nancy Walsh

Ref Id: w6b-3a4-6

17 WORLD NEWS
CBN - St. John's - 7am News @ 07:04:40am Duration: 00:00:30 Reporter: Nancy Walsh

Ref Id: C7M-4F5-6

CBC 8am News - Mon, April 06, 2015

18 FATAL SHOOTING: New details in a fatal shooting in St. Mary's Bay yesterday afternoon.
CBN - St. John's - 8am News @ 08:00:00am Duration: 00:01:30 Reporter: David Cochrane

Ref Id: T8A-3P5-6

19 MOOSE-VEHICLE ACCIDENT: One person is dead and two injured following a moose-vehicle crash in Terra Nova Park yesterday afternoon.
CBN - St. John's - 8am News @ 08:01:30am Duration: 00:00:30 Reporter: Nancy Walsh

Ref Id: I3Z-7y3-6

20 HOUSE FIRE: Fire extensively damaged a house in Mount Pearl last night.
CBN - St. John's - 8am News @ 08:02:00am Duration: 00:00:20 Reporter: Nancy Walsh

Ref Id: h2P-8d8-6

21 MOOSE MANAGEMENT PLAN: One of the people who have been demanding government action to reduce moose-vehicle collisions says he is not concerned about the timing of a new moose management plan. [“Eugene Nippard”, SOPAC]
CBN - St. John's - 8am News @ 08:02:20am Duration: 00:00:40 Reporter: Nancy Walsh

Ref Id: H4E-6F4-6

22 CAR ACCIDENT: Several drivers came to the aid of a woman who rolled her vehicle in the south end of St. John's last evening.
CBN - St. John's - 8am News @ 08:03:00am Duration: 00:00:15 Reporter: Nancy Walsh

Ref Id: d4G-3K4-6

23 CONCERNS ABOUT DIALYSIS UNIT: A Lark Harbour woman is raising concerns about changes at the dialysis unit in Corner Brook. [“Kim Herod”, wife of dialysis patient]
CBN - St. John's - 8am News @ 08:03:15am Duration: 00:00:45 Reporter: Nancy Walsh
24 CHEF PLACES SECOND: A pizza chef from St. John's has placed second in an international competition in Las Vegas. [“Megan O'Dea”, Pi Eatery]
   CBN - St. John's - 8am News @ 08:04:00am Duration: 00:00:30 Reporter: Nancy Walsh

25 MAN SHOT BY RNC OFFICER: A 59-year-old man is dead after a confrontation with a police officer who provides security for the premier. ["RCMP Sgt. Greg Hicks"]
   CBN - St. John's - 9am News @ 09:00:00am Duration: 00:00:50 Reporter: Nancy Walsh

26 MOOSE-VEHICLE ACCIDENT: One person is dead and two injured following a moose-vehicle crash in Terra Nova Park yesterday afternoon.
   CBN - St. John's - 9am News @ 09:00:50am Duration: 00:00:30 Reporter: Nancy Walsh

27 CAR ACCIDENT: Several drivers came to the aid of a woman who rolled her vehicle in the south end of St. John's last evening.
   CBN - St. John's - 9am News @ 09:01:20am Duration: 00:00:20 Reporter: Nancy Walsh

28 CHANGE AT DIALYSIS UNIT: A Lark Harbour couple is upset with some changes at the dialysis unit in Corner Brook. [“Manuel Herod”, dialysis patient; “Kim Herod”, wife; "Tara Freake", Director of Patient Services at Western Health]
   CBN - St. John's - 9am News @ 09:01:40am Duration: 00:01:40 Reporter: Bernice Hillier

29 NATIONAL/INTERNATIONAL NEWS
   CBN - St. John's - 9am News @ 09:03:30am Duration: 00:01:00 Reporter: Nancy Walsh

30 ANNOUNCEMENT ON MOOSE COLLISIONS: The government is expected to announce measures today to cut the number of moose-vehicle collisions. [“Eugene Nippard”, SOPAC]
   CBN - St. John's - 9am News @ 09:04:30am Duration: 00:00:40 Reporter: Nancy Walsh

31 INTERNATIONAL NEWS
   CBN - St. John's - 9am News @ 09:05:10am Duration: 00:00:10 Reporter: Nancy Walsh
32 FATAL SHOOTING: VOCM News has uncovered more details about the fatal shooting in Mitchell's Brook yesterday and its connection to the Premier. ["RCMP Sgt. Greg Hicks"]
VOCM - St. John's - Morning News @ 07:45:15am Duration: 00:01:30 Reporter: Fred Hutton
Ref Id: Y5V-9j5-6

33 CAR CRASH: One person is dead and two others are in hospital following a crash in Terra Nova National Park.
VOCM - St. John's - Morning News @ 07:46:45am Duration: 00:00:35 Reporter: Fred Hutton
Ref Id: e2i-9c7-6

34 HOUSE FIRE: A home in Mount Pearl has been extensively damaged by fire. ["Fire Supt. Derek Chafe"]
VOCM - St. John's - Morning News @ 07:47:20am Duration: 00:01:10 Reporter: Fred Hutton
Ref Id: c7y-8x2-6

35 KELLY SENTENCING: Sentencing is expected today in the case involving RNC Constable Sean Kelly.
VOCM - St. John's - Morning News @ 07:48:30am Duration: 00:00:20 Reporter: Fred Hutton
Ref Id: A5g-5D3-6

36 SNOWMOBILER SAFE: A man who became disoriented while on a snowmobile trip in Labrador has been found, and is okay.
VOCM - St. John's - Morning News @ 07:48:50am Duration: 00:00:20 Reporter: Fred Hutton
Ref Id: i7e-5b3-6

37 REPAIRS TO COAST GUARD SHIP: Poor weather is delaying efforts to repair the Ann Harvey.
VOCM - St. John's - Morning News @ 07:49:10am Duration: 00:00:30 Reporter: Fred Hutton
Ref Id: I2G-5K2-6

38 MOOSE MANAGEMENT PLAN: Details of the province's new moose management plan will be released today.
VOCM - St. John's - Morning News @ 07:49:40am Duration: 00:00:25 Reporter: Fred Hutton
Ref Id: i2X-3N5-6

VOCM Morning Show - Mon, April 06, 2015

39 ARCHIVAL MOMENTS: A look at the sport of skittles in 1880s St. John's.
VOCM - St. John's - Morning Show @ 06:11:30am Duration: 00:04:00 Reporter: Larry Jay
Ref Id: g6H-9m8-6

40 HOCKEY TOURNAMENT: A team from the Greater St. John's region has won the gold medal at the Atlantic Bantam Girls Hockey Championship in Paradise. ["Chris Badstone", Tournament Committee Member]
VOCM - St. John's - Morning Show @ 06:21:00am Duration: 00:03:30 Reporter: Brian Madore
Ref Id: s7t-7l8-6

6
41 DELAYING IN PROCESSING APPLICATIONS: Nearly one-fifth of the province has applied for status under the Qalipu Mi'kmaq band. A federal committee is going over about 94,000 applications for status. The deadline for the review process is now June 30, 2016 while the deadline for appeals is January 31, 2017. West coast MP "Gerry Byrne" says many are becoming frustrated because of the delays.

VOCM - St. John's - Morning Show @ 06:38:30am Duration: 00:02:20 Reporter: Brian O'Connell/Claudette Barnes
Ref Id: x4H-4H4-6

42 FAMILY TAX CUT: Although 50 per cent of Canadians have heard of the Family Tax Cut, only 15 per cent said they expect it to make a difference on their tax return. ["Keith Synyard", District Manager with H & R Block]

VOCM - St. John's - Morning Show @ 06:48:00am Duration: 00:05:00 Reporter: Claudette Barnes
Ref Id: N8V-5X3-6

43 DISPUTE OVER FIREFIGHTING SERVICES: The Holyrood Fire Department is still responding to calls if a fire breaks out in Deer Park, but that may not be the case after April 30th unless a new agreement is reached. ["Craig Pollett", CEO of Municipalities NL]

VOCM - St. John's - Morning Show @ 07:10:00am Duration: 00:04:30 Reporter: Fred Hutton
Ref Id: U6x-5R2-6

44 MAN SHOT DEAD BY OFFICER: A look at the fatal shooting in Mitchell's Brook and its connection to the Premier's Office.

VOCM - St. John's - Morning Show @ 07:57:00am Duration: 00:05:30 Reporter: Fred Hutton
Ref Id: h5r-6P2-6

45 CONCERNS ABOUT TRAFFIC SAFETY: Last Thursday a 57-year-old man died in a tragic accident that forced the closure of the CBS Bypass road during the morning commute. The accident has caused "CBS Mayor Ken McDonald" to voice his concerns about safety on that road.

VOCM - St. John's - Morning Show @ 08:09:30am Duration: 00:03:00 Reporter: Fred Hutton
Ref Id: H3e-8g3-6

46 HOUSE FIRE: There was a fire in Mount Pearl on Sunday. "Fire Supt. Derek Chafe" was on the scene.

VOCM - St. John's - Morning Show @ 08:13:00am Duration: 00:02:00 Reporter: Fred Hutton
Ref Id: T5Z-3m2-6

47 SHAVE FOR THE BRAVE: The Shave for the Brave happened over the weekend and VOCM's "Paddy Daly" took part.

VOCM - St. John's - Morning Show @ 08:20:00am Duration: 00:03:30 Reporter: Fred Hutton
Ref Id: M7k-5a2-6

48 POWERS PLAY ON OTTAWA: National news

VOCM - St. John's - Morning Show @ 08:26:00am Duration: 00:04:30 Reporter: Tim Powers
Ref Id: x2Q-6n3-6
CONTEST WIN: VOCM presents "Joy Bartlett" with the Trafalgar Tour for Two. ["Derek Windsor", E & B Travel Services TPI]

VOCM - St. John's - Morning Show @ 08:38:00am Duration: 00:04:00 Reporter: Claudette Barnes

Ref Id: c9e-8e8-6

OPEN LINE PREVIEW

VOCM - St. John's - Morning Show @ 08:47:00am Duration: 00:06:00 Reporter: Paddy Daly

Ref Id: R7i-7z2-6

VOCM Open Line - Mon, April 06, 2015

THANKS: Host preamble. Paddy extends thanks to the St. John's IceCaps, Geoff Eaton of Young Adult Cancer Canada and supporters of his Shave for the Brave Campaign which was very successful.

VOCM - St. John's - Open Line @ 09:02:00am Duration: 00:01:00 Reporter: Paddy Daly

Ref Id: n6I-6t3-6

Client: PG-All Headlines

NL News Now
Email: production@nlnewsnow.ca
Tel: 709-726-6397
Web: www.nlnewsnow.ca
5. DUNPHY SITUATION: “Brad Cabana” first of all extends congratulations to Paddy on his participation in the Shave for the Brave. He is calling to talk about the Dunphy situation. He read the tweets and really didn't take it as anything threatening so he feels that something went terribly wrong. In his opinion it was a complete overreaction to a conversation on Twitter but it really isn't a political story so it shouldn't be treated like it is. TIME: 09:23 AM DURATION: 14:00 REPORTER: PADDY DALY
6. TRAGIC SITUATION: “John” is calling to talk about the tragic situation in Mount Carmel. He comments we don't know what really transpired at the house and it's one of the situations where we really can't comment on what happened in this remote area. TIME: 09:40 AM DURATION: 07:00 REPORTER: PADDY DALY
7. NO MORE COMMENTS: “Tom” is calling to comment on the Dunphy situation. He says it's very hard on the family to have everybody talking about this incident on the radio and Paddy should put a stop to it right now. TIME: 09:50 AM DURATION: 02:00 REPORTER: PADDY DALY
8. TRAGEDY IN MOUNT CARMEL: “George” is calling to talk about tragedy in Mount Carmel. He extends condolences to the family. He recounts a time when the police showed up at his door after he clashed with government officials. He questions if it's right to have police showing up at people's doors. TIME: 09:52 AM DURATION: 09:00 REPORTER: PADDY DALY
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10. DUNPHY SHOOTING: “Colin” is calling to talk about the Dunphy shooting. He questions why only one officer went to this man's house not. He comments somebody has died so it's important that this is investigated because it's not about the appearance but the optics and it comes down to constitutional rights. TIME: 10:23 AM DURATION: 08:00 REPORTER: PADDY DALY
Top News Stories

Man dead after shootout on Salmonier Line

Summary:
The RCMP confirmed Sunday evening Don Dunphy, 59, is dead following a shooting incident involving police at Mitchell’s Brook, located just south of Mount Carmel. The RCMP said that about 2:30 p.m., a member of the Royal Newfoundland Constabulary (RNC) was in the area of Mitchell’s Brook conducting followup inquiries for one of their investigations. Later Sunday evening, the CBC reported on its website that the RNC officer who was at the scene and involved in the shooting was investigating an alleged threat against Premier Paul Davis, and that the officer is a member of the premier’s personal security detail. Dunphy allegedly pointed a gun at police shortly before the fatal shooting following a perceived Twitter threat. Dunphy, who had frequently railed against authorities over how he was treated as an injured worker, had responded to an otherwise innocuous tweet that Child Youth and Family Services Minister Sandy Collins made about listening to music while travelling with Davis. It is not yet clear whether Dunphy ever fired his weapon, forensics experts were still on the scene Monday as they collected evidence, said RCMP Sgt. Greg Hicks. Hicks says it's not uncommon for an RNC investigation to overlap RCMP jurisdiction. Because it's so early in the investigation Hicks says he's not in a position to release the duties of the RNC officer. An autopsy will be conducted today on the victim. In cases when an officer discharges a weapon, generally an outside police force is called in to investigate the circumstances. The RNC has not yet made any public comment about that possibility. Updates from Premier Davis and Chief Janes are expected later today.

Spokespersons Featured: RCMP Sergent Greg Hicks

Tone: Balanced

Coverage: VOCM online, CBC, CBC Radio, NTV, Telegram, VOCM Radio

1 dead, 2 in hospital following TCH crash near Terra Nova

Summary:
Police are investigating a fatal two-vehicle crash on the Trans-Canada Highway near Terra Nova National Park. RCMP said it happened around 5 p.m. on Sunday, about 500 metres east of Charlottetown. Police said initial observations indicate that a westbound vehicle crossed into the eastbound lane. One person was killed in the crash, Reports indicate six people were travelling in the two vehicles. Police say both drivers have been taken to hospital with what's described as non life-threatening injuries. The deceased, a woman was a passenger. Both drivers were taken to hospital in Clarenville with non-life threatening
injuries. A section of the TCH was closed for several hours on Sunday, as police and emergency crews tended to the scene.

Spokespersons Featured: N/A
Tone: balance
Coverage: VOCM online, VOCM Radio, CBC online, CBC news, Telegram

**Weather Delaying Repairs to Ann Harvey**

Summary:
Poor weather is delaying efforts to repair the Anne Harvey. The ship ran aground near Burgeo last week and is anchored in Connoire Bay about 15 miles from Burgeo awaiting a temporary fix. A plate to cover the eight inch hole in the hull of the vessel was meant to be put in place yesterday but due to high winds the work didn't resume. A tow line was set in place with the Canadian Coast Guard ship Teleost on Saturday to help protect the Ann Harvey against high winds. When welding is complete the Teleost will tow the Anne Harvey back to St. John's -- a trip that will day about two days. The Louis St. Laurent and HMCS Charlottetown remain on scene to support the operations.

Spokespersons Featured: Jann Woodford, Captain Jim Chmiel", Superintendent of Regional Operations
Tone: balanced
Coverage: VOCM online, VOCM radio, Telegram, CBC online, NTV

**Driver safely pulled from Goulds bypass rollover**

Summary:
Telegram notes that a woman in lucky to be alive after her car overturned in a water-filled ditch. Several drivers came to the aid of a woman who rolled her vehicle in the south end of St. John's on Sunday evening. The Royal Newfoundland Constabulary said the woman lost control shortly after 7 p.m. and went off Robert E. Howlett Memorial Drive, the highway that provides a bypass through the Goulds area of St. John's. The vehicle rolled over. The RNC said several other drivers managed to get the woman out safely. She appeared to be uninjured. The vehicle was extensively damaged.

Spokespersons Featured:
Tone: balanced
Coverage: CBC online, CBC radio, Telegram, VOCM, VOCA radio, NTV

**C.B.S pothole prompts police caution, damages vehicles**

Summary:
A large pothole that appeared Sunday morning on the Conception Bay South highway has prompted a warning from police, as well as angry messages on social media from drivers. At about 3:30 a.m. the Royal Newfoundland Constabulary issued an advisory on twitter. This prompted a flood of posts, particularly on twitter, of drivers pulled over assessing damages to their vehicle after hitting the pothole. While the pothole has been ‘fixed’ remnants of damaged vehicles remain.

Spokespersons Featured:
Tone: balanced
Coverage: CBC online, CBC radio, VOCM online, VOCA radio,

**Other items of note (limited coverage)**
Telegram – Checkout policy has some residence students stressed

VOCM – Provinces New Moose Plan to be Unveiled Today

VOCM – A Fifth of Province Applies for Qalipu Status

VOCM – Municipalities Newfoundland and Labrador Proposes Regional Government

VOCM – MP Wants Answers on Plans for Marine Atlantic in Federal Budget

VOCM – Land- Based Operations Not Feasible for Industry: Aquaculture Association

VOCM – Close to 100 Gather at HSC for Good Friday Abortion Rally

CBC – The ‘lost tribe’, or our aboriginal children in care

CBC – Paul Davis: Budget Cuts, HST hikes and fall election
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VOCM Open Line - Mon, April 06, 2015

1 CONGRATULATIONS: Host preamble. Congratulations to Sarah Davis who is playing with Canada's Womens Hockey Team and brought home silver.

Ref Id: M9N-7Z5-6

2 TRAGEDIES OVER THE WEEKEND: Host preamble. A lot of tragedies on the go this weekend with a fatal car accident and then 59 year old man, Don Dunphy who was shot and killed by police. Apparently the situation played out on Twitter where Mr. Dunphy made threats against MHA's and their families. This man was hurt in a workplace accident and was left without much assistant but of course this story will turn into something political. We are going to put the blame on Premier Paul Davis and that is ridiculous.

Ref Id: T2f-4D2-6

3 QALIPU APPLICANTS: Host preamble. There are about 94 thousand applicants put forward for status with Qalipu First Nations. Deadline for review is June 30, 2015 and then there will be appeals of course.

Ref Id: x5q-6D8-6

4 DUNPHY SITUATION: “Brad Cabana” first of all extends congratulations to Paddy on his participation in the Shave for the Brave. He is calling to talk about the Dunphy situation. He read the tweets and really didn't take it as anything threatening so he feels that something went terribly wrong. In his opinion it was a complete overreaction to a conversation on Twitter but it really isn't a political story so it shouldn't be treated like it is.

Ref Id: d7p-3f5-6

5 TRAGIC SITUATION: “John” is calling to talk about the tragic situation in Mount Carmel. He comments we don't know what really transpired at the house and it's one of the situations where we really can't comment on what happened in this remote area.

Ref Id: r6C-7D5-6

6 NO MORE COMMENTS: “Tom” is calling to comment on the Dunphy situation. He says it's very hard on the family to have everybody talking about this incident on the radio and Paddy should put a stop to it right now.
7 TRAGEDY IN MOUNT CARMELO: “George” is calling to talk about tragedy in Mount Carmel. He extends condolences to the family. He recounts a time when the police showed up at his door after he clashed with government officials. He questions if it’s right to have police showing up at people's doors.

VOCM - St. John's - Open Line @ 09:52:00am Duration: 00:09:00 Reporter: Paddy Daly
Ref Id: f8z-2Z2-6

8 LABRADOR FLAG: “Jordan Brown” is calling to talk about the Labrador flag. He says it is great the flag will be flying in a more official capacity at the borders and it's great to show that with proper lobbying of government officials things can turn around. He comments on the importance of recognizing that the people of Labrador live entirely different than those from the island.

VOCM - St. John's - Open Line @ 10:10:00am Duration: 00:10:00 Reporter: Paddy Daly
Ref Id: v9g-6Z8-6

9 DUNPHY SHOOTING: “Colin” is calling to talk about the Dunphy shooting. He questions why only one officer went to this man's house not. He comments somebody has died so it's important that this is investigated because it's not about the appearance but the optics and it comes down to constitutional rights.

VOCM - St. John's - Open Line @ 10:23:00am Duration: 00:09:00 Reporter: Paddy Daly
Ref Id: Q5r-2G3-6

10 EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS WORKSHOP: “Kim White” is calling on behalf of the Coalition of Persons with Disabilities to talk about an upcoming emergency preparedness workshop. She comments on some of the important things that should be prepared for those in emergency situations and they have developed a guide for first responders.

VOCM - St. John's - Open Line @ 10:34:00am Duration: 00:07:00 Reporter: Paddy Daly
Ref Id: N3X-2y8-6

11 MOOSE MANAGEMENT ANNOUNCEMENT: “Eugene Nippard” is calling to talk about the upcoming announcement this afternoon with Transportation Minister David Brazil regarding the moose management program. He says SOPAC is not aware of what may be announced today but it has been good to have the support of the public. He comments the sensor system is coming down which is great because it hasn't work and they would really like to see moose fencing erected.

VOCM - St. John's - Open Line @ 10:41:00am Duration: 00:05:00 Reporter: Paddy Daly
Ref Id: C2u-7v2-6

12 THANKS: “Margaret” is calling to extend thanks to the man who found her wallet in Churchill Square and returned it to her. She says her money and ID's were all still inside and she is very grateful.

VOCM - St. John's - Open Line @ 10:49:00am Duration: 00:02:00 Reporter: Paddy Daly
Ref Id: p8c-3M6-6

13 EASTER FAIR: “Pansy” is calling to talk about the Easter Fair held on Saturday. She says it was very successful and all proceeds went to the Children's Wish Foundation. She extends thanks to all those who supported this event.
14 GASTROINTESTINAL FLU: “Shirley” is calling to talk about the gastrointestinal flu that is on the go. She comments on how harsh this bug is and it took her down for 5 days. She was even taken to the hospital by ambulance but she found it was also very uncomfortable on the beds in emergency.

VOCM - St. John's - Open Line @ 10:53:00am Duration: 00:07:00 Reporter: Paddy Daly
Ref Id: S4e-4S9-6

15 MOOSE MANAGEMENT: “Ed” is calling to talk about moose management. He comments on nuisance moose and how hunters should be issued licenses to shoot them from the highway. He says they should work it so anybody who wants a license can buy one rather than using the pool system to pick those who will get a big game license.

VOCM - St. John's - Open Line @ 11:09:00am Duration: 00:07:00 Reporter: Paddy Daly
Ref Id: r9k-8M9-6

16 MOOSE MANAGEMENT: “Annie” is calling to talk about moose management. She questions how government can do this and in her view about the only way they can is to sit officials out to tell the moose which way they should go.

VOCM - St. John's - Open Line @ 11:19:00am Duration: 00:05:00 Reporter: Paddy Daly
Ref Id: n5v-7v7-6

17 HOMETOWN HOCKEY CHEER COMPETITION: “Lori” is calling to talk about the Hometown Hockey Cheer Competition. She is the parent of one the AIMS team players from Mount Pearl and the kids are going on a trip of a lifetime since they won.

VOCM - St. John's - Open Line @ 11:24:00am Duration: 00:04:00 Reporter: Paddy Daly
Ref Id: A2k-2h2-6

18 TRANSPORTATION ANNOUNCEMENT: Paddy comments on the announcement by the Transportation Minister coming up shortly.

VOCM - St. John's - Open Line @ 11:28:00am Duration: 00:02:00 Reporter: Paddy Daly
Ref Id: e4H-2a5-6
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1. FATAL INCIDENT: Host preamble. The incident yesterday has consumed most of the media. It was no doubt a tragic affair involving a member of the Premier's elite team. Mr. Dunphy has been on the shows and have sent many e-mails and tweets. Pete reads the tweets that led up to this situation. TIME: 02:01 PM DURATION: 05:00 REPORTER: PETE SOUCY

2. OVER-PAYMENT TO PENSIONERS: Host preamble. The over-payment to pensioners is still ongoing but how are they going to manage to pay the money back? TIME: 02:06 PM DURATION: 01:00 REPORTER: PETE SOUCY

3. WORKPLACE HARASSMENT: Host preamble. Several other workers have come forward since the Telegram ran the story about harassment in the workplace. TIME: 02:07 PM DURATION: 01:00 REPORTER: PETE SOUCY

4. VARIOUS TOPICS: Host preamble. A lot of temporary foreign workers are leaving the country. The moose management plan is supposed to come out today. Some changes are being proposed for crown land in this province. The deadline for submitting to the Dark NL public hearings is quickly approaching. The AIMS team from Mount Pearl have won the Hometown Hockey Cheer competition. TIME: 02:08 PM DURATION: 03:00 REPORTER: PETE SOUCY
Potential copyright material
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11. SHOOTING INCIDENT: “Kevin” is calling to talk about the shooting incident. He feels badly for Mr. Dunphy's family especially since in his opinion the context on the tweets seems to be have been blown out of proportion. TIME: 03:07 PM DURATION: 04:00 REPORTER: PETE SOUCY
12. FATAL SHOOTING: “Minnie” is calling to talk about the fatal shooting situation. She says we really don't know all the details from this incident and Twitter seems to be totally bizarre because there are insults and threats being made all the time. She also discusses the situation involving pension over-payments. TIME: 03:11 PM DURATION: 09:00 REPORTER: PETE SOUCY
CBC 12 Noon News - Mon, April 06, 2015
1 CHIEF MAKES STATEMENT ON SHOOTING: The Head of the RNC says the officer who shot and called Don Dunphy yesterday was alone at the time.
   CBN - St. John's - 12 Noon News @ 12:00:08pm Duration: 00:00:50 Reporter: Maggie Gillis
   Ref Id: e4n-6E7-6

2 KELLY SENTENCED: A suspended RNC officer in Corner Brook has been sentenced to ten months in jail.
   CBN - St. John's - 12 Noon News @ 12:00:58pm Duration: 00:00:16 Reporter: Maggie Gillis
   Ref Id: c9r-7P3-6

VOCM 1pm News - Mon, April 06, 2015
3 FATAL SHOOTING: The RNC has addressed a fatal shooting in St. Mary's Bay yesterday by one of their members. ["Chief Bill Janes"; "Premier Paul Davis"]
   VOCM - St. John's - 1pm News @ 01:00:35pm Duration: 00:03:37 Reporter: John Reynolds
   Ref Id: t7t-9A9-6

4 WILLIAMS CALLED TO COURT: A St. John's man accused in a home invasion on Viking Road earlier this year was called to Provincial Court this morning.
   VOCM - St. John's - 1pm News @ 01:04:12pm Duration: 00:00:35 Reporter: Janelle Kelly
   Ref Id: n8N-4k2-6

5 Suspended Senator Mike Duffy may be on the one on trial starting tomorrow but others will be looked at as well.
   VOCM - St. John's - 1pm News @ 01:04:47pm Duration: 00:00:50 Reporter: Terry Pedwell
   Ref Id: t8n-4A7-6

6 KELLY SENTENCING: RNC Officer Constable Sean Kelly has been sentenced to ten months in jail.
   VOCM - St. John's - 1pm News @ 01:05:37pm Duration: 00:00:30 Reporter: John Reynolds
   Ref Id: w3N-3f4-6

7 TRAFFIC STOPS: The parade of people through the justice system with no legal right to drive continued unabated on the Easter weekend.
   VOCM - St. John's - 1pm News @ 01:06:07pm Duration: 00:00:30 Reporter: John Reynolds
   Ref Id: c9a-2A3-6
ASSAULT CHARGES: An early morning call Easter Sunday lead to the arrest of a man and woman on assault charges.

VOCM - St. John's - 1pm News @ 01:06:37pm Duration: 00:00:23 Reporter: John Reynolds
Ref Id: K5t-9a9-6

CAR ACCIDENT: Good Samaritans came to the rescue of a woman who crashed her car on the Robert E Howlett Memorial Highway last night.

VOCM - St. John's - 1pm News @ 01:07:00pm Duration: 00:00:18 Reporter: John Reynolds
Ref Id: t8W-6T8-6

HOME DAMAGED BY FIRE: A home in Mount Pearl has been extensively damaged by fire. ["Shift Superintendent Derek Chafe"]

VOCM - St. John's - 1pm News @ 01:07:18pm Duration: 00:01:07 Reporter: John Reynolds
Ref Id: I4r-8n3-6

HARVEY TO BE TOWED: The Coast Guard says the disabled icebreaker Anne Harvey is expected to be towed to St. John's as soon as welding the damaged hull is completed.

VOCM - St. John's - 1pm News @ 01:08:25pm Duration: 00:00:35 Reporter: John Reynolds
Ref Id: r3s-6B6-6

WINTER MAINTENANCE REVIEW: A report to be released today will make recommendations to the City of St. John's about how it can improve its snowclearing operations.

VOCM - St. John's - 1pm News @ 01:09:00pm Duration: 00:00:49 Reporter: John Reynolds
Ref Id: K9r-5k8-6

CHARGING STATIONS: Mount Pearl is going to install three charging stations for electric cars.

VOCM - St. John's - 1pm News @ 01:09:49pm Duration: 00:00:27 Reporter: John Reynolds
Ref Id: i3i-6U2-6

FLU SEASON: There is no way to predict when the current flu season will come to an end. ["Dr. David Allison"]

VOCM - St. John's - 1pm News @ 01:10:16pm Duration: 00:01:12 Reporter: John Reynolds
Ref Id: C2i-4J4-6

FOREST ACCESS ROAD CLOSURES: Forest access roads in Gambo, Glovertown, and Gander will close to vehicle traffic Wednesday.

VOCM - St. John's - 1pm News @ 01:11:28pm Duration: 00:00:14 Reporter: John Reynolds
Ref Id: b3A-5D2-6

NLTA GENERAL MEETING: 150 teachers from across the province gather in the Capital City tomorrow for the NLTA's General Meeting.

VOCM - St. John's - 1pm News @ 01:11:42pm Duration: 00:00:16 Reporter: John Reynolds
17 PUBLIC MEETING: There will be a public meeting in St. John's tomorrow night to talk about changes to the lands act.
VOCM - St. John's - 1pm News @ 01:11:58pm Duration: 00:00:24 Reporter: John Reynolds

18 PUBLIC MEETING: There is a public meeting planned for the west coast this week to talk about what amounts to a land freeze in cabin country. ["Eddie Joyce", MHA]
VOCM - St. John's - 1pm News @ 01:12:22pm Duration: 00:01:04 Reporter: John Reynolds

VOCM NL Today - Mon, April 06, 2015

19 FATAL SHOOTING: The RNC has addressed a fatal shooting in St. Mary's Bay yesterday by one of their members. ["Chief Bill Janes"]
VOCM - St. John's - NL Today @ 01:24:00pm Duration: 00:07:00 Reporter: Doug Learning

20 FATAL SHOOTING: The RNC has addressed a fatal shooting in St. Mary's Bay yesterday by one of their members. ["Premier Paul Davis"]
VOCM - St. John's - NL Today @ 01:36:00pm Duration: 00:06:00 Reporter: Doug Learning

21 CONCERNS ABOUT TRAFFIC SAFETY: Last Thursday a 57-year-old man died in a tragic accident that forced the closure of the CBS Bypass road during the morning commute. The accident has caused "CBS Mayor Ken McDonald" to voice his concerns about safety on that road.
VOCM - St. John's - NL Today @ 01:45:00pm Duration: 00:03:00 Reporter: Fred Hutton

22 HOUSE FIRE: There was a fire in Mount Pearl on Sunday. "Fire Supt. Derek Chafe" was on the scene.
VOCM - St. John's - NL Today @ 01:48:00pm Duration: 00:02:00 Reporter: Fred Hutton

23 DELAYING IN PROCESSING APPLICATIONS: Nearly one-fifth of the province has applied for status under the Qalipu Mi'kmaq band. A federal committee is going over about 94,000 applications for status. The deadline for the review process is now June 30, 2016 while the deadline for appeals is January 31, 2017. West coast MP "Gerry Byrne" says many are becoming frustrated because of the delays.
VOCM - St. John's - NL Today @ 01:50:00pm Duration: 00:02:20 Reporter: Doug Learning

NTV Mid-Day News - Mon, April 06, 2015

24 FATAL SHOOTING: Another tragic weekend in our province, one man was shot dead yesterday afternoon. ["Sgt. Greg Hicks"; "Chief Bill Janes"]
25  FATAL CRASH: RCMP are investigating a fatal two-vehicle crash that happened on the TCH near Terra Nova National Park.

26  CANADA WINS SILVER: Today she is the first ever female from our province to don a Team Canada Hockey jersey and now Sarah Davis has a silver medal to top off that new uniform. ["Varoius"]

27  POTHOLE: A pothole on the CBS Bypass Road busted a number of rims and popped many tires yesterday.
Top News Stories

RCMP Investigation Ongoing of Tragic Shooting Incident
Summary: The RCMP confirmed Sunday evening Don Dunphy, 59, is dead following a shooting incident involving police at Mitchell’s Brook, located just south of Mount Carmel. Dunphy had apparently engaged a provincial cabinet minister in a public conversation on Twitter that at one point used threatening language in reference to political figures.

The RCMP said that about 2:30 p.m., a member of the Royal Newfoundland Constabulary (RNC) was in the area of Mitchell’s Brook conducting followup inquiries for one of their investigations. The RNC officer, who was part of the Premier's security detail, attended the man's residence alone. Dunphy allegedly pointed a gun at police shortly before the fatal shooting. It is not yet clear whether Dunphy ever fired his weapon, forensics experts were still on the scene Monday as they collected evidence, said RCMP Sgt. Greg Hicks. Hicks says it's not uncommon for an RNC investigation to overlap RCMP jurisdiction. Because it's so early in the investigation Hicks says he's not in a position to release the duties of the RNC officer. An autopsy will be conducted today on the victim. In cases when an officer discharges a weapon, generally an outside police force is called in to investigate the circumstances. RNC Chief Bill Janes addressed the media this morning at RNC Headquarters. He offered his condolences to the family of Don Dunphy but could not say much on what lead the RNC officer to the man's home, or the subsequent shooting. Premier Paul Davis says he was unaware of the matter leading up to the RNC investigation and shooting. Davis told reporters today that he's spoken with the officer involved, a man he's known for some time, and offered him his best regards. The Premier, who is a former RNC officer, says the matter is upsetting. Davis says there are no immediate plans to change policy surrounding the way in which elected officials engage with the public. He says just yesterday he attended a hockey game with his wife in Paradise with no security. He says he's had that conversation with his security staff and his family and he may need to change the way he does things.) Davis says he has not yet contacted the Dunphy family to offer his condolences. Davis was asked a number of questions during his media availability to which answers could not be provided as the investigation is ongoing.

Spokespersons Featured: Premier Paul Davis, RNC Chief Bill Janes, RCMP Sargent Greg Hicks

Tone: Balanced

Coverage: VOCM online, CBC, CBC Radio, NTV, Telegram, VOCM Radio

Sean Kelly Sentenced to 10 Months, Granted Bail
Summary: Sean Kelly, a Royal Newfoundland Constabulary officer who was found guilty of making an indecent phone call as well as a mischief charge, was given a jail sentence Monday. Judge Wayne Gorman sentenced Kelly to 10 months on both counts: six months for the mischief count, and four months for placing an indecent call. But defence lawyer Jamie Merrigan filed paperwork Monday on an appeal of Gorman's decision. On Monday afternoon, Kelly was granted bail and released on conditions. Kelly's trial heard that he made a lewd phone call to a young woman in 2012, and then put the blame on another
man. Gorman said he chose a jail sentence, accompanied by 12 months of probation, in part because of
the "magnitude of the breach of public trust involved when a police officer ... commits criminal offences
connected to their position." Kelly was handed a 4 month sentence on a charge of making indecent phone
calls, and 6 months for misleading police in their investigation. He's also been placed on probation for a
year.Kelly is currently suspended without pay. His status with the police force is being reviewed by the RNC
Professional Standards Branch. Judge Wayne Gorman chastised Kelly during sentencing, calling his crime
'egregious' for a police officer.

Spokespersons Featured: n/a
Tone: neutral
Coverage: VOCM Radio, VOCM Online, CBC Online,

Ann Harvey Expected to Be Towed to St. John's Today
Summary: The Coast Guard says the disabled icebreaker Ann Harvey is expected to be towed to St. John's
as soon as welding on the damaged hull is completed sometime today. The vessel struck bottom last
week, and began taking on water, but the compartment has been sealed and the crew members remain
on board while they await emergency repairs and a tow back to St. John's. The Teleost will begin towing the
disabled vessel back to St. John's as early as this afternoon. A team of six Department of National Defense
divers are on board the Teleost on standby if they're needed. The journey is expected to take about two
days. Poor weather is delayed efforts to repair the Anne Harvey. A plate to cover the eight inch hole in the
hull of the vessel was meant to be put in place Sunday but due to high winds the work didn't resume. A
tow line was set in place with the Canadian Coast Guard ship Teleost on Saturday to help protect the Ann
Harvey against high winds.

Spokespersons Featured: Jann Woodford, Captain Jim Chmiel", Superintendent of Regional Operations
Tone: balanced
Coverage: VOCM online, VOCM radio, Telegram, CBC online, NTV

1 dead, 2 in hospital following TCH crash near Terra Nova
Summary: Police are investigating a fatal two-vehicle crash on the Trans-Canada Highway near Terra Nova
National Park. RCMP said it happened around 5 p.m. on Sunday, about 500 metres east of Charlottetown.
Police said initial observations indicate that a westbound vehicle crossed into the eastbound lane. One
person was killed in the crash, Reports indicate six people were travelling in the two vehicles. Police say
both drivers have been taken to hospital with what's described as non life-threatening injuries. The
deceased, a woman was a passenger. Both drivers were taken to hospital in Clarenville with non-life
threatening injuries. A section of the TCH was closed for several hours on Sunday, as police and
emergency crews tended to the scene.

Spokespersons Featured: N/A
Tone: neutral
Coverage: VOCM online, VOCM Radio, CBC online, CBC news, Telegram

Man Charged for Driving with Canada- Wide Suspension
Summary: Police in St. John's have charged a man for driving while under a Canada-wide driving
suspension. The Royal Newfoundland Constabulary conducted a traffic stop on Topsail Road around 10:45
p.m. on Saturday for having a registration sticker other than the one issued. The 28-year-old man was also
found to be driving without insurance, and operating an unregistered vehicle. He was charged and issued
multiple traffic violations. The man's vehicle was impounded. The driver was released to appear in court at a later date. It was one of numerous examples of similar driving behaviour on the weekend in the metro region.

Spokespersons Featured: RCMP
Tone: balanced
Coverage: CBC online, CBC radio, VOCM online, VOCM radio,

Other items of note (limited coverage)

Telegram – Checkout policy has some residence students stressed

VOCM – Provinces New Moose Plan to be Unveiled Today

VOCM – A Fifth of Province Applies for Qalipu Status

VOCM – Municipalities Newfoundland and Labrador Proposes Regional Government

VOCM – MP Wants Answers on Plans for Marine Atlantic in Federal Budget

VOCM – Land- Based Operations Not Feasible for Industry: Aquaculture Association

VOCM – Close to 100 Gather at HSC for Good Friday Abortion Rally

CBC – The ‘lost tribe’, or our aboriginal children in care

CBC – Paul Davis: Budget Cuts, HST hikes and fall election
16. POLITICS: “Marjorie” is calling to talk about politics. She comments Mr. Dunphy was on the talk shows trying to get help for years but it's not easy to be a politician either. She says when she was talking to Danny Williams she asked him to keep Jason Jaffray from the IceCaps here. TIME: 03:38 PM DURATION: 05:00 REPORTER: PETE SOUCY
1. DRIVE SAFELY: Host preamble. It is important that people drive safely. It seems motorists take more risks during long weekends and it's unfortunate that there is always a story that somebody has lost their life. AIRED: 8:06 PM DURATION: 02:00 REPORTER: JONATHAN RICHLER

2. SAD STORY OF FATAL SHOOTING: Host preamble. The most sad story played out yesterday when Don Dunphy was fatally wounded by a police officer. He was a man who was impoverished after being injured on the job and people are upset that such a tragedy could happen so they are jumping to conclusions. AIRED: 8:08 PM DURATION: 06:00 REPORTER: JONATHAN RICHLER

3. CONSTABLE SENTENCED TO TEN MONTHS: Host preamble. RNC Constable Sean Kelly has been sentenced to ten months in jail to making indecent phone calls and misleading the police. AIRED: 8:14 PM DURATION: 02:00 REPORTER: JONATHAN RICHLER

4. GOOD FRIDAY LINE-UPS: Host preamble. A lot of line-ups on Good Friday as people were out and about trying to get their feed of fish. AIRED: 8:16 PM DURATION: 02:00 REPORTER: JONATHAN RICHLER

5. WINTER REVIEW: Host preamble. The final winter review has been tabled by the City of St. John's and several recommendations were put forward. AIRED: 8:18 PM DURATION: 02:00 REPORTER: JONATHAN RICHLER

6. WINTER READINESS REPORT: A tweet regarding the City's winter readiness report. AIRED: 8:24 PM DURATION: 01:00 REPORTER: JONATHAN RICHLER

7. NEW MOOSE MANAGEMENT PLAN: “Dan Crummell”, Minister of Environment first extends thoughts and prayers to the families involved in tragedies this weekend. He
also comments on the importance of checking out the environmental impact before dumping snow in St. John's harbor. He is calling to talk about the new moose management plan. He discusses some of the details in the plan including to ensure sustainable moose hunting, being more cognizant of moose-vehicle accidents, identifying moose reduction zones and the implementation of a study. AIRED: 8:25 PM DURATION: 13:00 REPORTER: JONATHAN RICHLER

8. MARINE ATLANTIC CROSSINGS: “Darrell Mercer”, Spokesperson of Marine Atlantic is calling to talk about Marine Atlantic crossings. He says it's been a challenging winter especially considering ice conditions but things are looking up because he has just received word the Blue Puttees is back in operation so it will be making a crossing tonight. AIRED: 8:38 PM DURATION: 06:00 REPORTER: JONATHAN RICHLER

9. MOOSE FENCING: A tweet from Brian regarding moose fencing. AIRED: 8:48 PM DURATION: 01:00 REPORTER: JONATHAN RICHLER

10. MAINTENANCE REPORT: “Sandy Hickman”, St. John's City Councillor is calling to talk about the winter maintenance report. He comments on the results of the study and how good it is to have an outside lens looking at the program to ensure it is being done efficiently. He also comments on the pothole problems and art procurement. AIRED: 8:49 PM DURATION: 10:00 REPORTER: JONATHAN RICHLER
From: production@nlnewsnow.ca
Sent: Monday, April 06, 2015 7:22 PM
To: NLIS, NLIS; Clarke, Lesley; Scott, Brian; Drover, Meghan
Subject: Evening Headlines

VOCM Back Talk - Mon, April 06, 2015

1 FATAL INCIDENT: Host preamble. The incident yesterday has consumed most of the media. It was no doubt a tragic affair involving a member of the Premier's elite team. Mr. Dunphy has been on the shows and have sent many e-mails and tweets. Pete reads the tweets that led up to this situation.

VOCM - St. John's - Back Talk @ 02:01:00pm Duration: 00:05:00 Reporter: Pete Soucy
Ref Id: q2I-6R8-6

2 OVER-PAYMENT TO PENSIONERS: Host preamble. The over-payment to pensioners is still ongoing but how are they going to manage to pay the money back?

VOCM - St. John's - Back Talk @ 02:06:00pm Duration: 00:01:00 Reporter: Pete Soucy
Ref Id: B7d-2V2-6

3 WORKPLACE HARASSMENT: Host preamble. Several other workers have come forward since the Telegram ran the story about harassment in the workplace.

VOCM - St. John's - Back Talk @ 02:07:00pm Duration: 00:01:00 Reporter: Pete Soucy
Ref Id: d9M-6r4-6

4 VARIOUS TOPICS: Host preamble. A lot of temporary foreign workers are leaving the country. The moose management plan is supposed to come out today. Some changes are being proposed for crown land in this province. The deadline for submitting to the Dark NL public hearings is quickly approaching. The AIMS team from Mount Pearl have won the Hometown Hockey Cheer competition.

VOCM - St. John's - Back Talk @ 02:08:00pm Duration: 00:03:00 Reporter: Pete Soucy
Ref Id: U4C-4p7-6

5 APPLICATIONS FOR STATUS: Some time ago way more people applied for status with the Qalipu Frist Nation. Liberal MP “Gerry Byrne” is calling to talk about this situation. He says there are extended deadlines for applications to be processed for a further ten months. He discusses the criteria and how many people are affected by this.

VOCM - St. John's - Back Talk @ 02:11:00pm Duration: 00:10:00 Reporter: Pete Soucy
Ref Id: K7r-9N8-6
6 CROWN LAND CHANGES: “Randy Murphy”, President of the East Coast Trail Association is calling to talk about changes to crown land regulations. He discusses the impact of these changes and the reasons for investing in the protection of trail. He urges members to attend the hearings being held tomorrow evening at the Capital Hotel.
VOCM - St. John's - Back Talk @ 02:25:00pm Duration: 00:07:00 Reporter: Pete Soucy
Ref Id: j8A-9Z5-6

7 FIRST NATIONS STATUS: An e-mail regarding Qalipu First Nations status.
VOCM - St. John's - Back Talk @ 02:35:00pm Duration: 00:01:00 Reporter: Pete Soucy
Ref Id: P7Q-5y3-6

8 HEALTH CARE: “Stelman Flynn”, Liberal MHA is calling to talk about health care. He says it has come to his attention long term care patients are not getting their clothes ironed by Western Health anymore. He comments this is not a good way to government to save money especially since seniors shouldn't have to sit around in wrinkly clothes.
VOCM - St. John's - Back Talk @ 02:36:00pm Duration: 00:08:00 Reporter: Pete Soucy
Ref Id: n7v-9K3-6

9 POLITICS: “Les” is calling to talk about politics. In his opinion the Premier should make changes in the way his Ministers engage with the public. He says people take what politicians say and do very seriously.
VOCM - St. John's - Back Talk @ 02:44:00pm Duration: 00:06:00 Reporter: Pete Soucy
Ref Id: P2s-5F4-6

10 GOVERNMENT SPENDING: “Gary” is calling to talk about politics. He comments on government spending and how money could easily be saved if they would just stop production at Muskrat Falls for an hour or two.
VOCM - St. John's - Back Talk @ 02:53:00pm Duration: 00:05:00 Reporter: Pete Soucy
Ref Id: K9k-3f3-6

11 SHOOTING INCIDENT: “Kevin” is calling to talk about the shooting incident. He feels badly for Mr. Dunphy's family especially since in his opinion the context on the tweets seems to be have been blown out of proportion.
VOCM - St. John's - Back Talk @ 03:07:00pm Duration: 00:04:00 Reporter: Pete Soucy
Ref Id: q6T-4B2-6

12 FATAL SHOOTING: “Minnie” is calling to talk about the fatal shooting situation. She says we really don't know all the details from this incident and Twitter seems to be totally bizarre because there are insults and threats being made all the time. She also discusses the situation involving pension over-payments.
VOCM - St. John's - Back Talk @ 03:11:00pm Duration: 00:09:00 Reporter: Pete Soucy
Ref Id: S4W-4D4-6

13 CREDIT CARDS: “Theresa” is calling to talk about credit cards. She says some companies will let you deactivate the pay pass but others won't but in her opinion it should be a choice.
VOCM - St. John's - Back Talk @ 03:24:00pm Duration: 00:05:00 Reporter: Pete Soucy
14 LANDS ACT MEETING: Pete comments on the meeting on the lands act being held at the Capital Hotel.
VOCM - St. John's - Back Talk @ 03:32:00pm Duration: 00:01:00 Reporter: Pete Soucy

15 MUSKRAT FALLS JOBS: “Robert Rice” is calling to talk about Muskrat Falls jobs. He says the union isn't doing the right thing because some people who are paying dues are not being hired. He comments Nalcor don't care who gets hired as long as safety comes first.
VOCM - St. John's - Back Talk @ 03:33:00pm Duration: 00:05:00 Reporter: Pete Soucy

16 POLITICS: “Marjorie” is calling to talk about politics. She comments Mr. Dunphy was on the talk shows trying to get help for years but it's not easy to be a politician either. She says when she was talking to Danny Williams she asked him to keep Jason Jaffray from the IceCaps here.
VOCM - St. John's - Back Talk @ 03:38:00pm Duration: 00:05:00 Reporter: Pete Soucy

17 REPAYMENTS: “George” is calling to talk about repayments. He comments on receiving the same amount on his pension for more than 20 years and most people wouldn't even question if their pension went up by a few dollars. He says most people spent the money they received just to try to get through so it's not right for them to even entertain having them repay it.
VOCM - St. John's - Back Talk @ 03:43:00pm Duration: 00:07:00 Reporter: Pete Soucy

18 HOCKEY CHEER CONTEST: “Ian” is calling to talk about the Hometown Hockey Cheer Contest. He says the AIMS team from Mount Pearl won and they are getting a trip of a life time.
VOCM - St. John's - Back Talk @ 03:53:00pm Duration: 00:03:00 Reporter: Pete Soucy

19 TRYING TO FIND WORK: “Elizabeth” is calling to talk about trying to find work. She comments that it's really hard to get hired locally in Marystown because companies generally hire the person with the best qualifications.
VOCM - St. John's - Back Talk @ 03:56:00pm Duration: 00:03:00 Reporter: Pete Soucy

CBC 5pm News - Mon, April 06, 2015

20 FATAL SHOOTING: We begin with a fatal shooting involving a member of Premier Paul Davis' security team. ["Chief Bill Janes"; "Premier Paul Davis"]
CBN - St. John's - 5pm News @ 05:00:11pm Duration: 00:01:11 Reporter: Maggie Gillis

21 KELLY OUT ON BAIL: A suspended RNC officer has been sentenced to ten months in jail for making indecent phone calls and mischief, however Sean Kelly is free on bail tonight.
MOOSE MANAGEMENT PLAN: Government released its moose management plan today. ["Dan Crummell", Environment Minister; "Lucy Stoyles", SOPAC]

CHEF COMES IN SECOND: A pizza chef from St. John's had a big week at an international competition. ["Megan O'Dea", PI Eatery]

RCMP TO INVESTIGATE INCIDENT: The RCMP is investigating the fatal shooting yesterday of a man who went online to rail against maltreatment by provincial officials. ["Premier Paul Davis"]

KELLY OUT ON BAIL: A suspended RNC officer has been sentenced to ten months in jail for making indecent phone calls and mischief, however Sean Kelly is free on bail tonight.

NEW MOOSE MANAGEMENT PLAN: 2 and a half years after holding public consultations the provincial government has finally come up with a new long promised moose management plan. ["Dan Crummell", Environment Minister; "Lucy Stoyles", SOPAC]

CROSSINGS CANCELLED: Mechanical issues with the Blue Putees have lead to more cancellations for Marine Atlantic.

CHEF COMES IN SECOND: A pizza chef from St. John's had a big week at an international competition. ["Megan O'Dea", PI Eatery]

RCMP TAKES OVER SHOOTING INVESTIGATION: The RCMP have taken over the investigation into the shooting of a 59 year old man from Mitchell's Brook by a member of the Premier's security detail. ["Bill
30 KELLY SENTENCED TO TEN MONTHS IN JAIL: Suspended RNC Constable Sean Kelly has been sentenced to ten months in jail in Corner Brook Provincial Court on two charges stemming from a sequence of events dating back to 2012.

31 MAN ACCUSED IN HOME INVASION CALLED TO COURT THIS MORNING: A St. John's man accused in a home invasion on Viking Road earlier this year was called to provincial court this morning.

32 FATAL ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION CONTINUES: The investigation continues into a fatal accident in Terra Nova National Park which claimed the life of one person and sent two others to hospital.

33 GOOD SAMARITANS RESCUE WOMAN INVOLVED IN CAR CRASH: Good Samaritans came to the rescue of a woman who crashed her car on Robert E. Howlett Memorial Highway last night; the car left the highway and rolled over at about 7:15 and several other drivers stopped and removed the woman from the car.

34 WEATHER BRIEF:

35 HOUSE FIRE IN MOUNT PEARL: A home in Mount Pearl has been extensively damaged by fire; at about 11:30 last night St. John's Regional Fire Department was called by a passer by who saw smoke and flames at a home on Massey Crescent. ["Derek Chafe", Shift Superintendent]

36 NEW MOOSE MANAGEMENT PROGRAM: A new provincial moose management program increases the number of hunting licenses and lengthens the season in two targeted areas. ["Dan Crummell", Environment Minister; "David Brazil", Transportation Minister]

37 MARINE ATLANTIC SCHEDULE: Technicians are working on an electronics issue on board the Marine
Atlantic ferry, the Blue Puttees and the crossing scheduled for this evening has been cancelled but the Atlantic Vision and the Leif Ericson are picking up the slack.

VOCM - St. John's - Evening News @ 05:40:00pm Duration: 00:00:30 Reporter: Doug Learning
Ref Id: K2P-7w2-6

38 ANN HARVEY EXPECTED TO BE TOWED BACK TO ST. JOHN'S: The Coast Guard says the disabled icebreaker Ann Harvey is expected to be towed to St. John's as soon as welding on the damaged hull is completed sometime today.

VOCM - St. John's - Evening News @ 05:40:30pm Duration: 00:01:05 Reporter: Doug Learning
Ref Id: u8H-9f2-6

39 WINTER MAINTENANCE REVIEW: The City of St. John's has tabled the final report of it's winter maintenance review, conducted by KMPG Consultants the review looks at everything from increased sidewalk service to the addition of snow dumping sites.

VOCM - St. John's - Evening News @ 05:41:00pm Duration: 00:01:05 Reporter: David Maher
Ref Id: C5E-3h7-6

40 DEADLINE FOR SUBMISSIONS TO PUB: Tomorrow is the deadline for submissions to the Public Utilities Board about the reliability of the province's electricity supply; the board held a public hearing last week to gather input from the utilities and others about the massive power disruption of January, 2014.

VOCM - St. John's - Evening News @ 05:42:05pm Duration: 00:00:30 Reporter: Doug Learning
Ref Id: i2B-6z5-6

41 LOWER OIL PRICES HURTING CORPORATE CONFIDENCE: The Bank of Canada says the sting of lower oil prices has hurt corporate confidence in terms of future sales growth investment in hiring.

VOCM - St. John's - Evening News @ 05:42:35pm Duration: 00:00:30 Reporter: Doug Learning
Ref Id: C4K-8c3-6

42 REPAIRS ON COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM CONTINUING: Repairs continuing on the communications system on the Southwest Coast which was knocked out by a storm on March 6th.

VOCM - St. John's - Evening News @ 05:43:05pm Duration: 00:01:05 Reporter: Gerry Murphy
Ref Id: w4Z-4m9-6

43 EXTENSION TO DEADLINE FOR REVIEW OF STATUS APPLICATIONS: Nearly a fifth of the province has applied for status under the Qalipu First Nations Band; a federal committee is going over about 94 thousand applications for status and the new deadline for the review process is now June 30, 2016. ["Gerry Byrne", Liberal MP]

VOCM - St. John's - Evening News @ 05:44:10pm Duration: 00:01:00 Reporter: Doug Learning
Ref Id: G6F-2t3-6

44 NLTA GENERAL MEETING BEING HELD THIS WEEK: One hundred and fifty teachers from across the province will gather in St. John's tomorrow for the Newfoundland and Labrador Teachers' Association general meeting at the Sheraton Hotel.

VOCM - St. John's - Evening News @ 05:45:10pm Duration: 00:00:25 Reporter: Doug Learning
45 CABIN OWNERS IN YORK HARBOUR AREA CANNOT SELL PROPERTY OR DEVELOP LAND:
There's a public meeting on the West Coast this week to talk about what amounts to a land freeze in cabin country. ["Eddie Joyce", Liberal MHA]
VOCM - St. John's - Evening News @ 05:45:35pm Duration: 00:01:00 Reporter: Doug Learning

46 PUBLIC MEETING ON CHANGES TO LANDS ACT:
There will be a public meeting in St. John's tomorrow night to talk about changes to the lands act and the East Coast Trail Association is concerned; a substantial portion of the trail runs over crown land and the Association is concerned up through what is known as squatters rights.
VOCM - St. John's - Evening News @ 05:46:35pm Duration: 00:00:35 Reporter: Doug Learning

47 FOREST ACCESS ROADS TO CLOSE TO VEHICULAR TRAFFIC:
Forest access roads in Gambo, Glovertown and Gander will close to vehicular traffic Wednesday; the closure is being made to protect the roads from damage during the spring thaw.
VOCM - St. John's - Evening News @ 05:47:10pm Duration: 00:00:20 Reporter: Doug Learning

48 NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL NEWS:
VOCM - St. John's - Evening News @ 05:47:30pm Duration: 00:05:00 Reporter: Doug Learning

CBC Here & Now - Mon, April 06, 2015
49 MAN SHOT BY PREMIER'S SECURITY:
We begin with the latest from Mitchells Brook where a 59 year old man was shot and killed by a member of the premier's personal security team. ["Bill Janes", RNC Chief; "Premier Paul Davis"]
CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now @ 06:01:45pm Duration: 00:03:35 Reporter: David Cochrane

50 COMMUNITY IN SHOCK OVER SHOOTING:
In Mitchells Brook people are shocked and upset about the shooting, wondering what happened. ["Susan Parrott", Town Manager, Mount Carmel]
CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now @ 06:05:30pm Duration: 00:02:30 Reporter: Krissy Holmes

51 ONE DEAD FOLLOWING TERRA NOVA ACCIDENT:
One person is dead and 2 injured following a 2 vehicle crash in Terra Nova National Park yesterday afternoon.
CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now @ 06:08:00pm Duration: 00:00:35 Reporter: Debbie Cooper/ Carolyn Stokes

52 ANN HARVEY REPAIRS ALMOST COMPLETE:
Temporary repair work on the coast guard ship Ann
Harvey is expected to be finished today.

CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now @ 06:08:35pm Duration: 00:00:25 Reporter: Debbie Cooper/ Carolyn Stokes
Ref Id: t5X-9F3-6

53 WEATHER:

CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now @ 06:09:00pm Duration: 00:01:00 Reporter: Ryan Snoddon
Ref Id: k2i-3R4-6

54 COSTS OF REPAYING DEBT: More then 400 seniors found out last week that their pension income has been 2 high after government found that a clerical error has been made; for some of the pensioners paying that money back will be a real struggle. ["Gordon Whalen", Pensioner; "Paula Hennebury", Daughter]
CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now @ 06:10:00pm Duration: 00:02:50 Reporter: Debbie Cooper/ Krissy Holmes
Ref Id: r3Y-2F5-6

55 NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL NEWS:

CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now @ 06:12:50pm Duration: 00:02:00 Reporter: Debbie Cooper/ Carolyn Stokes
Ref Id: k2k-6K7-6

56 MOOSE MANAGEMENT PLAN ANNOUNCED: Two and a half years after holding public consultations the provincial government has come up with a new long promised moose management plan. ["Dan Crummell", Environment Minister; "Lucy Stoyles", Chair, SOPAC]
CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now @ 06:17:25pm Duration: 00:01:45 Reporter: Azzo Rezori
Ref Id: v4C-8S8-6

57 LARGE POT HOLE IN CBS: There was a pothole so big yesterday it prompted a police warning but it was too late for these drivers.
CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now @ 06:19:10pm Duration: 00:00:20 Reporter: Debbie Cooper/ Carolyn Stokes
Ref Id: U6x-7q2-6

58 WEATHER:

CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now @ 06:19:30pm Duration: 00:03:50 Reporter: Ryan Snoddon
Ref Id: p9Z-2B9-6

59 KELLY OUT ON BAIL: A suspended RNC officer received a 10 month sentence this morning for making obscene phone calls and misleading the police but Sean Kelly is out on bail waiting for an appeal.
CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now @ 06:25:45pm Duration: 00:02:05 Reporter: Jeremy Eaton
Ref Id: f6z-5u7-6

60 NATIONAL NEWS:

CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now @ 06:27:50pm Duration: 00:02:30 Reporter: Debbie Cooper/ Carolyn
61 MITCHELLS BROOK SHOOTING: A deadly police shooting yesterday afternoon is now leading to many questions. ["Chief Bill Janes", RNC; "Susan Parrott", Town Manager, Family friend; "Premier Paul Davis"]
CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now @ 06:33:00pm Duration: 00:06:45 Reporter: Debbie Cooper/ Carolyn Stokes
Ref Id: I6H-3B2-6

62 DAVIS HOME: Hockey player Sarah Davis of Paradise returned home last night after helping team Canada bring back a silver medal from the world women's championship in Sweden. ["Donna Davis", Mother; "Jeff Davis", Father]
CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now @ 06:40:45pm Duration: 00:01:15 Reporter: Debbie Cooper/ Carolyn Stokes
Ref Id: m9z-8i2-6

63 ICECAPS UPDATE: On Saturday night at Mile One the St. John's IceCaps looking for a little payback after being shut out Friday night.
CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now @ 06:42:00pm Duration: 00:01:00 Reporter: Debbie Cooper/ Carolyn Stokes
Ref Id: A9X-9K8-6

64 TARGET CLOSED: Shoppers are going to have to put their target on a different store with the chain closing its doors on Saturday. ["Unidentified Shoppers"]
CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now @ 06:43:00pm Duration: 00:01:00 Reporter: Debbie Cooper/ Carolyn Stokes
Ref Id: n4Z-8b6-6

65 WEATHER AND YOUNG ATHLETE OF THE DAY:
CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now @ 06:44:00pm Duration: 00:03:45 Reporter: Ryan Snoddon
Ref Id: G4I-6B6-6

66 RCMP TO INVESTIGATE RNC SHOOTING: A mid-career RNC officer is on mandatory leave after he shot and killed 59 year old Don Dumphy at his home in Mitchells Brook St. Mary's Bay yesterday. ["Bill Janes", RNC Chief]
CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now @ 06:50:10pm Duration: 00:02:50 Reporter: Debbie Cooper/ Carolyn Stokes
Ref Id: U7e-3Q2-6

67 NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL NEWS:
CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now @ 06:53:00pm Duration: 00:03:00 Reporter: Debbie Cooper/ Carolyn Stokes
Ref Id: m6u-8t7-6
WEATHER RECAP:
CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now @ 06:59:00pm Duration: 00:01:00 Reporter: Ryan Snoddon
Ref Id: V4F-8p6-6

NTV Evening Newshour Early Edition - Mon, April 06, 2015

FATAL SHOOTING: It may have been a specific Tweet that the Premier's staff thought was threatening that began a fateful chain of events that ended with one man dead and a member of the RNC and Premier's security detail firing a gun. ["Chief Bill Janes", "Premier Paul Davis"]
CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour Early Edition @ 05:29:00pm Duration: 00:11:30 Reporter: Jodi Cooke
Ref Id: X9t-5k5-6

WEATHER
CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour Early Edition @ 05:40:30pm Duration: 00:03:30 Reporter: Amanda Mews
Ref Id: a3E-8z3-6

KELLY CASE: A suspended member of the RNC found himself on the opposite side of law today in Provincial Court in Corner Brook.
CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour Early Edition @ 05:47:00pm Duration: 00:01:57 Reporter: Don Bradshaw
Ref Id: M6e-8U6-6

POTHOLE: A nasty pothole on the CBS Bypass Road is being blamed for a string of busted rims and popped tires. ["Danica LaPensee", Car Damaged]
CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour Early Edition @ 05:48:57pm Duration: 00:00:38 Reporter: Toni-Marie Wiseman
Ref Id: M3u-7f9-6

TRAIL ON CROWN LAND: The East Coast Trail Association is lacing up its boots, preparing to take on the Provincial Government.
CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour Early Edition @ 05:49:35pm Duration: 00:00:16 Reporter: Toni-Marie Wiseman
Ref Id: T7l-7g2-6

NATIONAL NEWS
CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour Early Edition @ 05:49:51pm Duration: 00:01:04 Reporter: Toni-Marie Wiseman
Ref Id: b5m-2A8-6

TODAY's FISHERY: DFO announced late last week that the snow crab fishery would open this morning at 6:00.
CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour Early Edition @ 05:53:00pm Duration: 00:01:10 Reporter: Larry Jay
Ref Id: f2F-3U4-6
76 PUFFIN FEATURED IN AD: For over 50 years the Hinterland Who Who's TV PSA have been profiling Canadian Wildlife well today our provincial bird, the Atlantic Puffin became their latest start.

CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour Early Edition @ 05:54:10pm Duration: 00:01:07 Reporter: Toni-Marie Wiseman
Ref Id: h7y-2k6-6

NTV Evening Newshour - Mon, April 06, 2015

77 FATAL SHOOTING: Investigating possible threats against members of the HOA a member of the Premier's Security team shot a man after the man reportedly pointed a firearm at the RNC officer. ["Premier Paul Davis", "Chief Bill Janes"; "Sgt. Greg Hicks"]

CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 05:59:46pm Duration: 00:05:16 Reporter: Jodi Cooke
Ref Id: B2r-7i7-6

78 FATAL ACCIDENT: The RCMP are investigating a fatal two vehicle crash on the TCH near Terra Nova National Park.

CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 06:05:04pm Duration: 00:00:31 Reporter: Toni-Marie Wiseman
Ref Id: d4B-5W7-6

79 KELLY CASE: A suspended member of the RNC found himself on the opposite side of law today in Provincial Court in Corner Brook.

CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 06:05:35pm Duration: 00:01:27 Reporter: Don Bradshaw
Ref Id: b3h-3I8-6

80 FIRE INVESTIGATION: Fire investigators were busy today trying to determine the cause of a blaze that caused extensive damage to a home in Mount Pearl. ["Superintendent Derek Chafe", SJRFD]

CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 06:07:02pm Duration: 00:02:00 Reporter: Larry Jay
Ref Id: i5b-8S2-6

81 BUSINESS REPORT: Strength in oil prices boost the Canadian stocks higher today.

CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 06:09:02pm Duration: 00:01:06 Reporter: Larry Jay
Ref Id: E9j-3G8-6

82 WEATHER

CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 06:10:08pm Duration: 00:04:50 Reporter: Amanda Mews
Ref Id: z7Z-8v9-6

83 CAST SET OVER: A man who was supposed to be sentenced for child pornography had his case set over today.

CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 06:15:00pm Duration: 00:01:11 Reporter: Colleen Lewis
Ref Id: q8h-9B4-6

84 CANADA WINS SILVER: Today she is the first ever female from our province to don a Team Canada Hockey jersey and now Sarah Davis has a silver medal to top off that new uniform. ["Varoius"]
85 HOMETOWN HOCKEY CHEER: This was the moment the Mount Pearl Blades found out they own Rogers Hometown Hockey Cheer.

86 MOOSE MANAGEMENT PLAN: Now to moose the giant animal that has both fed and killed people in our province for decades, the PG released its good management plan. ["David Brazil", Transportation Minister; "Dan Crummell", Environment Minister]

87 REVIEW OF APPLICATIONS: It is going to take much long than initially thought for a federally appointed committee to review the outstanding applications for membership in the Qalipu Mi'Kmaq First Nations Band.

88 TARGET CLOSES: Target stores are now sitting empty in St. John's and Corner Brook. ["De Coste", Target Shopper]

89 WINTER MAINTENANCE REVIEW: The City of St. John's received the final report on its independent winter maintenance review. ["Jonathon Galgay", Public Works Committee]

90 THE DREAM FUND: The Dream Fund is a charity formed 8 years ago on the Burin Peninsula. ["Eric Sharpe", Chairperson; "Gus Beck", Father]

91 NATIONAL NEWS/WORLD NEWS

92 WEATHER FORECAST
93 SPORTS
   CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 06:41:55pm Duration: 00:01:33 Reporter: Larry Jay
   Ref Id: p2a-6A6-6

94 MADE RIGHT HERE: Gander Flight Training.
   CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 06:47:44pm Duration: 00:04:00 Reporter: Danielle Butt
   Ref Id: i5H-7g7-6

95 ENTERTAINMENT WRAP
   CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 06:51:44pm Duration: 00:01:20 Reporter: Toni-Marie Wiseman
   Ref Id: e9W-8W8-6

96 TODAY IN HISTORY
   CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 06:53:04pm Duration: 00:01:00 Reporter: Jim Furlong
   Ref Id: v6d-8u8-6

97 BIRTHDAYS & ANNIVERSARIES
   CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 06:57:00pm Duration: 00:01:00 Reporter: Larry Jay
   Ref Id: d7E-7y9-6

98 WEATHER RECAP
   CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 06:58:00pm Duration: 00:01:00 Reporter: Amanda Mews
   Ref Id: Q7p-3R4-6
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VOCM Night Line - Mon, April 06, 2015

1 DRIVE SAFELY: Host preamble. It is important that people drive safely. It seems motorists take more risks during long weekends and it's unfortunate that there is always a story that somebody has lost their life.
VOCM - St. John's - Night Line @ 08:06:00pm Duration: 00:02:00 Reporter: Jonathan Richler
Ref Id: S8e-3X2-6

2 SAD STORY OF FATAL SHOOTING: Host preamble. The most sad story played out yesterday when Don Dunphy was fatally wounded by a police officer. He was a man who was impoverished after being injured on the job and people are upset that such a tragedy could happen so they are jumping to conclusions.
VOCM - St. John's - Night Line @ 08:08:00pm Duration: 00:06:00 Reporter: Jonathan Richler
Ref Id: w6F-6p3-6

3 CONSTABLE SENTENCED TO TEN MONTHS: Host preamble. RNC Constable Sean Kelly has been sentenced to ten months in jail to making indecent phone calls and misleading the police.
VOCM - St. John's - Night Line @ 08:14:00pm Duration: 00:02:00 Reporter: Jonathan Richler
Ref Id: R6A-8z8-6

4 GOOD FRIDAY LINE-UPS: Host preamble. A lot of line-ups on Good Friday as people were out and about trying to get their feed of fish.
VOCM - St. John's - Night Line @ 08:16:00pm Duration: 00:02:00 Reporter: Jonathan Richler
Ref Id: u7W-5Y2-6

5 WINTER REVIEW: Host preamble. The final winter review has been tabled by the City of St. John's and several recommendations were put forward.
VOCM - St. John's - Night Line @ 08:18:00pm Duration: 00:02:00 Reporter: Jonathan Richler
Ref Id: g5v-3X3-6

6 WINTER READINESS REPORT: A tweet regarding the City's winter readiness report.
VOCM - St. John's - Night Line @ 08:24:00pm Duration: 00:01:00 Reporter: Jonathan Richler
Ref Id: K7N-4N4-6
NEW MOOSE MANAGEMENT PLAN: “Dan Crummell”, Minister of Environment first extends thoughts and prayers to the families involved in tragedies this weekend. He also comments on the importance of checking out the environmental impact before dumping snow in St. John's harbor. He is calling to talk about the new moose management plan. He discusses some of the details in the plan including to ensure sustainable moose hunting, being more cognizant of moose-vehicle accidents, identifying moose reduction zones and the implementation of a study.

VOCM - St. John's - Night Line @ 08:25:00pm Duration: 00:13:00 Reporter: Jonathan Richler
Ref Id: Z4s-8N7-6

MARINE ATLANTIC CROSSINGS: “Darrell Mercer”, Spokesperson of Marine Atlantic is calling to talk about Marine Atlantic crossings. He says it's been a challenging winter especially considering ice conditions but things are looking up because he has just received word the Blue Puttees is back in operation so it will be making a crossing tonight.

VOCM - St. John's - Night Line @ 08:38:00pm Duration: 00:06:00 Reporter: Jonathan Richler
Ref Id: g5w-3W3-6

MOOSE FENCING: A tweet from Brian regarding moose fencing.

VOCM - St. John's - Night Line @ 08:48:00pm Duration: 00:01:00 Reporter: Jonathan Richler
Ref Id: I8j-9m2-6

MAINTENANCE REPORT: “Sandy Hickman”, St. John's City Councillor is calling to talk about the winter maintenance report. He comments on the results of the study and how good it is to have an outside lens looking at the program to ensure it is being done efficiently. He also comments on the pothole problems and art procurement.

VOCM - St. John's - Night Line @ 08:49:00pm Duration: 00:10:00 Reporter: Jonathan Richler
Ref Id: g4F-3f3-6

ECMA SCHEDULE: “Andy Maclean”, Executive Director of the East Coast Music Awards is calling to talk about the East Coast Music schedule. He lists some of the events going ahead this weekend including the kickoff on Thursday. He urges listeners to visit the ECMA website for a schedule of events.

VOCM - St. John's - Night Line @ 09:10:00pm Duration: 00:11:00 Reporter: Jonathan Richler
Ref Id: W5i-8C7-6

TELEPHONE ISSUES: “Evelyn” is calling to talk about telephone issues. She comments on having difficulties making long distance calls and the service provider told a relative it's called being slammed so telemarketers have blocked them from using their long distance service.

VOCM - St. John's - Night Line @ 09:21:00pm Duration: 00:08:00 Reporter: Jonathan Richler
Ref Id: V3e-3u4-6

MOOSE MANAGEMENT PLAN: “Paul Lane”, Liberal MHA first of all extends congratulations to the Mount Pearl AIMS novice team on winning the Hometown Hockey Cheer Contest. He and Jonathan also talk about Passover. He is calling to talk about the moose management plan. He comments anything that can be done to mitigate against moose-vehicle accidents is a positive thing and it is important to point out when good things are happening. AIRED
14 SNOW CLEARING: A tweet regarding snow clearing.

VOCM - St. John's - Night Line @ 09:51:00pm Duration: 00:01:00 Reporter: Jonathan Richler
Ref Id: g4A-5n7-6

15 FATAL SHOOTING: An e-mail regarding the fatal shooting in Mount Carmel.

VOCM - St. John's - Night Line @ 09:52:00pm Duration: 00:04:00 Reporter: Jonathan Richler
Ref Id: C6u-3B5-6

16 UPCOMING BENEFIT DANCE: “Jonathan” is calling to talk about an upcoming benefit dance. It's being held this Saturday evening at the Seaside Lounge in Spaniard's Bay with proceeds going to his expenses for surgery in Halifax.

VOCM - St. John's - Night Line @ 09:56:00pm Duration: 00:04:00 Reporter: Jonathan Richler
Ref Id: P8k-7f2-6
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11. ECMA SCHEDULE: “Andy Maclean”, Executive Director of the East Coast Music Awards is calling to talk about the East Coast Music schedule. He lists some of the events going ahead this weekend including the kickoff on Thursday. He urges listeners to visit the ECMA website for a schedule of events. AIRED: 9:10 PM DURATION: 11:00 REPORTER: JONATHAN RICHLER

12. TELEPHONE ISSUES: “Evelyn” is calling to talked about telephone issues. She comments on having difficulties making long distance calls and the service provider told a relative it's called being slammed so telemarketers have blocked them from using their long distance service. AIRED: 9:21 PM DURATION: 08:00 REPORTER: JONATHAN RICHLER

13. MOOSE MANAGEMENT PLAN: “Paul Lane”, Liberal MHA first of all extends congratulations to the Mount Pearl AIMS novice team on winning the Hometown Hockey Cheer Contest. He and Jonathan also talk about Passover. He is calling to talk about the moose management plan. He comments anything that can be done to mitigate against moose-vehicle accidents is a positive thing and it is important to point out when good things are happening. AIRED: 9:33 PM DURATION: 15:00 REPORTER: JONATHAN RICHLER

14. SNOW CLEARING: A tweet regarding snow clearing. AIRED: 9:51 PM DURATION: 01:00 REPORTER: JONATHAN RICHLER

15. FATAL SHOOTING: An e-mail regarding the fatal shooting in Mount Carmel. AIRED: 9:52 PM DURATION: 04:00 REPORTER: JONATHAN RICHLER

16. UPCOMING BENEFIT DANCE: “Jonathan” is calling to talk about an upcoming benefit dance. It's being held this Saturday evening at the Seaside Lounge in Spaniard's Bay with proceeds going to his expenses for surgery in Halifax. AIRED: 9:56 PM DURATION: 04:00 REPORTER: JONATHAN RICHLER
Potential copyright material

If you wish to obtain a copy please contact the ATIPP Office at (709) 729-7072 or atipoffice@gov.nl.ca.
8. WORKER'S COMPENSATION ISSUES: A “Caller” is not surprised by the tragic shooting of Don Dunphy. He stood in front of Brian Tobin's home with an artist's paint brush to paint red crosses on a pole. He was making a statement about lack of assistance through Worker's Comp following sickness and heart attacks related to conditions at his former workplace. He says Worker's Comp uses the RNC to roughneck the injured worker. He was threatened by police when he was at Brian Tobin's home and could have been killed despite the fact that it was a very peaceful protest. AIRED: 9:29 AM DURATION: 06:00 REPORTER: PADDY DALY
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CBC East Coast Morning Show - Tue, April 07, 2015

1 PARENTING AND HUGGING: Parents probably have navigated various hugs with children during the Easter holiday. Sometimes kids go running into an embrace but sometimes some kids don't even want to hug anybody whether it's an adult they know well or a relative or a friend. So should you as a parent insist on embracing in order to teach them manners or should you follow their lead?

CBN - St. John's - East Coast Morning Show @ 06:43:30am Duration: 00:04:00 Reporter: Diana Flacks
Ref Id: j4K-2I2-7

2 BUZZFEED COMEDY: Outdate gadgets these days are all the rage. The amount of time it takes for your smart phone to become out-of-date now is shorter than ever which prompted the folks at BuzzFeed to make some comedy. ["Various"]

CBN - St. John's - East Coast Morning Show @ 06:48:00am Duration: 00:03:00 Reporter: Anthony Germain
Ref Id: T2a-8s4-7

3 CBC ONLINE: CBC takes a look at what's on their on-line website. [moose management plan]

CBN - St. John's - East Coast Morning Show @ 07:07:30am Duration: 00:02:00 Reporter: Geoff Bartlett
Ref Id: Q6r-6N7-7

4 CITY WINTER MAINTENANCE REPORT: The City of St. John's has released its winter maintenance report. The 150-page document looks at everything from when snow is cleared to where it's dumped. St. John's Councillor "Jonathan Galgay" discusses it.

CBN - St. John's - East Coast Morning Show @ 07:10:00am Duration: 00:08:00 Reporter: Anthony Germain
Ref Id: Y9E-2y6-7

5 CHIEF & PREMIER ADDRESS MITCHELL'S BROOK SHOOTING: People are still trying to figure out what happened in Mitchell's Brook on Easter Sunday. 59-year-old Don Dunphy was shot and killed by an RNC officer. That officer was a member of a special unit that protects the premier and other VIP's. RNC Chief "Bill Janes" addresses the matter. ["Premier Paul Davis"]

CBN - St. John's - East Coast Morning Show @ 07:21:30am Duration: 00:07:15 Reporter: Anthony
6 REACTION FROM TOWN CLERK TO SHOOTING: Mitchell's Brook Town Clerk "Susan Parrott" spoke about the Easter Sunday shooting of resident Don Dunphy.

CBN - St. John's - East Coast Morning Show @ 07:42:30am Duration: 00:03:00 Reporter: Krissy Holmes

Ref Id: F7Z-5J6-7

7 UPDATE ON MIKE SHEA: He's a contractor who's accused or not being on the level. A year ago he was called out by CBC Investigates and promised to right his wrongs. But did Contractor Mike Shea live up to his word. ["Vicki Ivany", customer; "Derek Porter", Handy Man Help; Service NL Minister "Dan Crummell"]

CBN - St. John's - East Coast Morning Show @ 07:45:30am Duration: 00:07:30 Reporter: Adam Walsh

Ref Id: B7h-8I2-7

8 APRIL FOOL'S DAY: Last week to mark April Fool's Day CBC Morning Show aired an fictionious interview about a pilot project to start a puffin food indutry. It was a prank about a puffin cull that fooled many people including the Canadian Wildlife Federation who within 24 hours of the segment released a new Hingerland's Who's Who. "Andrea Maunder", owner/operator of Bacalao Restaurant played along with the prank as well. "Craig Pollett" has encountered puffin on the dinner plate.

CBN - St. John's - East Coast Morning Show @ 07:53:00am Duration: 00:07:00 Reporter: Anthony Germain

Ref Id: H5h-3F7-7

9 CBC ONLINE: The show takes a look at what is on cbc.ca/nl. [Mitchell's Brook shooting]

CBN - St. John's - East Coast Morning Show @ 08:08:00am Duration: 00:01:30 Reporter: John Gushue

Ref Id: Y4B-2z9-7

10 UPDATE ON MUN DINING HALL: After dishing some dirt about MUN's residence dining hall students may soon see some changes on the menu. A couple of weeks ago CBC covered the story quite extensively. About 200 students went to a meeting to complain about the quality of food. They've also been posting photos to social media of undesirable and in some cases mouldy or undercooked food. "Robert Leamon" is the executive director of campaigns with MUNSU.

CBN - St. John's - East Coast Morning Show @ 08:11:30am Duration: 00:06:30 Reporter: Anthony Germain

Ref Id: s4Y-3D8-7

11 POWERLIFTING COMPETITION: If you were going to pick a day to get your car stuck, today would be it. Hundreds of the strongest men and women in Canada are in town. Lots of people around to give you a push, an iron helping hand should you need it. The National Powerlifting and Bench Press Championships are being held here in St. John's for the next few days. The opening ceremonies are at noon at the Holiday Inn and "Jeff Butt" is the event director. He's also going to be in the events itself.

CBN - St. John's - East Coast Morning Show @ 08:21:00am Duration: 00:06:30 Reporter: Anthony Germain

Ref Id: I6R-6j6-7
12 CBC ONLINE: CBC gives an update on their website cbc.ca/nl. [ECMAs]
   CBN - St. John's - East Coast Morning Show @ 08:42:30am Duration: 00:01:30 Reporter: John Gushue
   Ref Id: y7U-2P6-7

13 TV CHEFS: We eat a lot of packaged food that's been prepared in kitchens that are not ours. So there's a movement to get us to eat healthier by getting back to our stoves with basic ingredients and it's pretty hard to escape any television channel now that doesn't seem to have some celebrity chef saying you can do it and you can make it in less time than with take-out restaurants and it'll be fresher, better, cheaper. But according to a new study from Cornell University those TV chefs could actually make your gain weight.
   CBN - St. John's - East Coast Morning Show @ 08:44:00am Duration: 00:06:00 Reporter: Mary Catherine MacIntosh
   Ref Id: T2e-4P3-7

14 MIKE DUFFY TRIAL: There's a lot of buzz in the nation's capital this morning. The long-awaited trial of suspended senator Mike Duffy gets underway. "Elizabeth Thompson" has been following the story closely. She's a senior with Ipolitics.
   CBN - St. John's - East Coast Morning Show @ 08:53:00am Duration: 00:06:30 Reporter: Anthony Germain
   Ref Id: a4P-7Z7-7

CBC Central Morning Show - Tue, April 07, 2015

15 ADJUSTING WORK WEEKS: Is the classic 9 to 5, 40 hour work week outdated? That's a question asked by a lot of employees all striving to achieve the seemingly unattainable worklife balance. Billionaire Carlos Slim recently floated the idea of workers at his telecommunications corporate putting in full-time hours over just three days. So fewer days at work even with more hours would mean more time at home. But would that translate to quality time and more rest if you're working flat out for three days.
   CBG - Central - Central Morning Show @ 06:43:30am Duration: 00:05:00 Reporter: Rubina Ahmed-Haq
   Ref Id: j6v-7N9-7

16 SMART DEVICES: You may have heard reports recently the Smart Samsung TVs are able to listen to and record your conversations with their voice recognition software. The company made news when it advised customers to be aware of speaking about personal or sensitive information in front of their smart TVs as those conversations could be captured as data and transmitted to a third party.
   CBG - Central - Central Morning Show @ 06:48:30am Duration: 00:06:00 Reporter: Rosie Fernandez
   Ref Id: I4N-2K4-7

17 HYPOALLERGIC PRODUCTS: For people with allergies finding soap and comestics or lotion that won't irritate their skin can be an uphill battle. So if it's labeled hypoallergic that's got to be pretty good news or is it? The American Chemical Society recently put out a video questioning whether hypoallergic means very much at all. And recent research suggests that many products that make the claim still contain at least one allergen. "Brit Erickson" is the senior editor of Chemical and Engineering News, the weekly magazine at the American Chemical Society.
   CBG - Central - Central Morning Show @ 07:12:30am Duration: 00:05:30 Reporter: Leigh Anne Power
   Ref Id: u5C-3U9-7
18 VACCINATION DEBATE: The debate over vaccinations have flared up across North America this winter. Parents and doctors, even politicians all seem to have an opinion. So what's happening in NL on the matter might surprise you. "Andrea Kitta" is the associate professor at East Carolina University who did her PHD in Folklore at Memorial University and is researching the history of the debate with much of her work focussing on what's happening here in this province.

CBG - Central - Central Morning Show @ 07:18:00am Duration: 00:07:30 Reporter: Leigh Anne Power
Ref Id: i8H-4k3-7

19 ENROLLMENT PROCESS FOR QALIPU FIRST NATION: There's a long lineup of people waiting for their applications to the Qalipu Mi'kmaq First Nation to be read. There are currently more than 23 thousand members of the landless band but that number is probably going to increase. There now new dates and numbers for the enrollment process. They were announced last week. "Brendan Sheppard" is the chief of the Qalipu First Nation.

CBG - Central - Central Morning Show @ 07:43:00am Duration: 00:07:00 Reporter: Leigh Anne Power
Ref Id: k3h-6j3-7

20 CHIEF & PREMIER ADDRESS MITCHELL'S BROOK SHOOTING: People are still trying to figure out what happened in Mitchell's Brook on Easter Sunday. 59-year-old Don Dunphy was shot and killed by an RNC officer. That officer was a member of a special unit that protects the premier and other VIP's. RNC Chief "Bill Janes" addresses the matter. ["Premier Paul Davis"; Town Manager "Susan Parrott"]

CBG - Central - Central Morning Show @ 07:50:00am Duration: 00:09:30 Reporter: Krissy Holmes
Ref Id: K3F-8Z2-7

21 NORTHCLIFFE DRAMA CLUB: The Northcliffe Drama Club is presenting the Selkie Wife tonight at the Provincial Drama Festival in Gander. That group continues to be involved in community theatre and has been for more than six decades. "Dave Anthony" is director the production.

CBG - Central - Central Morning Show @ 08:14:30am Duration: 00:07:00 Reporter: Leigh Anne Power
Ref Id: T7n-7N2-7

22 OTENTIK UNITS:Terra Nova National Park offers a great outdoors experience for people who want to rent a site and park their trailers. It also provides services for those who prefer to pitch an old fashion tent. Well now it's a new option for people who want something in between. Otentik units will be available for rent starting on April 17th. "Karen Woolfrey" is director of Visitor Experience at Terra Nova.

CBG - Central - Central Morning Show @ 08:24:00am Duration: 00:06:00 Reporter: Leigh Anne Power
Ref Id: b2J-9s7-7

23 MIKE DUFFY TRIAL: Lots of buzz in Ottawa this morning. The long-awaited trial of suspended Senator Mike Duffy gets underway. It's been two years since the Senate expenses scandal first made headlines. "Elizabeth Thompson" has been following the story closely. She's a senior writer with Ipolitics.ca.

CBG - Central - Central Morning Show @ 08:44:00am Duration: 00:07:00 Reporter: Leigh Anne Power
Ref Id: b3n-6Z4-7

24 SMART PHONE USE: A new study says smart phone use is growing and we're using those devices as our main connection to the internet and it's not just for clicking Facebook likes or sending out a quick reply to
an email. The Q Research Centre says an increasing number of people only have a smart phone for all of their computer needs. That includes applying for a job or filing their taxes. "Catherine Middleton" is the Canada Research Chair at the Ted Rogers School of Manager at Ryerson University.

CBC - Central - Central Morning Show @ 08:54:00am Duration: 00:06:00 Reporter: Leigh Anne Power

Ref Id: x2t-6f6-7

CBC West Coast Morning Show - Tue, April 07, 2015

25 OTENTIK UNITS: The National Parks in this province now offer a great outdoors experience for people who want to rent a site and park their trailers. It also provides services for those who prefer to pitch an old fashioned tent. Now it has a new option for people who want something in between. oTENTik Units are now going to be for rent in Terra Nova National Park. ["Karen Woolfrey", Director of Visitor Experience]

CBY - Corner Brook - West Coast Morning Show @ 06:45:00am Duration: 00:06:10 Reporter: Leigh Anne Power

Ref Id: N2d-6d8-7

26 NL AND VACCINATIONS: The debate over vaccination has flared up across North America this past winter. Parents, physicians, even politicians seem to have opinion. Pro, anti, or just not sure. What is happening in Newfoundland and Labrador on the matter might surprise you. ["Andrea Kitta", Associate Professor at East Carolina University]

CBY - Corner Brook - West Coast Morning Show @ 07:15:00am Duration: 00:05:45 Reporter: Bernice Hillier

Ref Id: v8f-2D9-7

27 DELAY IN SCHOOL OPENING: Students are probably not thinking about next September yet but the province is. Last week the Department of Transportation and Works announced that Corner Brook Intermediate School won't be ready for this school year. The province had hoped to have students into the renovated building by September of 2014 but classes in the new junior high won't happened until school reopens in September of this year. ["Minister David Brazil"]

CBY - Corner Brook - West Coast Morning Show @ 07:20:45am Duration: 00:07:30 Reporter: Bernice Hillier

Ref Id: e7U-5w8-7

28 KELLY RELEASED ON BAIL: A suspended police officer had quite the day in court yesterday in Corner Brook. In the morning disgraced RNC Constable Sean Kelly was given a ten month sentence for mischief and making obscene phone calls, he was taken away in handcuffs but he didn't stay very long behind bars.

CBY - Corner Brook - West Coast Morning Show @ 07:45:00am Duration: 00:05:00 Reporter: Jeremy Eaton

Ref Id: i5k-3n6-7

29 PLAY HEADED OVERSEAS: A play based on some of Al Pittman's work is going to hit stages overseas later this month. TNL's With Cruel Times In-between is headed for England and a few stops in Atlantic Canada as well. ["Gaylene Buckle", General Manager TNL; "Lisa LaHugh", Stage Manager]

CBY - Corner Brook - West Coast Morning Show @ 07:50:00am Duration: 00:09:00 Reporter: Bernice Hillier

Ref Id: w7h-8W4-7
30 MI'KMAQ POWWOW: Our next story is about an aboriginal event that is just not for aboriginals and its free to attend. I am talking about the Bay St. George Mi'Kmaq Powwow. It is held every July at Flat Bay. ["Kelly Ann Butler", Powwow Organizer]

CBY - Corner Brook - West Coast Morning Show @ 08:10:00am Duration: 00:08:50 Reporter: Bernice Hillier

Ref Id: t7y-8X3-7

31 ENROLLMENT PROCESS FOR QALIPU FIRST NATION: There's a long lineup of people waiting for their applications to the Qalipu Mi'kmaq First Nation to be read. There are currently more than 23 thousand members of the landless band but that number is probably going to increase. There now new dates and numbers for the enrollment process. They were announced last week. "Brendan Sheppard" is the chief of the Qalipu First Nation.

CBY - Corner Brook - West Coast Morning Show @ 08:18:50am Duration: 00:06:30 Reporter: Bernice Hillier

Ref Id: i7Q-9K2-7

32 DUFFY TRIAL: There is lots of buzz in Ottawa this morning as the long awaited trial of suspended senator Mike Duffy gets underway. It has been two years since the senate expenses scandal first made headlines.

CBY - Corner Brook - West Coast Morning Show @ 08:24:00am Duration: 00:06:00 Reporter: Elizabeth Thompson

Ref Id: V4h-2i4-7

33 SMART PHONE USE: A new study says smart phone use is growing and we're using those devices as our main connection to the internet and it's not just for clicking Facebook likes or sending out a quick reply to an email. The Q Research Centre says an increasing number of people only have a smart phone for all of their computer needs. That includes applying for a job or filing their taxes. "Catherine Middleton" is the Canada Research Chair at the Ted Rogers School of Manager at Ryerson University.

CBY - Corner Brook - West Coast Morning Show @ 08:43:00am Duration: 00:06:00 Reporter: Bernice Hillier

Ref Id: S9P-2K3-7

CBC Labrador Coast Morning Show - Tue, April 07, 2015

34 BUSINESS: Today's business news.

CFGB - Goose Bay - Labrador Coast Morning Show @ 06:14:00am Duration: 00:04:00 Reporter: Megan Reid

Ref Id: K9Q-7Z6-7

35 BALASS LEAVING LABRADOR: We first met "Leah Balass" during our pancake breakfast show earlier this year. She was here as a VJ in Labrador and now, two months later, her trip is over.

CFGB - Goose Bay - Labrador Coast Morning Show @ 06:18:00am Duration: 00:07:00 Reporter: Matt McCann

Ref Id: M3w-4a9-7

36 CHIEF & PREMIER ADDRESS MITCHELL'S BROOK SHOOTING: People are still trying to figure out
what happened in Mitchell's Brook on Easter Sunday. 59-year-old Don Dunphy was shot and killed by an RNC officer. That officer was a member of a special unit that protects the premier and other VIP's. RNC Chief "Bill Janes" addresses the matter. ["Premier Paul Davis"]
CFGB - Goose Bay - Labrador Coast Morning Show @ 06:44:00am Duration: 00:07:15 Reporter: Matt McCann
Ref Id: y5F-9G3-7

37 RESIDENTS ON SHOOTING: People who live in Mitchell's Brook speak about the shooting. ["Susan Parrott", Town Manager]
CFGB - Goose Bay - Labrador Coast Morning Show @ 06:51:15am Duration: 00:04:15 Reporter: Krissy Holmes
Ref Id: B5N-4z5-7

38 PLAY-FAT PIG: Even the name of the play is provocative, Fat Pig. This week the Northern Lights Theatre Company from Labrador West is preforming it at the provincial drama festival in Gander. ["Craig Robinson", Director]
CFGB - Goose Bay - Labrador Coast Morning Show @ 07:15:00am Duration: 00:09:10 Reporter: Bailey White
Ref Id: q6t-8X5-7

39 ABORIGINAL SERVICE CENTRE: The NunatuKavut Community Council is expanding its reach into Labrador West. The group has just opened an aboriginal service centre in Labrador City. ["Todd Russell", President]
CFGB - Goose Bay - Labrador Coast Morning Show @ 07:37:00am Duration: 00:11:30 Reporter: Bailey White
Ref Id: e6C-4k4-7

40 INUIT STUDENTS: Moving away to university or college can be tough but it is especially difficult for students who aren't just moving to a new city or town but also a new culture. "Mary Andersen" wanted to inspire young people to take that leap.
CFGB - Goose Bay - Labrador Coast Morning Show @ 07:49:00am Duration: 00:05:30 Reporter: Bailey White
Ref Id: u7n-9N9-7

41 DUFFY TRIAL: There is lots of buzz in Ottawa this morning as the long awaited trial of suspended senator Mike Duffy gets underway. It has been two years since the senate expenses scandal first made headlines.
CFGB - Goose Bay - Labrador Coast Morning Show @ 08:14:00am Duration: 00:06:00 Reporter: Elizabeth Thompson
Ref Id: I4T-2M8-7

CBC 7am News - Tue, April 07, 2015

42 QUESTIONS ABOUT SHOOTING: People in Mitchell's Brook say they have questions about the shooting death of Don Dunphy. [“Susan Parrott”, Town Clerk/Friend of Dunphy family]
CBN - St. John's - 7am News @ 07:00:00am Duration: 00:00:45 Reporter: Nancy Walsh
Ref Id: j9Z-5I8-7
43 PENSION OVERPAYMENT: He's in his mid 80s and “Gordon Whelan” says the province is telling him he must start paying back pension overpayments.
CBN - St. John's - 7am News @ 07:00:45am Duration: 00:01:30 Reporter: Carolyn Stokes
Ref Id: G8u-4d6-7

44 INTERNATIONAL NEWS
CBN - St. John's - 7am News @ 07:02:15am Duration: 00:01:00 Reporter: Nancy Walsh
Ref Id: Y3V-2v5-7

45 SNOWCLEARING REVIEW: An independent review of snowclearing is recommending sweeping changes to the way the city provides the service. [“Councillor Jonathan Galgay”]
CBN - St. John's - 7am News @ 07:03:15am Duration: 00:01:00 Reporter: Mark Quinn
Ref Id: k2e-8g2-7

46 VIMY PILGRIMAGE AWARD: A Mount Pearl high school student is spending this week in France after she won a national award. [“Kathleen Blundon”, student]
CBN - St. John's - 7am News @ 07:04:15am Duration: 00:00:35 Reporter: Nancy Walsh
Ref Id: P4Y-6c2-7

47 TRAFFIC FINES: A woman is likely adding to her tally of unpaid traffic fines after being stopped in CBS yesterday.
CBN - St. John's - 7am News @ 07:04:50am Duration: 00:00:25 Reporter: Nancy Walsh
Ref Id: c8B-9a7-7

CBC 8am News - Tue, April 07, 2015
48 CONCERNS OVER SHOOTING: People in Mitchell's Brook say they are shocked at Sunday’s shooting. [“Susan Parrott”, Town Clerk/Friend of Dunphy family]
CBN - St. John's - 8am News @ 08:00:00am Duration: 00:01:30 Reporter: Krissy Holmes
Ref Id: Z7F-9h4-7

49 SHIP UNDERTOW: A damaged Coast Guard ship is now undertow to St. John's.
CBN - St. John's - 8am News @ 08:01:30am Duration: 00:00:20 Reporter: Nancy Walsh
Ref Id: Y5J-9s2-7

50 SNOWCLEARING REVIEW: St. John's City Council has released an external review of snowclearing. [“Councillor Jonathan Galgay”]
CBN - St. John's - 8am News @ 08:01:50am Duration: 00:00:40 Reporter: Nancy Walsh
Ref Id: X3J-6y3-7

51 NATIONAL/INTERNATIONAL NEWS
CBN - St. John's - 8am News @ 08:02:30am Duration: 00:01:00 Reporter: Nancy Walsh
Ref Id: x6r-3g3-7
52 VIMY PILGRIMAGE AWARD: A high school student from Mount Pearl has won the Vimy Pilgrimage Award. [“Kathleen Blundon”, student]
    CBN - St. John's - 8am News @ 08:03:30am Duration: 00:00:40 Reporter: Nancy Walsh
    Ref Id: r2K-8G6-7

53 TRAFFIC FINES: A woman is likely adding to her tally of unpaid traffic fines after being stopped in CBS yesterday.
    CBN - St. John's - 8am News @ 08:04:10am Duration: 00:00:25 Reporter: Nancy Walsh
    Ref Id: f5c-4j2-7

54 STOYLES PASSES AWAY: Art Stoyles, whose accordion playing delighted audiences, has died.
    CBN - St. John's - 8am News @ 08:04:35am Duration: 00:00:25 Reporter: Nancy Walsh
    Ref Id: Z6T-2D4-7

CBC 9am News - Tue, April 07, 2015

55 QUESTIONS ABOUT SHOOTING: People in Mitchell's Brook say they have questions about the shooting death of Don Dunphy. [“Susan Parrot”, Town Clerk/Friend of Dunphy family]
    CBN - St. John's - 9am News @ 09:00:00am Duration: 00:00:45 Reporter: Nancy Walsh
    Ref Id: V6K-5q2-7

56 SHIP UNDERTOW: A damaged Coast Guard ship is now undertow to St. John's.
    CBN - St. John's - 9am News @ 09:00:45am Duration: 00:00:20 Reporter: Nancy Walsh
    Ref Id: q2Z-5Y8-7

57 PENSION OVERPAYMENT: He's in his mid 80s and “Gordon Whelan” says the province is telling him he must start paying back pension overpayments.
    CBN - St. John's - 9am News @ 09:01:05am Duration: 00:01:30 Reporter: Carolyn Stokes
    Ref Id: F9s-6T6-7

58 NATIONAL/INTERNATIONAL NEWS
    CBN - St. John's - 9am News @ 09:02:35am Duration: 00:01:00 Reporter: Nancy Walsh
    Ref Id: Z3p-2h8-7

59 SNOWCLEARING REVIEW: An independent review of snowclearing is recommending sweeping changes to the way the city provides the service. [“Councillor Jonathan Galgay”]
    CBN - St. John's - 9am News @ 09:03:35am Duration: 00:01:00 Reporter: Mark Quinn
    Ref Id: j8E-2V4-7

60 NATIONAL NEWS
    CBN - St. John's - 9am News @ 09:04:35am Duration: 00:00:30 Reporter: Nancy Walsh
    Ref Id: C2a-9D3-7
61 VIMY PILGRIMAGE AWARD: A Mount Pearl high school student is spending this week in France after she won a national award. [“Kathleen Blundon”, student]
CBN - St. John's - 9am News @ 09:05:05am Duration: 00:00:40 Reporter: Nancy Walsh
Ref Id: P3z-2g8-7

62 TRAFFIC FINES: A woman is likely adding to her tally of unpaid traffic fines after being stopped in CBS yesterday.
CBN - St. John's - 9am News @ 09:05:45am Duration: 00:00:25 Reporter: Nancy Walsh
Ref Id: q3a-2y3-7

VOCM Morning News - Tue, April 07, 2015
63 SPEEDING OFFENSES: The sun is shining this morning and that means speeds are up on the Trans Canada Highway. ["RCMP Cpl. Tony Young"]
VOCM - St. John's - Morning News @ 07:45:40am Duration: 00:00:50 Reporter: Fred Hutton
Ref Id: t3q-3X4-7

64 DRIVING VIOLATIONS: A woman in her mid-thirties who was driving in Conception Bay South without any valid credentials was taken off the road by police yesterday.
VOCM - St. John's - Morning News @ 07:46:30am Duration: 00:00:20 Reporter: Fred Hutton
Ref Id: n5Y-6D5-7

65 AUTOPSY: An autopsy will be conducted today on the man who was shot and killed by an RNC officer on Sunday. ["RNC Chief Bill Janes"]
VOCM - St. John's - Morning News @ 07:46:50am Duration: 00:01:00 Reporter: Fred Hutton
Ref Id: a6B-8t5-7

66 SNOW CLEARING REVIEW: The City of St. John's has released the final report on snow clearing operations. ["Councillor Jonathan Galgay"]
VOCM - St. John's - Morning News @ 07:47:50am Duration: 00:01:00 Reporter: Fred Hutton
Ref Id: K5k-8N6-7

67 NATIONAL NEWS
VOCM - St. John's - Morning News @ 07:48:50am Duration: 00:00:50 Reporter: Fred Hutton
Ref Id: x6e-3K7-7

68 ACCORDION PLAYER PASSES AWAY: Legendary Newfoundland button accordion player Art Stoyles has died.
VOCM - St. John's - Morning News @ 07:49:40am Duration: 00:00:25 Reporter: Fred Hutton
Ref Id: s9x-4K2-7

VOCM Morning Show - Tue, April 07, 2015
69 MOOSE MANAGEMENT PLAN: The Save Our People Action Committee says fencing should have been
announced as part of the province's new moose management strategy released yesterday. ["Lucy Stoyles", SOPAC Chair]

VOCM - St. John's - Morning Show @ 06:11:30am Duration: 00:03:30 Reporter: Brian O'Connell/Claudette Barnes

Ref Id: x4Z-9S7-7

70 SNOWCLEARING REVIEW: A long list of recommendations were put forward in KMPG's 150 page report on St. John's snowclearing operations tabled last night at City Council. ["Councillor Jonathan Galgay"]

VOCM - St. John's - Morning Show @ 06:21:00am Duration: 00:04:00 Reporter: Brian O'Connell/Claudette Barnes

Ref Id: w2P-5h5-7

71 TECH TALK: Facebook fans may like the fact that it's shorter and easier for people to understand, but they may not like that they also come short in protecting our privacy.

VOCM - St. John's - Morning Show @ 06:48:00am Duration: 00:04:00 Reporter: Kevin Andrews

Ref Id: a8m-6Q7-7

72 DRAMA FESTIVAL: The 2015 NL Drama Festival is taking center stage in Gander this week. ["Brian Dove", Chairperson of NL Drama Society]

VOCM - St. John's - Morning Show @ 07:14:00am Duration: 00:03:00 Reporter: Claudette Barnes

Ref Id: e7H-4b5-7

73 ROLE OF SOCIAL MEDIA IN SHOOTING: A look at the role of social media in the life and perhaps death of Donald Dunphy. If it weren't for certain tweets, the officer wouldn't have been in Mr. Dunphy's home on Sunday. ["Scott Oldford", social media expert]

VOCM - St. John's - Morning Show @ 07:57:00am Duration: 00:06:30 Reporter: Fred Hutton

Ref Id: z3x-2Y6-7

74 INVESTIGATION INTO SHOOTING: "RNC Chief Bill Janes" seemed very somber when he came out yesterday to address the shooting of Don Dunphy.

VOCM - St. John's - Morning Show @ 08:12:00am Duration: 00:06:00 Reporter: Fred Hutton

Ref Id: J2E-2f3-7

75 PREMIER ON SHOOTING: "Premier Paul Davis" gives his perspective on the shooting death of Don Dunphy.

VOCM - St. John's - Morning Show @ 08:23:00am Duration: 00:06:30 Reporter: Fred Hutton

Ref Id: k5j-3c6-7

76 CHAT WITH WORKER: "Paul Raynes" speaks with worker "Bill Antle", who is repairing a sewer line for NLHC.

VOCM - St. John's - Morning Show @ 08:39:30am Duration: 00:01:30 Reporter: Paul Raynes

Ref Id: F3Y-4m3-7
HIGH BOLOGNA PRICES: Supply and demand might be behind what some people are noticing is a huge increase in the price of bologna. Bologna in the St. John's region is ranging from $3.85 a pound to as high as $5.80 a pound. "Kevin Philips", originally from the Port au Port Peninsula, is the author of the award-winning Bologna Cookbook.

VOCM - St. John's - Morning Show @ 08:41:00am Duration: 00:05:30 Reporter: Linda Swain
Ref Id: r5v-2x5-7

CALLERS regarding moose fencing and the Don Dunphy shooting.

VOCM - St. John's - Morning Show @ 08:51:00am Duration: 00:00:40 Reporter: Brian O'Connell/Claudette Barnes
Ref Id: u8B-9F7-7

OPEN LINE PREVIEW

VOCM - St. John's - Morning Show @ 08:52:00am Duration: 00:02:00 Reporter: Paddy Daly
Ref Id: C7M-3p6-7
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9. **SHOOTING DEATH**: “Theresa” is worried about everyone getting trigger-happy, such as Mr. Dunphy being shot for his words. She says that people need to calm down and stop blaming each other. She says we will never know for sure what happened - someone might have laid a gun next to the man and just claimed he pointed it prior to the shooting. She says we are in for a cleansing. People are blaming the poor for all the problems, but we need to look to Government because they misspent the province's money. She says because we will never know for sure what happened, it could have been anything. The man may have been killed because he knew something he shouldn't have. She says that the media are being censored over this. **AIRED: 9:38 AM**  **DURATION: 11:00**  **REPORTER: PADDY DALY**
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Top News Stories

RNC chief tight-lipped on Don Dunphy shooting; neighbours say victim kept to self

Summary:

RNC is providing little specific information as the case is under investigation. Premier Davis was unaware of the situation until after it had concluded and defers questions about the investigation to the RNC. Both RNC and Davis offer their condolences to Mr. Dunphy’s family.

Neighbours say Mr. Dunphy kept to himself, but he was very active on social media – tweeting more than 27,000 times. Dunphy frequently complained about corrupt politicians, and his own history of alleged mistreatment by the Workplace Health Safety and Compensation Commission.

Questions remain: why did one officer go to Mr. Dunphy’s home alone on Easter Sunday? Did the RNC notify the RCMP in advance as it was in the latter’s jurisdiction? How many shots were fired? Any by Mr. Dunphy? Was Mr. Dunphy expecting a police visit? Who was he tweeting about?

Spokespersons Featured: RNC Chief Bill Janes, Premier Paul Davis, RCMP Sergent Greg Hicks, neighbours Rochelle Nolan, Kevin McDonald,

Tone: Balanced

Coverage: VOCM Online/Radio, CBC NL/National/Radio, NTV, Telegram

Sean Kelly sentenced to 10 months in prison for indecent calls, public mischief

Summary:

RNC officer Sean Kelly will serve time for indecent phone calls and public mischief. Judge Wayne Gorman considered several previous cases from the courts in Corner Brook, including his own recent decision involving a civilian Royal Newfoundland Constabulary employee. Kelly received four months for making indecent phone calls to a woman in Corner Brook in October 2012. He got another six months for public
mischief in relation to his attempt to divert the focus of the police investigation into the calls to a man Kelly said he was trying to groom as a potential police informant.

Gorman said what Kelly did was a massive breach of public trust because of his job as an RNC officer. The judge said trying to divert blame away from himself contravened his duties as a police officer in the worst possible manner.

Spokespersons Featured: Judge Wayne Gorman
Tone: Balanced
Coverage: VOCM Online/Radio, CBC NL/Radio, NTV, Telegram

New plan unveiled to manage moose

Summary:

Two new moose reduction zones will be designated along the Trans-Canada Highway as a test project to try and reduce the number of moose-vehicle collisions. There will be 200 either-sex moose licences added in the central moose reduction zone and 300 in the Avalon zone. Some stakeholders doubt it’s enough – including the Save Our People Action Committee. Each year there are an average of 700 accidents involving moose.

Both VOCM and CBC are using today’s polls to gauge public reaction to this story.

Spokespersons Featured: Minister Dan Crummell, Minister David Brazil, Liberal critic Paul Lane, Lucy Stoyles
Tone: Balanced
Coverage: CBC NL/Radio, VOCM Online/Radio, Telegram

Ann Harvey finally on the move

Summary:

After spending the weekend anchored in Connaire Bay, the Canadian Coast Guard icebreaker Ann Harvey was expected to begin its voyage to St. John’s Monday evening. Having struck a rock near Burgeo Wednesday, the Department of Fisheries and Oceans said it was hopeful the damage would be repaired Monday.

Spokespersons Featured: DFO, Captain Jim Chimel, Canadian Coast Guard
Tone: Balanced
Coverage: VOCM Online/Radio, CBC NL, NTV, Telegram

Cancelled contract cost Nalcor millions

Summary:
Crown corporation takes bonding company to court in attempt to recover money lost on Muskrat Falls job. Nalcor Energy is looking for roughly $20.6 million in damages stemming from a failed contract on the $6.6-billion Muskrat Falls hydroelectric project.

A spokeswoman for the Crown corporation said responses could be available by midday Tuesday. The Telegram will be following up.

Spokespersons Featured: Minister Derrick Dalley (quote from 2013), employee at Johnson’s Construction
Tone: Balanced
Coverage: Telegram

Other items of note (limited coverage)
Telegram – Council urges pedway for new high school
Telegram (Letter to the Editor) - Only businesses profit from P3s
Telegram (Letter to the Editor) - Harassment complaints often mishandled
VOCM – Cutting ironing services to seniors ‘shameful’: Flynn
VOCM – Accused stabber to enter plea today
VOCM – High fine, unlicensed drivers continue keeping police busy
VOCM – Busy night at the mall for Metro police
VOCM – No change to government social media policy following shooting
VOCM – Blue Puttees back in operation

Ryan Crocker
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VOCM Open Line - Tue, April 07, 2015

1 CONDOLENCES OFFERED: Host Preamble – Nick Thistle has passed away. He was very involved with local sports. Well-known accordion player Art Stoyles has passed away.

   VOCM - St. John's - Open Line @ 09:01:00am Duration: 00:02:00 Reporter: Paddy Daly
   Ref Id: y8S-4K8-7

2 POLICE CALLED TO MALL: Host Preamble – Police were called to the Mall to take away a drunk individual.

   VOCM - St. John's - Open Line @ 09:03:00am Duration: 00:00:30 Reporter: Paddy Daly
   Ref Id: Y4q-2t7-7

3 IRONING SERVICES: Host Preamble – Liberal MHA Stelman Flynn has been speaking out against the removal of ironing services at Western Health long-term care facilities. Aren't there more important issues out there?

   VOCM - St. John's - Open Line @ 09:03:30am Duration: 00:01:30 Reporter: Paddy Daly
   Ref Id: g5S-4Q9-7

4 MOOSE MANAGEMENT PLAN: Host Preamble – The new Government moose management plan focuses on hunting.

   VOCM - St. John's - Open Line @ 09:05:00am Duration: 00:03:00 Reporter: Paddy Daly
   Ref Id: Y3m-8p4-7

5 MUSKRAT FALLS CONTRACTS: Host Preamble – Great Western Forestry's contract was cancelled. Johnson's Construction replaced them. These contracts have been touted as the protection of the ratepayer. But how secure are we with the fixed price or lump sum contract? Do we have to fight with the surety companies every time a contract doesn't come through as planned?

   VOCM - St. John's - Open Line @ 09:08:00am Duration: 00:04:00 Reporter: Paddy Daly
   Ref Id: B8D-3d9-7

6 SHOOTING DEATH: Host Preamble – Lots of people were asking questions about the Easter Sunday shooting death. Why was only one police officer sent on the call? The RCMP are investigating the incident
because the incident took place in RCMP jurisdiction. Why weren't they called in to the visit to Mr. Dunphy's doorstep? Some people online accused the Premier of sending the police to shut down or kill Mr. Dunphy which is a horrendous thing to say. Paddy feels we all should accept responsibility for what happened to the victim.

VOCM - St. John's - Open Line @ 09:12:00am Duration: 00:09:00 Reporter: Paddy Daly
Ref Id: j6n-4t7-7

7 MOOSE MANAGEMENT: “Bill” is concerned about the moose problem. He wonders why Government doesn't come up with a solution which will prevent the moose from coming out to the road. He says the road salt and freshly cut brush both encourage them to come toward the roadways. We blame the animals for something we are causing.

VOCM - St. John's - Open Line @ 09:22:06am Duration: 00:03:00 Reporter: Paddy Daly
Ref Id: z3F-7q5-7

8 WORKER'S COMPENSATION ISSUES: A “Caller” is not surprised by the tragic shooting of Don Dunphy. He stood in front of Brian Tobin's home with an artist's paint brush to paint red crosses on a pole. He was making a statement about lack of assistance through Worker's Comp following sickness and heart attacks related to conditions at his former workplace. He says Worker's Comp uses the RNC to roughneck the injured worker. He was threatened by police when he was at Brian Tobin's home and could have been killed despite the fact that it was a very peaceful protest.

VOCM - St. John's - Open Line @ 09:29:00am Duration: 00:06:00 Reporter: Paddy Daly
Ref Id: A7g-3s5-7

9 SHOOTING DEATH: “Theresa” is worried about everyone getting trigger-happy, such as Mr. Dunphy being shot for his words. She says that people need to calm down and stop blaming each other. She says we will never know for sure what happened – someone might have laid a gun next to the man and just claimed he pointed it prior to the shooting. She says we are in for a cleansing. People are blaming the poor for all the problems, but we need to look to Government because they misspent the province's money. She says because we will never know for sure what happened, it could have been anything. The man may have been killed because he knew something he shouldn't have. She says that the media are being censored over this.

VOCM - St. John's - Open Line @ 09:38:00am Duration: 00:11:00 Reporter: Paddy Daly
Ref Id: N9H-5q7-7

10 MOOSE MANAGEMENT: “Dave” has concerns about the moose management planning. He says the coyotes are also pushing the moose to the roadways, in addition to the salt and fresh brush issues. He says Government needs to listen to the hunters instead of the researchers. He doesn't feel that fencing will work because moose can jump the fences. He says the only solution is for drivers to slow down and use caution.

VOCM - St. John's - Open Line @ 09:55:00am Duration: 00:08:00 Reporter: Paddy Daly
Ref Id: w8C-8X3-7

11 FATAL SHOOTING INCIDENT: “Rodney” is calling to talk about the fatal shooting incident on Sunday. He comments it was only a few year ago officers weren't allowed to carry firearms and maybe if it wasn't for this new law it may have been a totally difference scenario with a dead police officer.

VOCM - St. John's - Open Line @ 10:11:00am Duration: 00:04:00 Reporter: Paddy Daly
Ref Id: v3P-5M5-7
12 DUNPHY SITUATION: “Mike” is calling to talk about the Dunphy situation. He hopes if there is an investigation that comes out of this it is done for Worker's Compensation because that's where the whole issue started. He recalls the problems he had with Worker's Compensation.

VOCM - St. John's - Open Line @ 10:15:00am Duration: 00:05:00 Reporter: Paddy Daly

Ref Id: y9R-9d3-7

13 CONSPIRACY THEORIES: “Catherine” is calling to talk about conspiracy theories. She comments on a previous caller who in her opinion went too far and she must be researching for a mystery novel. She extends condolences to the Dunphy family.

VOCM - St. John's - Open Line @ 10:24:00am Duration: 00:04:00 Reporter: Paddy Daly

Ref Id: n9s-8A9-7

14 MOUNT CARMEL SHOOTING: “Gerry” is calling to talk about the fatal shooting in Mount Carmel. He comments on police officers carrying revolvers and how there may have been an increase in shooting incidents since that time.

VOCM - St. John's - Open Line @ 10:28:00am Duration: 00:02:00 Reporter: Paddy Daly

Ref Id: X9x-9Y4-7

15 MINOR HOCKEY: “Chris” is calling to talk about minor hockey. He says the Newfoundland Hockey Association has made a big mistake because his son's team is playing in the B division but has to play a Triple A team today at a tournament in Grand Falls-Windsor.

VOCM - St. John's - Open Line @ 10:30:00am Duration: 00:12:00 Reporter: Paddy Daly

Ref Id: x6H-7F5-7

16 YOUTH AND MENTAL HEALTH CONFERENCE: “Rodney Mercer” first of all extends congratulations to Paddy for participating in the Shave for the Brave. He is calling to talk about an upcoming conference in Grand Falls-Windsor. He says it's being held on April 24 to discuss what can be done to deal with youth and mental health issues in the area.

VOCM - St. John's - Open Line @ 10:45:00am Duration: 00:05:00 Reporter: Paddy Daly

Ref Id: f2x-4Y9-7

17 FATAL SHOOTING: “John” is calling to talk about the fatal shooting. He questions why a police officer was doing police work on an Easter Sunday and by himself because this doesn't make any sense to him at all especially since it was three days after the perceived threat.

VOCM - St. John's - Open Line @ 10:53:00am Duration: 00:07:00 Reporter: Paddy Daly

Ref Id: C5v-5i5-7

18 OFFICER SENTENCED TO TEN MONTHS: “Fred” is calling to extends congratulations to Paddy on his participation in Shave for the Brave. He is calling to talk about the police officer that was sentenced to 10 months. He says it was amazing that he was out within hours after his lawyer filed an appeal. He also comments on the fatal shooting and how the man didn't have to open his door to the officer since there was no search warrant.

VOCM - St. John's - Open Line @ 11:00:00am Duration: 00:12:00 Reporter: Paddy Daly

Ref Id: q2k-4A8-7
“Alvin” is calling to talk about the shooting incident. He says it's very scary because it makes him wonder if we are living in a police state. He also discusses the Muskrat Falls project and how many of the contractors are from Quebec which isn't right in his opinion. He extends thanks to Earle McCurdy, NDP Leader for meeting with union leaders.

VOCM - St. John's - Open Line @ 11:25:00am Duration: 00:05:00 Reporter: Paddy Daly

Ref Id: X2S-5R6-7
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CBC 12 Noon News - Tue, April 07, 2015

1 CHARGES DROPPED AGAINST HATCHER: The Crown has dropped a charge against a woman accused of being an accessory to murder after the fact. ["David Bright" Crown Prosecutor]
CBN - St. John's - 12 Noon News @ 12:00:20pm Duration: 00:01:02 Reporter: Maggie Gillis
Ref Id: j6a-9P9-7

2 ASSESSMENT TO CONTINUE: A psychiatric assessment is continuing for the man charged with stabbing a young soccer player in CBS in September.
CBN - St. John's - 12 Noon News @ 12:01:22pm Duration: 00:00:24 Reporter: Maggie Gillis
Ref Id: D7Q-2m7-7

3 AUTOPSY TO BE CONDUCTED TODAY: The RCMP say an autopsy will be conducted today on the body of a 59-year old man shot and killed after a confrontation involving a member of the Premier's security detail.
CBN - St. John's - 12 Noon News @ 12:01:46pm Duration: 00:00:29 Reporter: Maggie Gillis
Ref Id: J9y-4V3-7

4 STILL WAITING ON CONTRACTOR: Last spring local contractor who was called out for leaving customers in the lurch said he would right his wrongs, now almost a year later one of those customers says she is still waiting. ["Vicky Ivany", Homeowner]
CBN - St. John's - 12 Noon News @ 12:02:15pm Duration: 00:01:17 Reporter: Adam Walsh
Ref Id: g5e-3q4-7

CBC Crosstalk - Tue, April 07, 2015

5 WEATHER
CBN - St. John's - Crosstalk @ 12:03:00pm Duration: 00:04:00 Reporter: Ryan Snodden
Ref Id: H3s-4Z5-7

6 WHAT'S IN A NAME: What names would you like to see come back into vogue. Our guest is "David Pike" with the NL Family History Society.
7 SINGING NETWORK: "Andrea Rose" and "Ki Adams" talks about the singing network.
CBN - St. John's - Crosstalk @ 01:02:00pm Duration: 00:13:00 Reporter: Jamie Baker
Ref Id: q9m-8G5-7

8 ART STOYLES PASSES: "Art Stoyle s" talks about the accordion.
CBN - St. John's - Crosstalk @ 01:17:00pm Duration: 00:09:00 Reporter: John Furlong
Ref Id: z6y-5t2-7

VOCM 1pm News - Tue, April 07, 2015

9 ANOTHER THREAT MADE: In another case, Corner Brook RNC confirm they are investigating threatening statements made on Twitter this morning.
VOCM - St. John's - 1pm News @ 01:00:34pm Duration: 00:01:00 Reporter: Linda Swain
Ref Id: g4F-6r2-7

10 REPORT FROM MITCHELL'S BROOK: An autopsy is being carried out today on the man who was shot an killed on Sunday by an RNC officer. ["Susan Parrott", Town Manager; "Trish Dodd", Injured Workers Association]
VOCM - St. John's - 1pm News @ 01:01:34pm Duration: 00:03:00 Reporter: Fred Hutton
Ref Id: u6N-9Y4-7

11 MAN NOT SURPRISED BY SHOOTING: An injured worker in the province says he's disturbed by Dunphy's death, but says he's not surprised by it. ["Unidentified", Open Line Caller]
VOCM - St. John's - 1pm News @ 01:04:34pm Duration: 00:01:08 Reporter: John Reynolds
Ref Id: v7N-2d2-7

12 HATCHER CHARGES DROPPED: Charges have been dropped against a woman accused of being an accessory after the fact to commit murder. ["David Bright", Crown Prosecutor]
VOCM - St. John's - 1pm News @ 01:05:42pm Duration: 00:01:28 Reporter: John Reynolds
Ref Id: u6X-7x4-7

13 CASE SET OVER: Nicholas Layman's attempted murder case has been set over until next month.
VOCM - St. John's - 1pm News @ 01:07:10pm Duration: 00:00:40 Reporter: Janelle Kelly
Ref Id: q7a-6e2-7

14 PIZZA SKEETS: An update now on the case involving four women who were caught on video last month robbing Old Town Pizzeria on Portugal Cove Road.
VOCM - St. John's - 1pm News @ 01:07:50pm Duration: 00:00:24 Reporter: John Reynolds
Ref Id: r6V-5q5-7

15 PIKE HEARING: The preliminary hearing for a woman charged with first degree murder began in Grand
Falls-Windsor provincial court this morning.
VOCM - St. John's - 1pm News @ 01:08:14pm Duration: 00:01:12 Reporter: Renell LeGrow
Ref Id: h8F-7F7-7

16 MCCARTHY ON BAIL: A former RNC staffer who was convicted and sentenced for obstruction of justice has been released on bail pending a court appeal.
VOCM - St. John's - 1pm News @ 01:09:26pm Duration: 00:00:24 Reporter: John Reynolds
Ref Id: c8n-3d2-7

17 DUFFY TRIAL: Mike Duffy has formally pleaded not guilty to 31 charges of fraud, breach of trust and bribery.
VOCM - St. John's - 1pm News @ 01:09:50pm Duration: 00:00:34 Reporter: John Reynolds
Ref Id: V6W-9N6-7

18 FIRE IN BAY ROBERTS: The Bay Roberts Fire Department made quick work of a fire at a home in the community early this morning.
VOCM - St. John's - 1pm News @ 01:10:24pm Duration: 00:00:25 Reporter: John Reynolds
Ref Id: H6u-2m7-7

19 MENTAL HEALTH CONFERENCE: A conference in Grand Falls-Windsor this month will aim to find solutions to deal with mental health issues affecting youth in the region. ["Rodney Mercer", Councillor]
VOCM - St. John's - 1pm News @ 01:10:49pm Duration: 00:01:02 Reporter: John Reynolds
Ref Id: p9g-8C3-7

20 FACEBOOK PRIVACY: Facebook has once again revised its privacy policy. Now, the social media network can track what websites individual users visit outside of Facebook, and share that information with advertisers. ["Kevin Andrews", Blogger]
VOCM - St. John's - 1pm News @ 01:11:51pm Duration: 00:01:06 Reporter: John Reynolds
Ref Id: V8F-4m5-7

21 POWERLIFTING CHAMPIONSHIPS: The 2015 National Powerlifting and Bench Press Championships have kicked off at the Holiday Inn in St. John's.
VOCM - St. John's - 1pm News @ 01:12:57pm Duration: 00:01:02 Reporter: Erin Eaton
Ref Id: C5p-6p3-7

22 ECMAS: he East Coast Music Awards are in town for a celebration of local music and culture that has grown from a single ceremony to a weekend of performance to be held across the metro area. ["Gaylynne Lambert of Downtown St. John's; "Andy McLean", Director]
VOCM - St. John's - 1pm News @ 01:13:59pm Duration: 00:02:00 Reporter: John Reynolds
Ref Id: e4B-9y6-7

23 ROAD MANAGEMENT: A discussion on who really has control of a highway in an emergency situation is going on in Deer Lake.
VOCM - St. John's - 1pm News @ 01:15:59pm Duration: 00:00:52 Reporter: Gerry Murphy
24 NO SAVINGS PLAN: Almost 20 per cent of Canadians surveyed didn't save a dime last year.
  VOCM - St. John's - 1pm News @ 01:16:51pm Duration: 00:00:30 Reporter: Dawn Kelly
Ref Id: W5s-5E6-7

25 STOYLES PASSES AWAY: Legendary Newfoundland button accordion player Art Stoyles has died.
  VOCM - St. John's - 1pm News @ 01:17:21pm Duration: 00:00:30 Reporter: John Reynolds
Ref Id: P4k-4h5-7

VOCM NL Today - Tue, April 07, 2015

26 DODD ON DUNPHY: The head of the Injured Workers Association calls Don Dunphy, the man shot and
  killed in an incident in Mitchell's Brook Easter Sunday, an intelligent and principled, but frustrated,
  individual. ["Trish Dodd"]
  VOCM - St. John's - NL Today @ 01:26:00pm Duration: 00:04:00 Reporter: Linda Swain
Ref Id: R8d-9F8-7

27 ROLE OF SOCIAL MEDIA IN SHOOTING: A look at the role of social media in the life and perhaps
dead of Donald Dunphy. If it weren't for certain tweets, the officer wouldn't have been in Mr. Dunphy's
  home on Sunday. ["Scott Oldford", social media expert]
  VOCM - St. John's - NL Today @ 01:30:00pm Duration: 00:06:30 Reporter: Fred Hutton
Ref Id: k3l-6A5-7

28 VOCM.COM: Do you think the provincial government's new moose management strategy goes far enough
  to help reduce the more than 600 moose-vehicle accidents that occur each year?
  VOCM - St. John's - NL Today @ 01:39:00pm Duration: 00:01:30 Reporter: Zaren Healey White
Ref Id: i6C-9C8-7

29 SNOWCLEARING REVIEW: A long list of recommendations were put forward in KMPG's 150 page
  report on St. John's snowclearing operations tabled last night at City Council. ["Councillor Jonathan
  Galgay"]
  VOCM - St. John's - NL Today @ 01:40:30pm Duration: 00:04:00 Reporter: Doug Learning
Ref Id: P6P-2w9-7

30 MOOSE MANAGEMENT PLAN: The Save Our People Action Committee says fencing should have been
  announced as part of the province's new moose management strategy released yesterday. ["Lucy Stoyles",
  SOPAC Chair]
  VOCM - St. John's - NL Today @ 01:50:00pm Duration: 00:03:30 Reporter: Doug Learning
Ref Id: Z5k-9g2-7

NTV Mid-Day News - Tue, April 07, 2015

31 ASSESSMENT TO CONTINUE: It's been over six months since an 11-year old boy was stabbed in the
  neck during a soccer fun day in CBS.
32 KELLY CASE: A suspended member of the RNC found himself on the opposite side of law today in Provincial Court in Corner Brook.

33 CAST SET OVER: A man who was supposed to be sentenced for child pornography had his case set over today.

34 HOMETOWN HOCKEY CHEER: This was the moment the Mount Pearl Blades found out they own Rogers Hometown Hockey Cheer.

35 MOOSE MANAGEMENT PLAN: Now to moose the giant animal that has both fed and killed people in our province for decades, the PG released its good management plan. ["David Brazil", Transportation Minister; "Dan Crummell", Environment Minister]
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RCMP answers some questions about Don Dunphy shooting

Summary:

The RNC officer contacted the RCMP prior to visiting Dunphy’s home and conducted a routine risk assessment. The RNC determined Dunphy was low risk and it was not necessary for a second officer to attend the visit. Dunphy invited the visiting RNC officer into his home. A 15-minute conversation occurred when there was a "sudden and dramatic" change in the demeanour of the visit, the RCMP said in a statement Tuesday. Don Dunphy aimed a loaded shotgun at the officer, and the officer responded with lethal force. RCMP would not release more specific information, including how many shots were fired. A .22-calibre rifle was found on the floor of Dunphy’s home. During a forensic investigation, it was determined the gun was loaded. Autopsy results have not yet been released.

Spokespersons Featured: RCMP Sergent Greg Hicks
Tone: Balanced
Coverage: VOCM Online/Radio, CBC NL/National/Radio, NTV, Telegram

Sean Kelly released on bail

Summary:

Sean Kelly was in custody for about four hours Monday before his lawyer got him released pending the appeal of his conviction and sentence. Immediately after the getting a 10-month jail sentence Monday, defence attorney Robby Ash filed a notice of appeal in relation to both the conviction and sentence brought down by provincial court Judge Wayne Gorman. Kelly was released from custody Monday afternoon. Crown attorney Brenda Duffy consented to the release - which includes conditions of keeping the peace and being of good behaviour, no contact with four specific individuals, appearing in court and to be taken into custody when required, and to not leave the province - pending bail.
The grounds for the appeal of the sentence include the judge’s failure to consider and/or give due consideration to the principles of sentencing. There is no date scheduled yet to hear the appeal, but after court Monday afternoon Ash said it may not be until the fall sitting of Supreme Court. Meanwhile, Kelly is scheduled to go to trial on another charge of making indecent phone calls Sept. 14-18.

Spokespersons Featured: Defense Attorney Robby Ash  
Tone: Balanced  
Coverage: VOCM Online/Radio, CBC NL/Radio, Telegram

2 arrested, 1 wanted in connection to Old Town Pizzeria theft

Summary:

The Royal Newfoundland Constabulary has arrested and charged two women with theft, two weeks after a group of women were caught on surveillance camera scamming a pizza shop in the east end of St. John's. Two women — ages 40 and 35 — will face charges of theft under $5,000 in provincial court in St. John's at the end of the month. An arrest warrant has been issued with a third woman — age 25 — who police say was involved in the theft. The RNC said it will not charge the fourth woman, who in the surveillance video is seen sitting by as the theft is taking place.

The Telegram has named Brittany White, Denise Parsons and Kim Parkinson.

Spokespersons Featured: Owner Fabian Power  
Tone: Balanced  
Coverage: Telegram, CBC NL/Radio, VOCM Online/Radio

New plan unveiled to manage moose

Summary:

The Province will issue a combined total of 500 new either-sex moose licences in the Central and Avalon moose reduction zones. Some stakeholders doubt it’s enough – including the Save Our People Action Committee. Each year there are an average of 700 accidents involving moose.

CBC and VOCM both conducted online polls today to gauge public opinion. In both cases, the most negative reaction to the announcement won (CBC: “It’s not enough”; VOCM: “Doesn’t go far enough”).

Spokespersons Featured: Minister Dan Crummell, Minister David Brazil, Liberal critic Paul Lane, Lucy Stoyles  
Tone: Balanced  
Coverage: CBC NL/Radio, VOCM Online/Radio, Telegram

Cancelled contract costs Nalcor millions; tree-clearing contract uniquely troublesome

Summary:
Nalcor Energy has turned to the courts seeking roughly $20.6 million in damages from a failed contract on the Muskrat Falls project, but vice-president Gilbert Bennett says the case is unique among the nearly 200 project contracts under management. That claim is against Western Surety, the principal on the performance bond. According to Nalcor, Western Surety failed to take action when Great Western Forestry failed to live up to its contract. Bennett confirmed that all expenditures — including losses related to the change in contractors in 2013 — are being accounted for within the project’s regular updates.

Spokespersons Featured: Nalcor VP Gilbert Bennett
Tone: Balanced
Coverage: Telegram

Other items of note (limited coverage)

CBC - Cliffs to put mines, rails, ports up for sale in Quebec, N.L.

CBC - Marine Atlantic winter season costly due to Cabot Strait ice

CBC - Bookings surge following discounted Argentia rates, says Marine Atlantic

CBC - Dialysis chairs in Corner Brook leaving patient ‘sore all over’

CBC - Repaying pension overpayments a struggle for 85-year-old

Telegram - St. Bride’s man pleads not guilty to attempted murder

Telegram – Former RNC clerk released from jail

Telegram - Breaking the rules costs fisherman big money

Telegram - Convicted murderer’s appeal to be heard in September

VOCM – Corner Brook RNC Investigating Threatening Statements on Twitter

VOCM – Charges Dropped Against Woman Accused in Murder Case
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VOCM Night Line - Tue, April 07, 2015

1 SOCIAL MEDIA ON FATAL SHOOTING: Host preamble. Everywhere you look on social media somebody has an opinion of what happened in the fatal shooting in Mitchell's Brook. It is terribly tragic and horrible but now the police gave an update on the details of what happened. Now Andrew Abbass is currently being detained in Corner Brook for tweets he sent out this morning so you really need to understand there are consequences to your actions.

VOCM - St. John's - Night Line @ 08:06:00pm Duration: 00:05:00 Reporter: Jonathan Richler
Ref Id: B6T-2P8-7

2 REMEMBERING ART STOYLES: Host preamble. Remembering a great musician in our province who passed away today at the age of 70, Art Stoyles.

VOCM - St. John's - Night Line @ 08:11:00pm Duration: 00:01:00 Reporter: Jonathan Richler
Ref Id: H2i-9b2-7

3 NO IRONING SERVICES: Host preamble. A lot of discusses about the cutting of iron services at long term care facilities under Western Health. Stelman Flynn, Liberal MHA says this is a shameless act.

VOCM - St. John's - Night Line @ 08:12:00pm Duration: 00:02:00 Reporter: Jonathan Richler
Ref Id: K4C-9H2-7

4 OWNER OF PIZZERIA TO CALL IN: Host preamble. Fabian Power of Old Town Pizzeria plans to call in to the show tonight to talk about how the robbers who stole from his business have been caught.

VOCM - St. John's - Night Line @ 08:14:00pm Duration: 00:02:00 Reporter: Jonathan Richler
Ref Id: m5M-5N7-7

5 OVER-PAYMENT SITUATION: “Ross Wiseman”, Finance Minister is calling to talk about the pension over-payment situation. He comments on the public commentary that has taken place since the announcement about this situation was made and government recognizes this is an error in processing. He says they have apologized to the individuals and their families but they have no intentions of putting undue hardship on them in making repayment arrangements.

VOCM - St. John's - Night Line @ 08:16:00pm Duration: 00:12:00 Reporter: Jonathan Richler
Ref Id: z2m-3H6-7
6 PENSION OVER-PAYMENT: Several tweets regarding the pension over-payment.
VOCM - St. John's - Night Line @ 08:31:00pm Duration: 00:02:00 Reporter: Jonathan Richler
Ref Id: H5Q-7U7-7

7 BREAK-IN AT BUSINESS: “Fabian Power”, Owner of Old Town Pizzeria is calling to talk about the recent break-in at his business. He comments there were four women who pulled this on his staff and he was happy to put the video and their pictures on social media.
VOCM - St. John's - Night Line @ 08:33:00pm Duration: 00:08:00 Reporter: Jonathan Richler
Ref Id: h5y-3j6-7

8 MENTAL HEALTH: “Megan” is calling to talk about mental health. She says when somebody appears to be crying out for help then it's important that we reach out and try to lead them to the right resources. She lists some websites that provide accurate information on dealing with mental health crisis.
VOCM - St. John's - Night Line @ 08:45:00pm Duration: 00:10:00 Reporter: Jonathan Richler
Ref Id: m2N-7j2-7

9 SNOWMOBILE ASSOCIATION CONCERNS: “Sid Hounsell” is calling to talk about the Snowmobile Association in the Indian Bay area. He says it's nothing short of extortion because cabin owners have to pay for trail passes to get to their cabin or they will be fined.
VOCM - St. John's - Night Line @ 08:55:00pm Duration: 00:05:00 Reporter: Jonathan Richler
Ref Id: U6d-4b6-7

10 NEW STUDENT LOAN PROGRAM: “Travis Perry” of the Canadian Federation of Students is calling to talk about the new student loan program. He comments the Harper government announced today that even students who are doing course of 34 weeks long can avail of student loans and grants but unfortunately they have not put more funding in place to cover the costs so it just means money available will be spread thinner.
VOCM - St. John's - Night Line @ 09:08:00pm Duration: 00:07:00 Reporter: Jonathan Richler
Ref Id: V6F-6E7-7

11 BREAK-INS ON BELL ISLAND: “Gary Gosine”, Mayor of Wabana is calling to talk about a series of break-ins on Bell Island. He says somebody broke into the ATM machine and the pharmacy but there is a person in custody. He also discusses problems with prescription drug in the region and how he plans to hold a forum on this to see if they can get some sort of treatment facility in place.
VOCM - St. John's - Night Line @ 09:15:00pm Duration: 00:08:00 Reporter: Jonathan Richler
Ref Id: d8N-3A6-7

12 TELEPHONE SURVEY: Jonathan reads out some of the findings from a telephone survey on the provincial budget.
VOCM - St. John's - Night Line @ 09:27:00pm Duration: 00:01:00 Reporter: Jonathan Richler
Ref Id: j6g-5U5-7

13 WINTER MAINTENANCE REPORT: “Jonathan Galgay”, St. John's City Councillor is calling to talk
about the winter maintenance report. He says it is quite comprehensive and includes recommendations like a fleet review and the need to invest more in equipment.

VOCM - St. John's - Night Line @ 09:28:00pm Duration: 00:12:00 Reporter: Jonathan Richler
Ref Id: d7B-6t4-7

14 VISITING THE PROVINCE: “Claire Lynch”, Award Winning Bluegrass Singer is calling to talk about a visit to St. John's. She says they are very excited to be coming to the province and will be performing in May.

VOCM - St. John's - Night Line @ 09:43:00pm Duration: 00:05:00 Reporter: Jonathan Richler
Ref Id: Z4E-5w8-7

15 POLITICS: “Drew Brown” is calling from Edmonton to talk about politics. He comments on upcoming elections in PEI, Alberta and this province but when it comes to voter turnout it depends on the jurisdiction. He predicts turnout may be a little better than usual.

VOCM - St. John's - Night Line @ 09:48:00pm Duration: 00:10:00 Reporter: Jonathan Richler
Ref Id: d6c-4w5-7
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VOCM Back Talk - Tue, April 07, 2015

1 IRONING SERVICES: Host preamble. Stelman Flynn, Liberal MHA called the show yesterday to talk about how long term care homes will no longer be offering ironing services to residents. There has been a lot of Twitter reaction to this.

VOCM - St. John's - Back Talk @ 02:02:00pm Duration: 00:02:00 Reporter: Pete Soucy
Ref Id: j6U-8E6-7

2 MIKE DUFFY TRIAL: Host preamble. The Mike Duffy trial is about to begin and you have to wonder if there will be fallout for those in the Prime Minister's office.

VOCM - St. John's - Back Talk @ 02:04:00pm Duration: 00:01:00 Reporter: Pete Soucy
Ref Id: Q7D-7n3-7

3 MOOSE MANAGEMENT PLAN: Host preamble. The moose management plan came out yesterday and many people are disappointed that no moose fencing was included. Mostly they are just trying to get moose out of trouble spots.

VOCM - St. John's - Back Talk @ 02:05:00pm Duration: 00:01:00 Reporter: Pete Soucy
Ref Id: Z9x-5E9-7

4 NEW PEDWAY: Host preamble. St. John's City Council urging a new pedway for the new high school where students will be crossing the busy street. How can you get students to use tunnels or pedways though?

VOCM - St. John's - Back Talk @ 02:06:00pm Duration: 00:02:00 Reporter: Pete Soucy
Ref Id: j8G-6A8-7

5 CANADIANS NOT SAVING MONEY: Host preamble. Twenty percent of Canadians didn't save any money this pass year.

VOCM - St. John's - Back Talk @ 02:08:00pm Duration: 00:01:00 Reporter: Pete Soucy
Ref Id: c2C-3F4-7

6 FACEBOOK FOLLOWING WHERE YOU GO ON THE INTERNET: Host preamble. Facebook has gone from saying they will not sell your information but they now have software in place to follow where
you go on the internet. This is kind of scary.

VOCM - St. John's - Back Talk @ 02:09:00pm Duration: 00:02:00 Reporter: Pete Soucy
Ref Id: n3n-5x9-7

7 TOO QUICK TO FORM VERDICTS: Host preamble. We are too quick to form our own verdicts long before information is entered and it's amazing what people can imagine then talk about on public airways. All we really know in the Dunphy case is that there was a fatal shooting.

VOCM - St. John's - Back Talk @ 02:11:00pm Duration: 00:02:00 Reporter: Pete Soucy
Ref Id: Y9x-8s4-7

8 DUNPHY CASE: “Colin” is calling to talk about the Dunphy case. He comments on the reports on CBC where they quote sources and by the Premier calling up the police officer involved he has become involved in a criminal case now. In his opinion the Premier shouldn't have done this and showed extremely poor judgment because now there is a political involvement in this homicide investigation.

VOCM - St. John's - Back Talk @ 02:13:00pm Duration: 00:09:00 Reporter: Pete Soucy
Ref Id: g3z-2J3-7

9 PENSION OVERPAYMENT: “Thomas Kendall”, President of the Retired Teachers Association is calling to talk about the pension overpayment. He says they were shocked to find out that government expects retired teachers and their families to repay this money.

VOCM - St. John's - Back Talk @ 02:22:00pm Duration: 00:07:00 Reporter: Pete Soucy
Ref Id: B7G-8x2-7

10 WORKPLACE HARASSMENT: “Susan Power”, CEO of Higher Power Inc is calling to talk about workplace harassment. She comments if employees don't feel safe their productivity suffers and employers suffer but some employers do a great job when it comes to respect in the workplace.

VOCM - St. John's - Back Talk @ 02:36:00pm Duration: 00:07:00 Reporter: Pete Soucy
Ref Id: I6Q-5U7-7

11 FATAL SHOOTING: “Mary” is calling to talk about the fatal shooting. She says the man involved was trying to get a bit of help and its disgraceful nobody reached out to him. She comments the police officer can say what he likes now about what happened because the other man cannot speak for himself.

VOCM - St. John's - Back Talk @ 02:43:00pm Duration: 00:04:00 Reporter: Pete Soucy
Ref Id: C4u-4q4-7

12 MUN'S GRADUATION CEREMONY: “Mark” is calling from Vancouver to talk about MUN's graduation ceremony. He comments on traveling back to St. John's next month for convocation for the two degrees he received but since his mother is also convocating he would like for them to be able to walk together. He says each faculty has their own time and date for convocation so this isn't possible.

VOCM - St. John's - Back Talk @ 02:50:00pm Duration: 00:07:00 Reporter: Pete Soucy
Ref Id: m5z-8e5-7

13 PRESS CONFERENCE: Pete comments there will be a press conference held this weekend at Holyrood RCMP detachment to discuss the fatal shooting situation.
SEEKING LIBERAL NOMINATION: “Perry Trimper” is calling to talk about seeking the liberal nomination in Lake Melville. He discusses his background experience and his reasons for choosing to run at this time. He also comments on moose management and the potential for accidents involving them.

WEEKEND TRAGEDY: “Barry” is calling to talk about the weekend tragedy. He extends condolences to the Dunphy family. He comments this man was calling out for help along with many other injured workers for a long period of time so it sheds a light on the fact there is a bigger problem at Worker's Compensation. He says employers do treat workers like they are criminals once they are injured.

INJURED WORKERS: “Jerome” is calling to talk about injured workers. He comments on the difficulties they have endured and some of the stories that have been shared would make your hair stand on end. He comments on dealing with Worker's Compensation for more than twenty years and your life is no longer your own because they are telling you what to do.

FORD APPOINTMENT: Pete comments on Rob Ford being appointed to the hockey hall of fame.

INCIDENT FROM THE PAST: “George” is calling to talk about an incident from the past. He recalls a situation where a child was shot while his mother was in the police cruiser. He comments in this case he don't think the officers involved were never charged.

CHARGE FOR CELL PHONES: “Don” is calling to talk about the 911 charge for cell phones. He says his cell phone is no good to him because he can't use it in the 911 and has to travel 50 kms in order to get service.

DUNPHY POINTED GUN AT OFFICER: New details on what happened inside Don Dunphy's home on Sunday when he was shot to death by a police officer.
FOLKER APPEALS MURDER CONVICTION: A man serving a life sentence for killing his partner and dumping her body on the Southern Shore is appealing his second degree murder conviction.

CBN - St. John's - 5pm News @ 05:04:50pm Duration: 00:00:25 Reporter: Maggie Gillis

Ref Id: v6S-6a5-7

CHARGE AGAINST HATCHER DROPPED: The Crown has dropped a charge against a young woman who was accused of helping Philip Pynn the night he fatally shot Nick Winsor. ["David Bright", Crown Prosecutor]

CBN - St. John's - 5pm News @ 05:05:15pm Duration: 00:01:40 Reporter: Glenn Payette

Ref Id: v5C-3F8-7

FUNERAL FOR ACCIDENT VICTIM: A funeral was held yesterday for a 56-year-old St. John's man killed in a head-on collision on the CBS Bypass Road last week.

CBN - St. John's - 5pm News @ 05:06:55pm Duration: 00:00:25 Reporter: Maggie Gillis

Ref Id: M2g-9H2-7

EAST COAST TRAIL PROTECTION: The East Coast Trail Association is calling on the Provincial Government to protect the hiking path. ["Randy Murphy", East Coast Trail Association President]

CBN - St. John's - 5pm News @ 05:07:20pm Duration: 00:00:55 Reporter: Maggie Gillis

Ref Id: d4N-7P9-7

CUSTOMER STILL WAITS FOR CONSTRUCTION WORK: Last spring, a local contractor who was called out for leaving customers in the lurch said he would right his wrongs. ["Vicky Ivany", Customer]

CBN - St. John's - 5pm News @ 05:08:15pm Duration: 00:01:10 Reporter: Adam Walsh

Ref Id: g3e-6P2-7

CBC On The Go - Tue, April 07, 2015

26 CBC ARCHIVES - ART STOYLES/BOB RUTHERFORD INTERVIEW: Accordion player "Art Stoyles" passed away. He was featured on 'Weekend AM' along with British musician "Bob Rutherford" in 2007. [This segment includes music.]

CBN - St. John's - On The Go @ 04:13:30pm Duration: 00:10:00 Reporter: Angela Antle

Ref Id: b9y-6v5-7

PENSION OVERPAYMENTS: "Gordon Whelan" started working as a firefighter back in 1951. They rigged up horses with water hoses back then to battle chimney fires in downtown St. John's. Mr. Whelan worked night and day and saved many lives on the job. Today, he is in what is supposed to be a happy retirement, but right now, he is not very happy. He is one of more than four hundred pensioners who have been told that they have been the beneficiary of a clerical error by the Provincial Government - years-worth of pension overpayments totaling almost a million dollars. ["Cathy Bennett", Liberal Finance Critic]

CBN - St. John's - On The Go @ 04:44:10pm Duration: 00:13:00 Reporter: Ted Blades/Carolyn Stokes

Ref Id: i5W-2M7-7

UPDATE ON FATAL SHOOTING OF DONALD DUNPHY: The RCMP say a sudden and dramatic
change in demeanor led to the shooting of Donald Dunphy in his home in Mitchells Brook this past Sunday. An RNC officer assigned to the Protective Services Unit was told about a comment on social media directed toward provincial politicians. The RCMP released more details about the death of Mr. Dunphy today. ["Sgt. Greg Hicks", RCMP; "Trish Dodd", NL Injured Workers' Association; "David Cochrane", CBC News; "Reporters"]

CBN - St. John's - On The Go @ 05:10:35pm Duration: 00:14:00 Reporter: Ted Blades/Krissy Holmes
Ref Id: n4A-2J4-7

29 MIKE DUFFY TRIAL: One of the most anticipated trials in years got underway in Ottawa today. Mike Duffy is facing 31 charges. ["Justin Ling", Parliamentary Correspondent for Vice News; "Reporters"]
CBN - St. John's - On The Go @ 05:33:30pm Duration: 00:06:00 Reporter: Ted Blades
Ref Id: U4q-7N3-7

30 ROBOT-STAFFED HOTEL: Soon, a new hotel in Japan will be almost exclusively staffed by robots. For more on the hotel and what it foretells about the future, Ted talks to Ryerson University Assistant Professor "Ramona Pringle".
CBN - St. John's - On The Go @ 05:44:55pm Duration: 00:06:00 Reporter: Ted Blades
Ref Id: b9n-5p3-7

CBS Fisheries Broadcast - Tue, April 07, 2015

31 MINISTER SHEA WEIGHS IN ON FISHERIES ISSUES: The crucial crab and shrimp fisheries are getting underway in many areas but there's still no shortage of things on the agenda for Federal Fisheries Minister "Gail Shea". There are rumors halibut quotas are about to be increased and there's still questions about cuts to harbour authority personnel, the ongoing Manolis L situation and the crisis forming around salmon stocks in Atlantic Canada.
CBN - St. John's - Fisheries Broadcast @ 06:00:00pm Duration: 00:12:00 Reporter: Jamie Baker
Ref Id: Y5T-4X8-7

32 FFAW PRESIDENT WEIGHS IN ON HALIBUT FISHERY: More talk about the halibut fishery. Harvesters and the union have been expressing frustration about halibut for some time but would an increase in quotas from the Federal Fisheries Minister satisfy those complaints? "Keith Sullivan", FFAW President talks about this increase.
CBN - St. John's - Fisheries Broadcast @ 06:12:00pm Duration: 00:05:30 Reporter: Jamie Baker
Ref Id: x7k-3I7-7

33 TRACKING SHARKS: Tracking sharks is of great importance in many areas of the world especially because many of them are landing on endangered species lists but in order to track sharks you have to be able track and identify the animals and also their fins. Now it turns out there some new digital technology being developed to do just that, it's called iSharkFin. "Sandra Ferrari" of United Nations Radio in Rome spoke to "Monica Beroni", Fisheries Expert with the UN Food and Agricultural Organization about this technology.
CBN - St. John's - Fisheries Broadcast @ 06:21:00pm Duration: 00:04:00 Reporter: Jamie Baker
Ref Id: n4b-7G8-7

34 NOTICE TO FISHERS:
35 DUNPHY POINTED GUN AT OFFICER: New details on what happened inside Don Dunphy's home on Sunday when he was shot to death by a police officer. [REPEAT]
CBN - St. John's - 6pm News @ 05:55:30pm Duration: 00:01:30 Reporter: Rod Etheridge
Ref Id: u5P-5D8-7

36 FOLKER APPEALS MURDER CONVICTION: A man serving a life sentence for killing his partner and dumping her body on the Southern Shore is appealing his second degree murder conviction. [REPEAT]
CBN - St. John's - 6pm News @ 05:57:00pm Duration: 00:00:25 Reporter: Maggie Gillis
Ref Id: i3d-5A4-7

37 CHARGE AGAINST HATCHER DROPPED: The Crown has dropped a charge against a young woman who was accused of helping Philip Pynn the night he fatally shot Nick Winsor. [REPEAT] ["David Bright", Crown Prosecutor]
CBN - St. John's - 6pm News @ 05:57:25pm Duration: 00:01:40 Reporter: Glenn Payette
Ref Id: b8h-6c8-7

38 EAST COAST TRAIL PROTECTION: The East Coast Trail Association is calling on the Provincial Government to protect the hiking path. [REPEAT] ["Randy Murphy", East Coast Trail Association President]
CBN - St. John's - 6pm News @ 05:59:05pm Duration: 00:00:45 Reporter: Maggie Gillis
Ref Id: x7R-4x7-7

39 ARREST MADE IN PIZZA SHOP ROBBERY: Police in St. John's have made arrests in a pizza shop robbery that was caught on video 2 weeks ago.
CBN - St. John's - 6pm News @ 05:59:50pm Duration: 00:00:15 Reporter: Maggie Gillis
Ref Id: j5j-6h9-7

40 FATAL SHOOTING UPDATE: RCMP say the victim of a fatal shooting in Mitchells Brook pointed a rifle at an RNC officer in the minutes before he was killed. ["Trish Dodd", Injured Workers Association]
VOCM - St. John's - Evening News @ 05:33:05pm Duration: 00:02:15 Reporter: Danielle Barron
Ref Id: Q9t-5h5-7

41 ONLINE THREATS: An investigation into alleged threats made over social media has been playing out on Twitter today.
VOCM - St. John's - Evening News @ 05:35:20pm Duration: 00:00:55 Reporter: Lacy O'Connell
Ref Id: j9q-8w7-7

42 FOLKER APPEALS MURDER CONVICTION: A convicted murderer will have his appeal heard in the
fall. David Folker was found guilty of second-degree murder in 2013.

43 WEATHER FORECAST

44 PIKE'S MURDER PRELIMINARY HEARING: The preliminary hearing for a woman charged with first degree murder began in Grand Falls-Windsor provincial court this morning.

45 HATCHER CHARGES DROPPED: Charges have been dropped against a woman accused of being an accessory after the fact to commit murder. ["David Bright", Crown Prosecutor]

46 MCCARTHY RELEASED ON BAIL: A former RNC staffer who was convicted and sentenced for obstruction of justice has been released on bail pending a court appeal.

47 MIKE DUFFY TRIAL: The Crown has kicked off its case against suspended senator Mike Duffy, on day one of his trial on charges that include breach of trust, fraud and bribery.

48 PIZZA ROBBERY UPDATE: An update now on the case involving four women who were caught on video last month robbing Old Town Pizzeria on Portugal Cove Road.

49 HOUSE FIRE: The Bay Roberts Fire Department made quick work of a fire at a home in the community early this morning.
50 BELL ISLAND BREAK-IN: Bell Island RCMP are investigating a couple of recent incidents in the community.

VOCM - St. John's - Evening News @ 05:42:25pm Duration: 00:00:10 Reporter: Zaren Healey
White/Doug Learning

Ref Id: B4A-5P6-7

51 PENSIONER PAYBACK: The Department of Finance says it is trying to ease the financial burden placed on pensioners who are being asked to pay back overpayments made to them due to a clerical error.

VOCM - St. John's - Evening News @ 05:42:35pm Duration: 00:00:40 Reporter: Zaren Healey
White/Doug Learning

Ref Id: r8J-3f5-7

52 STUDENT LOAN CHANGES: Prime Minister Stephen Harper has announced a change to the student loan program, allowing people to apply for financial assistance for courses lasting a minimum of 34 weeks.

VOCM - St. John's - Evening News @ 05:43:15pm Duration: 00:00:30 Reporter: Zaren Healey
White/Doug Learning

Ref Id: A4A-2R3-7

53 CLIFFS SELLING ASSETS: Cliffs Natural Resources' eastern Canadian assets, including idled Quebec and Labrador iron ore mines, railways, and port facilities, are about to be put up for sale.

VOCM - St. John's - Evening News @ 05:43:45pm Duration: 00:00:30 Reporter: Zaren Healey
White/Doug Learning

Ref Id: r9I-7V4-7

54 CAREGIVING REPORT: About 35 per cent of employed Canadians are providing a caregiving role for a family member or friend, according to a new federal report from the Employer Panel for Caregivers. ["Dr. Janice O'Keefe", Nova Scotia Centre on Aging at Mount Saint Vincent University]

VOCM - St. John's - Evening News @ 05:44:15pm Duration: 00:01:55 Reporter: Zaren Healey
White/Doug Learning

Ref Id: T4J-2m2-7

55 MENTAL HEALTH CONFERENCE: A conference in Grand Falls-Windsor this month will aim to find solutions to deal with mental health issues affecting youth in the region. ["Rodney Mercer", Grand Falls-Windsor Town Councillor]

VOCM - St. John's - Evening News @ 05:46:10pm Duration: 00:01:00 Reporter: Zaren Healey
White/Doug Learning

Ref Id: q7z-4p2-7

56 IRONING SERVICES REMOVAL: A Liberal MHA from Corner Brook says a move by Western Health is taking dignity away from the most vulnerable. ["Stelman Flynn", Liberal MHA]

VOCM - St. John's - Evening News @ 05:47:10pm Duration: 00:01:10 Reporter: Zaren Healey
White/Doug Learning

Ref Id: k9W-7d6-7

57 FACEBOOK PRIVACY POLICY: Facebook has once again revised its privacy policy. ["Kevin Andrews",}

153
ART STOYLES FUNERAL: The funeral for a former member of Figgy Duff will take place on the weekend.

POWERLIFTING CHAMPIONSHIPS: The 2015 National Powerlifting and Bench Press Championships have kicked off at the Holiday Inn in St. John's.

EAST COAST MUSIC AWARDS: The East Coast Music Awards are in town for a celebration of local music and culture that has grown from a single ceremony to a weekend of performances to be held across the metro area. ["Andy McLean", Executive Director of the ECMAs; "Gaylynne Lambert", Downtown St. John's]

DUNPHY INVESTIGATION UPDATE: There are now details about what happened in Don Dunphy's house moments before he was killed. ["Sgt. Greg Hicks", RCMP Holyrood Detachment]

DODD REMEMBER DUNPHY: We're learning more tonight about Don Dunphy, a man who identified himself as a crucified injured worker on Twitter. ["Trish Dodd", NL Injured Workers Association]

ANN HARVEY UNDER TOW: There is an update tonight on the Ann Harvey, who is now under tow and halfway home to St. John's.

FINAL SNOW CLEARING REPORT TABLED: An independent review of snow clearing in St. John's is
recommending sweeping changes to the way the city provides the service. ["Jonathan Galgay", Chair, Public Works Committee]

CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now Early Edition @ 05:34:40pm Duration: 00:02:40 Reporter: Mark Quinn
Ref Id: j8f-9t9-7

65 NATIONAL NEWS:
CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now Early Edition @ 05:37:20pm Duration: 00:00:40 Reporter: Debbie Cooper/Jonathan Crowe
Ref Id: N6j-4Y5-7

66 REMEMBERING ART STOYLES: Newfoundland and Labrador has lost one of it's most beloved accordion players, Art Stoyles died Sunday evening.
CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now Early Edition @ 05:38:00pm Duration: 00:00:30 Reporter: Debbie Cooper/Jonathan Crowe
Ref Id: z3v-8a6-7

67 WEATHER
CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now Early Edition @ 05:40:50pm Duration: 00:03:40 Reporter: Ryan Snoddon
Ref Id: q5Z-7y5-7

68 NATIONAL NEWS:
CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now Early Edition @ 05:44:30pm Duration: 00:02:30 Reporter: Debbie Cooper/Jonathan Crowe
Ref Id: u7K-8s4-7

69 DETAILS RELEASED BY RCMP: The RCMP reveled new details tonight about what happened inside Don Dunphy's home before he died. ["Sgt. Greg Hicks", RCMP Holyrood Detachment]
CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now Early Edition @ 05:49:30pm Duration: 00:04:30 Reporter: Debbie Cooper/Jonathan Crowe
Ref Id: Z5Q-7z9-7

70 NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL NEWS:
CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now Early Edition @ 05:57:00pm Duration: 00:02:45 Reporter: Debbie Cooper/Jonathan Crowe
Ref Id: a3t-7m3-7

CBC Here & Now - Tue, April 07, 2015

71 RCMP REVEAL PRELIMINARY FINDINGS: There are new details tonight about what happened in Don Dunphy's home in the moments leading up to his death. ["Sgt. Greg Hicks", RCMP Holyrood Detachment]
CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now @ 06:00:15pm Duration: 00:04:00 Reporter: David Cochrane
Ref Id: r2R-8m7-7
REMEMBERING DON DUNPHY: Let's take a look back at Don Dunphy, he was an injured worker, had been on long term disability since an accident in the late 1990s. ["Trish Dodd",Spokesperson, NL Injured Workers Association]

CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now @ 06:04:15pm Duration: 00:02:30 Reporter: Krissy Holmes
Ref Id: K9d-8i8-7

HATCHER CHARGES DROPPED: The crown has dropped a charge against a young woman who is accused of helping Philip Pynn the night he fatally shot Nick Winsor. ["David Bright", Prosecutor]

CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now @ 06:07:00pm Duration: 00:02:00 Reporter: Glenn Payette
Ref Id: U8S-3S8-7

NATIONAL NEWS:

CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now @ 06:09:00pm Duration: 00:02:30 Reporter: Debbie Cooper/Jonathan Crowe
Ref Id: B5I-5X4-7

CHARGES LAID IN PIZZA SHOP THEFT: Remember the video of the pizza shop robbery you say last week? Police have made a break in the case with the RNC arresting and charging 2 women with theft under $5,000.

CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now @ 06:11:30pm Duration: 00:00:30 Reporter: Debbie Cooper/Jonathan Crowe
Ref Id: z9b-6c2-7

HOMEOWNERS BEING ASKED TO CHECK THEIR WELLS: Some homeowners in Torbay are being asked to test their well water amidst continuing concerns that the well water there might be contaminated. ["Unidentified"]

CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now @ 06:15:20pm Duration: 00:01:40 Reporter: Azzo Rezori
Ref Id: J8C-6P6-7

FUNERAL HELD FOR VICTIM: Funeral services were held yesterday for the man who was killed in last week's accident on the Manuals Bypass road.

CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now @ 06:17:00pm Duration: 00:00:40 Reporter: Debbie Cooper/Jonathan Crowe
Ref Id: t5V-8G3-7

PSYCHIATRIC ASSESSMENT CONTINUES: The psychiatric assessment continues for the man accused of stabbing a young soccer player in September.

CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now @ 06:17:40pm Duration: 00:00:30 Reporter: Debbie Cooper/Jonathan Crowe
Ref Id: P6B-6V2-7

WEATHER:

CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now @ 06:18:10pm Duration: 00:04:00 Reporter: Ryan Snoddon
Ref Id: P4n-5R3-7
CUSTOMER STILL WAITING CONTRACTOR FIX: Last spring a local contractor was called out for leaving customers in the lurch, at the time he said he would set things right and now almost a year later one of those customers says she's still waiting on that promise. ["Vickie Ivany", Hired contractor; "Derek Porter", Founder Handyman Help; "Dan Crummell", Service NL Minister]

CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now @ 06:24:50pm Duration: 00:03:00 Reporter: Adam Walsh

WHO WAS DON DUNPHY?: Here and Now is going to dig a little deeper into who Don Dunphy was. ["Trish Dodd", Spokesperson, NL Injured Workers Association]

CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now @ 06:27:50pm Duration: 00:03:15 Reporter: Krissy Holmes

A LOOK AT POLICE SHOOTINGS: The police investigation continues into the death of Don Dunphy and there are questions tonight into whether there will be a judicial inquiry with a look at the 3 other police shootings that have occurred in the province. ["Bill Janes", RNC Chief]

CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now @ 06:31:05pm Duration: 00:02:35 Reporter: Amy Stoodley

MEETINGS PAYING OFF: First there were pictures of uncooked and unappetizing food, then complaints of possible food poisoning but today the students union at Memorial University says meetings with administration and food service contractors seem to have paid off.

CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now @ 06:36:15pm Duration: 00:00:30 Reporter: Debbie Cooper/Jonathan Crowe

CALLS FOR TRAIL PROTECTION: The East Coast Trail Association is calling on the provincial government to protest the 300 km hiking path that runs from Cape St. Francis to Cappa Hayden. ["Randy Murphy", President, East Coast Trail Association]

CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now @ 06:36:45pm Duration: 00:00:50 Reporter: Debbie Cooper/Jonathan Crowe

NOTICE TEAM WINS TRIP TO NHL GAME: Last week we introduced you to some young hockey players from Mount Pearl who were competing for a chance to see their favourite NHL‘ers in action, they won.

CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now @ 06:37:35pm Duration: 00:00:30 Reporter: Debbie Cooper/Jonathan Crowe

NATIONAL POWER LIFTING COMPETITION: They are some of the strongest in the country and they are all in St. John's this week for the national power lifting competition. ["Steph Puddicome", Power lifter; "Jeff Butt", Meet Director; "Josh Hancott", Power lifter]

CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now @ 06:38:05pm Duration: 00:02:00 Reporter: Peter Cowan
SNOW CLEARING REPORT RELEASED: An independent review of snow clearing in St. John's has just been released.
CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now @ 06:42:35pm Duration: 00:02:30 Reporter: Mark Quinn
Ref Id: Q2S-6J2-7

WEATHER AND YOUNG ATHLETE OF THE DAY:
CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now @ 06:45:05pm Duration: 00:04:00 Reporter: Ryan Snoddon
Ref Id: C2A-5G2-7

INTERNATIONAL AND NATIONAL NEWS:
CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now @ 06:51:35pm Duration: 00:03:30 Reporter: Debbie Cooper/Jonathan Crowe
Ref Id: n8B-6P9-7

LATE NIGHT PREVIEW:
CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now @ 06:58:05pm Duration: 00:00:40 Reporter: Carolyn Stokes
Ref Id: n5B-9U4-7

WEATHER RECAP:
CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now @ 06:58:45pm Duration: 00:01:25 Reporter: Ryan Snoddon
Ref Id: Z6J-5i5-7

NTV Evening Newshour Early Edition - Tue, April 07, 2015

UPDATE ON DUNPHY SHOOTING: Major details were released late this afternoon in the shooting death of Don Dunphy, killed by an RNC office Easter Sunday at his home in the small community of Mitchells Brook. ["Sgt. Greg Hicks", RCMP; "Reporters"; "Trish Dodd", Injured Workers' Association]
CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour Early Edition @ 05:29:35pm Duration: 00:08:15 Reporter: Michael Connors/Jodi Cooke
Ref Id: C3T-6R3-7

WEATHER FORECAST
CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour Early Edition @ 05:37:50pm Duration: 00:05:40 Reporter: Eddie Sheerr
Ref Id: P4n-8D8-7

MCCARTHY RELEASED ON BAIL: A former civilian employee with the RNC was today released from prison less than a month into her 9-month sentence for obstructing justice.
CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour Early Edition @ 05:48:00pm Duration: 00:01:35 Reporter: Don Bradshaw
Ref Id: t3n-6C9-7

NATIONAL & INTERNATIONAL NEWS
BUSINESS FILE: Nalcor Energy has launched a lawsuit against a bonding company concerning the Muskrat Falls contract. The suit seeks damages well into the millions.

ACROSS THE PROVINCE: 65th Provincial Drama Festival

NTV Evening Newshour - Tue, April 07, 2015

WEATHER PREVIEW

DUNPHY FATAL SHOOTING UPDATE: The RCMP say that Don Dunphy pointed a firearm at an RNC officer before he was shot and killed in Mitchells Cove on Sunday. ["Sgt. Greg Hicks", RCMP; "Reporters"; "Trish Dodd", Injured Workers' Association]

ONLINE THREATS: No charges are anticipated after a Corner Brook man allegedly made threatening statements on a social media website.

CHARGES DROPPED: Serious charges against a 24-year-old St. John's woman charged with being an accessory after-the-fact to the murder of Nick Winsor were dropped this morning. ["David Bright", Crown Prosecutor]

CBS SOCCER GAME STABBING UPDATE: It has been over six months since an 11-year-old boy was stabbed in the neck during a soccer game in CBS.
103 FOLKER APPEALS MURDER CONVICTION: David Folker's appeal of his second-degree murder conviction will be heard in the Court of Appeal on September 24th.

CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 06:09:35pm Duration: 00:01:00 Reporter: Larry Jay/Toni-Marie Wiseman

Ref Id: s3v-7f2-7

104 BUSINESS REPORT
CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 06:10:35pm Duration: 00:01:15 Reporter: Larry Jay/Toni-Marie Wiseman

Ref Id: c7q-4w4-7

105 WEATHER FORECAST.
CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 06:11:50pm Duration: 00:06:25 Reporter: Eddie Sheerr

Ref Id: F5r-3r6-7

106 WEIGHTLIFTING COMPETITION: Who is Canada's top lifter? Some of the strongest weightlifters in Canada are competing in St. John's this week. ["Jeff Butt", Powerlifting Championships; "Stephanie Puddicombe", Competitor; "Unidentified", Young Fan]
CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 06:18:15pm Duration: 00:02:20 Reporter: Leila Beaudoin

Ref Id: H8U-4X2-7

107 MCCARTHY GRANTED BAIL: A former civilian employee with the RNC, who was sent to prison last month for obstructing justice, is on her way home this evening, well before her sentence has been fully served.
CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 06:20:35pm Duration: 00:02:10 Reporter: Don Bradshaw

Ref Id: S3D-4p8-7

108 PIZZA ROBBERY UPDATE: Social media named them 'the pizza skeets'. Now the RNC have arrested two women and have obtained a warrant for a third woman in connection with a brazen theft at Old Town Pizzeria.
CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 06:22:45pm Duration: 00:00:35 Reporter: Larry Jay/Toni-Marie Wiseman

Ref Id: t2Y-9t3-7

109 MURDER PRELIMINARY INQUIRY: The preliminary inquiry for a central Newfoundland woman facing first degree murder charges got underway this morning in Grand Falls-Windsor.
CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 06:23:20pm Duration: 00:01:20 Reporter: Colleen Lewis

Ref Id: j4H-2C4-7

110 MOOSE REDUCTION PLAN: Not everyone is happy with Government's plan on moose. ["Lucy Stoyles", SOPAC]
CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 06:24:40pm Duration: 00:00:50 Reporter: Larry Jay/Toni-Marie Wiseman
111 NEW PRIMARY SCHOOL NEEDED: It has been just over a year since funding was announced for the construction of a new school to replace the Bay Roberts primary school. ["Pam Parsons", Liberal Nominee for the Port de Grave District; "Philip Wood", Bay Roberts Mayor; "Glenn Littlejohn", Port de Grave MHA]

CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 06:25:30pm Duration: 00:02:45 Reporter: Valerie Morgan

Ref Id: a9Z-8x8-7

112 ACCIDENT VICTIM REMEMBERED: The College of the North Atlantic is remembering one of their instructors at the Seal Cove campus.

CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 06:31:40pm Duration: 00:00:45 Reporter: Larry Jay/Toni-Marie Wiseman

Ref Id: E4f-9b8-7

113 ART STOYLES DIES: A well-known accordion player who had been performing since the age of 8 has passed away.

CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 06:32:25pm Duration: 00:01:00 Reporter: Larry Jay/Toni-Marie Wiseman

Ref Id: S7W-3h6-7

114 NATIONAL & INTERNATIONAL NEWS

CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 06:33:25pm Duration: 00:03:40 Reporter: Larry Jay/Toni-Marie Wiseman

Ref Id: i6z-7k6-7

115 WEATHER FORECAST

CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 06:37:05pm Duration: 00:03:45 Reporter: Eddie Sheerr

Ref Id: h2Y-2K5-7

116 THE SPORTS PAGE

CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 06:40:50pm Duration: 00:01:20 Reporter: Larry Jay/Toni-Marie Wiseman

Ref Id: G2i-7D9-7

117 ON THE MARK: When he started the season in St. John's, many thought that "Peter Budaj" would quickly head to Winnipeg. But, a disappointing season, both for himself and the team, has left the veteran pro in the minors.

CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 06:46:40pm Duration: 00:03:20 Reporter: Mark Dwyer

Ref Id: t9T-7r6-7

118 YOUR COMMUNITY: 'Cast No Shadow' comes to local theatres. ["Allison White", Filmmaker]

CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 06:50:00pm Duration: 00:01:30 Reporter: Amanda Mews

Ref Id: P9K-3Y8-7
 Client: PG-All Headlines

NL News Now
Email: production@nlnewsnow.ca
Tel: 709-726-6397
Web: www.nlnewsnow.ca
1. TRAGEDIES AND SAD STORIES: Host preamble. The tragedies and sad stories keep piling up. It's getting a little overwhelming. Last week a 43 year old woman drove into Deadman Pond but police say it's not suspicious. An impaired driver caught yesterday with a 5 year old in the car. A 56 year old man barged into a house in Paradise and threatened to kill everybody there. Yesterday in Corner Brook Andrew Abbass sent out tweets directed at the Premier that resulted in police acting on them. Some people would say it's just a call for help but is this really the case. A lot of questions were answered by the RCMP yesterday when they gave details of the Don Dunphy situation but there are always going to be remarks about what has happened. TIME: 09:01 AM DURATION: 14:00 REPORTER: PADDY DALY

2. REPAYMENT OF PENSION OVERPAYMENTS: Host preamble. Finance Minister Ross Wiseman spoke to the government looking for repayment of overpayments from pensioners. He said they won't put undue financial strain on anybody to get this money repaid. TIME: 09:15 AM DURATION: 03:00 REPORTER: PADDY DALY

3. FUNDING FOR CARINO: Host preamble. Funding for Carino which is great since the last time the government lent them money they paid it all back. TIME: 09:18 AM DURATION: 01:00 REPORTER: PADDY DALY

4. MIKE DUFFY TRIAL: Host preamble. It must be hard for Mike Duffy's lawyer to keep a straight face as he goes through the court process. Before Duffy was even
in as a Senator he put in a claim for living expenses. TIME: 09:19 AM
DURATION: 01:00 REPORTER: PADDY DALY
5. DUNPHY CASE: “Graham” is calling to talk about the Dunphy case. He questions why the police don't record all the home visits they make and it wouldn't be a big deal to drive somebody off your property with a gun a few years ago.
TIME: 09:23 AM DURATION: 04:00 REPORTER: PADDY DALY
CBC East Coast Morning Show - Wed, April 08, 2015

1 NATIONAL NEWS-FATAL SHOOTING: RCMP say Donald Dunphuy pointed a loaded gun at a member of a security detail for Newfoundland and Labrador's Premier. ["Trish Dodd", Injured Workers Association; "Sgt. Greg Hicks"]
CBN - St. John's - East Coast Morning Show @ 06:37:00am Duration: 00:02:03 Reporter: Vik Adhopia
Ref Id: J4R-4I5-8

2 FOOD TRUCK TREND: Spring is finally settling in and you might see more food trucks setting up shop. In recent years the mobile trucks have become incubators for a new inventive category of American cuisine.
CBN - St. John's - East Coast Morning Show @ 06:49:00am Duration: 00:04:50 Reporter: Khalil Akhtar
Ref Id: c8T-8w5-8

3 PENSION OVERPAYMENT: The government is trying to recoup a lot of money from pensioners. The Provincial Government is trying to get that money back because it overpaid pensions to a lot of people. A lot of people still talking about that. ["David Morris", Morning Line Caller; "Ross Wiseman", Finance Minister]
CBN - St. John's - East Coast Morning Show @ 07:05:00am Duration: 00:14:00 Reporter: Anthony Germain
Ref Id: F7g-3i9-8

4 STAND-UP SHOW FUNDRAISER: "John Sheehan" has a new weekly stand-up show to raise money for the Canadian Cancer Society's Relay for Life.
CBN - St. John's - East Coast Morning Show @ 07:20:00am Duration: 00:05:00 Reporter: Anthony Germain
Ref Id: m7M-2n4-8

5 MORE DETAILS ON SHOOTING: More details this morning on what happened inside Don Dunphuy's home just moments before his death.
CBN - St. John's - East Coast Morning Show @ 07:44:00am Duration: 00:07:30 Reporter: David Cochrane
Ref Id: Z7r-2h7-8
6 NEIGHBOURHOODS: A graduate student at Memorial University may know more about your neighbour than you do. "Josh Smee" is looking into how neighbourhoods affect our lives and whether you live downtown or in the suburbs he wants to talk to you.

CBN - St. John's - East Coast Morning Show @ 07:55:00am Duration: 00:04:00 Reporter: Anthony Germain
Ref Id: N3g-5Q4-8

7 HAPPY CHEAPSKATE: A look at what sort of chicken is the most economical.
CBN - St. John's - East Coast Morning Show @ 08:13:00am Duration: 00:07:00 Reporter: Nancy Walsh
Ref Id: y7j-2D4-8

8 POWERLIFTING CHAMPIONSHIPS: The national powerlifting championships are on this week and two athletes from Conne River have taken their friendly family competition to the next level. ["Devin and Bob Benoit", Powerlifters]

CBN - St. John's - East Coast Morning Show @ 08:23:00am Duration: 00:08:00 Reporter: Anthony Germain
Ref Id: Y3p-7i9-8

9 IS FRAILTY INEVITABLE?: As we get older we lose a lot of our strength, balance, and mobility but not everyone ages in the same way. Some people become frail in their 60s, others are still running marathons or skiing all the time in their 80s. Is frailty inevitable or can it be prevented?

CBN - St. John's - East Coast Morning Show @ 08:43:00am Duration: 00:07:00 Reporter: Dr. Raj Bhardwaj
Ref Id: F5T-3e4-8

CBC Central Morning Show - Wed, April 08, 2015

10 MARITIME LINK CONSTRUCTION: The maritime link project is beginning a new phase of construction on the west coast. Emera has awarded a multi-million contract to Abengoa. The Spanish construction company has experience building transmission lines in Europe, Asia, South and Central America as well as in Canada and the U.S. ["Javier Ramirez", Abengoa]

CBG - Central - Central Morning Show @ 06:43:00am Duration: 00:07:00 Reporter: Bernice Hillier
Ref Id: B5B-6u8-8

11 DODD ON SHOOTING: The RCMP are still investigating the death of Don Dunphy. Dunphy was shot and killed by an RNC officer in Mitchell's Brook on Easter Sunday. The officer was a member of the Premier's security detail. Yesterday the RCMP said Dunphy aimed a loaded rifle at the officer before he was shot. ["Trish Dodd", Injured Workers Association]

CBG - Central - Central Morning Show @ 06:50:00am Duration: 00:08:00 Reporter: Krissy Holmes
Ref Id: X4H-4X6-8

12 POLICE OFFICER CHARGED: A police officer in South Carolina has been charged with murder after the shooting death of a black man this past Saturday. The incident was captured on camera and appears to show the officer shooting a man in the back as he runs away. ["Keith Summey", Mayor of North Charleston]

CBG - Central - Central Morning Show @ 06:58:00am Duration: 00:02:19 Reporter: Leigh Anne Power
Ref Id: X6y-3J8-8
13 DEALING WITH COYOTES: People in towns across central Newfoundland are reporting coyote sightings. Many of those people are worried about the safety of their children and their pets. They are not too usual says the Provincial Wildlife Division but there are some things you should do if you see a coyote. ["Chris Baldwin", Manager of Conservation Services]

CBG - Central - Central Morning Show @ 07:10:00am Duration: 00:06:30 Reporter: Julia Cook
Ref Id: E2A-712-8

14 POWERLIFTING CHAMPIONSHIPS: The national powerlifting championships are on this week and two athletes from Conne River have taken their friendly family competition to the next level. ["Devin and Bob Benoit", Powerlifters]

CBG - Central - Central Morning Show @ 07:17:00am Duration: 00:08:00 Reporter: Leigh Anne Power
Ref Id: f7p-6N3-8

15 CROWN LANDS: Last week on our show we heard from the Mayor of Port Blandford. Chad Holloway told us he would like to see crown lands within community boundaries turned over to the towns. He says council could then develop the land as a source of revenue and it wouldn't cost the government anything. ["Keith Hutchings", Minister of Municipal Affairs]

CBG - Central - Central Morning Show @ 07:44:00am Duration: 00:07:00 Reporter: Leigh Anne Power
Ref Id: f9Z-7F9-8

16 MNL ON LATE BUDGET: The provincial budget is going to be late this year, maybe a month later than usual. There is still no set date on that but for municipalities the wait seems even longer than it does for the rest of us. Many towns depend on the Provincial Government for their money for things like infrastructure projects and operating costs. ["Churence Rogers", President MNL]

CBG - Central - Central Morning Show @ 07:51:00am Duration: 00:07:00 Reporter: Julia Cook
Ref Id: W2N-4J6-8

17 DRAMA FESTIVAL: Agnes of God is playing tonight in the drama festival ["Jamie Skidmore", Play Director]

CBG - Central - Central Morning Show @ 08:13:00am Duration: 00:08:00 Reporter: Leigh Anne Power
Ref Id: s5v-3Y3-8

18 UNSOLVED CASES OF INDIGENOUS WOMEN: Missing and murdered indigenous women. The phrase conjures up a tragic national problem but up until now many of the faces and the names of those women have been unknown and their personal stories untold. ["Connie Walker", CBC Reporter]

CBG - Central - Central Morning Show @ 08:41:00am Duration: 00:07:00 Reporter: Leigh Anne Power
Ref Id: i5p-5b2-8

CBC West Coast Morning Show - Wed, April 08, 2015

19 FUNDRAISER: J.J Curling are raising money to go to space camp and they have partnered up with Ford of Canada.

CBY - Corner Brook - West Coast Morning Show @ 06:28:00am Duration: 00:00:36 Reporter: Brian McHugh
20 DODD ON SHOOTING: The RCMP are still investigating the death of Don Dunphy. Dunphy was shot and killed by an RNC officer in Mitchell's Brook on Easter Sunday. The officer was a member of the Premier's security detail. Yesterday the RCMP said Dunphy aimed a loaded rifle at the officer before he was shot. ["Trish Dodd", Injured Workers Association]

CBY - Corner Brook - West Coast Morning Show @ 06:46:00am Duration: 00:08:00 Reporter: Krissy Holmes

Ref Id: p6w-6j2-8

21 MARITIME LINK CONSTRUCTION: The maritime link project is beginning a new phase of construction on the west coast. Emera has awarded a multi-million contract to Abengoa. The Spanish construction company has experience building transmission lines in Europe, Asia, South and Central America as well as in Canada and the U.S. ["Javier Ramirez", Abengoa]

CBY - Corner Brook - West Coast Morning Show @ 07:11:00am Duration: 00:07:00 Reporter: Bernice Hillier

Ref Id: 13n-8d5-8

22 SALMON CONSERVATION MEASURES: New conservation measures for atlantic salmon in the Maritimes could have implications here in this province. Anglers in New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, and PEI will no longer be allowed to keep any salmon they catch this upcoming season. However catch and release is still allowed. ["John McCarthy", President of SPAWN]

CBY - Corner Brook - West Coast Morning Show @ 07:18:00am Duration: 00:10:00 Reporter: Bernice Hillier

Ref Id: m5r-9J9-8

23 REAL ESTATE TIPS: Spring is here and it is the best time of year to buy or sell a house. This year it is predicted to be a buyers market. ["Ken Brown", Real Estate Agent]

CBY - Corner Brook - West Coast Morning Show @ 07:46:00am Duration: 00:11:00 Reporter: Bernice Hillier

Ref Id: y5a-8J8-8

24 IS FRAILTY INEVITABLE?: As we get older we lose a lot of our strength, balance, and mobility but not everyone ages in the same away. Some people become frail in their 60s, others are still running marathons or skiing all the time in their 80s. Is frailty inevitable or can be it prevented?

CBY - Corner Brook - West Coast Morning Show @ 08:13:00am Duration: 00:07:00 Reporter: Dr. Raj Bhardwaj

Ref Id: M2G-5s5-8

25 HOLSTEIN CANADA NATIONAL CONVENTION: Eight cows, two chaperons, and a 23 hour trip one way. It has been quite the adventure for "David" and Sarah Simmons from Pure Holsteins in Little Rapids.

CBY - Corner Brook - West Coast Morning Show @ 08:20:00am Duration: 00:06:00 Reporter: Bernice Hillier

Ref Id: q7y-2U3-8
26 STUDY ON GREEN CRABS: ACAP Humber Arm released some information yesterday that shows that green crabs are still in the water around the Bay of Islands. Although there's been some relief, the numbers were slightly down compared to previous years, but some observers believe there's still great reason for concern. ["Sheldon Peddle", ACAP Humber Arm]

CBY - Corner Brook - West Coast Morning Show @ 08:42:00am Duration: 00:09:30 Reporter: Bernice Hillier
Ref Id: A3y-6A2-8

27 UNSOLVED CASES OF INDIGENOUS WOMEN: Missing and murdered indigenous women. The phrase conjures up a tragic national problem but up until now many of the faces and the names of those women have been unknown and their personal stories untold. ["Connie Walker", CBC Reporter]

CBY - Corner Brook - West Coast Morning Show @ 08:52:00am Duration: 00:06:00 Reporter: Bernice Hillier
Ref Id: Q7V-2Y6-8

CBC Labrador Coast Morning Show - Wed, April 08, 2015

28 BUSINESS: Today's business news.

CFGB - Goose Bay - Labrador Coast Morning Show @ 06:17:00am Duration: 00:03:30 Reporter: Megan Reid
Ref Id: q2n-2F2-8

29 MARITIME LINK CONSTRUCTION: The maritime link project is beginning a new phase of construction on the west coast. Emera has awarded a multi-million contract to Abengoa. The Spanish construction company has experience building transmission lines in Europe, Asia, South and Central American as well as in Canada and the U.S. ["Javier Ramirez", Abengoa]

CFGB - Goose Bay - Labrador Coast Morning Show @ 06:20:30am Duration: 00:07:00 Reporter: Bernice Hillier
Ref Id: g6W-4b6-8

30 RACE IN ADS: When Starbucks launched its race together initiative last month there was immediate and wide-spread criticism.

CFGB - Goose Bay - Labrador Coast Morning Show @ 06:42:00am Duration: 00:04:30 Reporter: Bruce Chambers
Ref Id: h4Q-7R3-8

31 VACCINATION DEBATE: The debate over vaccinations have flared up across North America this winter. Parents and doctors, even politicians all seem to have an opinion. So what's happening in NL on the matter might surprise you. "Andrea Kitta" is the associate professor at East Carolina University who did her PHD in Folklore at Memorial University and is researching the history of the debate with much of her work focussing on what's happening here in this province.

CFGB - Goose Bay - Labrador Coast Morning Show @ 06:47:00am Duration: 00:07:30 Reporter: Bailey White
Ref Id: J9K-3K4-8

32 CHANGES TO HUNTING AND FISHING: Some changes are on the way for some hunters in Labrador.
The good news, there will be more moose licenses available next season and the bad news, license fees and some fees are going up. On top of those changes the Labrador Hunting and Fishing Association is always working on a project or two. ["Hollis Yetman", Labrador Hunting and Fishing Association]

CFGB - Goose Bay - Labrador Coast Morning Show @ 07:16:00am Duration: 00:11:20 Reporter: Bailey White
Ref Id: e3e-5v2-8

LATP LOOKING FOR FUNDING: It is shutdown time for the Labrador Aboriginal Training Partnership. It's two year agreement came to an end last month that means the staff has been laid off. Manager are still on the job, they are busy trying to secure new funding. ["Keith Jacques", Executive Director]

CFGB - Goose Bay - Labrador Coast Morning Show @ 07:39:00am Duration: 00:08:00 Reporter: Bailey White
Ref Id: W8c-3B8-8

UNSOLVED CASES OF INDIGENOUS WOMEN: Missing and murdered indigenous women. The phrase conjures up a tragic national problem but up until now many of the faces and the names of those women have been unknown and their personal stories untold. ["Sonya Boleu(sp?)", Mohawk filmmaker]

CFGB - Goose Bay - Labrador Coast Morning Show @ 08:14:00am Duration: 00:08:00 Reporter: Bailey White
Ref Id: z6i-2x5-8

CBC 7am News - Wed, April 08, 2015

INVESTIGATION INTO SHOOTING: The only witness to the fatal shooting of Don Dunphy is the RNC officer who pulled the trigger. ["RCMP Sgt. Greg Hicks"; Workers Compensation; “Trish Dodd”, Injured Workers Association]

CBN - St. John's - 7am News @ 07:00:00am Duration: 00:02:10 Reporter: Nancy Walsh/Krissy Holmes
Ref Id: 15t-5j8-8

ATTEMPTED MURDER CHARGE: A St. Bride's man accused of stabbing his brother in January is now facing a charge of attempted murder.

CBN - St. John's - 7am News @ 07:02:10am Duration: 00:00:30 Reporter: Nancy Walsh
Ref Id: q3c-4q9-8

INTERNATIONAL NEWS

CBN - St. John's - 7am News @ 07:02:40am Duration: 00:01:10 Reporter: Nancy Walsh
Ref Id: t3v-7J8-8

PITCH FOR HELPING TOWNS: Liberal MHA “Rex Hillier” used a public consultation on Crown lands last night to make a pitch for helping towns.

CBN - St. John's - 7am News @ 07:03:50am Duration: 00:00:40 Reporter: Nancy Walsh
Ref Id: B7c-9g6-8

CATCH AND RELEASE: Recreational fishermen in New Brunswick and Nova Scotia can only fish for Atlantic salmon on a catch and release basis this year.
40 FIRE IN SUMMERFORD: Firefighters are battling a major fire at Cottles Island Lumber in Summerford.

41 FATAL SHOOTING: Investigators say Don Dunphy was shot after he pointed a loaded rifle at an RNC officer. [“RCMP Sgt. Greg Hicks”; Workers Compensation; “Trish Dodd”, Injured Workers Association]

42 DEATH NOT SUSPICIOUS IN NATURE: The RNC says it's finished the investigation into the death of a woman on Signal Hill last week.

43 WATER TESTING: Some homeowners in Torbay are being asked to test their well water in its continuing concerns over contaminated ground water. [“Mayor Ralph Tapper”]

44 NATIONAL NEWS

45 PITCH FOR HELPING TOWNS: Liberal MHA “Rex Hillier” used a public consultation on Crown lands last night to make a pitch for helping towns.

46 WAREHOUSE FIRE: A major fire is burning at a lumber company warehouse on New World Island.

47 INVESTIGATION INTO SHOOTING: The only witness to the fatal shooting of Don Dunphy is the RNC officer who pulled the trigger. [“RCMP Sgt. Greg Hicks”; Workers Compensation; “Trish Dodd”, Injured Workers Association]
48 ATTEMPTED MURDER CHARGE: A St. Bride's man accused of stabbing his brother in January is now facing a charge of attempted murder.
CBN - St. John's - 9am News @ 09:02:35am Duration: 00:00:30 Reporter: Nancy Walsh
Ref Id: B9f-6v9-8

49 CROWN LANDS ACT: About 200 people were at a public consultation session in St. John's last evening to talk about how the Crown Lands Act should be reformed. ["Elizabeth Zendegs(sp?)", businesswoman; "MHA Rex Hillier"]
CBN - St. John's - 9am News @ 09:03:05am Duration: 00:01:15 Reporter: Mark Quinn
Ref Id: B2P-4A7-8

50 NATIONAL/INTERNATIONAL NEWS
CBN - St. John's - 9am News @ 09:04:20am Duration: 00:00:50 Reporter: Nancy Walsh
Ref Id: q8t-4m2-8

51 WATER TESTING: Some homeowners in Torbay are being asked to test their well water in its continuing concerns over contaminated ground water. [“Mayor Ralph Tapper”]
CBN - St. John's - 9am News @ 09:05:10am Duration: 00:00:40 Reporter: Nancy Walsh
Ref Id: J9e-6m4-8

VOCM Morning News - Wed, April 08, 2015

52 SHOOTING DEATH: RCMP have confirmed some of what VOCM News had been reporting since Sunday related to the shooting death of Don Power. ["Trish Dodd", Injured Workers Association]
VOCM - St. John's - Morning News @ 07:46:10am Duration: 00:01:40 Reporter: Fred Hutton
Ref Id: U5n-5c8-8

53 HOME INVASION: A Paradise woman claims she and her family are living in fear after a frightening weekend incident. ["Sheila Clevett", resident]
VOCM - St. John's - Morning News @ 07:47:50am Duration: 00:01:00 Reporter: Fred Hutton
Ref Id: P8u-5S4-8

54 FIRE: Reports to the newsroom of a fire at the Cottles Island Lumber business.
VOCM - St. John's - Morning News @ 07:48:50am Duration: 00:00:20 Reporter: Fred Hutton
Ref Id: i9K-7G5-8

55 FISHERMEN FINED: A man from Hillgrade, New World Island has been ordered to pay more than $20 thousand dollars in fines for fishing in an area not specified in his license.
VOCM - St. John's - Morning News @ 07:49:10am Duration: 00:00:30 Reporter: Fred Hutton
Ref Id: E5z-9N7-8

56 ROBBERY CASE: Two women have been charged and one other is wanted in connection with a brazen robbery of a pizza store last month. ["Fabian Power", owner of Old Town Pizzeria]
57 FOLKER APPEAL: A convicted murderer will have his appeal heard in the fall.

58 THISTLE SENTENCING: A St. John's man will be sentenced today for impaired driving causing the death of Nicholas Coates.

59 FUNERAL FOR ACCORDION PLAYER: The funeral for a former member of Figgy Duff will take place on the weekend.

60 EFFORTS TO SAVE HERITAGE BUILDING: A heritage group in Green's Harbour has started a Go Fund Me page to fix up a 100-year-old building. ["Nancy Brace", Green's Harbour Heritage Society]

61 CINECOUP: An independent film making team from this province is participating in a national competition to get $1-million in financing and distribution at Cineplex theatres. The team behind Can Con, a heist comedy based in St. John's, is one of 74 teams participating in CineCoup, a film accelerator. ["Ross Moore", writer/director]

62 DODD ON FATAL SHOOTING: The head of the Injured Workers Association calls Don Dunphy - the man killed in an incident in Mitchell's Brook Easter Sunday - an intelligent and principled but frustrated individual. "Trish Dodd" said she had many dealings with Dunphy, who was seriously injured in a workplace accident many years ago.

63 FATAL SHOOTING: The RCMP held a news conference late yesterday afternoon to talk about the circumstances surrounding the death of Don Dunphy. The RCMP say the victim of that fatal shooting in Mitchell's Brook pointed a rifle at the RNC officer in the minutes before he was killed. ["RCMP Sgt. Greg Hicks", "Don Power", friend of Dunphy]
64 NOLAN ON SHOOTING: The RCMP held a news conference yesterday afternoon to reveal some of the details about the shooting of Don Dunphy. VOCM wanted to reach out to members of the community to talk about what Don Dunphy was like. ["Tom Nolan", friend]

VOCM - St. John's - Morning Show @ 07:58:45am Duration: 00:05:00 Reporter: Fred Hutton

Ref Id: A5Z-4g5-8

65 FIRE AT LUMBER BUSINESS: There are reports of a fire in Summerford at Cottles Island Lumber. ["Twillingate Mayor Gordon Noseworthy"]

VOCM - St. John's - Morning Show @ 08:10:00am Duration: 00:03:00 Reporter: Fred Hutton

Ref Id: H3N-3S8-8

66 PARROTT ON SHOOTING: "Fred Hutton" spoke with "Dave Parrott", a friend of Don Dunphy, the man killed on Sunday by an RNC officer.

VOCM - St. John's - Morning Show @ 08:15:00am Duration: 00:04:30 Reporter: Fred Hutton

Ref Id: s2k-7W2-8

67 STORYTELLING CHALLENGE: A graduate student at MUN has beat out some heavy competition in a national storytelling challenge. ["Josh Smee", winner]

VOCM - St. John's - Morning Show @ 08:41:00am Duration: 00:04:00 Reporter: Fred Hutton

Ref Id: p6k-4N5-8
8. DUNPHY CASE: “Carol” is calling to talk about the Dunphy case. She says there has been a lot of supports put in place for the police office but the Premier hasn't offered any support or protection for the daughter who lost her father. TIME: 09:38 AM DURATION: 10:00 REPORTER: PADDY DALY
9. FATAL SHOOTING: “Barry” is calling to talk about the fatal shooting. He comments this brings up a bigger issue because Mr. Dunphy had issues that never got straightened out so now the end result is that he is no longer with us. Nobody should haul a gun on somebody else in his opinion. Barry also discusses some of the issues he has experienced after a workplace injury. TIME: 09:51 AM DURATION: 09:00 REPORTER: PADDY DALY
Potential copyright material

If you wish to obtain a copy please contact the ATIPP Office at (709) 729-7072 or atippoffice@gov.nl.ca.
10. DUNPHY SITUATION: “Linda” is calling to talk about the Dunphy situation. She comments on how difficult this situation must be for his daughter and Mr. Dunphy must have surely hit rock bottom to pull a gun on a police officer. She suggests somebody start up an account so people can contribute to help out with funeral expenses. TIME: 10:09 AM DURATION: 10:00 REPORTER: PADDY DALY
Potential copyright material

If you wish to obtain a copy please contact the ATIPP Office at (709) 729-7072 or atippoffice@gov.nl.ca.
CBC East Coast Morning Show - Wed, April 08, 2015

1 NATIONAL NEWS-FATAL SHOOTING: RCMP say Donald Dunphy pointed a loaded gun at a member of a security detail for Newfoundland and Labrador's Premier. ["Trish Dodd", Injured Workers Association; "Sgt. Greg Hicks"]

CBN - St. John's - East Coast Morning Show @ 06:37:00am Duration: 00:02:03 Reporter: Vik Adhopia
Ref Id: J4R-415-8

2 FOOD TRUCK TREND: Spring is finally settling in and you might see more food trucks setting up shop. In recent years the mobile trucks have become incubators for a new inventive category of American cuisine.

CBN - St. John's - East Coast Morning Show @ 06:49:00am Duration: 00:04:50 Reporter: Khalil Akhtar
Ref Id: c8T-8w5-8

3 PENSION OVERPAYMENT: The government is trying to recoup a lot of money from pensioners. The Provincial Government is trying to get that money back because it overpaid pensions to a lot of people. A lot of people still talking about that. ["David Morris", Morning Line Caller; "Ross Wiseman", Finance Minister]

CBN - St. John's - East Coast Morning Show @ 07:05:00am Duration: 00:14:00 Reporter: Anthony Germain
Ref Id: F7g-3i9-8

4 STAND-UP SHOW FUNDRAISER: "John Sheehan" has a new weekly stand-up show to raise money for the Canadian Cancer Society's Relay for Life.

CBN - St. John's - East Coast Morning Show @ 07:20:00am Duration: 00:05:00 Reporter: Anthony Germain
Ref Id: m7M-2n4-8

5 MORE DETAILS ON SHOOTING: More details this morning on what happened inside Don Dunphy's home just moments before his death.
6 NEIGHBOURHOODS: A graduate student at Memorial University may know more about your neighbour than you do. "Josh Smee" is looking into how neighbourhoods affect our lives and whether you live downtown or in the suburbs he wants to talk to you.

CBN - St. John's - East Coast Morning Show @ 07:55:00am Duration: 00:04:00 Reporter: Anthony Germain
Ref Id: N3g-5Q4-8

7 HAPPY CHEAPSKE: A look at what sort of chicken is the most economical.
CBN - St. John's - East Coast Morning Show @ 08:13:00am Duration: 00:07:00 Reporter: Nancy Walsh
Ref Id: y7j-2D4-8

8 POWERLIFTING CHAMPIONSHIPS: The national powerlifting championships are on this week and two athletes from Conne River have taken their friendly family competition to the next level. ["Devin and Bob Benoit", Powerlifters]
CBN - St. John's - East Coast Morning Show @ 08:23:00am Duration: 00:08:00 Reporter: Anthony Germain
Ref Id: Y3p-7i9-8

9 IS FRAILTY INEVITABLE?: As we get older we lose a lot of our strength, balance, and mobility but not everyone ages in the same way. Some people become frail in their 60s, others are still running marathons or skiing all the time in their 80s. Is frailty inevitable or can be it prevented?
CBN - St. John's - East Coast Morning Show @ 08:43:00am Duration: 00:07:00 Reporter: Dr. Raj Bhardwaj
Ref Id: F5T-3e4-8

CBC Central Morning Show - Wed, April 08, 2015

10 MARITIME LINK CONSTRUCTION: The maritime link project is beginning a new phase of construction on the west coast. Emera has awarded a multi-million contract to Abengoa. The Spanish construction company has experience building transmission lines in Europe, Asia, South and Central American as well as in Canada and the U.S. ["Javier Ramirez", Abengoa]
CBG - Central - Central Morning Show @ 06:43:00am Duration: 00:07:00 Reporter: Bernice Hillier
Ref Id: B5B-6u8-8

11 DODD ON SHOOTING: The RCMP are still investigating the death of Don Dunphy. Dunphy was shot and killed by an RNC officer in Mitchell's Brook on Easter Sunday. The officer was a member of the Premier's security detail. Yesterday the RCMP said Dunphy aimed a loaded rifle at the officer before he was shot. ["Trish Dodd", Injured Workers Association]
CBG - Central - Central Morning Show @ 06:50:00am Duration: 00:08:00 Reporter: Krissy Holmes
Ref Id: X4H-4X6-8

12 POLICE OFFICER CHARGED: A police officer in South Carolina has been charged with murder after the shooting death of a black man this past Saturday. The incident was captured on camera and appears to show
the office shooting a man in the back as he runs away. ["Keith Summey", Mayor of North Charleston]

CBG - Central - Central Morning Show @ 06:58:00am Duration: 00:02:19 Reporter: Leigh Anne Power
Ref Id: X6y-3J8-8

13  DEALING WITH COYOTES: People in towns across central Newfoundland are reporting coyote sightings. Many of those people are worried about the safety of their children and their pets. They are not too usual says the Provincial Wildlife Division but there are some things you should do if you see a coyote. ["Chris Baldwin", Manager of Conservation Services]

CBG - Central - Central Morning Show @ 07:10:00am Duration: 00:06:30 Reporter: Julia Cook
Ref Id: E2A-712-8

14  POWERLIFTING CHAMPIONSHIPS: The national powerlifting championships are on this week and two athletes from Conne River have taken their friendly family competition to the next level. ["Devin and Bob Benoit", Powerlifters]

CBG - Central - Central Morning Show @ 07:17:00am Duration: 00:08:00 Reporter: Leigh Anne Power
Ref Id: f7p-6N3-8

15  CROWN LANDS: Last week on our show we heard from the Mayor of Port Blandford. Chad Holloway told us he would like to see crown lands within community boundaries turned over to the towns. He says council could then develop the land as a source of revenue and it wouldn't cost the government anything. ["Keith Hutchings", Minister of Municipal Affairs]

CBG - Central - Central Morning Show @ 07:44:00am Duration: 00:07:00 Reporter: Leigh Anne Power
Ref Id: f9Z-7F9-8

16  MNL ON LATE BUDGET: The provincial budget is going to be late this year, maybe a month later than usual. There is still no set date on that but for municipalities the wait seems even longer than it does for the rest of us. Many towns depend on the Provincial Government for their money for things like infrastructure projects and operating costs. ["Churence Rogers", President MNL]

CBG - Central - Central Morning Show @ 07:51:00am Duration: 00:07:00 Reporter: Julia Cook
Ref Id: W2N-4J6-8

17  DRAMA FESTIVAL: Agnes of God is playing tonight in the drama festival ["Jamie Skidmore", Play Director]

CBG - Central - Central Morning Show @ 08:13:00am Duration: 00:08:00 Reporter: Leigh Anne Power
Ref Id: s5v-3Y3-8

18  UNSOLVED CASES OF INDIGENOUS WOMEN: Missing and murdered indigenous women. The phrase conjures up a tragic national problem but up until now many of the faces and the names of those women have been unknown and their personal stories untold. ["Connie Walker", CBC Reporter]

CBG - Central - Central Morning Show @ 08:41:00am Duration: 00:07:00 Reporter: Leigh Anne Power
Ref Id: i5p-5b2-8

CBC West Coast Morning Show - Wed, April 08, 2015

19  FUNDRAISER: J.J Curling are raising money to go to space camp and they have partnered up with Ford of
20 DODD ON SHOOTING: The RCMP are still investigating the death of Don Dunphy. Dunphy was shot and killed by an RNC officer in Mitchell's Brook on Easter Sunday. The officer was a member of the Premier's security detail. Yesterday the RCMP said Dunphy aimed a loaded rifle at the officer before he was shot. ["Trish Dodd", Injured Workers Association]

CBY - Corner Brook - West Coast Morning Show @ 06:18:00am Duration: 00:08:00 Reporter: Krissy Holmes

Ref Id: p6w-6j2-8

21 MARITIME LINK CONSTRUCTION: The maritime link project is beginning a new phase of construction on the west coast. Emera has awarded a multi-million contract to Abengoa. The Spanish construction company has experience building transmission lines in Europe, Asia, South and Central American as well as in Canada and the U.S. ["Javier Ramirez", Abengoa]

CBY - Corner Brook - West Coast Morning Show @ 07:11:00am Duration: 00:07:00 Reporter: Bernice Hillier

Ref Id: I3n-8d5-8

22 SALMON CONSERVATION MEASURES: New conservation measures for atlantic salmon in the Maritimes could have implications here in this province. Anglers in New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, and PEI will no longer be allowed to keep any salmon they catch this upcoming season. However catch and release is still allowed. ["John McCarthy", President of SPAWN]

CBY - Corner Brook - West Coast Morning Show @ 07:18:00am Duration: 00:10:00 Reporter: Bernice Hillier

Ref Id: m5r-9J9-8

23 REAL ESTATE TIPS: Spring is here and it is the best time of year to buy or sell a house. This year it is predicted to be a buyers market. ["Ken Brown", Real Estate Agent]

CBY - Corner Brook - West Coast Morning Show @ 07:46:00am Duration: 00:11:00 Reporter: Bernice Hillier

Ref Id: y5a-8J8-8

24 IS FRAILTY INEVITABLE?: As we get older we lose a lot of our strength, balance, and mobility but not everyone ages in the same way. Some people become frail in their 60s, others are still running marathons or skiing all the time in their 80s. Is frailty inevitable or can it be prevented?

CBY - Corner Brook - West Coast Morning Show @ 08:13:00am Duration: 00:07:00 Reporter: Dr. Raj Bhardwaj

Ref Id: M2G-5s5-8

25 HOLSTEIN CANADA NATIONAL CONVENTION: Eight cows, two chaperons, and a 23 hour trip one way. It has been quite the adventure for "David" and Sarah Simmons from Pure Holsteins in Little Rapids.

CBY - Corner Brook - West Coast Morning Show @ 08:20:00am Duration: 00:06:00 Reporter: Bernice
26 STUDY ON GREEN CRABS: ACAP Humber Arm released some information yesterday that shows that green crabs are still in the water around the Bay of Islands. Although there's been some relief, the numbers were slightly down compared to previous years, but some observers believe there's still great reason for concern. ["Sheldon Peddle", ACAP Humber Arm]

CBY - Corner Brook - West Coast Morning Show @ 08:42:00am Duration: 00:09:30 Reporter: Bernice Hillier

Ref Id: A3y-6A2-8

27 UNSOLVED CASES OF INDIGENOUS WOMEN: Missing and murdered indigenous women. The phrase conjures up a tragic national problem but up until now many of the faces and the names of those women have been unknown and their personal stories untold. ["Connie Walker", CBC Reporter]

CBY - Corner Brook - West Coast Morning Show @ 08:52:00am Duration: 00:06:00 Reporter: Bernice Hillier

Ref Id: Q7V-2Y6-8

CBC Labrador Coast Morning Show - Wed, April 08, 2015

28 BUSINESS: Today's business news.

CFGB - Goose Bay - Labrador Coast Morning Show @ 06:17:00am Duration: 00:03:30 Reporter: Megan Reid

Ref Id: q2n-2F2-8

29 MARITIME LINK CONSTRUCTION: The maritime link project is beginning a new phase of construction on the west coast. Emera has awarded a multi-million contract to Abengoa. The Spanish construction company has experience building transmission lines in Europe, Asia, South and Central American as well as in Canada and the U.S. ["Javier Ramirez", Abengoa]

CFGB - Goose Bay - Labrador Coast Morning Show @ 06:20:30am Duration: 00:07:00 Reporter: Bernice Hillier

Ref Id: g6W-4b6-8

30 RACE IN ADS: When Starbucks launched its race together initiative last month there was immediate and wide-spread criticism.

CFGB - Goose Bay - Labrador Coast Morning Show @ 06:42:00am Duration: 00:04:30 Reporter: Bruce Chambers

Ref Id: h4Q-7R3-8

31 VACCINATION DEBATE: The debate over vaccinations have flared up across North America this winter. Parents and doctors, even politicians all seem to have an opinion. So what's happening in NL on the matter might surprise you. "Andrea Kitta" is the associate professor at East Carolina University who did her PHD in Folklore at Memorial University and is researching the history of the debate with much of her work focussing on what's happening here in this province.

CFGB - Goose Bay - Labrador Coast Morning Show @ 06:47:00am Duration: 00:07:30 Reporter: Bailey White
32 CHANGES TO HUNTING AND FISHING: Some changes are on the way for some hunters in Labrador. The good news, there will be more moose licenses available next season and the bad news, license fees and some fees are going up. On top of those changes the Labrador Hunting and Fishing Association is always working on a project or two. ["Hollis Yetman", Labrador Hunting and Fishing Association]
CFGB - Goose Bay - Labrador Coast Morning Show @ 07:16:00am Duration: 00:11:20 Reporter: Bailey White

33 LATP LOOKING FOR FUNDING: It is shutdown time for the Labrador Aboriginal Training Partnership. It's two year agreement came to an end last month that means the staff has been laid off. Manager are still on the job, they are busy trying to secure new funding. ["Keith Jacques", Executive Director]
CFGB - Goose Bay - Labrador Coast Morning Show @ 07:39:00am Duration: 00:08:00 Reporter: Bailey White

34 UNSOLVED CASES OF INDIGENOUS WOMEN: Missing and murdered indigenous women. The phrase conjures up a tragic national problem but up until now many of the faces and the names of those women have been unknown and their personal stories untold. ["Sonya Boleu(sp?)", Mohawk filmmaker]
CFGB - Goose Bay - Labrador Coast Morning Show @ 08:14:00am Duration: 00:08:00 Reporter: Bailey White

CBC 7am News - Wed, April 08, 2015
35 INVESTIGATION INTO SHOOTING: The only witness to the fatal shooting of Don Dunphy is the RNC officer who pulled the trigger. ["RCMP Sgt. Greg Hicks"; Workers Compensation; “Trish Dodd”, Injured Workers Association]
CBN - St. John's - 7am News @ 07:00:00am Duration: 00:02:10 Reporter: Nancy Walsh/Krissy Holmes

36 ATTEMPTED MURDER CHARGE: A St. Bride's man accused of stabbing his brother in January is now facing a charge of attempted murder.
CBN - St. John's - 7am News @ 07:02:10am Duration: 00:00:30 Reporter: Nancy Walsh

37 INTERNATIONAL NEWS
CBN - St. John's - 7am News @ 07:02:40am Duration: 00:01:10 Reporter: Nancy Walsh

38 PITCH FOR HELPING TOWNS: Liberal MHA “Rex Hillier” used a public consultation on Crown lands last night to make a pitch for helping towns.
CBN - St. John's - 7am News @ 07:03:50am Duration: 00:00:40 Reporter: Nancy Walsh
39 CATCH AND RELEASE: Recreational fishermen in New Brunswick and Nova Scotia can only fish for Atlantic salmon on a catch and release basis this year.

CBC 8am News - Wed, April 08, 2015

40 FIRE IN SUMMERFORD: Firefighters are battling a major fire at Cottles Island Lumber in Summerford.

41 FATAL SHOOTING: Investigators say Don Dunphy was shot after he pointed a loaded rifle at an RNC officer. [“RCMP Sgt. Greg Hicks”; Workers Compensation; “Trish Dodd”, Injured Workers Association]

42 DEATH NOT SUSPICIOUS IN NATURE: The RNC says it's finished the investigation into the death of a woman on Signal Hill last week.

43 WATER TESTING: Some homeowners in Torbay are being asked to test their well water in its continuing concerns over contaminated ground water. [“Mayor Ralph Tapper”]

44 NATIONAL NEWS

45 PITCH FOR HELPING TOWNS: Liberal MHA “Rex Hillier” used a public consultation on Crown lands last night to make a pitch for helping towns.

CBC 9am News - Wed, April 08, 2015

46 WAREHOUSE FIRE: A major fire is burning at a lumber company warehouse on New World Island.

47 INVESTIGATION INTO SHOOTING: The only witness to the fatal shooting of Don Dunphy is the RNC officer who pulled the trigger. [“RCMP Sgt. Greg Hicks”; Workers Compensation; “Trish Dodd”, Injured Workers Association]
48 ATTEMPTED MURDER CHARGE: A St. Bride's man accused of stabbing his brother in January is now facing a charge of attempted murder.

CBN - St. John's - 9am News @ 09:02:35am Duration: 00:00:30 Reporter: Nancy Walsh
Ref Id: B9f-6v9-8

49 CROWN LANDS ACT: About 200 people were at a public consultation session in St. John's last evening to talk about how the Crown Lands Act should be reformed. ["Elizabeth Zendegs(sp?)", businesswoman; "MHA Rex Hillier"]

CBN - St. John's - 9am News @ 09:03:05am Duration: 00:01:15 Reporter: Mark Quinn
Ref Id: B2P-4A7-8

50 NATIONAL/INTERNATIONAL NEWS

CBN - St. John's - 9am News @ 09:04:20am Duration: 00:00:50 Reporter: Nancy Walsh
Ref Id: q8t-4m2-8

51 WATER TESTING: Some homeowners in Torbay are being asked to test their well water in its continuing concerns over contaminated ground water. [“Mayor Ralph Tapper”]

CBN - St. John's - 9am News @ 09:05:10am Duration: 00:00:40 Reporter: Nancy Walsh
Ref Id: J9e-6m4-8

VOCM Morning News - Wed, April 08, 2015

52 SHOOTING DEATH: RCMP have confirmed some of what VOCM News had been reporting since Sunday related to the shooting death of Don Power. ["Trish Dodd", Injured Workers Association]

VOCM - St. John's - Morning News @ 07:46:10am Duration: 00:01:40 Reporter: Fred Hutton
Ref Id: U5n-5c8-8

53 HOME INVASION: A Paradise woman claims she and her family are living in fear after a frightening weekend incident. ["Sheila Clevett", resident]

VOCM - St. John's - Morning News @ 07:47:50am Duration: 00:01:00 Reporter: Fred Hutton
Ref Id: P8u-5S4-8

54 FIRE: Reports to the newsroom of a fire at the Cottles Island Lumber business.

VOCM - St. John's - Morning News @ 07:48:50am Duration: 00:00:20 Reporter: Fred Hutton
Ref Id: i9K-7G5-8

55 FISHERMEN FINED: A man from Hillgrade, New World Island has been ordered to pay more than $20 thousand dollars in fines for fishing in an area not specified in his license.

VOCM - St. John's - Morning News @ 07:49:10am Duration: 00:00:30 Reporter: Fred Hutton
Ref Id: E5z-9N7-8
56 ROBBERY CASE: Two women have been charged and one other is wanted in connection with a brazen robbery of a pizza store last month. ["Fabian Power", owner of Old Town Pizzeria]
VOCM - St. John's - Morning News @ 07:49:40am Duration: 00:00:40 Reporter: Fred Hutton
Ref Id: U8z-9B8-8

57 FOLKER APPEAL: A convicted murderer will have his appeal heard in the fall.
VOCM - St. John's - Morning News @ 07:50:20am Duration: 00:00:30 Reporter: Fred Hutton
Ref Id: Q2D-7v8-8

58 THISTLE SENTENCING: A St. John's man will be sentenced today for impaired driving causing the death of Nicholas Coates.
VOCM - St. John's - Morning News @ 07:50:50am Duration: 00:00:10 Reporter: Fred Hutton
Ref Id: j6z-3I9-8

59 FUNERAL FOR ACCORDION PLAYER: The funeral for a former member of Figgy Duff will take place on the weekend.
VOCM - St. John's - Morning News @ 07:51:00am Duration: 00:00:20 Reporter: Fred Hutton
Ref Id: A6E-9c7-8

VOCM Morning Show - Wed, April 08, 2015

60 EFFORTS TO SAVE HERITAGE BUILDING: A heritage group in Green's Harbour has started a Go Fund Me page to fix up a 100-year-old building. ["Nancy Brace", Green's Harbour Heritage Society]
VOCM - St. John's - Morning Show @ 06:13:00am Duration: 00:04:00 Reporter: Lacy O'Connell
Ref Id: w6s-3V3-8

61 CINECOUP: An independent film making team from this province is participating in a national competition to get $1-million in financing and distribution at Cineplex theatres. The team behind Can Con, a heist comedy based in St. John's, is one of 74 teams participating in CineCoup, a film accelerator. ["Ross Moore", writer/director]
VOCM - St. John's - Morning Show @ 06:43:30am Duration: 00:03:30 Reporter: Zaren Healey White
Ref Id: q8W-6z9-8

62 DODD ON FATAL SHOOTING: The head of the Injured Workers Association calls Don Dunphy - the man killed in an incident in Mitchell's Brook Easter Sunday - an intelligent and principled but frustrated individual. "Trish Dodd" said she had many dealings with Dunphy, who was seriously injured in a workplace accident many years ago.
VOCM - St. John's - Morning Show @ 06:54:00am Duration: 00:03:30 Reporter: Linda Swain
Ref Id: t8Y-6k9-8

63 FATAL SHOOTING: The RCMP held a news conference late yesterday afternoon to talk about the circumstances surrounding the death of Don Dunphy. The RCMP say the victim of that fatal shooting in Mitchell's Brook pointed a rifle at the RNC officer in the minutes before he was killed. ["RCMP Sgt. Greg Hicks", "Don Power", friend of Dunphy]
VOCM - St. John's - Morning Show @ 07:14:00am Duration: 00:08:30 Reporter: Fred Hutton
64 NOLAN ON SHOOTING: The RCMP held a news conference yesterday afternoon to reveal some of the
details about the shooting of Don Dunphy. VOCM wanted to reach out to members of the community to talk
about what Don Dunphy was like. ["Tom Nolan", friend]
VOCM - St. John's - Morning Show @ 07:58:45am Duration: 00:05:00 Reporter: Fred Hutton

65 FIRE AT LUMBER BUSINESS: There are reports of a fire in Summerford at Cottles Island Lumber.
["Twillingate Mayor Gordon Noseworthy"]
VOCM - St. John's - Morning Show @ 08:10:00am Duration: 00:03:00 Reporter: Fred Hutton

66 PARROTT ON SHOOTING: "Fred Hutton" spoke with "Dave Parrott", a friend of Don Dunphy, the man
killed on Sunday by an RNC officer.
VOCM - St. John's - Morning Show @ 08:15:00am Duration: 00:04:30 Reporter: Fred Hutton

67 STORYTELLING CHALLENGE: A graduate student at MUN has beat out some heavy competition in a
national storytelling challenge. ["Josh Smee", winner]
VOCM - St. John's - Morning Show @ 08:41:00am Duration: 00:04:00 Reporter: Fred Hutton

Client: Government Member's Office

NL News Now
Email: production@nlnewsnow.ca
Tel: 709-726-6397
Web: www.nlnewsnow.ca
13. DUNPHY SHOOTING: “Henry” is calling to talk about the Dunphy shooting. He comments people have the right to defend themselves so that is what the police officer was doing and maybe only one officer went to the house because that was all that were available. He also discusses new Canadians who want to keep their faces covered and how they should go back to where they came from. TIME: 10:36 AM DURATION: 12:00 REPORTER: PADDY DALY
14. DUNPHY TRAGEDY: “Allan Moulton” is calling to talk about the Dunphy tragedy. He struggles with why it was necessary for an officer to show up at Mr. Dunphy's residence and that's after reading through all the Twitter comments. He comments on the emotion that everybody feels when somebody loses their life after they realize the system has failed them. TIME: 10:51 AM DURATION: 09:00 REPORTER: PADDY DALY
Potential copyright material

If you wish to obtain a copy please contact the ATIPP Office at (709) 729-7072 or atippoffice@gov.nl.ca.
15. POLICE SHOOTING: “Jim” is calling to talk about the police shooting. He comments there are very few details being released and it's debatable what the police office says happened in this incident. TIME: 11:09 AM DURATION: 06:00 REPORTER: PADDY DALY
16. FATAL SHOOTING: “Patrick” is calling to talk about the fatal shooting. He is an injured worker who doesn't understand why the police officer went out because there should have been a lot of investigation before the officer showed up at Mr. Dunphy's door. He says if Mr. Dunphy put out these tweets they must have been founded and Worker's Compensation should have provided him with the kind of help he needed. TIME: 11:15 AM DURATION: 12:00 REPORTER: PADDY DALY
VOCM Open Line - Wed, April 08, 2015

1 TRAGEDIES AND SAD STORIES: Host preamble. The tragedies and sad stories keep piling up. It's getting a little overwhelming. Last week a 43 year old woman drove into Deadman Pond but police say it's not suspicious. An impaired driver caught yesterday with a 5 year old in the car. A 56 year old man barged into a house in Paradise and threatened to kill everybody there. Yesterday in Corner Brook Andrew Abbass sent out tweets directed at the Premier that resulted in police acting on them. Some people would say it's just a call for help but is this really the case. A lot of questions were answered by the RCMP yesterday when they gave details of the Don Dunphy situation but there are always going to be remarks about what has happened.

VOCM - St. John's - Open Line @ 09:01:00am Duration: 00:14:00 Reporter: Paddy Daly
Ref Id: R3j-7K2-8

2 REPAYMENT OF PENSION OVERPAYMENTS: Host preamble. Finance Minister Ross Wiseman spoke to the government looking for repayment of overpayments from pensioners. He said they won't put undue financial strain on anybody to get this money repaid.

VOCM - St. John's - Open Line @ 09:15:00am Duration: 00:03:00 Reporter: Paddy Daly
Ref Id: q9N-2x5-8

3 FUNDING FOR CARINO: Host preamble. Funding for Carino which is great since the last time the government lent them money they paid it all back.

VOCM - St. John's - Open Line @ 09:18:00am Duration: 00:01:00 Reporter: Paddy Daly
Ref Id: z6s-3p7-8

4 MIKE DUFFY TRIAL: Host preamble. It must be hard for Mike Duffy's lawyer to keep a straight face as he goes through the court process. Before Duffy was even in as a Senator he put in a claim for living expenses.

VOCM - St. John's - Open Line @ 09:19:00am Duration: 00:01:00 Reporter: Paddy Daly
Ref Id: N8i-2K9-8

5 DUNPHY CASE: “Graham” is calling to talk about the Dunphy case. He questions why the police don't record all the home visits they make and it wouldn't be a big deal to drive somebody off your property with a gun a few years ago.
6 MOOSE MANAGEMENT: “Earle” is calling to talk about moose management. He comments on the population on this island and in his estimation there is upwards of 200 thousand. He says the cost of a big game license is increasing and in his opinion moose fencing is the only way to keep them off the highway.

VOCM - St. John's - Open Line @ 09:27:00am Duration: 00:06:00 Reporter: Paddy Daly
Ref Id: y7m-4I7-8

7 POLICE VISITS: A lot of reaction on Twitter to how people handle police coming to their homes.

VOCM - St. John's - Open Line @ 09:33:00am Duration: 00:02:00 Reporter: Paddy Daly
Ref Id: H6Q-9C9-8

8 DUNPHY CASE: “Carol” is calling to talk about the Dunphy case. She says there has been a lot of support put in place for the police officer but the Premier hasn't offered any support or protection for the daughter who lost her father.

VOCM - St. John's - Open Line @ 09:38:00am Duration: 00:10:00 Reporter: Paddy Daly
Ref Id: A6c-6d5-8

9 FATAL SHOOTING: “Barry” is calling to talk about the fatal shooting. He comments this brings up a bigger issue because Mr. Dunphy had issues that never got straightened out so now the end result is that he is no longer with us. Nobody should haul a gun on somebody else in his opinion. Barry also discusses some of the issues he has experienced after a workplace injury.

VOCM - St. John's - Open Line @ 09:51:00am Duration: 00:09:00 Reporter: Paddy Daly
Ref Id: v9q-2n6-8

10 DUNPHY SITUATION: “Linda” is calling to talk about the Dunphy situation. She comments on how difficult this situation must be for his daughter and Mr. Dunphy must have surely hit rock bottom to pull a gun on a police officer. She suggests somebody start up an account so people can contribute to help out with funeral expenses.

VOCM - St. John's - Open Line @ 10:10:00am Duration: 00:10:00 Reporter: Paddy Daly
Ref Id: R8k-7W4-8

11 POLITICS: “Pat” is calling to talk about politics. She comments on remarks made by MP Larry Miller and how a muslim individual showed up wanting to meet with Mr. Miller but it was very scary for those working in the office.

VOCM - St. John's - Open Line @ 10:23:00am Duration: 00:09:00 Reporter: Paddy Daly
Ref Id: k6t-9I7-8

12 DANA BRADLEY MURDER: A tweet regarding the Dana Bradley murder.

VOCM - St. John's - Open Line @ 10:32:00am Duration: 00:01:00 Reporter: Paddy Daly
Ref Id: P5u-2h4-8

13 DUNPHY SHOOTING: “Henry” is calling to talk about the Dunphy shooting. He comments people have
14 DUNPHY TRAGEDY: “Allan Moulton” is calling to talk about the Dunphy tragedy. He struggles with why it was necessary for an officer to show up at Mr. Dunphy's residence and that's after reading through all the Twitter comments. He comments on the emotion that everybody feels when somebody loses their life after they realize the system has failed them.

15 POLICE SHOOTING: “Jim” is calling to talk about the police shooting. He comments there are very few details being released and it's debatable what the police office says happened in this incident.

16 FATAL SHOOTING: “Patrick” is calling to talk about the fatal shooting. He is an injured worker who doesn't understand why the police officer went out because there should have been a lot of investigation before the officer showed up at Mr. Dunphy's door. He says if Mr. Dunphy put out these tweets they must have been founded and Worker's Compensation should have provided him with the kind of help he needed.
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Top News Stories

Cottles Island Lumber building on fire

Summary:
A fire in the building was first reported at about 2 a.m. by a person driving by the business, on Cottles Island. Cottles Island Lumber spokesperson Debra Borden describes watching the activity from the company's office building this morning as "absolutely devastating." Firefighters from both Summerford and Twillingate responded to the initial call, according to information provided by police. Police also say the cause of the fire is not yet known.

Spokespersons Featured: Cottles Island Lumber spokesperson Debra Borden, Cottles Island Lumber Owner Rex Philpott, Summerford's Fire Chief – Terry Hann

RCMP

Tone: Balanced

Coverage: VOCM Online/Radio, CBC NL, Telegram

Friends of Don Dunphy Shocked by Shooting

Summary:
The funeral for the man shot and killed by an RNC officer during a confrontation at his Mitchells Brook home Easter Sunday will be held Friday morning at 10:30 at Dunphy's Funeral Home in Holyrood. In Mitchells Brook, residents still have many unanswered questions about the shocking incident. Dave Parrott knew Don Dunphy all his life. He says his friend had dealt with many difficult circumstances in addition to a workplace accident in the late 1990s that left him unable to work. According to the Mounties, the Royal Newfoundland Constabulary officer was invited into Dunphy's home when he arrived last weekend in Mitchells Brook, N.L., to investigate what was perceived to be a threat made against the premier and another politician.

Spokespersons Featured: Friend – Dave Parrott, RCMP

Tone: Balanced

Coverage: VOCM Online/Radio, CBC NL/National/Radio, NTV, Telegram
Man Fined Over $20,000 for Fishing Outside Licensed Area

Summary:
A man from Hillgrade, New World Island has been ordered to pay more than $20,000 in fines for fishing in an area not specified in his licence. The fisherman was convicted in Gander Provincial Court in February and fined $2,000 for each count, one dating to 2012 the other in 2013. The man was also ordered to forfeit over 8,000 pounds of crab, valued at just over $16,000.

The man will be unable to transfer a licence until his fines are paid in full.

Spokespersons Featured:
Tone: Balanced
Coverage: VOCM Online/Radio, CBC NL/Radio, Telegram

Government does not expect to collect all pension overpayments, says Ross Wiseman

Summary:
A Newfoundland and Labrador government pledge to be fair and understanding to recipients of pension overpayments over the last two decades will likely mean not all of the nearly $1 million will be collected, says Finance Minister Ross Wiseman. In an interview Wednesday with CBC's St. John's Morning Show, Wiseman emphasized that the province has a legal obligation to try to recoup the roughly $935,000 paid out in error to nearly 430 public-service pensioners.
"This is a circumstance here where we're trying to balance our legal obligation to the pension plan with our responsibility to the individual who are impacted here to be patient with them, understanding, and make an arrangement that's reflective of their individual circumstance," Wiseman said.

Spokespersons Featured: Finance Minister Ross Wiseman
Tone: Balanced
Coverage: CBC NL/Radio

Folker Appeal to be Heard in the Fall

Summary:
A convicted murderer will have his appeal heard in the fall.

David Folker was found guilty of second-degree murder in 2013. He killed his girlfriend, Ann Marie Shirran, in 2010. Shirran was believed to be missing from her Kilbride home for about 6 weeks, until campers found her remains in a remote area of Cappahayden. At trial, experts testified saying Shirran had died from blunt force trauma to the head. Last year, Folker was sentenced to life in prison with no chance of parole for 15 years.

Spokespersons Featured: Trial experts
Tone: Balanced
Coverage: CBC NL/Radio, VOCM Online/Radio, Telegram

Other items of note (limited coverage)
CBC - Conne River son coaches dad in national powerlifting championships
CBC - Let municipalities develop on Crown land: Liberal MHA Rex Hillier
CBC - Former RNC staffer Angela McCarthy released on bail pending appeal
Telegram - Pill trafficker arrested
Telegram – Crown will review RNC’s handling of Sean Kelly investigation
Telegram - Bell Island man charged with pharmacy break-in, damage to ATM
Telegram - Quadriplegic man says moose management strategy is more of the same
VOCM – Home Invasion Over Land Dispute, Claims Paradise Woman
VOCM – Prescription Drug Seizure in St. John's
CBC 12 Noon News - Wed, April 08, 2015

1  FIRE AT LUMBERYARD: Firefighters are trying to contain a blaze at the Cottle's Island Lumber Company in Summerford New World Island.
   CBN - St. John's - 12 Noon News @ 12:00:19pm Duration: 00:01:22 Reporter: Chris Ensing
   Ref Id: S9C-8E7-8

2  PENSION OVERPAYMENTS: Finance Minister "Ross Wiseman" admits clawing back overpayments to pensioners may seem harsh but he says the government has a legal and moral responsible to recoup the money.
   CBN - St. John's - 12 Noon News @ 12:01:41pm Duration: 00:00:45 Reporter: Maggie Gillis
   Ref Id: e4B-7B5-8

3  CROWN LAND REQUESTS: The province says it can't just hand over crown land to municipalities for free. ["Keith Hutchings", Municipal Affairs Minister]
   CBN - St. John's - 12 Noon News @ 12:02:26pm Duration: 00:01:10 Reporter: Maggie Gillis
   Ref Id: Z6M-8R3-8

4  TEMPERANCE STREET CONDO PROPOSAL: A former St. John's City councillor is proposing a condo development on Temperance Street near the Battery. ["Sheilagh O'Leary", Former Councillor]
   CBN - St. John's - 12 Noon News @ 12:03:36pm Duration: 00:00:34 Reporter: Maggie Gillis
   Ref Id: Y4Q-7U8-8

CBC Crosstalk - Wed, April 08, 2015

5  WEATHER
   CBN - St. John's - Crosstalk @ 12:03:00pm Duration: 00:04:00 Reporter: Ryan Snodden
   Ref Id: W8G-3p8-8

6  ELECTRIC CARS: Should consumers in this province be thinking about buying an Electric Car. We'll ask the questions and weigh the pros and cons of electric cars today with our guests, "John Gordon" and "Sarah Halliday" of Green Rock Electric Vehicle Solutions.
FIRE UPDATE: When the smoke clears, it could reveal a huge loss for the Cottles Island Lumber Company. ["Debra Borden", Spokesperson]

JANES ON REVIEW: RNC Chief "Bill Janes" says they will accept whatever comes out of a review by the Director of Public Prosecutions on the integrity of the force's investigation into the case surrounding suspended officer Sean Kelly

FIRE AT LUMBERYARD: Firefighters from two communities are still battling a bit of a stubborn blaze at lumber company on New World Island. A large warehouse belonging to Cottles Island Lumber went out in flames around 2:00 am this morning. ["Terry Hann", Fire Chief; "Chris Ensign", CBC Reporter]

DRISCOLL PLEADS NOT GUILTY: A St. John's man accused of stabbing his brother last summer has pleaded not guilty to charges

WARRANT ISSUES FOR PARKINSON: A warrant was issued this morning for a 40 year old woman facing several theft charges

PRELIM INQUIRY: The preliminary inquiry began today for two men charged as a result of Operation Battalion.

DRUG TRAFFICKING CHARGES: A 39-year-old St. John's man is facing charges related to the trafficking of prescription drugs.

MAN CHARGED: Bell Island RCMP have arrested and charged a 21 year old man in connection with two separate incidents in the community earlier this week.
15 DUNPHY FUNERAL: The funeral for the man shot and killed by an RNC officer during a confrontation at his Mitchell's Brook home Easter Sunday will be held Friday morning at 10:30 in Mount Carmel.

VOCM - St. John's - 1pm News @ 01:05:18pm Duration: 00:00:18 Reporter: John Reynolds
Ref Id: a2F-2Z3-8

16 NLTA CONVENTION: The Teachers' Association is hosting its biennial convention in the capital city this week. President "Jim Dinn", who starts his second term of office in August, says they're discussing a number of issues including policy, and the upcoming budget.

VOCM - St. John's - 1pm News @ 01:05:36pm Duration: 00:01:03 Reporter: John Reynolds
Ref Id: M6N-2g5-8

17 CFS ON STUDENT LOANS: The federal government announced this week that the Canada Student Loan program requirements will be loosened to allow more trades students to access financial assistance. ["Travis Perry" Chair CFS]

VOCM - St. John's - 1pm News @ 01:06:39pm Duration: 00:01:30 Reporter: John Reynolds
Ref Id: X5S-6p5-8

18 RTDNA AWARDS: VOCM News has been nominated for four Radio Television Digital News Association awards.

VOCM - St. John's - 1pm News @ 01:08:09pm Duration: 00:00:21 Reporter: John Reynolds
Ref Id: s7z-2A5-8

19 CACC REPORT CARD: The Cancer Advocacy Coalition of Canada has released its latest report card on cancer in Canada.

VOCM - St. John's - 1pm News @ 01:08:30pm Duration: 00:01:25 Reporter: Andrew Hawthorn
Ref Id: K9R-4q6-8

20 ECMA: The best in East Coast music are in St. John's for ECMA week. ["Executive Director Andy McLean"]

VOCM - St. John's - 1pm News @ 01:09:55pm Duration: 00:00:56 Reporter: John Reynolds
Ref Id: b9s-4h2-8

21 MARINE ATLANTIC FUEL: This winter has been an expensive one for Marine Atlantic, though the official numbers have not yet been released. ["Darrell Mercer", Spokesperson]

VOCM - St. John's - 1pm News @ 01:10:51pm Duration: 00:01:05 Reporter: John Reynolds
Ref Id: K4y-2H2-8

22 FUEL PRICES: It's another week of up and down fuel costs, according to the Consumer Group For Fair Gas Prices.

VOCM - St. John's - 1pm News @ 01:11:56pm Duration: 00:00:29 Reporter: John Reynolds
Ref Id: x8h-9A6-8
23 CLOSED FOREST ACCESS ROADS: Effective today, forest access roads in Gambo, Glovertown and Gander will be closed to vehicular traffic.

VOCM - St. John's - 1pm News @ 01:12:25pm Duration: 00:00:13 Reporter: John Reynolds
Ref Id: p8D-8A8-8

24 WIND ENERGY: A wind energy company in Stephenville is looking for fair play from the Stephenville Town Council.

VOCM - St. John's - 1pm News @ 01:12:38pm Duration: 00:01:17 Reporter: Gerry Murphy
Ref Id: B3S-3E8-8

25 PUB REVIEW: NL NDP leader Earle McCurdy has submitted a position paper to the Public Utilities Board, as it wraps up the first part of its hearings into the reliability of the province's electricity supply.

VOCM - St. John's - 1pm News @ 01:13:55pm Duration: 00:00:21 Reporter: John Reynolds
Ref Id: D6W-4A9-8

26 POLAR BEAR SIGHTINGS: Polar bear sightings on the Northern Pensula have residents a little concerned.

VOCM - St. John's - 1pm News @ 01:14:16pm Duration: 00:00:11 Reporter: John Reynolds
Ref Id: c7N-5s9-8

27 SEAL HARVESTING FUND: Government will be allocating $2-million to support the purchase of seals from the 2015 harvest. The support comes in the form of loans to Carino Processing and PhocaLux International of up to $1-million each.

VOCM - St. John's - 1pm News @ 01:14:27pm Duration: 00:00:37 Reporter: John Reynolds
Ref Id: t8f-3X9-8

VOCM NL Today - Wed, April 08, 2015

28 FIRE UPDATE: When the smoke clears, it could reveal a huge loss for the Cottles Island Lumber Company. ["Debra Borden", Spokesperson]

VOCM - St. John's - NL Today @ 01:23:00pm Duration: 00:05:00 Reporter: Renell LeGrow
Ref Id: s2R-3j3-8

29 JANES ON REVIEW: RNC Chief "Bill Janes" says they will accept whatever comes out of a review by the Director of Public Prosecutions on the integrity of the force's investigation into the case surrounding suspended officer Sean Kelly

VOCM - St. John's - NL Today @ 01:28:00pm Duration: 00:02:30 Reporter: Linda Swain
Ref Id: R3m-7D9-8

30 UPDATE ON FIRE: Renell LeGrow with an update on the Cottles Island Lumber Fire.

VOCM - St. John's - NL Today @ 01:33:03pm Duration: 00:04:30 Reporter: Renell LeGrow
Ref Id: F4v-4d7-8

31 VOCM.COM: What impact do you think social media has had on society?
32 FATAL SHOOTING: The RCMP held a news conference late yesterday afternoon to talk about the circumstances surrounding the death of Don Dunphy. The RCMP say the victim of that fatal shooting in Mitchell's Brook pointed a rifle at the RNC officer in the minutes before he was killed. ["Don Power", friend of Dunphy]

VOCM - St. John's - NL Today @ 01:40:03pm Duration: 00:04:30 Reporter: Fred Hutton

Ref Id: R6H-5f3-8

33 NLTA CONVENTION: The Teachers' Association is hosting its biennial convention in the capital city this week. President "Jim Dinn", who starts his second term of office in August, says they're discussing a number of issues including policy, and the upcoming budget.

VOCM - St. John's - NL Today @ 01:48:00pm Duration: 00:04:30 Reporter: Linda Swain

Ref Id: H9A-9G6-8

34 LUMBERYARD FIRE: Fire crews are still on the scene of a fire that has been burning since early this morning.

CJON (NTV) - Mid-Day News @ 12:02:00pm Duration: 00:01:00 Reporter: Larry Jay

Ref Id: I4j-5p7-8

35 DUNPHY FATAL SHOOTING UPDATE: The RCMP say that Don Dunphy pointed a firearm at an RNC officer before he was shot and killed in Mitchells Cove on Sunday. ["Sgt. Greg Hicks", RCMP; "Reporters"; "Trish Dodd", Injured Workers' Association]

CJON (NTV) - Mid-Day News @ 12:03:00pm Duration: 00:01:56 Reporter: Jodi Cooke

Ref Id: G6S-7B8-8

36 STATEMENT FROM FAMILY: the lawyer representing the family of Don Dunphy issued a statement this morning.

CJON (NTV) - Mid-Day News @ 12:04:56pm Duration: 00:00:34 Reporter: Larry Jay

Ref Id: p4G-2i8-8

37 ONLINE THREATS: No charges are anticipated after a Corner Brook man allegedly made threatening statements on a social media website.

CJON (NTV) - Mid-Day News @ 12:05:30pm Duration: 00:00:50 Reporter: Larry Jay

Ref Id: h2k-7D4-8

38 MCCARTHY GRANTED BAIL: A former civilian employee with the RNC, who was sent to prison last month for obstructing justice, is on her way home this evening, well before her sentence has been fully served.

CJON (NTV) - Mid-Day News @ 12:06:20pm Duration: 00:02:10 Reporter: Don Bradshaw

Ref Id: E5A-2M5-8
FOLKER APPEALS MURDER CONVICTION: David Folker's appeal of his second-degree murder conviction will be heard in the Court of Appeal on September 24th.

CJON (NTV) - Mid-Day News @ 12:08:30pm Duration: 00:01:00 Reporter: Larry Jay

Ref Id: w9G-8V7-8

Client: PG-All Headlines

NL News Now

Email: production@nlnewsnow.ca
Tel: 709-726-6397
Web: www.nlnewsnow.ca
1. NHL RACE: Host preamble. The NHL race is down to the wire and several hockey teams made come-backs last night. TIME: 02:01 PM DURATION: 01:00 REPORTER: PETE SOUCY

2. ECMA'S: Host preamble. The ECMA's are in town with tons of great concerts on the go this weekend. TIME: 02:02 PM DURATION: 01:00 REPORTER: PETE SOUCY

3. LUMBER YARD FIRE: Host preamble. A lumber yard on Cottles Island near Summerford has burned with one building still burning. Hopefully the damage can be kept to a minimum and they can recover from this. TIME: 02:03 PM DURATION: 02:00 REPORTER: PETE SOUCY

4. THE NEED FOR RESETTLEMENT: Host preamble. A letter in the Telegram which addresses the need for resettlement of the small municipalities. Is this a time where the province cannot afford to give people what they want in smaller communities? TIME: 02:05 PM DURATION: 01:00 REPORTER: PETE SOUCY

5. SOCIAL MEDIA IS ON TRIAL: Host preamble. Social media is on trial and it's largely due to the incident which resulted in a police officer shooting
Donald Dunphy. People voluntarily sign up for accounts like on Twitter. TIME: 02:06 PM DURATION: 02:00 REPORTER: PETE SOUCY

6. MIKE DUFFY TRIAL: Host preamble. The Mike Duffy circus has begun and there are a lot of nasty things being said about the way the folks at the Prime Minister's office do things. TIME: 02:08 PM DURATION: 01:00 REPORTER: PETE SOUCY

7. FUNDING FOR SEALING COMPANIES: Host preamble. The province is lending a million dollars to two sealing companies to help with their operations. Fisheries Minister Vaughn Granter indicated this will not only help the seal industry but the fish stocks as well. TIME: 02:09 PM DURATION: 01:00 REPORTER: PETE SOUCY

8. VARIOUS TOPICS: Host preamble. An impaired driver was nabbed with a 5 year old in the car. A meeting held last night regarding crown land. Gas is going up tomorrow with other fuels possibly going down. Joe Oliver, Federal Finance Minister is introducing balanced budget legislation. TIME: 02:10 PM DURATION: 02:00 REPORTER: PETE SOUCY
Potential copyright material

If you wish to obtain a copy please contact the ATIPP Office at (709) 729-7072 or atippoffice@gov.nl.ca.
10. MITCHELL'S BROOK TRAGEDY: “Earle” is calling to talk about the Mitchell's Brook tragedy. He extends condolences to the Dunphy family. He says the people of this province just want some justice. He recounts a situation where he was in a building where a purse was stolen and he had to have a lie detector test to prove his innocence. TIME: 02:25 PM DURATION: 10:00 REPORTER: PETE SOUCY
15. FATAL SHOOTING: “Don” is calling to talk about the fatal shooting. He comments officers should always respond to any situation because you never know what they are walking into. He also discusses the moose management plan and moose-vehicle accidents. TIME: 03:23 PM DURATION: 05:00 REPORTER: PETE SOUCY
Potential copyright material

If you wish to obtain a copy please contact the ATIPP Office at (709) 729-7072 or atipoffice@gov.nl.ca.
Date: Afternoon Roll Up, Wednesday, April 8, 2015

Top News Stories

One dead after car crashes under Pitts Memorial Drive overpass
Summary:

One person was killed after a car appeared to have driven off a Pitts Memorial Drive overpass, crashing nose-first on Richard Nolan Drive. Police and firefighters were called to the scene in Mount Pearl around 1:30 p.m. on Wednesday. They found the sedan resting on its front end directly under the overpass. The Royal Newfoundland Constabulary confirmed on Twitter that one person died in the collision.

Spokespersons Featured: RNC
Tone: Balanced
Coverage: VOCM Online/Radio, CBC NL/national/Radio, Telegram

Don Dunphy’s tweets a ‘red herring,’ events at home what matter: lawyer Erin Breen
Summary:

The lawyer for Don Dunphy’s family says the tweets perceived as a threat against Premier Paul Davis and the fatal shooting Sunday afternoon are two separate issues, and the family wants to focus on what happened in the house before Dunphy was killed. According to Breen, Dunphy’s family is devastated, but they’re looking for answers and want a thorough investigation by the RCMP into his death. "We’ve got two separate issues. We have the issue that led up to why the police came to his home, but then we have the issue of what happened in the home," she said.

RCMP said Wednesday retired Supreme Court Justice David Riche has been brought in to serve as an "independent observer" of the police investigation into Dunphy's death.

Spokespersons Featured: Lawyer – Erin Breen, RCMP
Tone: Balanced
Coverage: VOCM Online/Radio, CBC NL/National/Radio, NTV, Telegram

Cottles Island Lumber building on fire
Summary:

When the smoke clears, it could reveal a huge loss for the Cottles Island Lumber Company. Fire broke out in a warehouse about 2:00 this morning. But company spokesperson Debra Borden says it’s still burning. She says it’s contained for now in the building, but she says she can still see a lot of smoke.
Borden says the building contained a lot of inventory, including lumber, flooring, paneling, forklifts and a boiler - she says it's likely the most inventory that's been in that building at the one time, and calls it a huge loss for the company. They employ 35 people in the area.

**Spokespersons Featured:** Cottles Island Lumber spokesperson Debra Borden, Cottles

**Tone:** Balanced

**Coverage:** VOCM Online/Radio, CBC NL, Telegram

---

**Director of Public Prosecutions Reviewing Sean Kelly Case**

**Summary:**
RNC Chief Bill Janes says they will take whatever comes out of a review by the Director of Public Prosecutions on the integrity of the force's investigation into the case surrounding suspended officer Sean Kelly. Kelly is out on bail, appealing his conviction on charges including misleading police and making indecent phone calls.

Early in the investigation, Sgt. Tim Buckle of the RNC in Corner Brook gave Kelly a heads up that he was the target of the investigation into the woman’s complaints. He also told Kelly he had better come up with the name of someone who had used his police-issued cellphone to make the calls if it wasn’t him.

**Spokespersons Featured:** RNC’s Chief of Police Bill Janes

**Tone:** Balanced

**Coverage:** VOCM Online/Radio, CBC NL/Radio, Telegram

---

**Government does not expect to collect all pension overpayments, says Ross Wiseman**

**Summary:**
A Newfoundland and Labrador government pledge to be fair and understanding to recipients of pension overpayments over the last two decades will likely mean not all of the nearly $1 million will be collected, says Finance Minister Ross Wiseman. In an interview Wednesday with CBC's *St. John's Morning Show*, Wiseman emphasized that the province has a legal obligation to try to recoup the roughly $935,000 paid out in error to nearly 430 public-service pensioners.

"This is a circumstance here where we're trying to balance our legal obligation to the pension plan with our responsibility to the individual who are impacted here to be patient with them, understanding, and make an arrangement that's reflective of their individual circumstance," Wiseman said.

**Spokespersons Featured:** Finance Minister Ross Wiseman

**Tone:** Balanced

**Coverage:** CBC NL/Radio

---

**Other items of note (limited coverage)**

CBC - Ronald Thistle sentenced over drunk-driving death of Nick Coates
CBC - Conne River son coaches dad in national powerlifting championships
CBC - Let municipalities develop on Crown land: Liberal MHA Rex Hillier
CBC - Former RNC staffer Angela McCarthy released on bail pending appeal
Telegram - Pill trafficker arrested
Telegram - Bell Island man charged with pharmacy break-in, damage to ATM
Telegram - Quadriplegic man says moose management strategy is more of the same
VOCM – Home Invasion Over Land Dispute, Claims Paradise Woman
VOCM – Prescription Drug Seizure in St. John's
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VOCM Back Talk - Wed, April 08, 2015

1 NHL RACE: Host preamble. The NHL race is down to the wire and several hockey teams made comebacks last night.
   VOCM - St. John's - Back Talk @ 02:01:00pm Duration: 00:01:00 Reporter: Pete Soucy
   Ref Id: y7i-4A7-8

2 ECMA'S: Host preamble. The ECMA's are in town with tons of great concerts on the go this weekend.
   VOCM - St. John's - Back Talk @ 02:02:00pm Duration: 00:01:00 Reporter: Pete Soucy
   Ref Id: A8n-9T8-8

3 LUMBER YARD FIRE: Host preamble. A lumber yard on Cottles Island near Summerford has burned with one building still burning. Hopefully the damage can be kept to a minimum and they can recover from this.
   VOCM - St. John's - Back Talk @ 02:03:00pm Duration: 00:02:00 Reporter: Pete Soucy
   Ref Id: A5c-4S7-8

4 THE NEED FOR RESETTLEMENT: Host preamble. A letter in the Telegram which addresses the need for resettlement of the small municipalities. Is this a time where the province cannot afford to give people what they want in smaller communities?
   VOCM - St. John's - Back Talk @ 02:05:00pm Duration: 00:01:00 Reporter: Pete Soucy
   Ref Id: z7r-5W4-8

5 SOCIAL MEDIA IS ON TRIAL: Host preamble. Social media is on trial and it's largely due to the incident which resulted in a police officer shooting Donald Dunphy. People voluntarily sign up for accounts like on Twitter.
   VOCM - St. John's - Back Talk @ 02:06:00pm Duration: 00:02:00 Reporter: Pete Soucy
   Ref Id: M9p-8W4-8

6 MIKE DUFFY TRIAL: Host preamble. The Mike Duffy circus has begun and there are a lot of nasty things being said about the way the folks at the Prime Minister's office do things.
FUNDING FOR SEALING COMPANIES: Host preamble. The province is lending a million dollars to two sealing companies to help with their operations. Fisheries Minister Vaughn Granter indicated this will not only help the seal industry but the fish stocks as well.

VARIOUS TOPICS: Host preamble. An impaired driver was nabbed with a 5 year old in the car. A meeting held last night regarding crown land. Gas is going up tomorrow with other fuels possibly going down. Joe Oliver, Federal Finance Minister is introducing balanced budget legislation.

CETA: “Ryan Cleary”, NDP MP first comments on the Finance Minister introducing legislation and how great it will be for the budget to finally come down. He is calling to talk about CETA. He comments on asking some specific questions about this agreement and the government has chosen on all three questions to withhold the information.

MITCHELL'S BROOK TRAGEDY: “Earle” is calling to talk about the Mitchell's Brook tragedy. He extends condolences to the Dunphy family. He says the people of this province just want some justice. He recounts a situation where he was in a building where a purse was stolen and he had to have a lie detector test to prove his innocence.

WORST ROADS CONTEST: “Gary Howard” of the Canadian Automobile Association is calling to talk about the worst roads contest. He comments this contest provides a platform for people to talk about what they think is the worst roads and give the government or municipalities the opportunity to say they are listening.

FUEL PRICES: “George Murphy”, NDP MHA is calling to talk about fuel prices. He comments there will be an increase of about 2 cents a liter but in his opinion with the world markets there shouldn't be any increases. He says we can't lose sight of the fact that we need alternatives to save ourselves from global warning.

SHIPYARD WORKERS: “Bernadine” is calling to talk about the situation with shipyard workers in Marystown. She comments they were waiting to hear from Minister Tony Cornett when the cabinet shuffle
happened and now they are still waiting to hear from the new Minister, Sandy Collins. She says people want answers to why their claims keep getting sent back and the diagnoses these workers are getting are usually terminal.

VOCM - St. John's - Back Talk @ 02:54:00pm Duration: 00:06:00 Reporter: Pete Soucy
Ref Id: z2Y-8r5-8

14 SHIPYARD WORKERS RESPONSE: “Paul Lane”, Liberal MHA is calling to respond to Bernadine's call regarding shipyard workers. He comments on how disappointing it is that the Minister hasn't been in contact with the group and maybe part of the problem is that there have been so many ministers in this portfolio.

VOCM - St. John's - Back Talk @ 03:10:00pm Duration: 00:10:00 Reporter: Pete Soucy
Ref Id: j9S-9V7-8

15 FATAL SHOOTING: “Don” is calling to talk about the fatal shooting. He comments officers should always respond to any situation because you never know what they are walking into. He also discusses the moose management plan and moose-vehicle accidents.

VOCM - St. John's - Back Talk @ 03:23:00pm Duration: 00:05:00 Reporter: Pete Soucy
Ref Id: a5h-3Q6-8

16 MOOSE MANAGEMENT PLAN: “Eugene Nippard” is calling to talk about the moose management plan. He comments on how good it is that the Ministers are willing to work with SOPAC and they will continue with brush cutting. Unfortunately there are still accidents on the highway because there is nothing to stop moose from being there so he doesn't understand why the government hasn't bothered with moose fencing.

VOCM - St. John's - Back Talk @ 03:28:00pm Duration: 00:09:00 Reporter: Pete Soucy
Ref Id: w7b-6W2-8

17 AMALGAMATION: An e-mail regarding amalgamation.

VOCM - St. John's - Back Talk @ 03:41:00pm Duration: 00:01:00 Reporter: Pete Soucy
Ref Id: f3C-7y4-8

18 POLITICS: “Vic” is calling to talk about politics. He comments when it comes to Departments of government the Deputy Minister is really the person who runs everything. He also comments on compensation for injured workers and what is available to workers in this province.

VOCM - St. John's - Back Talk @ 03:42:00pm Duration: 00:09:00 Reporter: Pete Soucy
Ref Id: Y6k-5d4-8

19 PENSION OVERPAYMENT FIASCO: “Ralph Morris”, Past President of NL Public Service Pensioners Association is calling to talk about the pension overpayment fiasco. He comments on a retired nurse who is 75 years old and will have to live until she is 103 to pay back what she owes.

VOCM - St. John's - Back Talk @ 03:54:00pm Duration: 00:05:00 Reporter: Pete Soucy
Ref Id: i8U-5f3-8

CBC 5pm News - Wed, April 08, 2015

20 THISTLE SENTENCED: It was an emotional afternoon at Supreme Court in St. John's. ["Patricia Coates", 

238
21 FATAL CRASH: One person was killed in a fiery crash in Mount Pearl this afternoon. ["Cst. Geoff Higdon", RNC]

CBN - St. John's - 5pm News @ 05:03:55pm Duration: 00:00:50 Reporter: Maggie Gillis
Ref Id: g3h-2a3-8

22 GARAGE FIRE: Crews remain at the scene of a fire at a residential garage in Torbay.

CBN - St. John's - 5pm News @ 05:04:45pm Duration: 00:00:55 Reporter: Mark Quinn
Ref Id: b2a-3k6-8

23 RETIRED JUDGE TO INVESTIGATE SHOOTING: There will be an extra set of eyes looking at the fatal shooting of Donald Dunphy.

CBN - St. John's - 5pm News @ 05:05:40pm Duration: 00:00:25 Reporter: Maggie Gillis
Ref Id: Q7c-6u6-8

24 DUNPHY FAMILY HIRE LAWYER: The family of Donald Dunphy has hired a lawyer to help them through the process and to speak on their behalf. ["Erin Breen", Lawyer]

CBN - St. John's - 5pm News @ 05:06:05pm Duration: 00:00:55 Reporter: Maggie Gillis
Ref Id: I4Z-7B9-8

25 BUCKLE'S ACTIONS UNDER INVESTIGATION: A review is underway into the actions of a senior member of the RNC.

CBN - St. John's - 5pm News @ 05:07:00pm Duration: 00:01:20 Reporter: Jeremy Eaton
Ref Id: N7D-6n8-8

26 DRUG BUST: A 39-year-old man is facing charges after a drug bust yesterday.

CBN - St. John's - 5pm News @ 05:08:20pm Duration: 00:00:25 Reporter: Maggie Gillis
Ref Id: Y8c-5I4-8

CBC On The Go - Wed, April 08, 2015

27 CONDO PROPOSAL MEETING TONIGHT: There is a revamped proposal to build a condominium at the top of Temperance Street in St. John's across the street from those stone houses known as The Four Sisters. There is a public meeting about this project taking place tonight at City Hall. ["Sheilagh O'Leary", Former St. John's City Councillor]

CBN - St. John's - On The Go @ 04:13:15pm Duration: 00:05:50 Reporter: Mark Quinn
Ref Id: R7C-3y6-8

28 MIKE DUFFY EVIDENCE ON FISHING LODGE: Some evidence at the Mike Duffy trial centres on a Newfoundland fishing lodge. According to notes in Duffy's diary, Peter MacKay believed the now former senior Conservative staffer Dimitri Soudas was responsible for leaking the story about the then-Minister of
Defence taking a Search & Rescue helicopter from a fishing lodge in central Newfoundland.

CBN - St. John's - On The Go @ 04:23:40pm Duration: 00:01:15 Reporter: Ted Blades

Ref Id: U4v-5u6-8

29 DUNPHY FAMILY HIRES LAWYER: Don Dunphy was shot and killed this past Sunday by a member of the Premier's security detail. That much is clear. After that, the RCMP will have to rely on the testimony of the RNC officer that was there and on forensic evidence at the scene to determine what happened in Mr. Dunphy's house in Mitchells Brook. Lawyer "Erin Breen" says that's all that matters - what happened inside that house. ["Reporters"]

CBN - St. John's - On The Go @ 04:44:10pm Duration: 00:04:20 Reporter: Ted Blades

Ref Id: a7M-8M8-8

30 DATABASE OF MISSING & MURDERED INDIGENOUS WOMEN: Today, CBC News unveiled a new database of unsolved cases of missing and murdered indigenous women in Canada. The goal is to put faces to the names and to tell their stories. So far, it contains profiles of more than 110 unsolved cases and journalists are working to expand that. About 1200 indigenous women have been murdered or have gone missing in the past 60 years in this country. ["Christa Big Canoe", Legal Advocacy Director with Aboriginal Leagls]

CBN - St. John's - On The Go @ 04:55:00pm Duration: 00:04:45 Reporter: Ted Blades

Ref Id: S8T-6w6-8

31 BRIAN ORSER VISITS NL: Two-time Olympic silver medalist "Brian Orser" is in Mount Pearl today. These days he is coaching world champion figure skaters. ["Claire Bennett", Figure Skater]

CBN - St. John's - On The Go @ 05:10:50pm Duration: 00:06:40 Reporter: Allison Sampson

Ref Id: V5p-4D8-8

32 FEDERAL BALANCED BUDGETS: Ottawa is planning to make balanced budgets the law of the land. That would mean that the federal government and future federal governments would be barred from running a deficit except in challenging circumstances that include times of war and recession. ["Mike Moffatt", Economist/Assistant Professor at the Ivy School of Business at Western University]

CBN - St. John's - On The Go @ 05:24:00pm Duration: 00:04:45 Reporter: Ted Blades

Ref Id: F3M-6B4-8

33 COATES FAMILY MOVING AHEAD: A drunk driver has been sentenced to two years less a day in jail. 67-year-old Ronald Thistle is the man who admitted he was drunk when his vehicle struck Nick Coates and his motorcycle almost two years ago out on Kenmount Road. Mr. Coates was 27 when he died, and Engineering student at MUN. ["Terry Coates", Victim's Father; "Patricia Coates", Victim's Step-Mother; "Reporters"]

CBN - St. John's - On The Go @ 05:34:05pm Duration: 00:04:30 Reporter: Ted Blades

Ref Id: u2i-7H2-8

34 MORTGAGE RATES: Who doesn't want to pay the lowest mortgage rate? According to CBC Business Columnist "Rubina Ahmed-Haq", maybe you might want to think twice before signing on the dotted line because some of the ultra low mortgage rates on offer these days may be too good to be true.

CBN - St. John's - On The Go @ 05:44:15pm Duration: 00:06:00 Reporter: Ted Blades
CBC Fisheries Broadcast - Wed, April 08, 2015

35 STRICT MEASURES FOR SALMON ANGLERS: DFO has laid out some strict conservation measures for salmon anglers in Nova Scotia and New Brunswick and it could end up having major implications here in this province. Fisheries Minister Gail Shea announced yesterday that anglers in New Brunswick, Nova Scotia and PEI will not be allowed to keep any salmon they land on the rivers in those provinces this season. It's going to be hook and release only for 2015. "John McCarthy", President of the Salmon the Salmon Preservation Association for the Waters of Newfoundland talks about this situation.

CBN - St. John's - Fisheries Broadcast @ 06:00:10pm Duration: 00:10:00 Reporter: Bernice Hillier

Ref Id: U5u-5Y6-8

36 SALMON SEASON: It's clear the decision to go hook and release only for salmon anglers in the Maritimes is one that comes with pretty big questions for people in this province. What is the plan for the salmon season here this year? "Jason Simms", Resource Manager with DFO talks about the salmon season.

CBN - St. John's - Fisheries Broadcast @ 06:10:10pm Duration: 00:07:50 Reporter: Jamie Baker

Ref Id: c4K-8Y3-8

37 FISH LINE: "Richard Riche" from Rigolet is calling to talk about the brewing crisis around salmon numbers in some parts of Atlantic Canada.

CBN - St. John's - Fisheries Broadcast @ 06:22:00pm Duration: 00:01:30 Reporter: Jamie Baker

Ref Id: m2f-7a6-8

38 FISHERMAN GIVEN BIG FINE: A pretty big fine has been handed down in the case involving a crab fisherman; Chesley Coish of Hillgrade has been fined more than $20 thousand after being convicted of two counts of fishing in an area not specified in his crab license.

CBN - St. John's - Fisheries Broadcast @ 06:23:30pm Duration: 00:01:00 Reporter: Jamie Baker

Ref Id: u6x-2U8-8

39 NOTICE TO FISHERS:

CBN - St. John's - Fisheries Broadcast @ 06:24:30pm Duration: 00:01:00 Reporter: Jamie Baker

Ref Id: c9x-3C2-8

CBC 6pm News - Wed, April 08, 2015

40 THISTLE SENTENCED: It was an emotional afternoon at Supreme Court in St. John's. ["Patricia Coates", Nicholas Coates' Mother]

CBN - St. John's - 6pm News @ 05:55:00pm Duration: 00:01:00 Reporter: Maggie Gillis

Ref Id: m8g-6U2-8

41 FATAL CRASH: One person was killed in a fiery crash in Mount Pearl this afternoon.

CBN - St. John's - 6pm News @ 05:56:00pm Duration: 00:00:35 Reporter: Maggie Gillis

Ref Id: a2Z-2y4-8
42 GARAGE FIRE: Crews remain at the scene of a fire at a residential garage in Torbay.
CBN - St. John's - 6pm News @ 05:56:35pm Duration: 00:00:55 Reporter: Mark Quinn
Ref Id: m4e-217-8

43 RETIRED JUDGE TO INVESTIGATE SHOOTING: There will be an extra set of eyes looking at the fatal shooting of Donald Dunphy.
CBN - St. John's - 6pm News @ 05:57:30pm Duration: 00:00:25 Reporter: Maggie Gillis
Ref Id: i2e-4d5-8

44 DUNPHY FAMILY HIRES LAWYER: The family of Donald Dunphy has hired a lawyer to help them through the process and to speak on their behalf. ["Erin Breen", Lawyer]
CBN - St. John's - 6pm News @ 05:57:55pm Duration: 00:00:55 Reporter: Maggie Gillis
Ref Id: P8K-6i6-8

45 BUCKLE'S ACTIONS UNDER INVESTIGATION: A review is underway into the actions of a senior member of the RNC.
CBN - St. John's - 6pm News @ 05:58:50pm Duration: 00:01:20 Reporter: Jeremy Eaton
Ref Id: h7r-8w3-8

VOCM Evening News - Wed, April 08, 2015

46 THISTLE SENTENCED: Ronald Thistle has been sentenced to two years in jail after pleading guilty to impaired driving causing the death of Nicholas Coates. ["Terri-Lee Coates", Nick Coates' Sister; "Linda Coates", Nick Coates' Mother; "Patricia Coates", Nick Coates' Step-Mother]
VOCM - St. John's - Evening News @ 05:33:10pm Duration: 00:02:00 Reporter: Zaren Healey White/Doug Learning
Ref Id: z8n-5i6-8

47 FATAL ACCIDENT: One person is dead after a fiery crash on Richard Nolan Drive in Mount Pearl this afternoon. ["Cst. Geoff Hidgon", RNC]
VOCM - St. John's - Evening News @ 05:35:10pm Duration: 00:01:10 Reporter: Danielle Barron
Ref Id: k5i-7K4-8

48 GARAGE FIRE: An explosion and fire has destroyed a large home garage on the Indian Meal Line in Torbay.
VOCM - St. John's - Evening News @ 05:36:20pm Duration: 00:00:55 Reporter: Fred Hutton
Ref Id: G9W-9t5-8

49 COTTLES ISLAND LUMBER FIRE: The fire at Cottles Island Lumber has been contained, but fire crews won't be leaving any time soon.
VOCM - St. John's - Evening News @ 05:37:15pm Duration: 00:01:05 Reporter: Renell LeGrow
Ref Id: M2w-5C5-8

50 WEATHER FORECAST
51 DUNPHY INVESTIGATION: The RCMP are bringing in an independent observer in their investigation into Sunday's fatal shooting in Mitchell's Brook. ["Sgt. Greg Hicks", RCMP]

52 DUNPHY HIRES LAWYER: St. John's lawyer, "Erin Breen", has issued a statement on behalf of the family of Don Dunphy, requesting privacy during their time of sorrow.

53 JANES ON REVIEW: RNC Chief "Bill Janes" says they will accept whatever comes out of a review by the Director of Public Prosecutions on the integrity of the force's investigation into the case surrounding suspended officer Sean Kelly.

54 DRISCOLL PLEADS NOT GUILTY: A St. John's man accused of stabbing his brother last summer has pleaded not guilty to charges

55 PRELIM INQUIRY: The preliminary inquiry began today for two men charged as a result of Operation Battalion.

56 PILL TRAFFICKER: A 40-year-old St. John's man has been released after being charged with trafficking prescription drugs.

57 DRUG CHARGES: A 55-year-old Pines Cove man is facing drug charges after some 15 pounds of marijuana was seized from a vehicle last month.
PIZZERIA THEFT UPDATE: A woman accused in several thefts was arrested on a warrant today.

VOCM - St. John's - Evening News @ 05:43:20pm Duration: 00:00:45 Reporter: Zaren Healey White/Doug Learning

MAN CHARGED: Bell Island RCMP have arrested and charged a 21-year-old man in connection with two separate incidents in the community earlier this week.

VOCM - St. John's - Evening News @ 05:44:05pm Duration: 00:00:25 Reporter: Zaren Healey White/Doug Learning

MIKE DUFFY TRIAL: The former law clerk at the Senate has told the Mike Duffy trial there are a number of indicators that determine a senator's place of residence.

VOCM - St. John's - Evening News @ 05:44:30pm Duration: 00:00:45 Reporter: Terry Pedwell

CBS BYPASS CLOSURE: The CBS Bypass was closed to traffic intermittently this afternoon to allow a local company move heavy equipment across the road.

VOCM - St. John's - Evening News @ 05:45:15pm Duration: 00:00:10 Reporter: Zaren Healey White/Doug Learning

APOLLO CROSSING CANCELLED: Crossings on the Straits tomorrow will be cancelled due to a lack of icebreaker service.

VOCM - St. John's - Evening News @ 05:45:25pm Duration: 00:00:20 Reporter: Zaren Healey White/Doug Learning

EXPENSIVE WINTER FOR MARINE ATLANTIC: This winter has been an expensive one for Marine Atlantic, though the official numbers have not yet been released. ["Darrell Mercer", Marine Atlantic]

VOCM - St. John's - Evening News @ 05:45:45pm Duration: 00:01:10 Reporter: Zaren Healey White/Doug Learning

NLTA CONVENTION: The Teachers' Association is hosting its biennial convention in the capital city this week. ["Jim Dinn", NLTA President]

VOCM - St. John's - Evening News @ 05:46:55pm Duration: 00:01:00 Reporter: Zaren Healey White/Doug Learning

CACC REPORT CARD: The Cancer Advocacy Coalition of Canada has released its latest report card on cancer in Canada.
CONDO DEVELOPMENT: A public hearing tonight at St. John's City Hall will allow residents to voice their opinions about a potential new development on Temperance Street.

FILMMAKING COMPETITION: An independent filmmaking team from this province is participating in a national competition to get $1 million in financing and distribution at Cineplex theatres. ["Ross Moore", Filmmaker]

FATAL ACCIDENT: There was a fatal car accident earlier this afternoon in Mount Pearl.

THISTLE SENTENCED FOR COATES DEATH: At court in St. John's 57 year old Ronald Thistle was sentenced.

WAREHOUSE FULL OF WOOD BURNED: A fire has gutted a lumber warehouse near Summerford on New World Island. ["Terry Hann", Summerford Fire Chief]

INDEPENDENT OVERSEER APPOINTED: There is a new development tonight in the shooting death of Don Dunphy; the RCMP has asked a retired judge to provide independent oversight. ["Erin Breen", Dunphy Family Lawyer]

MISCHIEF CHARGES LAID: A 21 year old man from Bell Island has been charged with mischief after damaging incidents.
CROWN LAND ACT CONSULTATIONS: How to strike a balance between protecting nature and encouraging development is the question emerging from the reform of the crown land act. ["Rex Hillier", Liberal MHA for CBS; "Elizabeth Zemdeos", Bonavista Businesswoman]

CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now Early Edition @ 05:37:00pm Duration: 00:00:40 Reporter: Debbie Cooper/Jonathan Crowe

NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL NEWS:
CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now Early Edition @ 05:37:40pm Duration: 00:02:00 Reporter: Debbie Cooper/Jonathan Crowe

WEATHER
CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now Early Edition @ 05:41:40pm Duration: 00:03:10 Reporter: Ryan Snoddon

ECMAS IN ST. JOHN'S: The East Coast Music awards has rolled into St. John's and Torbay and this year they are doing things just a little differently. ["Andy McLean", Executive Director, ECMA]
CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now Early Edition @ 05:44:50pm Duration: 00:02:30 Reporter: Krissy Holmes

FIRES CLUSTERED IN AREA: The fire chief on Summerford New World Island said a cluster of fires in the area recently are a big worry. ["Terry Hann", Summerford Fire Chief]
CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now Early Edition @ 05:51:15pm Duration: 00:04:15 Reporter: Chris Ensing

INTERNATIONAL NEWS:
CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now Early Edition @ 05:58:30pm Duration: 00:01:00 Reporter: Debbie Cooper/Jonathan Crowe

FIERY CAR CRASH: One person is dead after a car drove off a highway overpass.
CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now @ 06:00:30pm Duration: 00:02:00 Reporter: Carolyn Stokes

GARAGE FIRE: A frightening scene this afternoon in Torbay where you can see a large explosion from a garage fire.
CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now @ 06:02:30pm Duration: 00:00:50 Reporter: Debbie Cooper/Jonathan Crowe
81 SENTENCING FOR COATES DEATH: Ronald Thistle is going to jail for 2 years less a day after admitting to drinking and driving on the day his truck hit and killed 27 year old Nicholas Coates. ["Terry Coates", Father; "Linda Coates", Mother; "Terri-Lee Coates", Sister; "Patricia Coates", Stepmother]
CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now @ 06:03:20pm Duration: 00:02:40 Reporter: Glenn Payette

82 WEATHER UPDATE:
CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now @ 06:06:00pm Duration: 00:01:00 Reporter: Ryan Snoddon

83 UPDATE ON DUNPHY SHOOTING: The very latest on the shooting of Don Dunphy who was shot and killed on Easter Sunday by a member of the Premier's security detail. His family is asking for privacy as they grieve and wait for answers but they've hired a lawyer to speak on their behalf. ["Erin Breen", Lawyer]
CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now @ 06:07:00pm Duration: 00:02:45 Reporter: David Cochrane

84 COMMUNITY TRYING TO MAKE SENSE OF SHOOTING: Three days after Don Dunphy was shot and killed by police in his house people are no closer to making sense of what happened; the RCMP issued a brief summary yesterday but to the people of Mitchell's Brook it still doesn't make sense.
CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now @ 06:09:45pm Duration: 00:02:00 Reporter: Azzo Rezori

85 BROTHER CHARGED WITH ATTEMPTED MURDER: A St. Bride's man accused of stabbing his brother in late January is now charged with attempted murder.
CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now @ 06:11:45pm Duration: 00:00:30 Reporter: Debbie Cooper/Jonathan Crowe

86 DEATH OF WOMAN NOT SUSPICIOUS: The RNC says a 43 year old woman pulled from a submerged car on Signal Hill last week died of drowning; police say the death is not suspicious.
CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now @ 06:12:15pm Duration: 00:00:25 Reporter: Debbie Cooper/Jonathan Crowe

87 DRUG CONVICTION: A St. John's man has been convicted of producing drugs in his basement apartment.
CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now @ 06:12:40pm Duration: 00:00:30 Reporter: Debbie Cooper/Jonathan Crowe

88 INTERNATIONAL NEWS:
LUMBERYARD FIRE: Firefighters continue to hose down flames at a lumberyard near Summerford; it is the third major fire for the department within weeks and the increase in fire calls has raised concerns. ["Deborah Bourden" Cottles Island Lumber Spokesperson; "Terry Hann", Summerford Volunteer Fire Chief]

PENSIONERS EXPECTED TO REPAY MONEY: Pensioners are expected to repay extra money they were paid but the head of the teacher's union says the province should write off the amount owed by some pensioners. ["Jim Dinn", President - NLTA]

REVIEW INTO ACTIONS OF RNC MEMBER: A review is underway into the actions of a senior member of the RNC; it will look at how Sergeant Tim Buckle helped convicted officer Sean Kelly. ["Bill Janes", RNC Chief]

WEATHER:

DUNPHY FAMILY'S LAWYER ON SHOOTING DEATH: Don Dunphy's family has hired a lawyer, his daughter Megan and his relatives aren't giving interviews right now as they come to terms with the shooting death of Mr. Dunphy at his home in Mitchell's Brook. ["Erin Breen", Lawyer]

INTERNATIONAL AND NATIONAL NEWS:

FIGURE SKATERS LEARN FROM THE BEST: Figure skaters in Mount Pearl were learning from the best today; their coaches includes former world champion "Brian Orser" who is back in the province for his third visit.
NEW CANADIAN RECORD: The Canadian Power Lifting Championships continued in St. John's today and Newfoundland lifter Josh Hancock set a new Canadian record.

CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now @ 06:39:40pm Duration: 00:00:30 Reporter: Debbie Cooper/Jonathan Crowe

EAST COAST MUSIC WEEK: Get ready for the biggest kitchen party of the year, East Coast Music Week has arrived and with it some of the biggest names in the music business. ["Matty Rose", Singer; "Tony Murray", ECMW Show Producer]

CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now @ 06:40:10pm Duration: 00:02:00 Reporter: Krissy Holmes

THISTLE SENTENCE: Nicolas Coates was just 27 years old when he was struck and killed by a drunk driver; today a Supreme Court judge sent Ronald Thistle to jail for two years less a day but that was cold comfort to the victim's family. ["Patricia Coates", Stepmother; "Terri-Lynn Coates", Sister; "Linda Coates", Mother]

CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now @ 06:42:10pm Duration: 00:05:00 Reporter: Debbie Cooper/Jonathan Crowe

WEATHER AND YOUNG ATHLETE OF THE DAY:

CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now @ 06:47:10pm Duration: 00:03:00 Reporter: Ryan Snoddon

WEATHER RECAP:

CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now @ 06:59:00pm Duration: 00:01:00 Reporter: Ryan Snoddon

LATE NIGHT PREVIEW:

CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now @ 06:58:00pm Duration: 00:01:00 Reporter: Carolyn Stokes

NATIONAL NEWS:

CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now @ 06:53:00pm Duration: 00:02:00 Reporter: Debbie Cooper/Jonathan Crowe

NTV Evening Newshour Early Edition - Wed, April 08, 2015

FATAL ACCIDENT: A horrific accident on Pitt's Memorial Drive late this afternoon has left one person dead and police working to figure out what caused the vehicle to careen onto the road below.

CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour Early Edition @ 05:29:35pm Duration: 00:02:00 Reporter: Jodi Cooke
104 THISTLE SENTENCED: The 67-year-old man who was driving drunk when he struck and killed Nicholas Coates in August of 2013 has been sentenced to two years less a day.

CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour Early Edition @ 05:31:35pm Duration: 00:01:00 Reporter: Toni-Marie Wiseman

105 DUNPHY CASE UPDATE: The RCMP have brought in an independent observer to oversee the investigation into the shooting of Don Dunphy. ["Erin Breen", Lawyer]

CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour Early Edition @ 05:32:35pm Duration: 00:02:35 Reporter: Michael Connors

106 WEATHER FORECAST

CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour Early Edition @ 05:35:10pm Duration: 00:05:25 Reporter: Eddie Sheerr

107 COTTLE'S ISLAND LUMBER FIRE: Fire crews in Summerford have been battling a blaze at Cottle's Island Lumber for most of the day. ["Terry Hann", Summerford Volunteer Fire Department; "Deborah Borden", Friend of Owner]

CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour Early Edition @ 05:44:50pm Duration: 00:01:50 Reporter: Toni-Marie Wiseman

108 QALIPU APPLICATION REVIEW DELAYED: Humber-St. Barbe-Baie Verte MP "Gerry Byrne" is speaking out about a decision by the federal government to delay the completion reviews for membership in the Qalipu Mi'Kmaq First Nations Band by nearly a year.

CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour Early Edition @ 05:46:40pm Duration: 00:01:50 Reporter: Toni-Marie Wiseman

109 ECAM POP-UP CONCERT: The Village Mall now has a venue for famous musical people. ["Corey LaRue", Neon Dreams]

CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour Early Edition @ 05:48:30pm Duration: 00:00:45 Reporter: Toni-Marie Wiseman

110 NATIONAL & INTERNATIONAL NEWS

CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour Early Edition @ 05:49:15pm Duration: 00:02:50 Reporter: Toni-Marie Wiseman
ENERGY UPDATE: If you are hoping that we're in for a bit of a break at the pumps tonight, it's not going
to happen.
CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour Early Edition @ 05:56:10pm Duration: 00:01:20 Reporter: Larry Jay
Ref Id: C7w-8C2-8

ACROSS THE PROVINCE: What's in a Name Tourism Ad
CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour Early Edition @ 05:57:30pm Duration: 00:00:45 Reporter: Toni-Marie
Wiseman
Ref Id: Y5k-5H6-8

WEATHER PREVIEW
CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 05:59:40pm Duration: 00:00:15 Reporter: Eddie Sheerr
Ref Id: v7a-6k6-8

FATAL ACCIDENT: A tragic and horrific accident on Pitt's Memorial Drive has left one person dead.
[Cst. Geoff Higdon, RNC]
CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 05:59:55pm Duration: 00:01:50 Reporter: Jodi Cooke
Ref Id: U3k-3e2-8

THISTLE SENTENCED: A tragic case came to an end this afternoon in Supreme Court. ["Linda Coates", Nick
Coates' Mother; "Terri-Lee Coates", Nick Coates' Sister; "Terry Coates", Nick Coates' Father; "Patricia Coates", Nick
Coates' Step-Mother]
CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 06:01:45pm Duration: 00:02:15 Reporter: Meghan McCabe
Ref Id: I8Y-9f9-8

DUNPHY SHOOTING UPDATE: A retired judge is going to oversee the RCMP's investigation into the
shooting of Don Dunphy to ensure it is independent and thorough. ["Erin Breen", Lawyer]
CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 06:04:00pm Duration: 00:02:55 Reporter: Michael Connors
Ref Id: H2N-6x8-8

LUMBER PLANT FIRE: Today the people of New World Island are shocked that another major employer
for the region is shut down because of a fire. ["Deborah Borden", Friend of Plant Owner; "Terry Hann", Summerford
Volunteer Fire Department; "Cpl. Joe Young", RCMP]
CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 06:06:55pm Duration: 00:02:10 Reporter: Colleen Lewis
Ref Id: C7S-9g5-8

GARAGE FIRE: Firefighters, police, and paramedics are still at the scene of a serious garage fire on
Indian Meal Line in Torbay.
CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 06:09:05pm Duration: 00:00:40 Reporter: Larry Jay/Toni-Marie
Wiseman
Ref Id: S2G-9p2-8
119 THE BUSINESS REPORT
CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 06:09:45pm Duration: 00:01:25 Reporter: Larry Jay/Toni-Marie Wiseman
Ref Id: E9d-4d7-8

120 WEATHER FORECAST
CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 06:11:10pm Duration: 00:04:40 Reporter: Eddie Sheerr
Ref Id: Q4B-9s4-8

121 ATTEMPTED MURDER CHARGE: Charges against a St. Bride's man accused of stabbing his brother earlier this year have now been upgraded to attempted murder.
CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 06:15:50pm Duration: 00:00:40 Reporter: Larry Jay/Toni-Marie Wiseman
Ref Id: B7W-3J4-8

122 ABUSE VICTIMS SEEK COMPENSATION: Seven men, many of whom are now in their 50s or 60s, continue to fight for compensation after being sexually abused in the mid-1970s at the hands of Father Ronald Bromley.
CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 06:16:30pm Duration: 00:01:25 Reporter: Larry Jay/Toni-Marie Wiseman
Ref Id: k8w-9B6-8

123 FAMILY GLUED TO HOME SURVEILLANCE: For one family in Paradise, home sweet home is far from reality. For the past ten months, they say they have been receiving threats from their neighbours over a piece of Crown land. ["Sheila Clevett", Paradise Home Owner]
CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 06:17:55pm Duration: 00:03:00 Reporter: Leila Beaudoin
Ref Id: H2t-6K2-8

124 NLTA CONFERENCE: The province's teachers gathered today to talk about some of the changes facing the education system and some of the successes. ["James Dinn", NLTA President; "Dianne Woloschuk", Canadian Teacher's Federation]
CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 06:20:55pm Duration: 00:01:25 Reporter: Larry Jay/Toni-Marie Wiseman
Ref Id: n3X-7w3-8

125 CORNER BROOK RNC INVESTIGATION: The Chief of the RNC has asked the Director of Public Prosecutions to review the practices of the members of the Corner Brook detachment in relation to a 2012 criminal investigation.
CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 06:22:20pm Duration: 00:01:00 Reporter: Larry Jay/Toni-Marie Wiseman
Ref Id: r9H-7U4-8

126 APPLICATION PROCESSING DELAY: The MP for Humber-St. Barbe-Baie Verte is slamming the federal government over a recent decision to extend the review period for membership applications in the Qalipu Mi'Kmaq First Nations Band. ["Gerry Byrne", Liberal MP]
ECMA WEEK: East Coast Music Week is gearing up. ["Cory Slaney", Jack Byrne Arena Community Rep]

NTV NEWS NOMINATIONS: NTV News is in the running for some impressive hardware.

NATIONAL & INTERNATIONAL NEWS

WEATHER FORECAST.

THE SPORTS PAGE

BACKSTAGE PASS: ECMA Awards

YOUR COMMUNITY: The Trues are one of the frontrunners for ECMA Awards. ["Band Members"]

ENTERTAINMENT WRAP

TODAY IN HISTORY
136 BIRTHDAYS & ANNIVERSARIES
CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 06:59:50pm Duration: 00:01:00 Reporter: Larry Jay/Toni-Marie Wiseman
Ref Id: D3A-5F9-8

137 WEATHER RECAP
CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 07:00:50pm Duration: 00:00:30 Reporter: Eddie Sheerr
Ref Id: M5G-4B6-8

VOCM Night Line - Wed, April 08, 2015

138 FATAL SHOOTING: Host preamble. A lot of disappointing conversations on social media sites regarding the fatal shooting in Mitchell's Brook. Trish Dodd will be calling in tonight to talk about the angle of this story that involves the plight of the injured worker.
VOCM - St. John's - Night Line @ 08:06:00pm Duration: 00:02:00 Reporter: Jonathan Richler
Ref Id: c8e-2F9-8

139 GUILTY VERDICT FOR BOSTON BOMBER: Host preamble. There has been a guilty verdict on all counts for the Boston Bomber.
VOCM - St. John's - Night Line @ 08:08:00pm Duration: 00:01:00 Reporter: Jonathan Richler
Ref Id: P5k-5Z4-8

Client: PG-All Headlines

NL News Now
Email: production@nlnewsnow.ca
Tel: 709-726-6397
Web: www.nlnewsnow.ca
1. ECMA WEEK: Host Preamble – East Coast Music Award Week is upon us and the awards show will be tonight at the Jack Byrne Arena. Aired: 9:02 AM Duration: 00:45 Reporter: Paddy Daly

2. FATAL ACCIDENT: Host Preamble – The pictures from yesterday's Pitt's Memorial accident are shocking. Aired: 9:02 AM Duration: 00:15 Reporter: Paddy Daly

3. COTTLES ISLAND LUMBER FIRE: Host Preamble – Another big business fire yesterday. Some suspect an arsonist is on the loose. Aired: 9:02 AM Duration: 01:00 Reporter: Paddy Daly

4. PIZZERIA ROBBERY: Host Preamble – There have been arrests in the pizza skeet robbery. Aired: 9:03 AM Duration: 00:15 Reporter: Paddy Daly

5. THISTLE SENTENCE: Host Preamble – Thistle has been sentenced for two years for driving drunk causing the death of a young man. Is this really a reasonable sentence for killing someone because you are drunk behind the wheel? Aired: 9:04 AM Duration: 02:00 Reporter: Paddy Daly

6. PENSION REPAYMENT: Host Preamble – Former President of the NL Public Sector Pensioners' Association Ralph Morris says that forcing pensioners to repay the money they were overpaid due to Government error amounts to abuse. Calling it elder abuse may not be too far off the mark. How long will it take and how much will it cost to sit down with each person to work out their own repayment plan? Aired: 9:06 AM Duration: 03:00 Reporter: Paddy Daly

7. GAS-SNIFFING: Host Preamble – Pictures are coming out of Natuashish showing youth substance abuse again which is heart-breaking to see. Why aren't we doing more to prevent this? What happens when one of them passes out in the snow and dies from exposure or start a fire in the house they are getting high in? Some residents have given up. Aired: 9:09 AM Duration: 05:00 Reporter: Paddy Daly

8. DUNPHY SHOOTING: Host Preamble – An independent observer is coming in to examine the evidence in the shooting of Don Dunphy. Anything short of a judicial inquiry will not satisfy the family or public. The family's lawyer says the only issue they are concerned with is what happened at Mr. Dunphy's house that day. Lawyer Mark Gruchy says there is a crisis in the mental health system and that is clearly at play here. There are many issues in the province, but what about the lack of confidence in our law enforcement? Aired: 9:14 AM Duration: 06:00 Reporter: Paddy Daly
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CBC East Coast Morning Show - Thu, April 09, 2015

1 RACE IN ADS: When Starbucks launched its race together initiative last month there was immediate and wide-spread criticism.
   CBN - St. John's - East Coast Morning Show @ 06:40:00am Duration: 00:04:30 Reporter: Bruce Chambers
   Ref Id: Q5w-2m9-9

2 DUNPHY SHOOTING: The shooting in Mitchell's Brook still has people talking. ["Brenda Lewis"] [Worker's Compensation]
   CBN - St. John's - East Coast Morning Show @ 07:06:00am Duration: 00:02:45 Reporter: Anthony Germain
   Ref Id: x9Z-8Z5-9

3 PENSION OVERPAYMENT: "Caller" comments on pension overpayment.
   CBN - St. John's - East Coast Morning Show @ 07:09:00am Duration: 00:00:30 Reporter: Anthony Germain
   Ref Id: d9P-9J2-9

4 SOCIAL MEDIA AND POLICE INVESTIGATIONS: The funeral is going to be held tomorrow for a man who was shot dead by an RNC officer on Easter Sunday. The officer was investigating potentially threatening comments that Dunphy had directed towards MHAs on social, Twitter in particular. ["Lyle Wetsch", Associate Professor of Marketing at Memorial University]
   CBN - St. John's - East Coast Morning Show @ 07:10:00am Duration: 00:08:30 Reporter: Anthony Germain
   Ref Id: b4v-3P9-9

5 TEMPERANCE STREET CONDO: Growing opposition to a proposed condo that will over look the St. John's waterfront. Last evening dozens of people were at city hall to show their disapproval at a public meeting about the latest Temperance Street development proposal. ["Judith Bobbitt", Resident; "Peter Jackson", NL Historic Trust]
   CBN - St. John's - East Coast Morning Show @ 07:21:00am Duration: 00:02:30 Reporter: Mark Quinn
   Ref Id: x4B-6W9-9
CONDO MARKET: The controversy over this development comes at a time when many condo units in the city are sitting empty. ["Chris Janes", Senior Market Analysis CMHC]

CBN - St. John's - East Coast Morning Show @ 07:23:30am Duration: 00:05:00 Reporter: Anthony Germain
Ref Id: T7N-4M7-9

CHILDREN SNIFFING GAS: It is a frustrating case of history repeating itself. There is evidence that children in Natuashish are still sniffing gas. Photos from the community taken this week show a house in ruins used as a hideout and trashed by young gas sniffers. ["Simeon Tshakapesh", Deputy Grand Chief Innu Nation]

CBN - St. John's - East Coast Morning Show @ 07:41:00am Duration: 00:07:00 Reporter: Bailey White
Ref Id: z6k-3X2-9

EMCA'S: A looks at the awards gala taking place tonight.

CBN - St. John's - East Coast Morning Show @ 07:51:00am Duration: 00:06:00 Reporter: Krissy Holmes
Ref Id: g6X-3v7-9

CHILDREN SNIFFING GAS: It is a frustrating case of history repeating itself. There is evidence that children in Natuashish are still sniffing gas. Photos from the community taken this week show a house in ruins used as a hideout and trashed by young gas sniffers. ["Bill Partridge", addictions counsellor]

CBN - St. John's - East Coast Morning Show @ 08:10:00am Duration: 00:08:00 Reporter: Bailey White
Ref Id: W7B-7r9-9

MAYOR UNHAPPY WITH NALCOR: Nalcor is about to start construction work in the Seal Cove-area of CBS. It is going to be building a grounding station that is part of the Muskrat Falls transmission line project. Now that has always been part of the plan but the Mayor of CBS is not happy with now Nalcor is going about this. ["Ken McDonald", Mayor]

CBN - St. John's - East Coast Morning Show @ 08:19:00am Duration: 00:06:00 Reporter: Anthony Germain
Ref Id: T2A-319-9

DUFFY TRIAL: The Mike Duffy trial is moving into its third day. Aside from politics the trial is proving to be fascinating for its legal maneuverings. ["Michael Spratt", Criminal Lawyer]

CBN - St. John's - East Coast Morning Show @ 08:49:00am Duration: 00:07:00 Reporter: Anthony Germain
Ref Id: X7P-5w2-9

CBC Central Morning Show - Thu, April 09, 2015

Not available due to technical difficulties

CBG - Central - Central Morning Show @ 06:30:00am Duration: 00:30:00 Reporter: Leigh Anne Power/Brian Mosher
Ref Id: A5h-4a4-9
13 CHILDREN SNIFFING GAS: It is a frustrating case of history repeating itself. There is evidence that children in Natuashish are still sniffing gas. Photos from the community taken this week show a house in ruins used as a hideout and trashed by young gas sniffers. ["Simeon Tshakapesh", Deputy Grand Chief Innu Nation; "Bill Partridge", addictions counsellor]
CBG - Central - Central Morning Show @ 07:09:00am Duration: 00:13:00 Reporter: Bailey White
Ref Id: H9Z-2y6-9

14 COTTLES ISLAND LUMBER FIRE: Yesterday Cottles Island Lumber employees watched a serious fire destroy part of the business. It is another problem for an already troubled industry. ["Debra Bordon", Spokesperson; "Mayor Kevin Barnes"]
CBG - Central - Central Morning Show @ 07:41:00am Duration: 00:12:00 Reporter: Leigh Anne Power
Ref Id: H2j-4z7-9

15 DRAMA FESTIVAL: Vimy is the play the St. John's Players are performing at the drama festival. ["Louise Kearley", Director]
CBG - Central - Central Morning Show @ 08:10:00am Duration: 00:06:00 Reporter: Leigh Anne Power
Ref Id: Y7r-8m5-9

16 IS FRAILTY INEVITABLE?: As we get older we lose a lot of our strength, balance, and mobility but not everyone ages in the same away. Some people become frail in their 60s, others are still running marathons or skiing all the time in their 80s. Is frailty inevitable or can be it prevented?
CBG - Central - Central Morning Show @ 08:16:00am Duration: 00:07:00 Reporter: Dr. Raj Bhardwaj
Ref Id: Q5D-4V8-9

17 DUFFY TRIAL: The Mike Duffy trial is moving into its third day. Aside from politics the trial is proving to be fascinating for its legal maneuverings. ["Michael Spratt", Criminal Lawyer]
CBG - Central - Central Morning Show @ 08:41:00am Duration: 00:07:00 Reporter: Leigh Anne Power
Ref Id: k6V-7E2-9

CBC West Coast Morning Show - Thu, April 09, 2015

18 Not available due to technical difficulties
CBY - Corner Brook - West Coast Morning Show @ 06:30:00am Duration: 00:30:00 Reporter: Bernice Hillier/Brian McHugh
Ref Id: P8Z-5D5-9

19 INVESTIGATION INTO CALL: The RNC has ordered a fresh pair of eye to investigate the actions of a senior member of its Corner Brook force. The review will look at the advise Sargent Tim Buckle gave to a now suspended constable. Sean Kelly was sentenced earlier this week to ten months in jail for making obscene phone calls and missing leading police. But before that reached the court Buckle called Kelly to tell Kelly he was being investigated and to find a scapegoat for his crimes. ["Chief Bill Janes"]
CBY - Corner Brook - West Coast Morning Show @ 07:10:00am Duration: 00:05:16 Reporter: Jeremy Eaton
Ref Id: y8V-2f3-9
20 MARINE ATLANTIC SALE: Marine Atlantic is pretty pleased with its first venture into the world of seat sales. The Crown Corporation recently ended a trial discount offering 30 per cent off its Argentia ferry run. When that sale was first announced some people on the west coast worried it might hurt the Port aux Basque run. ["Darrell Mercer", Spokesmen]

CBY - Corner Brook - West Coast Morning Show @ 07:21:00am Duration: 00:03:30 Reporter: Terry Roberts
Ref Id: M9j-9h8-9

21 SALMON REGULATIONS: Yesterday on the show you heard a local angler and conservationist question new measures for salmon in the maritimes. John McCarthy of the group SPAWN says he was caught off guard by DFO's move to make all salmon fishing in NS, NB, and PEI catch and release only. So where does that leave this province's angling plans? ["Jason Simms", Resource Manager DFO]

CBY - Corner Brook - West Coast Morning Show @ 07:43:00am Duration: 00:07:06 Reporter: Jamie Baker
Ref Id: k5U-3W9-9

22 PETTING GUINEA PIGS TO DESTRESS: Some people might squeal at the mere thought of touching a rodent but Grenfell Campus Memorial University is betting that petting guinea pigs can help students through the stress of studying. ["Crystal Rose", Public Service Librarian]

CBY - Corner Brook - West Coast Morning Show @ 07:50:06am Duration: 00:06:00 Reporter: Gary Moore
Ref Id: Y8k-4n5-9

23 PARENTING AND HUGGING: Parents probably have navigated various hugs with children during the Easter holiday. Sometimes kids go running into an embrace but sometimes some kids don't even want to hug anybody whether it's an adult they know well or a relative or a friend. So should you as a parent insist on embracing in order to teach them manners or should you follow their lead?

CBY - Corner Brook - West Coast Morning Show @ 08:08:00am Duration: 00:04:00 Reporter: Diana Flacks
Ref Id: N7G-3R9-9

24 CHILDREN SNIFFING GAS: It is a frustrating case of history repeating itself. There is evidence that children in Natuashish are still sniffing gas. Photos from the community taken this week show a house in ruins used as a hideout and trashed by young gas sniffers. ["Simeon Tshakapesh", Deputy Grand Chief Innu Nation]

CBY - Corner Brook - West Coast Morning Show @ 08:12:00am Duration: 00:07:00 Reporter: Bailey White
Ref Id: d5C-3C3-9

25 PRODUCER ON EMCA'S: The ECMA awards gala tonight in St. John's honours the regions top musical talent but it also gives those who work behind the scenes a chance to shine. ["Scott Hammond", Producer]

CBY - Corner Brook - West Coast Morning Show @ 08:20:00am Duration: 00:06:00 Reporter: Bernice Hillier
Ref Id: Y2w-8j4-9

26 CHILDREN SNIFFING GAS: It is a frustrating case of history repeating itself. There is evidence that children in Natuashish are still sniffing gas. Photos from the community taken this week show a house in
ruins used as a hideout and trashed by young gas sniffers. [“Bill Partridge”, addictions counsellor]

CBY - Corner Brook - West Coast Morning Show @ 08:42:00am Duration: 00:07:30 Reporter: Bailey White

Ref Id: A2W-6v4-9

27 SHOOTING IN SOUTH CAROLINA: The footage is harrowing - a black unarmed man is running away while a white police officer shoots him in the back eight times. The video evidence of Walter Scott's death on Saturday in South Carolina has made headlines around the world. ["Desmond Cole", freelance journalist]

CBY - Corner Brook - West Coast Morning Show @ 08:50:00am Duration: 00:06:30 Reporter: Bernice Hillier

Ref Id: x5I-5j5-9

CBC Labrador Coast Morning Show - Thu, April 09, 2015

28 BUSINESS: Today's business news.

CFGB - Goose Bay - Labrador Coast Morning Show @ 06:12:00am Duration: 00:04:00 Reporter: Frank Rackow

Ref Id: h9B-6E9-9

29 SMART TVS: You may have heard reports recently that the Smart Samsung TVs are able to listen to you and record your conversations via their voice recognition software. The company made news when it advised customers to be aware of speaking about personal or sensitive information in front of Smart Televisions.

CFGB - Goose Bay - Labrador Coast Morning Show @ 06:16:00am Duration: 00:06:30 Reporter: Rosie Fernandez

Ref Id: f6J-5R7-9

30 HIRING PROCESS: Most companies still hire using a series of interviews often with a panel of managers facing the candidate but is that method outdated? Some recruitment experts say yes one even goes so far to say most qualified candidates don't apply just because the process is so cumbersome.

CFGB - Goose Bay - Labrador Coast Morning Show @ 06:41:00am Duration: 00:04:00 Reporter: Rubina Ahmed-Haq

Ref Id: I8K-6e6-9

31 CLIMATE CHANGE STUDY: Rigolet is in the spotlight when it comes to studying climate change. Several universities have partnered with the town to carry out community-based projects and now researchers from as far away as Russia are taking note. ["Jack Shiwak", AngajukKak Rigolet]

CFGB - Goose Bay - Labrador Coast Morning Show @ 06:45:00am Duration: 00:06:00 Reporter: John Gaudi

Ref Id: t5w-6N7-9

32 UNION HAPPY WITH MOVE: Cliff's Natural Resources wants to sell off its assets in Eastern Canada including the Bloom Lake Mine, the Wabush Mine, and related port and rail assets in Quebec and Labrador. The move still have to be approved by a Quebec Court. ["Jason Penney", President United Steel Workers Local 6285]

CFGB - Goose Bay - Labrador Coast Morning Show @ 07:14:00am Duration: 00:06:00 Reporter: Matt
33 CHILDREN SNIFFING GAS: It is a frustrating case of history repeating itself. There is evidence that
children in Natuashish are still sniffing gas. Photos from the community taken this week show a house in
ruins used as a hideout and trashed by young gas sniffers. ["Simeon Tshakapesh", Deputy Grand Chief Innu
Nation; “Bill Partridge”, addictions counsellor]

CFGB - Goose Bay - Labrador Coast Morning Show @ 07:35:00am Duration: 00:20:00 Reporter: Bailey
White

Ref Id: U2w-6y9-9

34 CORRECT MEDICATION DOSAGE: It seems harmless enough, giving a feverish toddler a spoonful of
medicine, but doctors are warning that guesstimating the correct dose when you are giving drugs to children
can be dangerous.

CFGB - Goose Bay - Labrador Coast Morning Show @ 08:14:00am Duration: 00:06:00 Reporter: Dr. Peter
Lin

Ref Id: u7A-5I8-9

35 HOME IS HERE CULTURAL EXHIBIT: A MUN student in St. John's asked others on campus to share
material items they brought with them from their hometowns. Those items are on display in the university
library. ["Emma Lang", Ph.D student; "various"]

CFGB - Goose Bay - Labrador Coast Morning Show @ 08:20:00am Duration: 00:04:00 Reporter: Caroline
Hillier

Ref Id: g8i-4R6-9

CBC 7am News - Thu, April 09, 2015

36 GAS SNIFFING PROBLEM: An old problem has resurfaced in Natuashish – young people sniffing gas.
[“Simeon Tshakapesh”, Innu Deputy Chief; “Bill Partridge”, addictions counsellor]

CBN - St. John's - 7am News @ 07:00:00am Duration: 00:01:10 Reporter: Bailey White

Ref Id: X5m-7b5-9

37 FATAL SHOOTING: The lawyer hired by the family of Donald Dunphy says they are pleased to hear a
retired judge will have access to all aspects of the investigation into Sunday's fatal shooting. [“Erin Breen”,
lawyer]

CBN - St. John's - 7am News @ 07:01:10am Duration: 00:00:40 Reporter: Nancy Walsh

Ref Id: b9z-8m8-9

38 INDEPENDENT REVIEW: The Chief of the RNC says he's confident in legal advice his force already has
about controversial actions by one of its supervisors, but he “Bill Janes” says he'll go ahead with an
independent review by the Public Prosecutions Office.

CBN - St. John's - 7am News @ 07:01:50am Duration: 00:00:45 Reporter: Nancy Walsh

Ref Id: M4N-8A3-9

39 NATIONAL/INTERNATIONAL NEWS

263
40 OPPOSITION TO CONDO PROPOSAL: Opponents of a proposed downtown condo development were out in force last night. [“Peter Jackson”, NL Historic Trust]

41 THEFT OF TAXI: A 35-year-old man faces charges relating to the theft of a taxi in St. John's early this morning.

42 GAS SNIFFING: An Innu Nation leader, “Simeon Tshakapesh”, says the problem of children sniffing gasoline in Natuashish has not gone away.

43 FATAL SHOOTING: The lawyer hired by the family of Donald Dunphy says they are pleased to hear a retired judge will have access to all aspects of the investigation into Sunday's fatal shooting. [“Erin Breen”, lawyer]

44 THISTLE SENTENCED: He caused Nick Coates' death and yesterday Ronald Thistle learned the consequences. [“Linda and Terry Coates”, victim's parents]

45 REVIEW OF OFFICER'S CONDUCT: The Provincial Crown's Office has been asked to investigate the conduct of a high ranking officer in Corner Brook. [“RNC Chief Bill Janes”]

46 OPPOSITION TO CONDO PROPOSAL: Opponents of a proposed downtown condo development were out in force last night. [“Peter Jackson”, NL Historic Trust]
CBC 9am News - Thu, April 09, 2015

48 GAS SNIFFING PROBLEM: An old problem has resurfaced in Natuashish – young people sniffing gas. [“Simeon Tshakapesh”, Innu Deputy Chief; “Bill Partridge”, addictions counsellor]
CBN - St. John's - 9am News @ 09:00:00am Duration: 00:01:10 Reporter: Bailey White
Ref Id: A9P-3E3-9

49 FAMILY REACTS TO APOLOGY: The family of Nick Coates says an apology from the drunk driver responsible for killing their son changes nothing. ["Terry and Linda Coates", parents]
CBN - St. John's - 9am News @ 09:01:10am Duration: 00:00:40 Reporter: Nancy Walsh
Ref Id: k6M-2H7-9

50 INDEPENDENT REVIEW: The Chief of the RNC says he's confident in legal advice his force already has about controversial actions by one of its supervisors, but he “Bill Janes” says he'll go ahead with an independent review by the Public Prosecutions Office.
CBN - St. John's - 9am News @ 09:01:50am Duration: 00:00:45 Reporter: Nancy Walsh
Ref Id: b7K-9D7-9

51 INTERNATIONAL NEWS
CBN - St. John's - 9am News @ 09:02:35am Duration: 00:00:40 Reporter: Nancy Walsh
Ref Id: f2F-6m7-9

52 MEETING ON CONDO PROPOSAL: A condo proposal for the east end of St. John's came under fire last night. ["Judith Bobbitt", property owner; “Peter Jackson”, NL Historic Trust]
CBN - St. John's - 9am News @ 09:03:15am Duration: 00:01:20 Reporter: Mark Quinn
Ref Id: Z5F-3X7-9

53 THEFT OF TAXI: A 35-year-old man faces charges relating to the theft of a taxi in St. John's early this morning.
CBN - St. John's - 9am News @ 09:04:35am Duration: 00:00:30 Reporter: Nancy Walsh
Ref Id: C5P-8S3-9

VOCM Morning News - Thu, April 09, 2015

54 STOLEN TAXI: A man suspected of being drunk stole a taxi in the centre city of St. John's early this morning.
VOCM - St. John's - Morning News @ 07:45:40am Duration: 00:00:15 Reporter: Fred Hutton
Ref Id: S9z-9k4-9

55 THISTLE SENTENCED: Family members of a man who was killed by a drunk driver in 2013 have reacted swiftly to the two year sentence handed down in Supreme Court yesterday. ["Linda Coates", victim's mother]
VOCM - St. John's - Morning News @ 07:45:55am Duration: 00:01:00 Reporter: Fred Hutton
Ref Id: A7j-3Q9-9
VEHICLE FIRE: St. John's Regional responded, around 10:30 last night, to a report of a vehicle fire in west end St. John's on Alderberry Lane.

VOCM - St. John's - Morning News @ 07:46:55am Duration: 00:00:25 Reporter: Fred Hutton
Ref Id: m8h-5U3-9

NATIONAL NEWS

VOCM - St. John's - Morning News @ 07:47:20am Duration: 00:00:45 Reporter: Fred Hutton
Ref Id: d7z-5c2-9

SEAL HUNT OPENS: The seal hunt opens this weekend.

VOCM - St. John's - Morning News @ 07:48:05am Duration: 00:00:30 Reporter: Fred Hutton
Ref Id: Z4z-2R6-9

GAS PRICE UP: The Consumer Group For Fair Gas Prices was a bit off the mark in their weekly forecast.

VOCM - St. John's - Morning News @ 07:48:35am Duration: 00:00:15 Reporter: Fred Hutton
Ref Id: k8H-9i2-9

VOCM NEWS UP FOR AWARDS: VOCM News has been nominated for four more awards.

VOCM - St. John's - Morning News @ 07:48:50am Duration: 00:00:20 Reporter: Fred Hutton
Ref Id: g7e-8j4-9

MEETING ON CONDO PROPOSAL: There was a distinct air of hostility at last night's public hearing about a possible development on Temperance street. About 45 people showed up at St. John's City Hall to express their concerns. ["Sheilagh O'Leary", former city councillor]

VOCM - St. John's - Morning Show @ 06:13:00am Duration: 00:04:00 Reporter: Brian O'Connell/Claudette Barnes
Ref Id: y5i-7y3-9

RECKLESS REPORTING: Rolling Stone magazine recently retracted its article 'Rape on Campus' because of shoddy journalism. The student was about a student who says she was gang raped at the University of Virginia fraternity, yet a police investigation found no evidence that the rape happened. ["Dr. Sarah MacAuley", Sexual Health Educator]

VOCM - St. John's - Morning Show @ 06:22:30am Duration: 00:05:00 Reporter: Claudette Barnes
Ref Id: y6K-6W9-9

HOSPITAL HOME LOTTERY: Health Care Foundation CEO "Paul Snow" discusses the Hospital Home Lottery.

VOCM - St. John's - Morning Show @ 06:49:30am Duration: 00:05:30 Reporter: Aiden Hibbs/Claudette Barnes
Ref Id: i2b-2R3-9
FRAGILITY OF FOOD SUPPLY: Heavy ice around our coast has led to bare shelves and high prices at the grocery stores. It has also reminded many of us about the fragility of our food supply. ["Dr. Catherine Keske", Associate Professor at Grenfell Campus of MUN]

THISTLE SENTENCED: Ronald Thistle is the man who was charged with impaired driving causing the death of Nicholas Coates in 2013. Thistle was sentenced to two years less a day in connection with that death. ["Linda Coates", victim's mother]

FIRE AT LUMBER BUSINESS: Areas around Twillingate and Summerford are reeling after another fire at a business yesterday. They recently had a fire at a fish plant there and part of Cottles Island Lumberyard was destroyed by a fire yesterday. ["Natural Resources Minister/MHA Derrick Dalley"]

CHAT WITH ACTOR: Newfoundlander "Shawn Doyle" has landed a recurring role on the show House of Cards on Netflix.

MARBLE MOUNTAIN REPORT: "Kristyn Titford" with a look at events at Marble Mountain.
Potential copyright material

If you wish to obtain a copy please contact the ATIPP Office at (709) 729-7072 or atippoffice@gov.nl.ca.
Cutler, Rachelle

From: MacLean, Heather
Sent: Thursday, April 09, 2015 10:56 AM
To: Davis, Paul A (MHA- District of Topsail); Browne, Joe; Morris, Peter; Ivey, Donna; Hayden, Veronica
Subject: Media: Morning Roll Up - Thursday, April 9, 2015

Date: Thursday, April 9, 2015

Top News Stories

Independent Observer Brought in to Fatal Shooting Investigation

Summary:
Retired judge, David G. Riche will have full, unfettered access to all aspects of the RCMP's investigation into the Don Dunphy incident, and will provide an independent report on his findings.

Spokespersons Featured: RNC, Lawyer Erin Breen
Tone: Balanced
Coverage: VOCM Online/Radio, CBC NL/ Radio, NTV, Telegram

Drunk Driver Jailed for Fatal Crash

Summary:
Ronald Thistle — the drunk driver who was responsible for a collision on a busy St. John’s street that killed 27-year-old Nicholas Coates almost two years ago — was sentenced to two years less a day behind bars. Many of the close to 30 members of Coates’ family who filled one side of the courtroom broke down in tears as the judge rendered his decision. The sentence, which included a four-year driving prohibition, went along with what Crown prosecutor Phil LeFeuvre had recommended.

Please note: Some media report a four-year driving ban while others report a lifetime ban. This particular aspect of the sentence is greatly influencing public comment with those who believe it to be four years generally angry.

Spokespersons Featured: Judge, Coates’ family
Youth Substance Abuse in Natuashish

Summary:
The Deputy Grand Chief of the Innu Nation is expressing concerns that substance abuse is rampant in a big way in the community of Natuashish, describing his discovery of an abandoned home in Natuashish that he says was housing pre-teen and teenage children sniffing gas.

Spokespersons Featured: Deputy Grand Chief
Tone: Balanced
Coverage: VOCM Online/Radio, CBC NL

Police Look for Answers in Fatal Crash

Summary:
The RNC are still trying to determine what caused a car to leave the highway, crashing and killing the lone occupant in Mount Pearl yesterday. Police say the vehicle was travelling east on Pitts Memorial Drive when the driver lost control, left the highway and came crashing down on to Richard Nolan Drive below the overpass. The vehicle hit a concrete barrier and burst into flames coming to rest upright on its nose. It marks the second accident under similar circumstances in the same area in recent months.

Spokespersons Featured: RNC
Tone: Balanced
Coverage: VOCM Online/Radio, CBC NL/Radio, NTV, Telegram

Operations halted at Cottles Island Lumber

Summary:
A large lumber company in Newfoundland's Notre Dame Bay has shut operations after a warehouse fire, with no word on when it will start again. Suspicions are starting to swirl in central Newfoundland after yet another fire in the Norte Dame Bay area.

Spokespersons Featured: Area MHA Derrick Dalley, Twillingate RCMP Cpl. Joe Young, owner Rex Philpott
Tone: Balanced
Coverage: CBC NL/Radio, VOCM Online/Radio, NTV, Telegram

Other items of note (limited coverage)

VOCM – Residents Report Loud Bang As West End SUV Engulfed in Flames

VOCM – Making Seniors Pay Back Pensions is Abuse: Morris
VOCM – Cliff’s Asset Sale Good News for Steelworkers in Wabush: Penney

VOCM – RNC Chief says Social Media Has Changed Policing

CBC – IOC on trial next month in relation to worker’s death

Telegram – Crisis of confidence in system

Telegram – Sealers can hit the ice Sunday

Telegram – Fire destroys Torbay garage
From: production@nlnewsnow.ca
Sent: Thursday, April 09, 2015 2:37 PM
To: NLIS, NLIS; Clarke, Lesley; Scott, Brian; Drover, Meghan
Subject: Mid-Day Headlines

CBC 12 Noon News - Thu, April 09, 2015

1 GOVERNMENT NEEDS TO REPAY PENSION FUND: The Head of the Teacher's Union is calling on the province to make sure the nearly $1 million it mistakenly paid out to pensioners is returned to the fund. ["James Dinn", NLTA President]
CBN - St. John's - 12 Noon News @ 12:00:18pm Duration: 00:00:32 Reporter: Randal Wheeler
Ref Id: s6q-3V6-9

2 EDWARD TAYLOR ARRESTED: A former corrections officer convicted of drug trafficking is back in more trouble with the law.
CBN - St. John's - 12 Noon News @ 12:00:50pm Duration: 00:00:28 Reporter: Randal Wheeler
Ref Id: w7T-3Z7-9

3 MAYOR UPSET WITH NALCOR PLAN: The Mayor of CBS is threatening to lead a blockade of a road that Nalcor wants to use for construction traffic. ["Ken McDonald", Mayor]
CBN - St. John's - 12 Noon News @ 12:01:18pm Duration: 00:00:47 Reporter: Randal Wheeler
Ref Id: N4r-6q8-9

4 FUTURE OF COTTLES ISLAND LUMBER: A large lumber company has shutdown operations with no word on when it will start up again. ["Debra Burden", Spokesperson]
CBN - St. John's - 12 Noon News @ 12:02:05pm Duration: 00:01:00 Reporter: Randal Wheeler
Ref Id: z7x-9p4-9

5 UNION HAPPY WITH SALE: The head of the mine union in Wabush welcomes word that Cliff's Natural Resources wants to sell its idled operations in Labrador and Quebec. ["Jason Penney", Union Rep]
CBN - St. John's - 12 Noon News @ 12:03:05pm Duration: 00:00:45 Reporter: Randal Wheeler
Ref Id: r8e-4b4-9

6 COD TAC: The allowable catch of cod nearly 25 years after the east coast fishery collapsed is much smaller. ["Stephen Leslie", Regional Director Department of Fisheries and Oceans]
CBN - St. John's - 12 Noon News @ 12:03:50pm Duration: 00:01:00 Reporter: Paul Withers

CBC Crosstalk - Thu, April 09, 2015

WEATHER
CBN - St. John's - Crosstalk @ 12:03:00pm Duration: 00:04:00 Reporter: Ryan Snodden

MAKING A LIVING IN THE ARTS: Some bands get validation while others get a badly-needed break. No matter whether you're a visual artist or a writer or a film producer or a musician, the truth is it's very difficult to make a living in the arts. Today's question on the CrossTalk phone-in: Is it possible to make a living in the arts? Our guests are two hard-working and extremely popular musicians "Matthew Byrne" and "Sherman Downey".
CBN - St. John's - Crosstalk @ 12:07:00pm Duration: 00:55:00 Reporter: Ramona Dearing

COTTLES ISLAND LUMBER FIRE: Yesterday Cottles Island Lumber employees watched a serious fire destroy part of the business. It is another problem for an already troubled industry. ["Mayor Kevin Barnes"]
CBN - St. John's - Crosstalk @ 01:03:00pm Duration: 00:05:00 Reporter: Leigh Anne Power

TERRY FOX EXHIBIT: There is a Terry Fox exhibit in Gateaux Quebec and "Edwina Connors" has seen it
CBN - St. John's - Crosstalk @ 01:13:00pm Duration: 00:11:00 Reporter: Ramona Dearing

VOCM 1pm News - Thu, April 09, 2015

OFFICER SPENDS NIGHT IN CUSTODY: An RNC officer spent the night in custody after being accused of 5 counts of uttering threats.
VOCM - St. John's - 1pm News @ 01:00:33pm Duration: 00:00:28 Reporter: John Reynolds

ED TAYLOR IN COURT: A former Correctional Officer has been sent for a psychiatric assessment after being accused of stealing a taxi last night.
VOCM - St. John's - 1pm News @ 01:01:01pm Duration: 00:00:26 Reporter: John Reynolds

THISTLE SENTENCING: "Society needs to be more enraged with drinking and driving before someone else dies." Those were the words of "Linda Coates", mother of Nicholas Coates, who was killed by an impaired driver on Kenmount Road in 2013.
VOCM - St. John's - 1pm News @ 01:01:27pm Duration: 00:01:44 Reporter: John Reynolds

PIZZA SKEET UPDATE: Two of three women charged after a brazen pizzeria theft last month appeared in provincial court this morning.
15 VICTIM'S IDENTIFIED: The RNC have identified a 21-year-old man from CBS as the victim of a horrific accident in Mount Pearl yesterday afternoon.

16 MAYOR TO BLOCK ROAD: The Mayor of CBS is drawing a line in the sand with Nalcor over construction set to begin Monday at the Grounding Station at Dowden's Point in Seal Cove. ["Ken McDonald", Mayor]

17 SUBSTATION MAINTENANCE: Scheduled maintenance will leave some Avalon residents in the dark this afternoon.

18 SPANIARD'S BAY MAYOR RESIGNS: The mayor of Spaniard's Bay has resigned from the position, due to health reasons. Wayne Smith's resignation is effective immediately.

19 FIRE UPDATE: Fire investigators are back in Notre Dame Bay today to sift through what is left of the warehouse at Cottles Island Lumber.

20 RIAC FUNDS UPDATE: Funds are coming in for the Refugee Immigrant Advisory Council, but they'll need more support to keep the doors open. ["Jose Rivera", Executive Director]

21 GOOD WILL CENTRE NEWS: Some good news after some bad luck for the Botwood Good Will Centre.

22 REZONING VOTE: Stephenville town council is expected to vote today on a controversial rezoning application.
23 LUMBER FIRE: The MHA for the Notre Dame Bay area which has been ravaged by two major fires hopes one of the businesses will be up and running sooner rather than later. ["Derrick Dalley", Area MHA]

VOCM - St. John's - 1pm News @ 01:08:40pm Duration: 00:00:49 Reporter: John Reynolds

Ref Id: K9q-9A7-9

24 SEAL HUNT: The seal hunt opens this weekend. The fishery will open for longliners, small boats and speed boats, and for personal use on the Front and in the Gulf of St. Lawrence on Sunday.

VOCM - St. John's - 1pm News @ 01:09:29pm Duration: 00:00:30 Reporter: John Reynolds

Ref Id: X5S-4U7-9

25 CETA QUESTIONS: The federal government has responded to a written inquiry from MP "Ryan Cleary" about the Fisheries Investment Fund, and Cleary says it's left him with more questions than answers.

VOCM - St. John's - 1pm News @ 01:09:59pm Duration: 00:01:04 Reporter: John Reynolds

Ref Id: F6y-5y2-9

26 POTENTIAL IOC LAYOFFS: Rumours are swirling in Labrador West of more possible cuts in the mining industry. Rumours indicate the Iron Ore Company in Labrador City may be about to bring down the axe on their operation in that town.

VOCM - St. John's - 1pm News @ 01:11:03pm Duration: 00:00:27 Reporter: John Reynolds

Ref Id: N5p-7D5-9

27 WABUSH MINES: The President of the United Steelworkers Union in Wabush says he's very encouraged by the planned sale of Cliffs' assets at Bloom Lake and Labrador West. ["Jason Penney", Union Rep]

VOCM - St. John's - 1pm News @ 01:11:30pm Duration: 00:00:45 Reporter: John Reynolds

Ref Id: U3y-5v7-9

28 WOOD HARVESTING: The provincial government is allocating $50,000 to an initiative that seeks to provide easier access to wood that has been cut for the Muskrat Falls Project.

VOCM - St. John's - 1pm News @ 01:12:15pm Duration: 00:00:32 Reporter: John Reynolds

Ref Id: s5W-5z7-9

29 EMERA SIGNS DEAL: Emera has signed an agreement with the Mi'kmaq of Nova Scotia granting them greater involvement in the development of the Maritime Link.

VOCM - St. John's - 1pm News @ 01:12:47pm Duration: 00:00:24 Reporter: John Reynolds

Ref Id: d7Z-8x2-9

30 APOLLO CROSSING CANCELLED: The Apollo will not be making any crossings on the Straits today due to a lack of icebreaker service.

VOCM - St. John's - 1pm News @ 01:13:11pm Duration: 00:00:20 Reporter: John Reynolds

Ref Id: h4X-7e3-9

31 ECMAS: Organizers of the East Coast Music Awards are expecting a festival like no other. It's been 10 years since the show was last held in this province. ["Executive Director Andy McLean"]

VOCM - St. John's - 1pm News @ 01:13:31pm Duration: 00:01:01 Reporter: John Reynolds
32 POLICING AND SOCIAL MEDIA: RNC Chief Bill Janes says social media has changed policing. ["Chief Bill Janes"]
VOCM - St. John's - 1pm News @ 01:14:32pm Duration: 00:00:40 Reporter: John Reynolds
Ref Id: m3D-9A4-9

33 DEER PARK LSD: The Deer Park-Vineland Road Local Service District is holding an election this weekend to fill five vacancies.
VOCM - St. John's - 1pm News @ 01:15:12pm Duration: 00:00:20 Reporter: John Reynolds
Ref Id: g3d-4I7-9

34 SHORTALL NLTA: Brian Shortall has been made an honourary member of the Newfoundland and Labrador Teachers' Association.
VOCM - St. John's - 1pm News @ 01:15:32pm Duration: 00:00:20 Reporter: John Reynolds
Ref Id: Z9d-4b5-9

35 ALLAN CUP: Tickets went on sale today for the Allan Cup, one of the biggest events the Town of Clarenville has ever hosted.
VOCM - St. John's - 1pm News @ 01:15:52pm Duration: 00:00:20 Reporter: John Reynolds
Ref Id: J4Q-3Z9-9

VOCM NL Today - Thu, April 09, 2015

36 THISTLE SENTENCED: Ronald Thistle is the man who was charged with impaired driving causing the death of Nicholas Coates in 2013. Thistle was sentenced to two years less a day in connection with that death. ["Linda Coates", victim's mother]
VOCM - St. John's - NL Today @ 01:24:00pm Duration: 00:05:00 Reporter: Doug Learning
Ref Id: e6M-6g6-9

37 VOCM.COM: What do you think of the two year sentence handed down this week to a man charged with impaired driving causing death?
VOCM - St. John's - NL Today @ 01:25:00pm Duration: 00:03:50 Reporter: Zaren Healey White
Ref Id: A2R-6s3-9

38 FIRE AT LUMBER BUSINESS: Areas around Twillingate and Summerford are reeling after another fire at a business yesterday. They recently had a fire at a fish plant there and part of Cottles Island Lumberyard was destroyed by fire yesterday. ["Natural Resources Minister/MHA Derrick Dalley"]
VOCM - St. John's - NL Today @ 01:28:50pm Duration: 00:04:00 Reporter: Fred Hutton
Ref Id: n3J-2H4-9

39 WABUSH MINES: The President of the United Steelworkers Union in Wabush says he's very encouraged by the planned sale of Cliffs' assets at Bloom Lake and Labrador West. ["Jason Penney", Union Rep]
VOCM - St. John's - NL Today @ 01:29:00pm Duration: 00:03:30 Reporter: Linda Swain
MAYOR TO BLOCK ROAD: The Mayor of CBS is drawing a line in the sand with Nalcor over construction set to begin Monday at the Grounding Station at Dowden's Point in Seal Cove. ["Ken McDonald", Mayor]

VOCM - St. John's - NL Today @ 01:42:00pm Duration: 00:03:00 Reporter: Linda Swain

MEETING ON CONDO PROPOSAL: There was a distinct air of hostility at last night's public hearing about a possible development on Temperance street. About 45 people showed up at St. John's City Hall to express their concerns. ["Sheilagh O'Leary", former city councillor]

VOCM - St. John's - NL Today @ 01:48:00pm Duration: 00:04:00 Reporter: Doug Learning
GAS SNIFFING IN NATUASHISH: There is some devastating news coming out of the northern community of Natuashish today. ["Simeon Tshakapesh", Deputy Chief]

TAXI THEFT: A brazen theft of a taxi in the metro area lead to a chase and an arrest.

FATAL ACCIDENT: A tragic and horrific accident on Pitt's Memorial Drive has left one person dead. ["Cst. Geoff Higdon", RNC]
70 DUNPHY SHOOTING UPDATE: A retired judge is going to oversee the RCMP's investigation into the shooting of Don Dunphy to ensure it is independent and thorough. ["Erin Breen", Lawyer]

71 FAMILY GLUED TO HOME SURVEILLANCE: For one family in Paradise, home sweet home is far from reality. For the past ten months, they say they have been receiving threats from their neighbours over a piece of Crown land. ["Sheila Clevett", Paradise Home Owner]
Potential copyright material
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VOCM Night Line - Thu, April 09, 2015

1. FOUR AND FOUR LAW: Host preamble. Right now we are at the end of the four and four law for temporary foreign workers. They can only stay for four years and work then go away so there are many ramifications especially since we may use Canadians who have fallen in love with one of these workers. There will be a need to fill the jobs that will be left vacant. A tweet from Don Shea about workers who are losing their jobs in Alberta because the company has brought in temporary foreign workers.

VOCM - St. John's - Night Line @ 08:06:00pm Duration: 00:04:00 Reporter: Jonathan Richler

Ref Id: g2H-3m8-9

2. BOTWOOD GOOD WILL CENTRE REBOUNDING: Host preamble. A wonderful story about the Botwood Good Will Centre. A couple of months ago a couple of skeets broke in and stole food but now there has been an outpouring of volunteers so things are looking up.

VOCM - St. John's - Night Line @ 08:10:00pm Duration: 00:02:00 Reporter: Jonathan Richler

Ref Id: E9M-6T8-9

3. FUNDING TO DETERMINE WHAT TO DO WITH SURPLUS WOOD: Host preamble. According to our provincial government everything is on the table but they are now allocating $50 thousand to determine what to do with the surplus of wood around the Muskrat Falls site.

VOCM - St. John's - Night Line @ 08:12:00pm Duration: 00:03:00 Reporter: Jonathan Richler

Ref Id: f4q-5P8-9

4. SEAL HUNT: Host preamble. The seal hunt is opening this weekend so good luck to all sealers. There are subsidies going to two seal processing facility including Carino.

VOCM - St. John's - Night Line @ 08:15:00pm Duration: 00:02:00 Reporter: Jonathan Richler

Ref Id: F5p-3w8-9

5. LAYOFFS AT IOC: Host preamble. There are layoffs at IOC in Labrador. Mr. Thomas of the Steelworkers Union indicated there are still workers who aren't members of the union working there.

VOCM - St. John's - Night Line @ 08:17:00pm Duration: 00:02:00 Reporter: Jonathan Richler

Ref Id: b4i-4K8-9
6 NLTA AND GOVERNMENT REACH A DEAL: Host preamble. It looks like the NLTA and government have reached a deal in principle on pension reform.
VOCM - St. John's - Night Line @ 08:19:00pm Duration: 00:01:00 Reporter: Jonathan Richler
Ref Id: n9x-5z3-9

7 PENSION OVERPAYMENT: Host preamble. George called the show last night to talk about the pension overpayment situation and said that he was informed he had to repay an amount of money.
VOCM - St. John's - Night Line @ 08:20:00pm Duration: 00:01:00 Reporter: Jonathan Richler
Ref Id: T4V-3U5-9

8 VARIOUS TOPICS: Host preamble. A lot of e-mails from people who just don't trust police anymore after the shooting of Donald Dunphy. There was another fire in Notre Dame Bay at the lumberyard and that is three fires in that region.
VOCM - St. John's - Night Line @ 08:21:00pm Duration: 00:01:00 Reporter: Jonathan Richler
Ref Id: M3V-6q7-9

9 FOUR AND FOUR PROGRAM: “Mary Shortall”, NL Federation of Labour is calling to talk about the four and four program for temporary foreign workers. She says it's not an easy situation and there are about 70 thousand migrant workers who according to the government will have to go back home. The fear is some may go underground so they won't have access to programs and services that they need here.
VOCM - St. John's - Night Line @ 08:26:00pm Duration: 00:09:00 Reporter: Jonathan Richler
Ref Id: N9q-5Q5-9

10 SITUATION IN NATUASHISH: “Yvonne Jones”, Liberal MP is calling to talk about the situation in Natuashish. She acknowledges that Simeon Tshakapesh, Deputy Grand Chief is reaching out for help which isn't easy and a lot of the burden of problems lies with families themselves. She says Minister Kent has said they are sending more resources to the community but in her opinion many children who are sent out for help return to the trend with drugs and alcohol when the return.
VOCM - St. John's - Night Line @ 08:35:00pm Duration: 00:09:00 Reporter: Jonathan Richler
Ref Id: G6g-4x6-9

11 FATAL SHOOTING: An e-mail regarding the fatal shooting in Mitchell's Brook.
VOCM - St. John's - Night Line @ 08:47:00pm Duration: 00:03:00 Reporter: Jonathan Richler
Ref Id: N6e-8P5-9

12 FAMILY MAPLE FESTIVAL: “Trina Porter”, Vice Chairperson of Friends of Pippy Park is calling to talk about the Outdoor Family Maple Festival. It is being held between 12 and 3 on Sunday and they will show everything you need to know about making maple syrup.
VOCM - St. John's - Night Line @ 08:50:00pm Duration: 00:08:00 Reporter: Jonathan Richler
Ref Id: p9D-6B6-9

13 HOLOCAUST MEMORIAL SERVICE: Jonathan comments on the Holocaust Memorial Service which is being held on April 12th.
VOCM - St. John's - Night Line @ 09:06:00pm Duration: 00:02:00 Reporter: Jonathan Richler
14 NEW STUDENT LOAN POLICY: “Victoria Pittman”, President of CNA Student Council is calling to talk about the federal government's new student loan policy. She says it will be amazing for those who want to be in trades. She is currently enrolled in the electronics program and can see how this new policy will be very beneficial to many new students.

VOCM - St. John's - Night Line @ 09:08:00pm Duration: 00:08:00 Reporter: Jonathan Richler

15 SKILLS DEVELOPMENT GROUP GRADUATION: “Lisa Browne” from Stella's Circle is calling to talk about the Skills Development Group graduation. She says this program involved 12 months of skill development and the staff were very happy to see them graduate today.

VOCM - St. John's - Night Line @ 09:16:00pm Duration: 00:06:00 Reporter: Jonathan Richler

16 EMMANUEL HOUSE: A tweet regarding Emmanuel House.

VOCM - St. John's - Night Line @ 09:25:00pm Duration: 00:01:00 Reporter: Jonathan Richler

17 WORKER'S COMPENSATION: “John Oliver” is calling to talk about Worker's Compensation. He has been dealing with Worker's since 2009 and has been cut off twice so he knows how difficult it is to deal with the situation. He says now they expect his case to go back to Ontario for review. Jonathan suggests he contact his MHA Scott Reid and John says he has been dealing with Dwight Ball.

VOCM - St. John's - Night Line @ 09:26:00pm Duration: 00:13:00 Reporter: Jonathan Richler

18 GREEN PEACE: “Walter” is calling to talk about Green Peace. He comments their helicopter landed on ice floes inside the 200 mile limit during the seal hunt. He says it would be best to beat up the helicopter so that they can't fly away but he wouldn't leave the members there to freeze.

VOCM - St. John's - Night Line @ 09:42:00pm Duration: 00:11:00 Reporter: Jonathan Richler

19 MENTAL HEALTH: “Catherine” is calling to talk about mental health. She extends a bouquet to the RNC for their help this evening with a friend who was in crisis.

VOCM - St. John's - Night Line @ 09:53:00pm Duration: 00:04:00 Reporter: Jonathan Richler
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VOCM Back Talk - Thu, April 09, 2015

1  ECMA WEEK: Host Preamble - Cultural Correspondent “Philip Goodridge” talks about some of the upcoming events for the East Coast Music Awards in town this week.
   VOCM - St. John's - Back Talk @ 02:02:00pm Duration: 00:02:00 Reporter: Pete Soucy
   Ref Id: r9n-9y6-9

2  LOCAL ARTS EVENTS: Host Preamble - Cultural Correspondent “Philip Goodridge” goes through the calendar to share some information on arts events coming up in the next little while around the province.
   VOCM - St. John's - Back Talk @ 02:04:00pm Duration: 00:05:00 Reporter: Pete Soucy
   Ref Id: K7W-7X8-9

3  NEW CURTAIN THEATRE PROJECTS: “Geoff Adams” of New Curtain Theatre shares some information on an upcoming project which will involve performances of “Soldier's Heart' both locally and in France to commemorate the anniversary of the Battle of Beaumont Hamel. They are also planning a remount of 'Sexy Laundry' in the near future. This weekend, they are offering bellydancing classes as a change of pace. Cultural Correspondent “Philip Goodridge” shares his thoughts, as well.
   VOCM - St. John's - Back Talk @ 02:14:00pm Duration: 00:10:00 Reporter: Pete Soucy
   Ref Id: q9T-8X9-9

4  ECMA WEEK: ECMA Executive Director “Andy McLean” updates listeners on the events taking place this week as St. John's hosts the East Coast Music Awards. There are lots of musical showcases, the awards ceremony, and workshops all week.
   VOCM - St. John's - Back Talk @ 02:24:00pm Duration: 00:07:00 Reporter: Pete Soucy
   Ref Id: Q5w-3h9-9

5  STEPHENVILLE DRAMA FESTIVAL EVENTS: “Steven Vaughan” shares some information on upcoming events for the Stephenville Festival, such as 'Monty Python's Spamalot', 'Back in '59', 'Mama's Country Record Collection', and more.
   VOCM - St. John's - Back Talk @ 02:35:00pm Duration: 00:02:00 Reporter: Pete Soucy
   Ref Id: a2x-4x6-9
6 NL ARTS COUNCIL EVENTS: Communications Officer/Event Coordinator at Newfoundland and Labrador Arts Council “Josh Jamieson” shares some information on some upcoming events sponsored by the Arts Council.

VOCM - St. John's - Back Talk @ 02:37:00pm Duration: 00:05:00 Reporter: Pete Soucy

Ref Id: i6T-4K2-9

7 ARTS & CULTURE CENTRE EVENTS: Arts & Culture Centre Director “Aiden Flynn” shares some information on upcoming events at the ACCs province-wide, such as Wonderbolt Circus and Cory Teford's 'How Sweet the Sound'.

VOCM - St. John's - Back Talk @ 02:42:00pm Duration: 00:05:00 Reporter: Pete Soucy

Ref Id: H9m-7U7-9

8 MUSIC EVENT AT FRED'S RECORDS: “Tony Ploughman” of Fred's Records is hosting a big up close and personal music show at the store tomorrow evening as part of ECMA Week. Artists include Rose Cousins, Catherine MacLellan, and The Fortunate Ones.

VOCM - St. John's - Back Talk @ 02:51:00pm Duration: 00:04:00 Reporter: Pete Soucy

Ref Id: N4G-3M5-9

9 JOINT PRODUCTIONS EVENTS: “Alex Reynolds” of Joint Productions shares some information on the return of one of their previous shows called 'The Goat or Who is Sylvia?'

VOCM - St. John's - Back Talk @ 02:55:00pm Duration: 00:04:00 Reporter: Pete Soucy

Ref Id: t4m-3q6-9

10 MOTOR REGISTRATION/MARYSTOWN SHIPYARD: Marystown area Liberal Candidate “Mark Brown” has been talking to local constituents and he shares some of their concerns. The local Motor Registration office does not have a printer to create driver's licences, and this leads to long wait times when residents go in to request updated or new cards. As well, the Marystown Shipyard exposed workers to hazardous and toxic conditions. The Marystown Shipyard Family Alliance has been looking to meet with Government, but still haven't secured a meeting after trying for nine years.

VOCM - St. John's - Back Talk @ 03:07:00pm Duration: 00:08:00 Reporter: Pete Soucy

Ref Id: i7m-3Z8-9

11 COAST GUARD CLOSURES: “Merv Wiseman” continues to be concerned about Coast Guard closures in the province and mainly the Marine Communications & Traffic Services in St. John's which closed last week. Today is the official closure of St. John’s Traffic. There are job losses and services are being shifted to Halifax and Argentia. Having operations come out of other places removes the direct sight of St. John's Harbour by operators, which can be a real concern.

VOCM - St. John's - Back Talk @ 03:19:00pm Duration: 00:11:00 Reporter: Pete Soucy

Ref Id: S4x-5u4-9

12 GROUNDING STATION CONSTRUCTION: Mayor “Ken McDonald” is drawing a line in the sand with Nalcor over construction set to begin Monday at the Grounding Station at Dowden's Point in Seal Cove. He intends to block Nalcor from using Lear's Road to remove huge rocks from the site using heavy equipment because it is a small residential road and he wants to see them use a different route for the work.

VOCM - St. John's - Back Talk @ 03:34:00pm Duration: 00:07:00 Reporter: Pete Soucy
13 HODGE'S COVE EMERGENCY TRAIL: “Doris Smith” updates listeners on the emergency trail in Hodge's Cove which has been an ongoing project for over a year. They are holding another fundraiser this week as they have received no Government funding for creation of the trail.
VOCM - St. John's - Back Talk @ 03:41:00pm Duration: 00:04:00 Reporter: Pete Soucy

14 PENSION OVERPAYMENT/RNC: “Frank” wonders if it might be possible for the amount to be divided equally and have everyone pay a smaller amount to the pension fund instead of bringing so much stress to the pensioners who have to pay large amounts they can't afford. --- Frank wonders why the civilian employee with the RNC received so much punishment for her deeds while Cpl. Tim Buckle still has his job despite his actions.
VOCM - St. John's - Back Talk @ 03:49:00pm Duration: 00:05:00 Reporter: Pete Soucy

15 SAD ANNIVERSARY: “Graham Wood” reminds listeners that yesterday was the anniversary of the death of Private Kevin Kennedy in Afghanistan.
VOCM - St. John's - Back Talk @ 03:54:00pm Duration: 00:03:00 Reporter: Pete Soucy

CBC 5pm News - Thu, April 09, 2015

16 21-YEAR-OLD MAN CONFIRMED ACCIDENT VICTIM: Police have confirmed that the victim of yesterday's fatal accident on Pitt's Memorial Drive just outside Mount Pearl was a young man, 21 years old, and from CBS.
CBN - St. John's - 5pm News @ 05:02:45pm Duration: 00:01:25 Reporter: Azzo Rezori

17 MULTIPLE CHARGES FOR FORMER PRISON GUARD: A former prison guard is back in trouble with the law.
CBN - St. John's - 5pm News @ 05:04:10pm Duration: 00:01:25 Reporter: Glenn Payette

18 INACTIVE RNC OFFICER CHARGED: A non-active member of the RNC is facing criminal charges.
CBN - St. John's - 5pm News @ 05:05:35pm Duration: 00:00:30 Reporter: Randal Wheeler

19 ACCUSED PIZZERIA ROBBERS MAKE BAIL: 40-year-old Kimberley Parkinson and 25-year-old Britney White both got bail this morning.
CBN - St. John's - 5pm News @ 05:06:05pm Duration: 00:00:20 Reporter: Randal Wheeler

20 CHIEF DENIES GAS-SNIFFING PROBLEM: The Chief of Natuashish refutes claims gas-sniffing continues to plague his community. ["Gregory Rich", Natuashish Chief]
21 AGREEMENT IN PRINCIPLE FOR TEACHERS: Details haven't been released as-yet, but teachers are the latest group of public workers in the province to reach a deal with the government on pension reform.

CBN - St. John's - 5pm News @ 05:07:20pm Duration: 00:00:25 Reporter: Randal Wheeler
Ref Id: g2W-8b5-9

22 COAST GUARD VESSEL REPAIRS: The damaged Canadian Coast Guard vessel Ann Harvey reached dockside at St. John's Harbour Wednesday evening as preparations were made to assess and repair damage to the hull.

CBN - St. John's - 5pm News @ 05:07:45pm Duration: 00:00:30 Reporter: Randal Wheeler
Ref Id: x6T-2u5-9

CBC On The Go - Thu, April 09, 2015

23 JUMPING BEAN'S COMPOSTABLE K-CUP COFFEE POD: The coffee aisle in the grocery store looks very different today than it did just a few years ago. Bags of beans are being squeezed out by box upon box of disposable pods, cups, and discs for an instant cup of convenience. But, all that plastic has to go somewhere, and right now, it's straight to the landfill. A company in St. John's has come up with something different. Jumping Bean has just announced the world's first 100% compostable k-cup coffee pod. ["George Murray", Jumping Bean Spokesperson]

CBN - St. John's - On The Go @ 04:12:40pm Duration: 00:06:50 Reporter: Maggie Gillis
Ref Id: F7c-2n9-9

24 BLOCKADE THREATENED OVER NALCOR PLAN: A plan to use a local road to transport heavy trucks and other equipment to and from a construction site for the Muskrat Falls project is not going over well in CBS. Nalcor is building a shoreline electrode, that is similar to a sub-station, at Dowden's Point near Seal Cove. Mayor Ken McDonald is critical of the corporation's plan to use Lear's Road to access the site. He says the small residential road is not built to handle dumptrucks laden with thousands of tons of rock. McDonald is threatening a blockade unless a suitable alternative is found. ["Gilbert Bennett", Vice-President of the Lower Churchill Project]

CBN - St. John's - On The Go @ 04:43:15pm Duration: 00:07:00 Reporter: Maggie Gillis
Ref Id: k9r-7h9-9

25 'ON THE GO' ECMA SPECIAL: "Ted Blades" is planning a big party for tomorrow - the East Coast Music Week in St. John's. As part of the celebrations, On the Go will be broadcasting to all of Atlantic Canada tomorrow afternoon and Ted is working behind-the-scenes today, getting ready for tomorrow's show.

CBN - St. John's - On The Go @ 04:50:50pm Duration: 00:04:00 Reporter: Maggie Gillis
Ref Id: R2J-5V3-9

26 BBC REPORTS ON RED RIVER MURDERS: This week, the CBC launched an innovative website and groundbreaking reporting on missing and murdered indigenous women. It's a story many believe has gone underreported and underexamined. But now, the BBC is recognizing crimes against indigenous women in Canada as an international story. ["Joanna Jolly", BBC News]
27 IOC LAYOFFS IN LABRADOR WEST: There is some more bad news for people in Labrador West. The Iron Ore Company of Canada is laying off 150 workers in Labrador City. It is not a big surprise - IOC has been struggling with low iron ore prices. Workers there rejected a wage freeze and very few accepted early retirement packages. In a release, IOC says operating costs need to go down to keep the company viable. The layoffs are another blow for the area. Last October, Cliffs Natural Resources shut down its mine in nearby Wabush putting nearly 500 people out of work. ["Karen Oldford", Labrador City Mayor]

28 MEASURING YOUR BIOLOGICAL AGE: We all know people who look ten years younger than they are and others who seem much older. Scientists in China have developed 3-D scanning technology that can measure the pace at which you are ageing. For example, whether you have got more wrinkles than other people your age. But, it's not just cosmetic. The scan could actually help predict your risk for age-related diseases. ["Brit Trogen", CBC Science Columnist]

29 IOC LAYOFFS FOR LABRADOR CITY: Another blow for Labrador West. The Iron Ore Company of Canada has confirmed that it is laying off 150 full time employees in Labrador City effective June 14th. ["Ron Thomas", Steelworkers Union]

30 SECRETS OF 'THE FIFTH ESTATE': When 'The Fifth Estate' went on the air in 1975, there was nothing like it on Canadian TV. Since then, the show's producers and reporters have been everywhere on Earth, shooting stories that have changed laws, brought criminals to justice, and set the wrongly convicted free. To mark 'The Fifth Estate's 40th birthday, the team decided it was time to investigate themselves for a change and let viewers in on some of their adventures and misadventures over the years. ["Bob McKeown", Show Host]

31 TOURISM LANGUAGE MARKETING: As we finally begin to leave winter behind, you might actually be turning your thoughts to summer. If you are booking a trip somewhere in Canada or abroad, you might like to know about something new in tourism campaigns - specifically, the marketing of language. ["Monica Heller", Professor of Linguistic Anthropology at the University of Toronto]

32 BREAKING BAD HABITS: Whether it's drinking one too many cups of coffee in the morning, skipping yet another workout, or biting your nails, one of us has at least one bad habit we would like to change. But, breaking bad habits is easier said than done and keeping good habits can be just as tough. ["Gretchen Rubin", Author of 'Better Than Before - Mastering the Habit of Our Lives']
CBC Fisheries Broadcast - Thu, April 09, 2015

33 SALMON BACON: There's no shortage of unique or different products on the market these days for foodies but salmon bacon might take the prize. It comes from True North Salmon Company and they soft launched it during the recent Boston Seafood Expo. "Andrew Lively", Director of Marketing with True North Salmon Company talks about this product.

CBN - St. John's - Fisheries Broadcast @ 06:00:00pm Duration: 00:08:00 Reporter: Jamie Baker
Ref Id: P2U-8M5-9

34 LOVE FOR COD: People in this province sure do love a feed of cod but now there's a huge Hollywood star whose appetite for fish could very well outdo most coastal communities. "Dwayne The Rock Johnson", Mega-Movie Star and Former WWE Champion recently made public his daily diet which includes on average eating cod four times a day as part of a seven meal a day plan.

CBN - St. John's - Fisheries Broadcast @ 06:12:00pm Duration: 00:01:30 Reporter: Jamie Baker
Ref Id: U4X-9e7-9

35 FISHING HALIBUT: If you fish halibut in the Gulf of St. Lawrence there's cause for optimism and concern these days. Fisheries Minister Gail Shea has said it's likely the halibut quota for that area will be increased this year. At the same time she said how that Gulf halibut is currently shared between the Atlantic provinces could be in need of a second look. "Jason Spingle", FFAW Staff Representative talks about how harvesters are feeling about this.

CBN - St. John's - Fisheries Broadcast @ 06:13:30pm Duration: 00:14:30 Reporter: Jamie Baker
Ref Id: A5D-4Z7-9

36 NOTICE TO FISHERS:

CBN - St. John's - Fisheries Broadcast @ 06:28:00pm Duration: 00:01:00 Reporter: Jamie Baker
Ref Id: S5Q-9R5-9

CBC 6pm News - Thu, April 09, 2015

37 DETAILS OF FATAL ACCIDENT CONFIRMED BY POLICE: Police have confirmed that the victim of yesterday's fatal accident on Pitt's Memorial Drive just outside Mount Pearl was a young man, 21 years old and from CBS.

CBN - St. John's - 6pm News @ 05:55:00pm Duration: 00:01:30 Reporter: Azzo Rezori
Ref Id: B8p-4x3-9

38 FORMER PRISON GUARD IN TROUBLE WITH THE LAW: A former prison guard is back in trouble with the law; several years ago Edward Taylor admitted to trying to smuggle drugs into the penitentiary in St. John's and now he is charged with stealing a taxi, impaired driving and other crimes.

CBN - St. John's - 6pm News @ 05:56:30pm Duration: 00:01:30 Reporter: Glenn Payette
Ref Id: E9N-4C6-9

39 NON-ACTIVE RNC MEMBER FACING CRIMINAL CHARGES: A non-active member of the RNC is
facing criminal charges; 37 year old Kirk Keats is charged with two counts of uttering threats, two counts of threats to damaged property and one count of damaging properties.

CBN - St. John's - 6pm News @ 05:58:00pm Duration: 00:00:35 Reporter: Randal Wheeler

Ref Id: h5H-6i9-9

40 TEACHERS REACH DEAL ON PENSION REFORM: Details haven't been released yet but teachers are the latest group of public workers in the province to reach a deal with the government on pension reform.

CBN - St. John's - 6pm News @ 05:58:35pm Duration: 00:00:30 Reporter: Randal Wheeler

Ref Id: s7y-2S9-9

41 ANN HARVEY IN ST. JOHN'S FOR REPAIRS: The damaged Canadian Coast Guard vessel Ann Harvey reached dockside in St. John's Harbour Wednesday evening as preparations were made to assess and repair damage to the hull.

CBN - St. John's - 6pm News @ 05:59:05pm Duration: 00:00:35 Reporter: Randal Wheeler

Ref Id: r9q-6z6-9

VOCM Evening News - Thu, April 09, 2015

42 IOC LAYOFFS FOR LABRADOR CITY: Another blow for Labrador West. The Iron Ore Company of Canada has confirmed that it is laying off 150 full time employees in Labrador City effective June 14th. ["Ron Thomas", Steelworkers Union]

VOCM - St. John's - Evening News @ 05:33:25pm Duration: 00:01:15 Reporter: Linda Swain

Ref Id: h9y-6q3-9

43 WABUSH MINES: The President of the United Steelworkers Union in Wabush says he's very encouraged by the planned sale of Cliffs' assets at Bloom Lake and Labrador West. ["Jason Penney", President of the United Steelworkers Union in Wabush]

VOCM - St. John's - Evening News @ 05:34:40pm Duration: 00:00:50 Reporter: Zaren Healey

White/Doug Learning

Ref Id: J2E-6u4-9

44 TEACHERS' PENSION DEAL: The Province and the Teachers Association have reached an Agreement in Principle on pension reform. ["Paul Davis", NL Premier; "James Dinn", NLTA President]

VOCM - St. John's - Evening News @ 05:35:30pm Duration: 00:01:25 Reporter: Zaren Healey

White/Doug Learning

Ref Id: v4u-7j9-9

45 PREMIER ON NATUASHISH GAS-SNIFFING REPORTS: "Paul Davis" says government is looking at what other resources can be provided in Natuashish following more stories of gas sniffing by young people in the small Labrador community.

VOCM - St. John's - Evening News @ 05:36:55pm Duration: 00:01:00 Reporter: Zaren Healey

White/Doug Learning

Ref Id: z7q-2C4-9

46 WEATHER FORECAST
47 PREMIER ON DUNPHY SHOOTING: Premier "Paul Davis" says he will await the outcome of an independent review into the Mitchells Brook shooting before deciding whether there should be a public inquiry.

48 OFFICER SPENDS NIGHT IN CUSTODY: An RNC officer spent the night in custody after being accused of 5 counts of uttering threats.

49 ED TAYLOR IN COURT: A former Correctional Officer has been deemed fit for trial after a lunch hour psychiatric assessment today.

50 VICTIM IDENTIFIED: The RNC have identified a 21-year-old man from CBS as the victim of a horrific accident in Mount Pearl yesterday afternoon.

51 THISTLE SENTENCING: 'Society needs to be more enraged with drinking and driving before someone else dies.' Those were the words of "Linda Coates", mother of Nicholas Coates, who was killed by an impaired driver on Kenmount Road in 2013.

52 PIZZA SKEET UPDATE: Two of three women charged after a brazen pizzeria theft last month appeared in provincial court this morning.

53 FIRE UPDATE: Fire investigators are back in Notre Dame Bay today to sift through what is left of the warehouse at Cottle's Island Lumber. ["Debra Borden", Cottle's Island Lumber Spokesperson]
MAYOR TO BLOCK ROAD: The Mayor of CBS is drawing a line in the sand with Nalcor over construction set to begin Monday at the Grounding Station at Dowden's Point in Seal Cove. ["Ken McDonald", CBS Mayor; "Gilbert Bennett", Vice-President of Lower Churchill Project]

VOCM - St. John's - Evening News @ 05:44:35pm Duration: 00:02:40 Reporter: Zaren Healey White/Doug Learning

EMERA SIGNS DEAL: A deal signed in Halifax today means Mi'Kmaq leaders will have more involvement in the development of the Maritime Link.

VOCM - St. John's - Evening News @ 05:47:15pm Duration: 00:00:30 Reporter: Zaren Healey White/Doug Learning

WOOD HARVESTING: The provincial government is allocating $50,000 to an initiative that seeks to provide easier access to wood that has been cut for the Muskrat Falls Project.

VOCM - St. John's - Evening News @ 05:47:50pm Duration: 00:00:25 Reporter: Zaren Healey White/Doug Learning

GOOD WILL CENTRE NEWS: Some good news after some bad luck for the Botwood Good Will Centre.

VOCM - St. John's - Evening News @ 05:48:15pm Duration: 00:01:05 Reporter: Renell LeGrow

RIAC FUNDS UPDATE: Funds are coming in for the Refugee Immigrant Advisory Council, but they'll need more support to keep the doors open. ["Jose Rivera", Executive Director]

VOCM - St. John's - Evening News @ 05:49:20pm Duration: 00:01:00 Reporter: Zaren Healey White/Doug Learning

SEAL HUNT: The seal hunt opens this weekend. The fishery will open for longliners, small boats and speed boats, and for personal use on the Front and in the Gulf of St. Lawrence on Sunday.

VOCM - St. John's - Evening News @ 05:50:20pm Duration: 00:00:30 Reporter: Zaren Healey White/Doug Learning

SPANIARD'S BAY MAYOR RESIGNS: The mayor of Spaniard's Bay has resigned from the position, due to health reasons. Wayne Smith's resignation is effective immediately.

VOCM - St. John's - Evening News @ 05:50:50pm Duration: 00:00:20 Reporter: Zaren Healey White/Doug Learning

SHORTALL NLTA: Brian Shortall has been made an honourary member of the Newfoundland and
Labrador Teachers' Association.

62 MIRACLE MONTH: The Janeway Children's Hospital Foundation and Walmart Canada have kicked off this year's Miracle Month.

63 ECMAS: Organizers of the East Coast Music Awards are expecting a festival like no other. It's been 10 years since the show was last held in this province. ["Andy McLean", ECMA Executive Director]

64 ALLAN CUP: Tickets went on sale today for the Allan Cup, one of the biggest events the Town of Clarenville has ever hosted.

CBC Here & Now Early Edition - Thu, April 09, 2015

65 PROOF OF GAS SNIFFING: There are some troubling pictures to show you out of Natuashish to show you, evidence that young people are sniffing gas again. ["Bill Partridge", Addictions Councillor]

66 WORKERS LAID OFF: 150 workers at the Iron Ore mine in Labrador city got layoff notices today.

67 FIRE INVESTIGATION CONTINUES: The RCMP are still investigating a fire at lumber yard near Summerford New World Island. ["Capt. Dwayne Ledrew", Salvation Army]

68 ACCUSED RECEIVE BAIL: 40 year old Kimberly Parkinson and 25 year old Britney White both got bail today; police believe the 2 women were caught on video stealing money at Old Town Pizza in St. John's.
CONDO DEVELOPMENT HAS OPPONENTS: All wrong from the neighborhood is how a condominium proposal for downtown St. John's is being described by its opponents. ["Peter Jackson", NL Historic Trust]
CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now Early Edition @ 05:33:20pm Duration: 00:00:50 Reporter: Debbie Cooper/Jonathan Crowe
Ref Id: j7T-4e3-9

HOMES TO BE RESTORED: The four sisters townhouses are about to begin a facelift. ["Judith Bobbitt", Owns 3 of the "Four Sister"]
CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now Early Edition @ 05:34:10pm Duration: 00:00:40 Reporter: Mark Quinn
Ref Id: F9P-5E2-9

CBS CONCERNED OVER EQUIPMENT TRANSPORT ROUTE: The mayor of Conception Bay South says this residential street was not built to handle heavy construction equipment. ["Ken McDonald", Mayor of Conception Bay South]
CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now Early Edition @ 05:34:50pm Duration: 00:00:50 Reporter: Debbie Cooper/Jonathan Crowe
Ref Id: s5B-7F5-9

GAS PRICES UP: It will cost you more to fill up tonight, the price of gas went up by nearly 3 cents a liter this morning.
CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now Early Edition @ 05:35:40pm Duration: 00:00:10 Reporter: Debbie Cooper/Jonathan Crowe
Ref Id: z3j-6p2-9

NATIONAL NEWS:
CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now Early Edition @ 05:35:50pm Duration: 00:01:00 Reporter: Debbie Cooper/Jonathan Crowe
Ref Id: Q8G-8y9-9

WEATHER:
CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now Early Edition @ 05:39:00pm Duration: 00:04:00 Reporter: Ryan Snoddon
Ref Id: E5H-2g3-9

MEETING A NOMINEE: The 2015 East Coast Music Awards will be handed out at a gala event tonight. ["Scott Hammond", ECMA Nomination/Sound Engineer]
CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now Early Edition @ 05:43:00pm Duration: 00:03:30 Reporter: Jeremy Eaton
Ref Id: t6b-4Z3-9

ECMA AWARDS: This is the night to be heard and seen if your part of the music industry in Eastern Canada. ["Corey Lerue", Neon Dreams; "Unidentified Members of Neon Dreams"; "Meghan Smith", 

INTERNATIONAL NEWS:
CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now Early Edition @ 05:56:45pm Duration: 00:03:00 Reporter: Debbie Cooper/Jonathan Crowe
Ref Id: w5d-5E3-9

PROVINCE RESPONSE TO GAS SNIFFING: What is leading children in Natuashish to sniff gas and how is the province responding to these latest photos?
CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now @ 06:02:15pm Duration: 00:01:45 Reporter: Pete Cowan
Ref Id: m4d-8x8-9

IOC LAID OFF WORKERS: There is big news out of Western Labrador tonight; the Iron Ore Company of Canada has laid off 150 workers.
CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now @ 06:04:00pm Duration: 00:00:30 Reporter: Debbie Cooper/Jonathan Crowe
Ref Id: K6X-9B9-9

PEOPLE ANXIOUS IN SUMMERFORD: Many people in Summerford are out of work because of 2 recent fires one at a fish plant last month and yesterday at a lumber yard. ["Capt. Dwayne Ledrew", Salvation Army]
CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now @ 06:04:30pm Duration: 00:02:30 Reporter: Chris Ensing
Ref Id: Y9b-2x8-9

WEATHER:
CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now @ 06:07:00pm Duration: 00:00:50 Reporter: Ryan Snoddon
Ref Id: K9V-9M4-9

INVESTIGATION CONTINUES: Police say they don't know the cause of that dramatic fire in Torbay yesterday.
CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now @ 06:07:50pm Duration: 00:00:30 Reporter: Debbie Cooper/Jonathan Crowe
Ref Id: K5w-2p3-9
84 ACCIDENT DETAILS RELEASED: New details are available now about the fiery crash in Mount Pearl.
"CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now @ 06:08:20pm Duration: 00:02:00 Reporter: Azzo Rezori
Ref Id: x6G-7R4-9"

85 NLTA REACHES PENSION DEAL WITH PROVINCE: The province and the teachers union have reached a deal on pension. ["Jim Dinn", President, NL Teachers' Association]
CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now @ 06:10:20pm Duration: 00:00:40 Reporter: Debbie Cooper/Jonathan Crowe
Ref Id: n9I-6v2-9

86 DUNPHY VIGIL: Friends and family of a man shot dead by an RNC officer are fathering tonight for a vigil.
CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now @ 06:11:00pm Duration: 00:00:30 Reporter: Debbie Cooper/Jonathan Crowe
Ref Id: S3T-8M4-9

87 COMMONALITY OF PREMIER THREATS: The shooting in Mitchell's Brook happened because a police officer was investigating those comments made on Twitter. ["
CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now @ 06:11:30pm Duration: 00:02:00 Reporter: David Cochrane
Ref Id: M2E-7V2-9"

88 TAYLOR FACING NEW CHARGES: A former prison guard is back into trouble with the law for stealing a taxi, impaired driving and more.
CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now @ 06:16:00pm Duration: 00:01:30 Reporter: Glenn Payette
Ref Id: a3a-9r2-9

89 SUSPENDED OFFICER CHARGED WITH DOMESTIC VIOLENCE: A suspended police officer is facing charges stemming from a domestic situation.
CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now @ 06:17:30pm Duration: 00:00:35 Reporter: Debbie Cooper/Jonathan Crowe
Ref Id: R7N-2y5-9

90 WHY WAS EMPLOYEE FIRED BUT COP STILL WORKING FOR SAME CRIME: We're looking at a tail tonight of 2 heads up, in one an employee of the constabulary is fired for tipping of targets of a drug investigation in the other a high ranking officer is still at work after giving a colleague a heads up about making obscene phone calls. ["Bill Janes", RNC Chief of Police]
CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now @ 06:18:05pm Duration: 00:02:15 Reporter: Jeremy Eaton
Ref Id: w5z-3P9-9

91 COD KEEPS ROCK LOOKING BUFF: He's a professional wrestler who made it big in Hollywood and now he relies on a NL favorite to keep him looking like a body builder.
CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now @ 06:20:20pm Duration: 00:00:50 Reporter: Debbie Cooper/Jonathan Crowe

307
WEATHER:
CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now @ 06:21:10pm Duration: 00:04:00 Reporter: Ryan Snoddon

CBS UPSET WITH NALCOR PLAN: There's a showdown brewing in Conception Bay South between the town and Nalcor; as part of the continuing work on the Muskrat Falls project Nalcor plans to use a local road to transport heavy trucks and other equipment two and from a construction site but council is having none of it. ["Ken McDonald", Mayor of CBS]
CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now @ 06:27:30pm Duration: 00:03:00 Reporter: Debbie Cooper/Jonathan Crowe

NATIONAL NEWS:
CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now @ 06:34:00pm Duration: 00:01:25 Reporter: Debbie Cooper/Jonathan Crowe

ANN HARVEY BACK IN ST. JOHN'S: The damaged coast guard ship Ann Harvey has arrived in St. John's for repairs.
CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now @ 06:35:25pm Duration: 00:00:25 Reporter: Debbie Cooper/Jonathan Crowe

ECMA AWARDS TONIGHT: We are just over 2 hours away from the start of the East Coast Music Awards show, right now all the action is centered at the Delta Hotel. ["Jeff Lawton", Marketing and Communications Manager; "Sherman Downey", Onstage with RocketRocketship; "John Mullane", In-Flight Safety]
CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now @ 06:35:50pm Duration: 00:04:00 Reporter: Krissy Holmes

A LOOK AT THE PROBLEMS: The pictures are startling and sad, young people in Natuashish still sniffing gas. ["Bill Partridge", counselor]
CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now @ 06:41:40pm Duration: 00:04:40 Reporter: Debbie Cooper/Jonathan Crowe

WEATHER AND YOUNG ATHLETE OF THE DAY:
CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now @ 06:46:20pm Duration: 00:03:30 Reporter: Ryan Snoddon

INTERNATIONAL AND NATIONAL NEWS:
CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now @ 06:52:20pm Duration: 00:03:00 Reporter: Debbie Cooper/Jonathan Crowe
100 LATE NIGHT PREVIEW:
CBNT (CBC TV) - Here & Now @ 06:59:00pm Duration: 00:00:40 Reporter: Carolyn Stokes

Ref Id: M3r-7g4-9

101 SUBSTANCE ABUSE IN NATUASHISH: There is some devastating news coming out of the northern community of Natuashish. ["Sandy Collins", Minister of Child, Youth, and Family Services]
Ref Id: N8Z-2m7-9

102 TEACHERS' ASSOCIATION DEAL: The Provincial Government has reached a tentative deal with the NLTA to reform the teacher's pension plan. ["Paul Davis", NL Premier; "James Dinn", NLTA President]
Ref Id: G2z-7J6-9

103 IOC LAYOFFS: Labrador West has suffered another economic blow. The Iron Ore Company of Canada is laying off 150 employees at its Labrador City operation.
Ref Id: U9f-4U6-9

104 PREMIER HOLDS OFF ON PUBLIC INQUIRY: Premier Paul Davis says he is pleased the RCMP has brought in a retired Supreme Court judge to oversee their investigation into the Mitchell's Brook shooting.
Ref Id: H4k-7A2-9

105 WEATHER FORECAST
Ref Id: Y8Q-3y2-9

106 THEATRE NEWFOUNDLAND HEADED TO THE UK: A locally produced play adapted from the writings of the late poet Al Pittman is about to find its way to stages throughout the United Kingdom. ["Sarah McDonald", Director]
Ref Id: k6u-3g3-9

107 NATIONAL & INTERNATIONAL NEWS
108 SPEAKER'S CORNER: This week a judge sentenced a man who was driving drunk when he struck and killed a young man to two years less a day. Do you think the sentence was appropriate? ["Local Residents"]

109 ACROSS THE PROVINCE: East Coast Music Awards

110 WEATHER PREVIEW

111 YOUTH SUBSTANCE ABUSE IN NATUASHISH: A substance abuse problem that has haunted the community of Natuashish appears to have returned. ["Simeon Tshakapesh", Innu Nation Deputy Chief]

112 NLTA PENSION DEAL: The Provincial Government has now reached a tentative deal with the NLTA to reform teachers' pension plans. ["Paul Davis", NL Premier; "James Dinn", NLTA President]

113 LAB WEST IOC LAYOFFS: Labrador West has suffered another economic blow. The Iron Ore Company of Canada is laying off 150 employees at its Labrador City operation effective June 14th.

114 CLIFFS SELLING ASSETS: Cliffs Natural Resources is looking to sell its iron ore assets in Labrador and Quebec.

115 VICTIM IDENTIFIED: A 21-year-old man from CBS has been identified as the driver of a car that left...
Pitt's Memorial Drive yesterday afternoon crashing and bursting into flames onto Richard Nolan Drive.

CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 06:07:05pm Duration: 00:01:25 Reporter: Larry Jay/Toni-Marie Wiseman
Ref Id: N5U-4D7-9

116 FORMER PRISON GUARD ARRESTED: A disgraced 35-year-old who three years ago went from being a correctional officer to an inmate after selling drugs inside the Penitentiary has again landed in trouble with the law.

CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 06:08:30pm Duration: 00:00:50 Reporter: Larry Jay/Toni-Marie Wiseman
Ref Id: M7y-3x9-9

117 INACTIVE RNC OFFICER ARRESTED: 37-year-old Kirk Keys, an officer with the RNC, has been arrested and charged with two counts of threatening to hurt or kill someone.

CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 06:09:20pm Duration: 00:00:25 Reporter: Larry Jay/Toni-Marie Wiseman
Ref Id: Q5Q-9Z6-9

118 THE BUSINESS REPORT

CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 06:09:45pm Duration: 00:01:25 Reporter: Larry Jay/Toni-Marie Wiseman
Ref Id: E2g-5y7-9

119 WEATHER FORECAST.

CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 06:11:10pm Duration: 00:05:05 Reporter: Eddie Sheerr
Ref Id: f7v-2N9-9

120 BLOCKADE THREATENED: Nestled in CBS on the outskirts of Upper Gullies is a quiet street - a street with no more than ten homes. But, come early next week, dumptrucks and flat beds are scheduled to start squeezing through, working on the latest part of the Muskrat Falls project. ["Ken McDonald", CBS Mayor; "Gilbert Bennett", Vice-President of Lower Churchill Project]

CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 06:16:15pm Duration: 00:02:00 Reporter: Katie Breen
Ref Id: W3H-9v2-9

121 CONDO PROPOSAL: It's supposed to be modern beautiful condo living, but some people say the proposal for harbourside condos in downtown St. John's is ugly. ["Jonathan Galgay", St. John's City Councillor; "Peter Jackson", NL Historic Trust]

CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 06:18:15pm Duration: 00:02:50 Reporter: Leila Beaudoin
Ref Id: f8M-7b3-9

122 ST. JOHN'S SNOWCLEARING: Now that the final report from an independent review of snowclearing operations in St. John's has been tabled, the City is starting to look at making more changes. ["Brian Farewell", CUPE National Representative; "Jonathan Galgay", Public Works Committee]

CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 06:21:05pm Duration: 00:02:05 Reporter: Meghan McCabe
123 COAST GUARD SHIP REPAIRS: The Canadian Coast Guard ship Ann Harvey arrived in St. John's Harbour over the supper hour last night.
CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 06:23:10pm Duration: 00:00:30 Reporter: Larry Jay/Toni-Marie Wiseman

124 WALMART MIRACLE MONTH: The countdown to the annual Janeway Telethon is on. ["Brooke Gidge", Janeway Champion Child; "Dean Stevens", Walmart; "Jenine Kerrivan", Janeway Children's Hospital Foundation]
CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 06:23:40pm Duration: 00:01:25 Reporter: Colleen Lewis

125 NEWFOUNDLAND THEATRE HEADED TO UK: Theatre goers in the UK will soon have an opportunity to experience the culture and traditions of this province. ["Amelia Manuel", Actor; "Claire Hewlett", Actor; "Adam Brake", Actor; "Sarah McDonald", Director]
CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 06:25:05pm Duration: 00:02:25 Reporter: Don Bradshaw

126 CONFEDERATION HILL FESTIVAL: The Confederation Hill Festival is coming together. The Goo Goo Dolls are now added to the lineup.
CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 06:27:30pm Duration: 00:00:30 Reporter: Larry Jay/Toni-Marie Wiseman

127 EXHIBITION GAME: The NHL is coming to St. John's in September.
CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 06:31:10pm Duration: 00:00:50 Reporter: Larry Jay/Toni-Marie Wiseman

128 ROBOCOW: A firm on the west coast of the province is getting quite a bit of attention for its futuristic adaptations inside the barn. ["David Simmons", Pure Holsteins; "Sara Simmons", Pure Holsteins]
CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 06:32:10pm Duration: 00:02:25 Reporter: Jodi Cooke

129 NATIONAL & INTERNATIONAL NEWS
CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 06:34:35pm Duration: 00:03:30 Reporter: Larry Jay/Toni-Marie Wiseman

130 WEATHER FORECAST
CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 06:38:05pm Duration: 00:04:40 Reporter: Eddie Sheerr
131 THE SPORTS PAGE
CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 06:42:45pm Duration: 00:02:10 Reporter: Larry Jay/Toni-Marie Wiseman
Ref Id: r6y-9N2-9

132 YOUR COMMUNITY: Actor/Comedian "Jonny Harris" is the host of tonight's ECMA Awards.
CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 06:48:40pm Duration: 00:03:00 Reporter: Amanda Mews
Ref Id: n7Y-3N2-9

133 ENTERTAINMENT WRAP
CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 06:51:40pm Duration: 00:01:00 Reporter: Larry Jay/Toni-Marie Wiseman
Ref Id: Q8U-9n4-9

134 TODAY IN HISTORY
CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 06:58:20pm Duration: 00:01:10 Reporter: Jim Furlong
Ref Id: U8T-5T7-9

135 BIRTHDAYS & ANNIVERSARIES
CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 06:59:30pm Duration: 00:01:00 Reporter: Larry Jay/Toni-Marie Wiseman
Ref Id: N4H-2Y2-9

136 WEATHER RECAP
CJON (NTV) - Evening Newshour @ 07:00:30pm Duration: 00:00:30 Reporter: Eddie Sheerr
Ref Id: I2W-9X5-9
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CBC East Coast Morning Show - Fri, April 10, 2015

1 HOME IS HERE: No matter where we go we always seem to take a little piece of home with us and student at Memorial University has asked others at the university they have brought to St. John's from their hometown. ["Emma Lang", History PhD Student]
CBN - St. John's - East Coast Morning Show @ 06:43:00am Duration: 00:04:15 Reporter: Caroline Hillier  
Ref Id: U7Z-5P3-10

2 TECHNOLOGIES AND GAMES FOR BRAIN FUNCTION: Losing your memory is a terrifying prospect for all of us and some people are placing their faith and spending big bucks on new technologies and games that promise to improve brain function. It is part of a growing sector that is now worth billions of dollars.
CBN - St. John's - East Coast Morning Show @ 07:06:00am Duration: 00:07:40 Reporter: Tom Harrington 
Ref Id: A9d-7B3-10

3 VIGIL FOR DON DUNPHY: Dozens of people held a vigil in Mitchell's Brook last night in memory of Don Dunphy. An RNC officer shot and killed Dunphy at his home on Easter Sunday. ["Joan Downey", Friend; "Noel Daly", Resident] [Injured Workers]
CBN - St. John's - East Coast Morning Show @ 07:14:00am Duration: 00:05:30 Reporter: Julie Skinner 
Ref Id: b5P-5a4-10

4 CONTEST: Ticket giveaway to Sport NL Gala.
CBN - St. John's - East Coast Morning Show @ 07:24:00am Duration: 00:03:00 Reporter: Anthony Germain 
Ref Id: U2i-3y3-10

5 NOTHING FOR NATHAN: The family of a 23-year old St. John's man who died just over two weeks ago has created a unique memorial and they want you to be part of it. It's called Nothing for Nathan. The family wants people to stay away from drugs and alcohol on Sunday. ["Ashley Smallwood", Sister; "David Smallwood", Father]
CBN - St. John's - East Coast Morning Show @ 07:42:00am Duration: 00:07:00 Reporter: Anthony Germain 
Ref Id: H7I-6h8-10
6 A vigil was held last night for a man from Mitchell's Brook who was shot and killed by an RNC officer on Sunday. The officer was investigating potential threats that Dun Dunphy made on Twitter against some politicians when Dunphy apparently pulled a gun. Since then there has been a lot of talk about the role of social media in police investigations. ["Cst. Jeffery Higdon", Social Media Officer]

CBN - St. John's - East Coast Morning Show @ 07:53:00am Duration: 00:07:00 Reporter: Anthony Germain

Ref Id: e6G-5P7-10

7 SURVIVING HOLOCAUST: A local actress will take centre stage this weekend to share a story that she has kept inside for nearly 8 decades. ["Lisa Herd", Actress]

CBN - St. John's - East Coast Morning Show @ 08:10:00am Duration: 00:09:00 Reporter: Anthony Germain

Ref Id: s3M-7P6-10

8 EMCAS: "Ted Blades" talks about what to expect on On the Go today. ["David Myles", East Coast Music Hour; "Angela Antle", WAM]

CBN - St. John's - East Coast Morning Show @ 08:21:00am Duration: 00:09:00 Reporter: Anthony Germain

Ref Id: S2V-6D8-10

9 MOVIE REVIEW: Review of this weekend's movies.

CBN - St. John's - East Coast Morning Show @ 08:49:00am Duration: 00:07:00 Reporter: Eli Glasner

Ref Id: W8u-8S7-10

CBC Central Morning Show - Fri, April 10, 2015

10 DRAMA FESTIVAL: The Carroll Players did not make it to the drama festival this year. ["Winnie Piercey", Treasure]

CBG - Central - Central Morning Show @ 06:41:00am Duration: 00:07:00 Reporter: John Gaudi

Ref Id: N6l-2q3-10

11 LAYOFFS AT IOC: There is more bad news for people in Lab West. The Iron Ore Company of Canada is laying off 150 unionized workers at its operation in Labrador City. IOC has been struggling with low iron ore prices and workers rejected a wage freeze, very few accepted early retirement packages so the company says operating costs need to go down to make the company viable. ["Karen Oldford", Mayor]

CBG - Central - Central Morning Show @ 06:48:00am Duration: 00:06:35 Reporter: Maggie Gillis

Ref Id: z4G-6s3-10

12 WRITERS AND COMPANY: This Sunday Writers and Company launches a special series Re-imagining the Balkans.

CBG - Central - Central Morning Show @ 06:55:00am Duration: 00:03:00 Reporter: Leigh Anne Power

Ref Id: r9w-3k4-10

13 WORKING IN PIT CREW: If you are an avid fan of Nascar you know how important it is to have a skilled
and very fast pit crew working on your car. Now a race team in Gander is looking for some new blood in its pit crew for events in Bishop's Falls and Clarenville. ["Brad Milindy", Pit Crew]

CBG - Central - Central Morning Show @ 07:10:00am Duration: 00:06:00 Reporter: Julia Cook
Ref Id: Y6H-3q3-10

14 JUMPING BEAN'S COMPOSTABLE K-CUP COFFEE POD: The coffee aisle in the grocery store looks very different today than it did just a few years ago. Bags of beans are being squeezed out by box upon box of disposable pods, cups, and discs for an instant cup of convenience. But, all that plastic has to go somewhere, and right now, it's straight to the landfill. A company in St. John's has come up with something different. Jumping Bean has just announced the world's first 100% compostable k-cup coffee pod. ["George Murray", Jumping Bean Spokesperson]

CBG - Central - Central Morning Show @ 07:16:00am Duration: 00:05:30 Reporter: Leigh Anne Power
Ref Id: n5c-4D3-10

15 7:30 to 8:00 not available due to technical difficulties.

CBG - Central - Central Morning Show @ 07:30:00am Duration: 00:30:00 Reporter: Leigh Anne Power/Brian Mosher
Ref Id: x7B-9a8-10

16 DRAMA FESTIVAL: The Northern Lights Theater Company is performing the play Fat Pig. ["Craig Robinson", Director]

CBG - Central - Central Morning Show @ 08:11:00am Duration: 00:08:00 Reporter: Leigh Anne Power
Ref Id: e5T-3m8-10

17 MOVIE REVIEW: Review of this weekend's movies.

CBG - Central - Central Morning Show @ 08:21:00am Duration: 00:07:00 Reporter: Eli Glasner
Ref Id: J9S-2C7-10

18 TECHNOLOGIES AND GAMES FOR BRAIN FUNCTION: Losing your memory is a terrifying prospect for all of us and some people are placing their faith and spending big bucks on new technologies and games that promise to improve brain function. It is part of a growing sector that is now worth billions of dollars.

CBG - Central - Central Morning Show @ 08:42:00am Duration: 00:07:40 Reporter: Tom Harrington
Ref Id: D2s-8q7-10

CBC West Coast Morning Show - Fri, April 10, 2015

19 LAYOFFS AT IOC: There is more bad news for people in Lab West. The Iron Ore Company of Canada is laying off 150 unionized workers at its operation in Labrador City. IOC has been struggling with low iron ore prices and workers rejected a wage freeze, very few accepted early retirement packages so the company says operating costs need to go down to make the company viable. ["Karen Oldford", Mayor]

CBY - Corner Brook - West Coast Morning Show @ 06:43:00am Duration: 00:06:35 Reporter: Maggie Gillis
Ref Id: 13m-6j6-10

20 UPDATE FROM SPCA: It has been one months since the tragic fire on Main Street in Stephenville. The
blaze ripped through a building that housed several business as well as the south west coast SPCA. 24 cats at the shelter died. There is still no word yet on what caused the fire but SPCA volunteers haven't wasted any time getting back on their feet. ["Kim Blanchard", SPCA]

CBY - Corner Brook - West Coast Morning Show @ 07:13:00am Duration: 00:07:00 Reporter: Bernice Hillier
Ref Id: u6s-4S8-10

21 NATIONAL SIBLINGS DAY: Today is National Siblings Day, will you be celebrating? ["Various"]
CBY - Corner Brook - West Coast Morning Show @ 07:20:00am Duration: 00:05:00 Reporter: Felicia Latour
Ref Id: P4E-6d7-10

22 7:30 to 8:00 not available due to technical difficulties.
CBY - Corner Brook - West Coast Morning Show @ 07:30:00am Duration: 00:30:00 Reporter: Bernice Hillier/Brian McHugh
Ref Id: B3S-7a8-10

23 COMPETITIVE CHEER LEADING: There are about 30 girls from Corner Brook are in Ottawa for the Cheer Nationals. ["Brittany Brake", Head Coach]
CBY - Corner Brook - West Coast Morning Show @ 08:12:00am Duration: 00:06:00 Reporter: Bernice Hillier
Ref Id: p5M-7h7-10

24 EVENTS: Events in the Corner Brook-area.
CBY - Corner Brook - West Coast Morning Show @ 08:18:00am Duration: 00:06:00 Reporter: Gary Moore
Ref Id: W9X-7t3-10

25 MOVIE REVIEW
CBY - Corner Brook - West Coast Morning Show @ 08:40:00am Duration: 00:07:00 Reporter: Eli Glasner
Ref Id: r3v-4E8-10

26 HYPOALLERGENIC LABELS: For people with allergies, finding soap, cosmetics or a lotion that won't irritate their skin can be an uphill battle. So if it's labelled hypoallergenic, it's going to be good news - or is it? ["Dr. Rajani Katta", Director of Contact Dermatitis Clinic at Baylor College of Medicine]
CBY - Corner Brook - West Coast Morning Show @ 08:51:00am Duration: 00:06:00 Reporter: Bernice Hillier
Ref Id: K9j-3k5-10

CBC Labrador Coast Morning Show - Fri, April 10, 2015

27 BUSINESS: Today's business news.
CFGB - Goose Bay - Labrador Coast Morning Show @ 06:13:00am Duration: 00:04:00 Reporter: Deanna Sardison
Ref Id: G5F-6y4-10
28 LAYOFFS AT IOC: There is more bad news for people in Lab West. The Iron Ore Company of Canada is laying off 150 unionized workers at its operation in Labrador City. IOC has been struggling with low iron ore prices and workers rejected a wage freeze, very few accepted early retirement packages so the company says operating costs need to go down to make the company viable. ["Karen Oldford", Mayor]
CFGB - Goose Bay - Labrador Coast Morning Show @ 06:18:00am Duration: 00:06:35 Reporter: Maggie Gillis
Ref Id: y3y-7T3-10

29 VIGIL FOR DON DUNPHY: Dozens of people held a vigil in Mitchell's Brook last night in memory of Don Dunphy. An RNC officer shot and killed Dunphy at his home on Easter Sunday. ["Joan Downey", Friend; "Noel Daly", Resident] [Injured Workers]
CFGB - Goose Bay - Labrador Coast Morning Show @ 06:42:00am Duration: 00:05:30 Reporter: Julie Skinner
Ref Id: p2E-7E8-10

30 ADOPTION LAWS: A former Ontario politician who grew up in Happy Valley-Goose Bay is the author of a new memoir: Shameless The Fight for Adoption Disclosure and the Search for my Son. ["Marilyn Churley", Author]
CFGB - Goose Bay - Labrador Coast Morning Show @ 06:48:00am Duration: 00:07:30 Reporter: John Gaudi
Ref Id: P5q-7n5-10

31 7:00 to 7:30 not available due to technical difficulties.
CFGB - Goose Bay - Labrador Coast Morning Show @ 07:00:00am Duration: 00:30:00 Reporter: Matt McCann/Bailey White
Ref Id: Q4e-4N2-10

32 REACTION TO LAYOFFS: IOC is laying off 150 workers in Labrador City effective June 14th. The company says Iron Ore prices will continue to slide so its lowering operating costs in order to achieve full potential. ["Ron Thomas", Union Rep; "Peter Record", Resident]
CFGB - Goose Bay - Labrador Coast Morning Show @ 07:36:00am Duration: 00:15:00 Reporter: Matt McCann/Bailey White
Ref Id: y3U-7C4-10

33 TECHNOLOGIES AND GAMES FOR BRAIN FUNCTION: Losing your memory is a terrifying prospect for all of us and some people are placing their faith and spending big bucks on new technologies and games that promise to improve brain function. It is part of a growing sector that is now worth billions of dollars.
CFGB - Goose Bay - Labrador Coast Morning Show @ 08:14:00am Duration: 00:07:00 Reporter: Tom Harrington
Ref Id: y7Y-2q6-10

34 ROAD RAGE: The CBC hit the streets to ask people what's the worst road rage they have witnessed.
CFGB - Goose Bay - Labrador Coast Morning Show @ 08:22:00am Duration: 00:03:00 Reporter: Mary Catherine McIntosh
Ref Id: K5R-8S2-10
35 VIGIL FOR DUNPHY: A candlelight vigil was held outside the home of Don Dunphy in Mitchell's Brook last night. [“Joan Downey”, organizer] [injured workers]

CBN - St. John's - 7am News @ 07:00:00am Duration: 00:00:50 Reporter: Nancy Walsh

Ref Id: S6J-9y7-10

36 THREAT ASSESSMENT: The police visit that led to Don Dunphy's death was not uncommon, but it was the only one of its kind the RNC conducted this year.

CBN - St. John's - 7am News @ 07:00:50am Duration: 00:00:30 Reporter: Nancy Walsh

Ref Id: n8r-3V2-10

37 COUNSELLOR FOR NATUASHISH: The provincial government is sending a counsellor to Natuashish to help deal with the problem of young people sniffing gasoline. [“unidentified youth”; “CYFS Minister Sandy Collins”]

CBN - St. John's - 7am News @ 07:01:20am Duration: 00:01:20 Reporter: Peter Cowan

Ref Id: t7b-6b3-10

38 NATIONAL NEWS

CBN - St. John's - 7am News @ 07:02:40am Duration: 00:00:30 Reporter: Nancy Walsh

Ref Id: g7e-2t8-10

39 STRING OF FIRES: People on New World Island have been hit hard by recent times. [“Capt. Dwayne LeDrew”, Salvation Army] [fish plant]

CBN - St. John's - 7am News @ 07:03:10am Duration: 00:01:10 Reporter: Chris Ensing

Ref Id: j9b-9r5-10

40 GALA SHOW: Ennis performed at the East Coast Music Awards Week Gala Show last night in Torbay. [“Bruce Gillis”; “Mike Ryan”, The Town Heroes]

CBN - St. John's - 7am News @ 07:04:45am Duration: 00:00:45 Reporter: Nancy Walsh

Ref Id: J8n-7i6-10

CBC 8am News - Fri, April 10, 2015

41 VIGIL FOR DUNPHY: Dozens gathered outside Don Dunphy's house last night to take part in a candlelight vigil. [“Joan Downey”, organizer; “Noel Daley”, resident] [injured workers]

CBN - St. John's - 8am News @ 08:00:00am Duration: 00:01:20 Reporter: Julie Skinner

Ref Id: c8C-6C7-10

42 GAS SNIFFING: The MHA for northern Labrador, “Randy Edmunds”, says no one has found a solution to gas sniffing.

CBN - St. John's - 8am News @ 08:01:20am Duration: 00:00:40 Reporter: Nancy Walsh

Ref Id: U9e-7i4-10
43 COLLISION LEADS TO CHARGES: A vehicle collision yesterday afternoon has led to criminal charges.
   CBN - St. John's - 8am News @ 08:02:00am Duration: 00:00:20 Reporter: Nancy Walsh
   Ref Id: X9j-7S5-10

44 CHANGES TO PENSIONS: The Teachers Union will spend two weeks travelling around the province
telling members about planned changes to their pensions. [“Jim Dinn”, NLTA President]
   CBN - St. John's - 8am News @ 08:02:20am Duration: 00:00:40 Reporter: Nancy Walsh
   Ref Id: j5F-7U2-10

45 NATIONAL NEWS
   CBN - St. John's - 8am News @ 08:03:00am Duration: 00:00:20 Reporter: Nancy Walsh
   Ref Id: f2G-6m4-10

46 PLAN TO TRANSFER ROCK: Nalcor says it has been open with people living on a street in CBS that will
soon see large trucks carrying tonnes of rock. [“VP Gilbert Bennett”]
   CBN - St. John's - 8am News @ 08:03:20am Duration: 00:00:45 Reporter: Nancy Walsh
   Ref Id: D4u-4Y5-10

47 ECMA GALA: Halifax's The Town Heroes were the big winners at last night's ECMA gala. [“Bruce Gillis”;
   “Mike Ryan”, The Town Heroes]
   CBN - St. John's - 8am News @ 08:04:05am Duration: 00:00:40 Reporter: Nancy Walsh
   Ref Id: W2f-9K6-10

CBC 9am News - Fri, April 10, 2015

48 VIGIL FOR DUNPHY: A candlelight vigil was held outside the home of Don Dunphy in Mitchell's Brook
last night. [“Joan Downey”, organizer] [injured workers]
   CBN - St. John's - 9am News @ 09:00:00am Duration: 00:00:50 Reporter: Nancy Walsh
   Ref Id: k6s-6W3-10

49 COUNSELLOR FOR NATUASHISH: The provincial government is sending a counsellor to Natuashish to
help deal with the problem of young people snifing gasoline. [“unidentified youth”; “CYFS Minister Sandy
Collins”]
   CBN - St. John's - 9am News @ 09:00:50am Duration: 00:01:20 Reporter: Peter Cowan
   Ref Id: I8T-4g6-10

50 IOC LAYOFFS: The Mayor of Labrador City, "Karen Oldford", calls layoffs at the IOC a big blow to the
area.
   CBN - St. John's - 9am News @ 09:02:10am Duration: 00:00:40 Reporter: Nancy Walsh
   Ref Id: Y8D-4f5-10

51 INTERNATIONAL NEWS
   CBN - St. John's - 9am News @ 09:02:50am Duration: 00:00:10 Reporter: Nancy Walsh
   Ref Id: x4f-8H9-10
STRING OF FIRES: People on New World Island have been hit hard by recent times. [“Capt. Dwayne LeDrew”, Salvation Army] [fish plant]
CBN - St. John's - 9am News @ 09:03:00am Duration: 00:01:10 Reporter: Chris Ensing
Ref Id: u3n-8G4-10

WORLD NEWS
CBN - St. John's - 9am News @ 09:04:10am Duration: 00:00:25 Reporter: Nancy Walsh
Ref Id: G3z-3G8-10

GALA SHOW: Ennis performed at the East Coast Music Awards Week Gala Show last night in Torbay. [“Bruce Gillis”; “Mike Ryan”, The Town Heroes]
CBN - St. John's - 9am News @ 09:04:35am Duration: 00:00:30 Reporter: Nancy Walsh
Ref Id: f2G-3s6-10

HOCKEY NEWS: NHL action is coming to Mile One again this fall.
CBN - St. John's - 9am News @ 09:05:05am Duration: 00:00:30 Reporter: Nancy Walsh
Ref Id: z5J-8t2-10

VOCM Morning News - Fri, April 10, 2015

CANDLELIGHT VIGIL: On the eve of the funeral for a man who was shot by a police officer, close to one hundred people gathered outside his house to honour his memory. [Workers' Compensation]
VOCM - St. John's - Morning News @ 07:45:30am Duration: 00:00:45 Reporter: Fred Hutton
Ref Id: v2E-2a9-10

IOC LAYOFFS: Labrador West has suffered another blow following word that IOC, the region's main employer, is laying off 150 workers effective June 14th. ["Lab City Mayor Karen Oldford]
VOCM - St. John's - Morning News @ 07:46:15am Duration: 00:01:45 Reporter: Fred Hutton
Ref Id: V4U-6W5-10

CONCERN FOR FOREIGN WORKERS: The head of the Federation of Labour, "Mary Shortall", has serious concerns for the large number of temporary foreign workers who will be displaced due to the so-called four and four rule. [Night Line Clip]
VOCM - St. John's - Morning News @ 07:48:00am Duration: 00:01:00 Reporter: Fred Hutton
Ref Id: b8u-6e9-10

RAW BURGER: A local woman's Facebook post about receiving a completely raw burger at McDonald's has received almost 2,200 shares. ["Haley Murray-Jackman", posted photo]
VOCM - St. John's - Morning News @ 07:49:00am Duration: 00:01:10 Reporter: Fred Hutton
Ref Id: u2w-3R8-10

NATIONAL NEWS
VOCM - St. John's - Morning News @ 07:50:10am Duration: 00:00:40 Reporter: Fred Hutton
IOC ANNOUNCES LAYOFFS: Labrador West has suffered another blow following word that IOC, the region's main employer, is laying off 150 workers effective June 14th. The region is already reeling from a downturn in iron ore prices that saw the shutdown of Wabush Mines and Bloom Lake, and a pause in plans for Alderon's Kami development. In a release sent out yesterday, IOC says its operating costs need to drop even further in order to make them viable. They have taken steps to implement changes while they try to save as many jobs as possible. Labrador City Mayor "Karen Oldford" says the region has seen its ups and downs, but no one has a crystal ball.

THOMAS ON LAYOFFS: Labrador West has suffered another blow following word that IOC, the region's main employer, is laying off 150 workers effective June 14th. ["Ron Thomas", Steelworkers Union]

GALA SHOW: Some sounds from last night's East Coast Music Awards Gala Show. ["Various"]

MEMORIAL SERVICE: On Sunday night, people will gather at the Bruneau Centre at MUN for a Holocaust Memorial Service, a tribute to victims of the Holocaust. ["Lisa Hurd", keynote speaker]

WOMEN'S HOCKEY: This time last week 22-year-old Sarah Davis from Paradise was in Sweden gearing up for a gold medal hockey game at the World Hockey Championships. Davis is the first woman from this province to hit the ice representing Team Canada.

PENSION REFORM: An agreement in principle has been reached to reform the teachers' pension plan. It comes just months after changes to the public service pension plan came into effect. ["NLTA President Jim Dinn"]

ECMAs: The ECMAs were handed out last night and The Once picked up an award. ["various"]

OPEN LINE PREVIEW
Potential copyright material

If you wish to obtain a copy please contact the ATIPP Office at (709) 729-7072 or atippoffice@gov.nl.ca.
9. CROWN LAND POLICIES: “Jim Learning” first of all comments on the Dunphy shooting and how perhaps the police officer wasn't the right person to send in. He is calling to talk about crown land policies. He comments there will be no more cabins on Labrador rivers and in his opinion it's just a way for people to be controlled. TIME: 09:24 AM DURATION: 11:00 REPORTER: PADDY DALY
Potential copyright material

If you wish to obtain a copy please contact the ATIPP Office at (709) 729-7072 or atippoffice@gov.nl.ca.
17. FATAL SHOOTING: “Lindy” is calling to talk about the fatal shooting in Mitchell's Brook. He comments on police officers carrying firearms and in his opinion they shouldn't be allowed to have them. TIME: 10:55 AM DURATION: 05:00 REPORTER: PADDY DALY
VOCM Open Line - Fri, April 10, 2015

1 ECM AWARDS Host preamble. The ECM Awards were handed out last night and it was a great time.
   VOCM - St. John's - Open Line @ 09:02:00am Duration: 00:01:00 Reporter: Paddy Daly
   Ref Id: u4G-4h8-10

2 ALL NEWFOUNDLAND HOCKEY TOURNAMENTS: Host preamble. All Newfoundland hockey
tournaments continue this week but there were a few questionable moves like the referee errors. Another
issue that rears it's head every year is that coaches refuse to play all the players on the bench.
   VOCM - St. John's - Open Line @ 09:03:00am Duration: 00:04:00 Reporter: Paddy Daly
   Ref Id: T9k-6n2-10

3 IOC LAYOFFS: Host preamble. More bad news for the folks in Labrador West with 150 layoffs at IOC.
   There is no quick solution or silver bullet but the bad news is far from over in Labrador. Everytime there is a
downturn in the price of the commodity we all feel it.
   VOCM - St. John's - Open Line @ 09:07:00am Duration: 00:04:00 Reporter: Paddy Daly
   Ref Id: j2t-9b6-10

4 CBS COUNCIL DON'T WANT NALCOR MOVING HEAVY EQUIPMENT ON ROAD: Host preamble. CBS Mayor Ken McDonald is saying they don't want Nalcor using a road in the community to move heavy
equipment so they will block the road if there is no resolution when they meet with Gilbert Bennett of
Nalcor today.
   VOCM - St. John's - Open Line @ 09:11:00am Duration: 00:03:00 Reporter: Paddy Daly
   Ref Id: c3V-9j7-10

5 MIKE DUFFY TRIAL: Host preamble. A lot of talk about the Mike Duffy trial and it kind of looks like he
got too far and claims more expenses than he should have.
   VOCM - St. John's - Open Line @ 09:14:00am Duration: 00:01:00 Reporter: Paddy Daly
   Ref Id: G3f-8E4-10

6 TAX FREE SAVINGS ACCOUNT: Host preamble. An article about the tax free savings account which
benefits a small number of Canadians – the wealthier among us.
7 NLTA AND GOVERNMENT REACH DEAL: Host preamble. Good news for the teachers union as NLTA and government seem to have reach a deal in principle regarding pension reform.

VOCM - St. John's - Open Line @ 09:16:00am Duration: 00:01:00 Reporter: Paddy Daly

Ref Id: H6M-4D9-10

8 TRUSTING THE RNC: Host preamble. There have been a lot of talk this week regarding the fatal shooting and then there is the case involving an RNC officer being sentenced to ten months. There will always be bad apples everywhere but that doesn't mean we should lose faith in the RNC.

VOCM - St. John's - Open Line @ 09:17:00am Duration: 00:03:00 Reporter: Paddy Daly

Ref Id: h4m-2B3-10

9 CROWN LAND POLICIES: “Jim Learning” first of all comments on the Dunphy shooting and how perhaps the police officer wasn't the right person to send in. He is calling to talk about crown land policies. He comments there will be no more cabins on Labrador rivers and in his opinion it's just a way for people to be controlled.

VOCM - St. John's - Open Line @ 09:24:00am Duration: 00:11:00 Reporter: Paddy Daly

Ref Id: M2S-6b5-10

10 IOC ISSUE: Paddy comments on the IOC issue.

VOCM - St. John's - Open Line @ 09:35:00am Duration: 00:01:00 Reporter: Paddy Daly

Ref Id: M6n-3P5-10

11 ISSUES WITH CELL PHONE: “Roger” is calling to talk about issues with his cell phone service provider. He says last month they changed his package from 9 pm to 7 pm and before it was 6 pm to 6 am but he didn't upgrade his phone and he wasn't informed. When he called they credited back the extra charges but now he has to get a new coverage package.

VOCM - St. John's - Open Line @ 09:39:00am Duration: 00:10:00 Reporter: Paddy Daly

Ref Id: R8A-3a4-10

12 IOC LAYOFFS: “Ron Thomas”, President of the Steelworkers Union is calling to talk about the IOC layoffs. He says they met with the company yesterday and were informed of the layoffs. He comments on the wage freeze that the company asked workers to take but how in his opinion it wouldn't have prevented this from happening.

VOCM - St. John's - Open Line @ 09:52:00am Duration: 00:07:00 Reporter: Paddy Daly

Ref Id: f6y-2Q2-10

13 LOSING CHILD TO TRAFFIC ACCIDENT: “Marilyn” is calling to respond to the call from Linda Coates yesterday regarding her son being killed in a traffic accident. She says her son was killed by an impaired driver who was just fined $90 and it doesn't make sense to her for a person to go out after consuming liquor to operate a vehicle. She comments you never get over the loss of a child.

VOCM - St. John's - Open Line @ 10:09:00am Duration: 00:08:00 Reporter: Paddy Daly
HOLOCAUST MEMORIAL SERVICE Paddy comments on the Holocaust Memorial Service being held on Sunday at 7 pm.

FEDERAL POLITICS: “Tim Powers” is calling to talk about federal politics. He says the big thing has been the Mike Duffy trial and how Senator Patrick Brazeau showed up to lend support to Duffy. He discusses some of the details of the trial to date and how there are many blurred lines. TIME: 10:19 AM DURATION: 11:00 REPORTER: PADDY DALY

IOC LAYOFFS: “Yvonne Jones”, Liberal MP is calling to talk about the IOC layoffs. She says this is obviously not good news as about a thousand workers have been displaced in this small region and it seems like as long are ore prices continue to drop things won't rebound. She discusses the impact of these job losses on workers and their families including spinoff positions. She says the union is bombarded with displaced workers.

FATAL SHOOTING: “Lindy” is calling to talk about the fatal shooting in Mitchell's Brook. He comments on police officers carrying firearms and in his opinion they shouldn't be allowed to have them.

LAYOFFS BY IOC: “Karen Oldford”, Mayor of Labrador City is calling to talk about the layoffs by IOC. She comments on how they understand it's business and how important it is to look long term at opportunities for small businesses in the region.

ELECTORAL BOUNDARIES: Paddy comments on the electoral boundaries hearings.

LAYOFFS AT IOC: “Jim” is calling to talk about the layoffs at IOC. He comments on retraining workers and how in his opinion that won't work because they are already tradespeople so you can't take an electrician and put him on a construction site. He discusses the red seal and how in your own province it is not necessary just for working in other provinces.
UPDATE ON DEER HARBOUR TRAIL: “Doris” is calling to talk update on the Deer Harbour Trail. She says they have raised money which has resulted in the trail being 70 percent completed so they are planning more fundraisers at a meeting on April 13th at the fire hall in Hodge's Cove.

VOCM - St. John's - Open Line @ 11:27:00am Duration: 00:03:00 Reporter: Paddy Daly

Ref Id: V4J-4S4-10
Top News Stories

Resources on the Way to Natuashish, But More Needs to Happen: Davis

A substance abuse problem that once haunted Davis Inlet has returned in Natuashish. New images of teens and children as young as 11 appear to show them sniffing gasoline.

Paul Davis says government is looking at what other resources can be provided in Natuashish following more stories of gas sniffing by young people in the small Labrador community.

MP for Labrador Yvonne Jones says that substance abuse in the area is a serious issue, but not a new issue. She applauds Tshakapesh for going public with the issue, and the provincial government for their response so far. But she told VOCM Nightline with Jonathan Richler she feels a collaborative approach is needed. She feels that everyone needs to come together to the table to work on a fix.

Spokespersons Featured: Deputy Grand Chief of the Innu Nation, Simeon Tshakapesh, Premier Paul Davis, MP for Labrador Yvonne Jones

Tone: Balanced

Coverage: VOCM Online/Radio, CBC NL Radio, Telegram, NTV

Lab West Reeling from Downturn in Iron Ore Prices

Summary:

Another blow for Labrador West. The Iron Ore Company of Canada has confirmed that it is laying off 150 hourly employees in Labrador City effective June 14th. The region is already reeling from a downturn in iron ore prices that saw the shutdown of Wabush Mines and Bloom Lake, and a pause in plans for Alderon's Kami development.

Spokespersons Featured: IOC, United Steelworkers Local President Ron Thomas, Labrador City Mayor Karen Oldford

Tone: Balanced

Coverage: VOCM Online/Radio, CBC NL Radio, Telegram

Independent Review of Dunphy Case and Vigil Held to Remember Don Dunphy

Summary:
Close to one hundred people gathered outside his house to honour his memory. People from Mitchells Brook and surrounding communities gathered to pay tribute to Don Dunphy. The organizers of the vigil held three moments of silence. One for Dunphy, one for his daughter, and one for injured workers.

Premier Paul Davis says he will await the outcome of an independent review into the Mitchells Brook shooting before deciding whether there should be a public inquiry.

*Spokespersons Featured:* Premier  
*Tone:* Balanced  
*Coverage:* VOCM Online/Radio,

**New Electoral Districts Announced**

Summary:

Here is a list of the new electoral districts. More details coming. More details to come

*Spokespersons Featured:*  
*Tone:* Balanced  
*Coverage:* VOCM Online/Radio,

**Operations halted at Cottles Island Lumber; Fire chief suspicious; Employees devastated**

Summary:

The people of New World Island in Newfoundland's Notre Dame Bay will soon start to feel the financial pain of recent fires in the area. On March 21, the Breakwater crab processing plant in Cottlesville, which employed over 100 people, burned to the ground. On Wednesday of this week, a large lumber operation in the town that employed more than 80 people had to shut down after its main warehouse went up in flames.

*Spokespersons Featured:* Salvation Army Captain Dwayne Ledrew,  
*Tone:* Balanced  
*Coverage:* CBC NL/Radio, VOCM Online/Radio, NTV, Telegram

**Other items of note (limited coverage)**

Telegram – Justice critic says RNC investigation into RNC officers stinks

Telegram – Boy has dream skate with Canucks

Telegram – 'Tell Mr. Davis to shove it up his rear end'

CBC – #NothingForNathan: An alcohol- and drug-free day of remembrance

CBC – Impaired driving tip leads to RCMP arrest in Subway parking lot

CBC – RNC says more to Tim Buckle investigation than phone call
CBC – CBS preparing to block access to Nalcor heavy traffic

VOCM – Former Correctional Officer In Court After Stealing Taxi

VOCM - Woman Who Lost Family to Speak at Holocaust Memorial

Paula Hayes-Butt
Communications Specialist
Education and Early Childhood Development
(709) 729-1692
paulahayesbutt@gov.nl.ca
1. ELECTORAL BOUNDARIES: Host preamble. The Electoral Districts Boundaries Commission has released maps showing how the province's districts will be drawn. It seems there will be no changes in Labrador as government said but there seems most of the districts will be lost in rural areas with only one reduction on the Avalon. Earle McCurdy said it's a dark day for the province. TIME: 02:02 PM DURATION: 04:00 REPORTER: PETE SOUCY

2. JOB LAYOFFS: Host preamble. There were job layoffs announced by IOC yesterday so it is a curious thing how these workers will get work in other businesses. TIME: 02:06 PM DURATION: 01:00 REPORTER: PETE SOUCY

3. ISSUES WITH YOUTH: Host preamble. Another harsh situation in Natuashish where it was discovered some youth are sniffing gas again. Keith Russell, Minister of Labrador Affairs hasn't said much about this issue yet. TIME: 02:07 PM DURATION: 01:00 REPORTER: PETE SOUCY

4. EAST COAST MUSIC AWARDS: Host preamble. The East Coast Music Awards were held last night and there were some great musicians rewarded for their efforts. All kinds of spectacular events happening over the weekend. TIME: 02:08 PM DURATION: 02:00 REPORTER: PETE SOUCY
5. REMEMBERING DON DUNPHY: Host preamble. There was a vigil held last night to remember Don Dunphy and his funeral was held this morning. A lot of people saying there should be a full judicial inquiry into this situation. TIME: 02:10 PM DURATION: 01:00 REPORTER: PETE SOUCY

6. MIKE DUFFY TRIAL: Host preamble. The Mike Duffy trial is on going and will be a focus for some time to come. TIME: 02:11 PM DURATION: 02:00 REPORTER: PETE SOUCY
CBC 12 Noon News - Fri, April 10, 2015

1 ELECTORAL BOUNDARIES PROPOSAL RELEASED: The Electoral Boundaries Commission has released its proposal for redrawing the province's electoral map.
  CBN - St. John's - 12 Noon News @ 12:03:00pm Duration: 00:00:30 Reporter: Maggie Gillis
  Ref Id: D4T-8h2-10

2 UNION PRESIDENT ON IOC LAYOFFS: The President of the union at IOC in Labrador City says the 150 layoffs announced yesterday are tough to take, but "Ron Thomas" believes the operation itself is safe because it is still a moneymaker.
  CBN - St. John's - 12 Noon News @ 12:03:30pm Duration: 00:01:05 Reporter: Maggie Gillis
  Ref Id: E6J-6b2-10

3 TEACHER CUTS POSSIBLE: They don't know what is in the budget, but the head of the Teachers' Union is preparing members for possible job cuts. ["James Dinn", NLTA President]
  CBN - St. John's - 12 Noon News @ 12:04:35pm Duration: 00:00:35 Reporter: Maggie Gillis
  Ref Id: P8Z-5p6-10

4 ILLEGAL CARIBOU HUNTING: Wildlife officers are investigating the illegal hunting of caribou in southern Labrador.
  CBN - St. John's - 12 Noon News @ 12:05:10pm Duration: 00:00:20 Reporter: Maggie Gillis
  Ref Id: r4R-7J5-10

5 STEPHENVILLE SPCA REBUILDING: It has been one month since fire destroyed the SPCA shelter in Stephenville. ["Kim Blanchard", Director of Fundraising with the Southwest Coast SPCA]
  CBN - St. John's - 12 Noon News @ 12:05:30pm Duration: 00:00:50 Reporter: Maggie Gillis
  Ref Id: P5B-9F5-10

6 CAMPING FEES GOING UP: If you like to camp in provincial parks, it's going to cost you more this coming season.
  CBN - St. John's - 12 Noon News @ 12:06:20pm Duration: 00:00:35 Reporter: Maggie Gillis
CBC Crosstalk - Fri, April 10, 2015

7 WEATHER FORECAST
    CBN - St. John's - Crosstalk @ 12:07:10pm Duration: 00:02:40 Reporter: Ryan Snodden
    Ref Id: a2D-9Q2-10

8 GREAT BOOKS FOR KIDS: Younger listeners and adults alike are invited to make suggestions for great books for kids. Guests on today's show - 14-year-old "Jamie Merrigan" and Children's Librarian for the Public Library system "Susan Pryor".
    CBN - St. John's - Crosstalk @ 12:09:50pm Duration: 00:50:00 Reporter: Ramona Dearing
    Ref Id: D5e-8T4-10

9 RIGOLET FURNACE OIL SHORTAGE: It is still cold in Labrador and it may soon get a lot chillier for people in Rigolet. And that's not just about the weather. The town is running out of furnace oil. ["Jack Shiwak", Rigolet AngajukKâk]
    CBN - St. John's - Crosstalk @ 01:06:15pm Duration: 00:06:30 Reporter: Ramona Dearing
    Ref Id: q9p-8v9-10

10 NATIONAL SIBLING DAY: Today is National Sibling Day. CBC Intern "Felicia Latour" found out what it means to people in Corner Brook. ["Corner Brook Residents"]
    CBN - St. John's - Crosstalk @ 01:13:00pm Duration: 00:03:00 Reporter: Felicia Latour
    Ref Id: B3Y-2e9-10

11 CBC ARCHIVES - JON WHITE ON 'WEEKEND ARTS MAGAZINE': An icon was honoured last night at the East Coast Music Awards. The late "Jon White" was named a recipient of the Stompin' Tom Award for his long-term contributions to the music industry. Jon White died in 1998. He was a CBC institution, starring in CBC Radio's 'Saturday Night Jamboree' and 'All Around the Circle'. In 1995, "Mack Furlong", who was with the 'Weekend Arts Magazine' at that time, interviewed Jon on the occasion of his 65th birthday. [This segment includes music.]
    CBN - St. John's - Crosstalk @ 01:20:10pm Duration: 00:07:45 Reporter: Mack Furlong
    Ref Id: S5X-8C9-10

VOCM 1pm News - Fri, April 10, 2015

12 ELECTORAL BOUNDARIES REPORT: The Electoral Districts Boundaries Commission has released a report on its proposed 40 districts. ["Earle McCurdy", NL NDP Leader]
    VOCM - St. John's - 1pm News @ 01:03:35pm Duration: 00:02:15 Reporter: Renell LeGrow
    Ref Id: d8u-4A8-10

13 DUNPHY FUNERAL: The funeral for Don Dunphy, the man shot and killed by a police officer this week, was held this morning in Mount Carmel.
    VOCM - St. John's - 1pm News @ 01:05:50pm Duration: 00:00:50 Reporter: Vince Gallant
    Ref Id: D2B-3G4-10
14 GUILTY PLEA EXPECTED: A man accused in three home invasions last summer will likely be pleading guilty to charges.
VOCM - St. John's - 1pm News @ 01:06:40pm Duration: 00:00:45 Reporter: Vince Gallant
Ref Id: W6b-3B9-10

15 DRUG DEALER SENTENCE: A 27-year-old man has been sentenced to house arrest after being convicted of dealing drugs.
VOCM - St. John's - 1pm News @ 01:07:25pm Duration: 00:00:45 Reporter: Vince Gallant
Ref Id: V5u-4N7-10

16 BREAK-IN: Police in Grand Falls-Windsor are investigating after someone tried to enter a business by cutting a hole in the side of the building.
VOCM - St. John's - 1pm News @ 01:08:10pm Duration: 00:00:20 Reporter: Vince Gallant
Ref Id: D8d-6F2-10

17 IMPAIRED DRIVING CHARGES: Trinity Conception RCMP have arrested a 51-year-old man for care and control of a vehicle while impaired.
VOCM - St. John's - 1pm News @ 01:08:30pm Duration: 00:00:25 Reporter: Vince Gallant
Ref Id: U6c-3e7-10

18 PRAISE FOR RNC: The Royal Newfoundland Constabulary has been the focus of some scrutiny in recent weeks, but one woman has taken the time to praise the force's efforts in a recent incident. ["Catherine", Has Praise for RNC; "Jonathan Richler", VOCM Night Line]
VOCM - St. John's - 1pm News @ 01:08:55pm Duration: 00:01:00 Reporter: Vince Gallant
Ref Id: R2E-2h3-10

19 MIKE DUFFY TRIAL: Mike Duffy's trial on fraud, breach of trust and bribery charges has heard that Stephen Harper was dependent on Duffy for partisan purposes.
VOCM - St. John's - 1pm News @ 01:09:55pm Duration: 00:00:40 Reporter: Chris Mayberry
Ref Id: Z8q-3N4-10

20 TEMPORARY FOREIGN WORKERS: The head of the Federation of Labour has serious concerns for the large number of temporary foreign workers who will be displaced due to the so-called 'four and four' rule. ["Mary Shortall", Federation of Labour]
VOCM - St. John's - 1pm News @ 01:10:35pm Duration: 00:01:25 Reporter: Vince Gallant
Ref Id: y6M-3H3-10

21 RIAC FUNDRAISING CONTINUES: The Refugee Immigrant Advisory Council is still serving the community, even as they try to raise enough funding to stay in operation. ["Jose Rivera", Executive Director with RIAC]
VOCM - St. John's - 1pm News @ 01:12:00pm Duration: 00:00:55 Reporter: Vince Gallant
Ref Id: v2A-8j4-10

22 PROVINCIAL PARK FEES GOING UP: It will cost you a lot more to camp in provincial parks this
summer.
VOCM - St. John's - 1pm News @ 01:12:55pm Duration: 00:01:10 Reporter: Lacy O'Connell
Ref Id: H7Z-8H7-10

23 COTTLE'S ISLAND LUMBER FUTURE: The owners of Cottle's Island Lumber in Notre Dame Bay are sitting down today to discuss what happens next for the company.
VOCM - St. John's - 1pm News @ 01:14:05pm Duration: 00:00:30 Reporter: Vince Gallant
Ref Id: i5s-8P5-10

24 UNEMPLOYMENT RATE: The province's unemployment rate was up again last month.
VOCM - St. John's - 1pm News @ 01:14:35pm Duration: 00:00:50 Reporter: Roger Ward
Ref Id: r6X-4F8-10

25 VISITOR RESTRICTIONS: An outbreak of influenza-like illness among residents has prompted the Bonne Bay Health Centre to restrict visitations for the time being.
VOCM - St. John's - 1pm News @ 01:15:25pm Duration: 00:00:15 Reporter: Vince Gallant
Ref Id: a2C-2k2-10

26 ICEBREAKING OPERATIONS: Icebreaking is underway for several areas around the Northeast Coast.
VOCM - St. John's - 1pm News @ 01:15:40pm Duration: 00:00:25 Reporter: Vince Gallant
Ref Id: H4S-7Q6-10

27 DAVIS BRINGS HOME SILVER: "Sarah Davis" of Paradise is back home with a silver medal from Canada's showing at the Women's World Hockey Championships.
VOCM - St. John's - 1pm News @ 01:16:05pm Duration: 00:00:50 Reporter: Vince Gallant
Ref Id: S4A-2H9-10

28 ECMA AWARD RESULTS: The best of the best in Atlantic Canadian music was honoured last night at Jack Byrne Arena in Torbay.
VOCM - St. John's - 1pm News @ 01:16:55pm Duration: 00:01:15 Reporter: Vince Gallant
Ref Id: i7Q-9h9-10

VOCM NL Today - Fri, April 10, 2015

29 ELECTORAL BOUNDARIES REPORT RELEASED: The Electoral District Boundaries Commission has released a report on its proposed forty districts. They were posted to the group's website this morning. They are proposing eighteen seats on the Avalon, down from the current nineteen. Rural Newfoundland would be represented in the House by eighteen MHAs, down from the current twenty-five. Districts in the Labrador portion of the province would not change. ["Earle McCurdy", NL NDP Leader]
VOCM - St. John's - NL Today @ 01:27:15pm Duration: 00:06:00 Reporter: Renell LeGrow
Ref Id: R2J-2y8-10

30 VOCM.COM: Do you think there should be a public inquiry into the shooting death of Don Dunphy? - The report on the proposed boundary changes was filed this morning. - A 27-year-old man has been sentenced to
31 LAB EST IOC LAYOFFS: Labrador West has suffered another blow following word that IOC, the region's main employer, is laying off 150 workers effective the middle of June. The region is already reeling from a downturn in iron ore prices that saw the shutdown of Wabush Mines and a pause in plans for Alderon's Kami development. ["Karen Oldford", Labrador City Mayor; "Ron Thomas", Steelworker's Union]

32 NLTA PENSION AGREEMENT: The Teachers' Association will be recommending acceptance of a deal with Government to reform teachers' pension plans. An Agreement in Principle has been reached, but few details have been made public. The agreement preserves a defined benefits plan and includes joint trusteeship. ["Jim Dinn", NLTA President]

33 VIGIL FOR DON DUNPHY: It was certainly a night of big emotion for the small town of Mitchell's Brook. Hundreds came out to mourn Don Dunphy at his beachside home.

34 YOUTH SUBSTANCE ABUSE IN NATUASHISH: A substance abuse problem that has haunted the community of Natuashish appears to have returned. ["Simeon Tshakapesh", Innu Nation Deputy Chief]

35 NLTA PENSION DEAL: The Provincial Government has now reached a tentative deal with the NLTA to reform teachers' pension plans. ["Paul Davis", NL Premier; "James Dinn", NLTA President]

36 VICTIM IDENTIFIED: A 21-year-old man from CBS has been identified as the driver of a car that left Pitt's Memorial Drive yesterday afternoon crashing and bursting into flames onto Richard Nolan Drive.

37 BLOCKADE THREATENED [REPEAT]: Nestled in CBS on the outskirts of Upper Gullies is a quiet street - a street with no more than ten homes. But, come early next week, dumptrucks and flat beds are scheduled to start squeezing through, working on the latest part of the Muskrat Falls project. ["Ken McDonald", CBS Mayor; "Gilbert Bennett", Vice-President of Lower Churchill Project]
ELECTORAL BOUNDARIES: Host preamble. The Electoral Districts Boundaries Commission has released maps showing how the province's districts will be drawn. It seems there will be no changes in Labrador as government said but there seems most of the districts will be lost in rural areas with only one reduction on the Avalon. Earle McCurdy said it's a dark day for the province.